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Preface
This volume contains the preliminary proceedings of the Fourth International
Workshop on Formal Techniques for Safety-Critical Systems (FTSCS 2015),
held in beautiful Paris on November 6–7, 2015, as a satellite event of the ICFEM
conference.
The aim of this workshop is to bring together researchers and engineers who
are interested in the application of formal and semi-formal methods to improve
the quality of safety-critical computer systems. FTSCS strives to promote research and development of formal methods and tools for industrial applications,
and is particularly interested in industrial applications of formal methods. Specific topics include, but are not limited to:
• case studies and experience reports on the use of formal methods for analyzing safety-critical systems, including avionics, automotive, medical,
and other kinds of safety-critical and QoS-critical systems;
• methods, techniques and tools to support automated analysis, certification, debugging, etc., of complex safety/QoS-critical systems;
• analysis methods that address the limitations of formal methods in industry (usability, scalability, etc.);
• formal analysis support for modeling languages used in industry, such as
AADL, Ptolemy, SysML, SCADE, Modelica, etc.; and
• code generation from validated models.
The workshop received 46 submissions; 41 of these were regular papers (including 5 tool papers) and 5 were work-in-progress/position papers. Each submission was reviewed by at least three referees. Based on the reviews and extensive discussions, the program committee selected 15 regular papers and two
work-in-progress papers for presentation at the workshop and inclusion in this
volume. Another highlight of the workshop is an invited talk by José Meseguer.
Revised versions of accepted regular papers will appear in the post-proceedings of FTSCS 2015 that will be published as a volume in Springer’s Communications in Computer and Information Science (CCIS) series. Extended versions
of selected papers from the workshop will also appear in a special issue of the
Science of Computer Programming journal.
Many colleagues and friends have contributed to FTSCS 2015. First, we
would like to thank Kokichi Futatsugi and Hitoshi Ohsaki for initiating this
series of workshops. We thank José Meseguer for accepting our invitation to
give an invited talk and the authors who submitted their work to FTSCS 2015
and who, through their contributions, make this workshop an interesting event.
We are particularly grateful that so many well known researchers agreed to serve
on the program committee, and that they all provided timely, insightful, and
detailed reviews.
We thank the editors of Communications in Computer and Information Science for agreeing to publish the proceedings of FTSCS 2015 as a volume in their
series, and Jan A. Bergstra and Bas van Vlijmen for accepting our proposal to
devote a special issue of the Science of Computer Programming journal to extended versions of selected papers from FTSCS 2015. Finally, Étienne André
I

and Fatiha Zaı̈di have been very helpful with the local arrangements, and we
thank Andrei Voronkov for the excellent EasyChair conference system.
We hope that you will all enjoy the workshop!
November, 2015

Cyrille Artho
Peter Csaba Ölveczky
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Towards Extensible Symbolic Formal Methods
José Meseguer
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

The use of decision procedures for theories axiomatizing data structures and
functions commonly occurring in software and hardware systems is currently one
of the most effective methods at the heart of state-of-the-art theorem provers
and model checkers. It offers the promise, and often even the reality, of scaling
up such verification efforts to handle large systems used in industrial practice.
In particular, from the model checking perspective a great advantage of using
decision procedures is that we can perform infinite-state model checking. This
is because we can define infinite sets of states symbolically as states satisfying
certain constraints which are formulas whose satisfiability is decidable by some
procedure.
But what other symbolic methods are there? And how extensible are they?
And how can they be combined? For example, the above model checking and
theorem proving methods based on decidable theories supported by an SMT
solver extend to combinations of decidable theories supported by the solver (using, for example, the Nelson-Oppen (NO) combination method), but no further.
And there is at the moment no straightforward way to combine the symbolic
methods of the SMT solver with other symbolic methods. These questions are
not academic, but eminently practical: given a formal verification task, the more
extensible our symbolic methods are, the more tasks we can automate, and the
more can we scale up to solve harder and bigger problems.
A useful distinction between symbolic methods is that they can be either:
(i) theory-specific; or (ii) theory-generic. For example, a decision procedure for
inequalities between linear polynomials over the real numbers, or a unification
algorithm for associative-commutative symbols, are obviously theory-specific.
Although theory-specific procedures can be combined by methods like NO, or
similar methods to combine unification algorithms, their extensibility cannot go
beyond such combinations, and a given tool will only support a finite number of
theory-specific procedures. A key advantage of theory-generic methods is that
they extend to infinite classes of theories and typically also to their combinations. Another key advantage is that, since their algorithms are generic, their
application to a concrete theory becomes user-definable: a tool user, as opposed
to a tool implementer, can easily instantiate the generic algorithm to his/her
theory of choice, and there are unlimited possibilities for such choices.
In this talk I will:
1. briefly review folding variant narrowing for theories satisfying the finite variant property (FVP) as a theory-generic symbolic method for finitary unification modulo the given FVP theory;
2. show that folding variant narrowing can be extended under general conditions to a theory-generic SMT solving symbolic method to decide the satis-
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fiability of quantifier-free formulas in the initial algebra of an FVP theory;
and
3. show how, the recently propose rewriting modulo SMT symbolic model
checking method which, until now, was only possible using theory-specific
decision procedures, becomes much more widely applicable and extensible
thanks to the theory-generic variant-based SMT-solving method described
in (2);
4. if time permits, I will also summarize theory-generic narrowing-based symbolic model checking methods, and how they can be made even more extensible when combined with the methods described in (1)–(3).
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An Executable Semantics of Clock Constraint
Specification Language and its Applications
Min Zhang1 and Frédéric Mallet2,1,3
1

Shanghai Key Laboratory of Trustworthy Computing
Software Engineering Institute, East China Normal University
zhangmin@sei.ecnu.edu.cn
2
Univ. Nice Sophia Antipolis, I3S, UMR 7271 CNRS, France
Frederic.Mallet@unice.fr
3
INRIA Sophia Antipolis Méditerranée, France

Abstract. The Clock Constraint Specification Language (ccsl) is a language to specify logical and timed constraints between logical clocks.
Given a set of clock constraints specified in ccsl, formal analysis is preferred to check if there exists a schedule that satisfies all the constraints,
if the constraints are valid or not, and if the constraints satisfy expected
properties. In this paper, we present a formal executable semantics of
ccsl in rewriting logic and demonstrate some applications of the formal
semantics to its formal analysis: 1) to automatically find bounded or
periodic schedules that satisfy all the given constraints; 2) to simulate
the execution of schedules with customized simulation policies; and 3) to
verify LTL properties of ccsl constraints by bounded model checking.
Compared with other existing modeling approaches, advantages with the
rewriting-based semantics of ccsl are that we do not need to assume a
bounded number of steps for the formalization, and we can exhaustively
explore all the solutions within a given bound for the analysis.

1

Introduction

Logical time such as defined by Lamport [9] gives a flexible abstraction to compare and order occurrences of events when appealing to more traditional physical
measures is either not possible or not desirable. This is the case in a great variety
of application domains, from widely distributed systems, for which maintaining a
global clock can be costly, to deeply embedded software or in latency-insensitive
designs [3], for which the complexity of the control mechanisms (like frequency
scaling) makes it neither desirable nor efficient. In the latter case, synchronous
languages [2,14] have shown that logical clocks can give a very adequate tool to
represent any recurrent event uniformly, whether occurring in a periodic fashion
or not.
The Clock Constraint Specification Language (ccsl) [11] is a language that
handles logical clocks as first-class citizens. While synchronous languages mainly
focus on signals and values and use logical clocks as a controlling mechanism,
ccsl discards the values and only focuses on clock-related issues. The formal
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operational semantics of ccsl was initially defined in a research report [1] in a bid
to provide a reference semantics for building simulation tools, like TimeSquare
[6]. We are interested here in studying the properties of a ccsl specification and
we give another formal executable semantics in rewriting logic and demonstrate
the benefits of this new semantics. The first benefit is that rewriting logic gives a
direct implementation of the operational semantics while TimeSquare provides a
Java-based implementation, which is prone to introduce accidental complexity.
The second and most important benefit is that we can directly use rewriting
logic tooling to model-check a ccsl specification. Previous works on studying
ccsl properties [13], rely on several intermediate transformations to automata
and other specific formats so that model-checking becomes possible when a ccsl
specification is finite (or safe) [12]. It either meant, reducing to a safe subset
of ccsl [8] or detecting that the specification was finite even though relying
on unsafe operators. In this contribution, we rely on Maude environment [4]
to provide a direct analysis support from the operational semantics and we
can explore unsafe specifications by using bounded-model checking and do not
restrict to the safe subset. While before, successive intermediate transformations
could each introduce variations in the semantics, if not careful enough, we rely
here on the strong, widely used, generic tooling provided by Maude, rather than
on an ad-hoc manual implementation.
More precisely, in this paper, we introduce the notions of bounded and periodic schedules for a ccsl specification. Periodic schedules are useful to reason
on specifications that rely on unsafe operators. With periodic schedules, we can
use bounded model-checking to verify temporal logic properties on ccsl models.
The tooling and automatic verification directly comes with the newly introduced
semantics and the Maude environment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and Section 3 give
a brief introduction to ccsl and Maude. In Section 4 we present the formal
definition of semantics of ccsl in Maude, and in Section 5 we demonstrate four
applications of the formal semantics to the analysis of ccsl. Section 6 mentions
some related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

CCSL
Syntax and semantics of CCSL

In ccsl, there are four primitive constraint operators which are binary relations
between clocks, and five kinds of clock definitions [11]. The four constraint operators are called precedence, causality, subclock and exclusion; and the five clock
definitions are called union, intersection, infimum, supremum, and delay.
The meaning of the nine primitive operators (see Fig. 1) is given using the
notions of schedule and history. Given a set C of clocks, a schedule of C is used
to decide which clocks can tick at a given step, and a history is used to calculate
the number of ticks of each clock at a given step.
Definition 1 (Schedule). Given a set C of clocks, a schedule of C is a total
function δ ∶ N+ → 2C such that for any n in N+ , δ(n) ≠ ∅.

4
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1. δ ⊧ c1 ≺ c2

⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N+ .χ(c1 , n) = χ(c2 , n) ⇒ c2 ∈/ δ(n + 1)

4. δ ⊧ c1 # c2

⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N .c1 ∈/ δ(n) ∨ c2 ∈/ δ(n)

2. δ ⊧ c1 ⪯ c2

3. δ ⊧ c1 ⊆ c2

⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N .χ(c1 , n) ≥ χ(c2 , n)
+

⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N+ .c1 ∈ δ(n) ⇒ c2 ∈ δ(n)
+

5. δ ⊧ c1 ≜ c2 + c3 ⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N .(c1 ∈ δ(n) ⇐⇒ c2 ∈ δ(n) ∨ c3 ∈ δ(n))
+

6. δ ⊧ c1 ≜ c2 × c3 ⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N+ .(c1 ∈ δ(n) ⇐⇒ c2 ∈ δ(n) ∧ c3 ∈ δ(n))
7. δ ⊧ c1 ≜ c2 ∧ c3 ⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N+ .χ(c1 , n) = max(χ(c2 , n), χ(c3 , n))
8. δ ⊧ c1 ≜ c2 ∨ c3 ⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N .χ(c1 , n) = min(χ(c2 , n), χ(c3 , n))
+

9. δ ⊧ c1 ≜ c2 $ d ⇐⇒ ∀n ∈ N+ .χ(c1 , n) = max(χ(c2 , n) − d, 0)

(Precedence)
(Causality)
(Subclock)
(Exclusion)
(Union)
(Intersection)
(Infimum)
(Supremum)
(Delay)

Fig. 1. Definition of 9 primitive ccsl operators

Note that a schedule must be non-trivial such that there is at least one clock
ticking at any execution step. This condition excludes from schedules those steps
where no clocks tick. Such steps are called empty steps and are trivial in that
adding them to a schedule does not affect the logical relations among clocks.
Definition 2 (History). A history of a schedule δ ∶ N+ → 2C over a set C of
clocks is a function χ ∶ C × N → N such that for any clock c ∈ C and n ∈ N:
⎧
0
if n = 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
if n ≠ 0 ∧ c ∈/ δ(n)
χ(c, n) = ⎨ χ(c, n − 1)
⎪
⎪
⎪
χ(c,
n
−
1)
+
1
if n ≠ 0 ∧ c ∈ δ(n)
⎩

We use δ ⊧ φ to denote that schedule δ satisfies constraint φ. Fig. 1 shows the
definition of the satisfiability of a constraint φ with regards to a schedule δ. We
take the definition of precedence for example. δ ⊧ c1 ≺ c2 holds if and only if for
any n in N, c2 must not tick at step n+1 if the number of ticks of c1 is equal to the
one of c2 at step n. Precedence and causality are asynchronous constraints and
they forbid clocks to tick depending on what has happened on other clocks in the
earlier steps. Subclock and exclusion are synchronous constraints and they force
clocks to tick or not depending on whether another clock ticks or not in the same
step. Union defines a clock c1 which ticks whenever c2 or c3 ticks; intersection
defines a clock c1 which ticks whenever both c2 and c3 tick; supremum defines
the slowest clock c1 which is faster than both c2 and c3 ; infimum defines the
fastest clock c1 which is slower than both c2 and c3 ; and delay defines the clock
c1 which is delayed by c2 with d steps. More details can be found in a recent
study on ccsl [13].
Given a set Φ of clock constraints and a schedule δ, δ satisfies Φ (denoted by
δ ⊧ Φ) if for any φ in Φ there is δ ⊧ φ. In particular, we use δ; k ⊧ φ to denote
that δ satisfies φ at step k(k ∈ N+ ). We use δ; k ⊧ Φ to denote that δ satisfies all
the constraints in Φ at step k, i.e., ∀φ ∈ Φ, δ; k ⊧ φ.

5
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Fig. 2. Periodic schedule

2.2

Satisfiability problem of CCSL

Given a set Φ of ccsl constraints, one of the most important problems is to
decide if there exist some schedules that satisfy Φ. However, it is still an open
problem whether the satisfiability of a given arbitrary set of ccsl constraints is
decidable or not. We consider two kinds of schedules called bounded schedule and
periodic schedule from the pragmatic point of view and show the satisfiability
problem of an arbitrary given set of ccsl constraints with regards to bounded
schedule and periodic schedule is decidable.
Definition 3 (Bounded schedule). Given a set Φ of clock constraints on
clocks in C, and a function δ ∶ N≤n → 2C , δ is called an n-bounded schedule if
for any i ≤ n, δ; i ⊧ Φ.

We denote the bounded satisfiability relation by δ ⊧n Φ, which means that δ is
an n-bounded schedule of Φ. It is obvious that given a bound n it is decidable to
check if there exists an n-bounded schedule for a set of ccsl constraints because
the number of candidate schedules is finite, i.e., (2∣C∣ − 1)n , where ∣C∣ denotes
the number of clocks in C. If there does not exist an n-bounded schedule for a
set Φ of clock constraints, there must not be a schedule that satisfies Φ, although
not vice versa.
Bounded schedule is sometimes too restrictive in practice because we usually
do not assign a bound to clocks in real-time embedded systems, but assume that
reactive systems run forever and only terminate when shutdown. Thus, clocks
should tick infinite often from the theoretical point of view. There is another class
of schedules which are unbounded and force all the clocks to occur periodically.
We call them periodic schedules.
Definition 4 (Periodic schedule). A schedule δ is periodic if there exists k, p
in N such that for any k ′ ≥ k, δ(k ′ + p) = δ(k ′ ).

Figure 2 depicts a periodic schedule whose period is p. Each node denotes a
time point, and each arrow denotes the elapse of a time unit. The dashed line
indicates that, for any clock, it ticks at one point if and only if it ticks at the
other point. From step k, the schedule starts to repeat every p steps infinitely. To
decide whether there exists a periodic schedule for a given set of clock constraints
is also an open problem. In the rest of this section, we propose an approach to
constructing a periodic schedule from a bounded one when the bounded one
satisfies certain conditions which are to be introduced below.
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Fig. 3. Construction of periodic schedule δ ′ from an n-bounded schedule δ

Lemma 1. Given a schedule δ ∶ N → C and two natural numbers k, k ′ , if there
exists m ∈ N such that for any c in C χ(c, k) + m = χ(c, k ′ ) and χ(c, k + 1) + m =
χ(c, k ′ + 1) then δ(k + 1) = δ(k ′ + 1).

Proof. It is equal to prove that for any c ∈ C, c ∈ δ(k + 1) ⇐⇒ c ∈ δ(k ′ + 1).
(⇒): c ∈ δ(k + 1) implies that χ(c, k + 1) = χ(c, k) + 1. Thus, χ(c, k + 1) + m =
χ(c, k ′ + 1) = χ(c, k) + 1 + m = χ(c, k ′ ) + 1. Thus, c ∈ δ(k ′ + 1).
(⇐): c ∈ δ(k ′ +1) implies that χ(c, k ′ +1) = χ(c, k ′ )+1. Namely, χ(c, k+1)+m =
χ(c, k) + m + 1. Thus, χ(c, k + 1) = χ(c, k) + 1, and hence we have c ∈ δ(k + 1). ⊔
⊓

Theorem 1. Given a schedule δ ∶ N → C, a clock constraint φ, and two natural
numbers k, k ′ , δ; k ⊧ φ ⇒ σ; k ′ ⊧ φ if all the following three conditions are true:
1. δ(k) = δ(k ′ );
2. There exists m in N such that m > 0 and for any c in C, χ(c, k)+m = χ(c, k ′ )
and χ(c, k + 1) + m = χ(c, k ′ + 1);
3. If φ ≡ (c1 ≜ c2 $ d), χ(c2 , k) ≥ d.

Theorem 1 can be proved with Lemma 1. We omit the proof due to the limit of
space. From Theorem 1 we can directly derive the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Given a schedule δ ∶ N → C, a set Φ of clock constraints, and two
natural numbers n, k ′ , δ; k ⊧ Φ ⇒ σ; k ′ ⊧ Φ if the three conditions in Theorem 1
are satisfied.
Given an n-bounded schedule δ of a set Φ of clock constraints, if there exist
two natural numbers k, k ′ ≤ n, which satisfy the three conditions in Theorem 1,
we can define a periodic schedule δ ′ based on δ such that δ ′ satisfies Φ.
δ ′ (x) = {

δ(x)
if x ≤ k ′
′
δ(k + (x − k)%(k − k)) if x > k ′

Figure 3 shows the construction of δ ′ based on δ. From k ′ , the schedule δ ′
repeats infinitely the steps from k to k ′ − 1. By Corollary 1, it is obvious that
for any k ′′ such that k ′′ > k ′ , we have δ ′ ; k ′′ ⊧ Φ because we can find a natural
number k1 = k +(k ′′ −k)%(k ′ −k) such that δ; k1 ⊧ Φ, δ(k1 ) = δ ′ (k1 ) and k ′′ , k1 , δ ′
satisfy the three conditions in Theorem 1. Thus, we have δ ′ ⊧ Φ.
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3

Maude in a Nutshell

Maude is rewriting-based algebraic language and also an efficient rewriting engine. We assume the readers are familiar with Maude, and only give a brief
introduction to Maude meta-level functionality and Maude LTL model checking, which is used in this paper. More details about Maude can be found in the
Maude book [4].
The underlying logic of Maude is rewriting logic, which is reflective in the
sense that it can be faithfully interpreted in itself [4]. The reflectivity allows us
to reason with a specified rewrite theory in customized strategies by Maude.
Intuitively, we define a rewrite theory R and then define a metatheory U where
R is treated as data. A rewrite theory R is a tripe ⟨Σ, E, R⟩, where Σ is called
the signature specifying the type structure, E is a set of equations and R is
a set of rewrite rules. Maude provides efficient function by command search
to find if there exist some pathes from a given term t to a target term t′ by
repeatedly applying the rewrite rules in R. It also provides a corresponding
meta-level searching function metaSearch which takes R, t and t′ as arguments
and returns the searching result. An LTL model checker has been implemented
based on Maude to verify LTL properties of a rewrite theory when the set of
states that are reachable from an initial state in the rewrite theory is finite [7].

4

Formal Semantics of CCSL in Maude

We formalize a clock as a triple (c, `, n), consisting of the clock identifier c, a list `
of records, with each value being tick or idle (abbreviated by t or i respectively),
representing that the clock ticks or not at the corresponding step, and a natural
number n to indicate the numbers of ticks in `. ` represents a bounded schedule
of c whose bound is equal to the length of `. Initially, ` is empty and n is 0. Let
C be the set of such clock triples of a set C of clocks. We call C a configuration.
We suppose that the length of the lists in each clock triple in C are equal, e.g.
n. C essentially represents an n-bounded schedule for all the clocks in C.
We declare a predicate satisfy which takes three arguments: a configuration
C, a non-zero natural number k, and a set Φ of constraints, and returns true if
C satisfies Φ at step k, and otherwise false. We consider each possible constraint
form in Φ when defining satisfy. For instance, the following two equations are
defined to specify a configuration C satisfies precedence and infimum at step k:

1
2
3
4
5
6

ceq satisfy (C , k, c1 ≺ c2 ) = ( num (`1 ,k) >= num (`2 , k) ) and
( if num (`1 ,k − 1) == num (`2 , k − 1) then t - val (`2 ,k) =/= t else true fi )
if (c1 , `1 , n1 ) := getConf (C , c1 ) /\ (c2 , `2 , n2 ) := getConf (C , c2 ) .

ceq satisfy (C , k, c1 ≜ c2 ∧ c3 ) = ( if n2 > n3 then n1 == n2 else n1 == n3 fi )
if (c1 , `1 , n1 ) := getConf (C , c1 ) /\ (c2 , `2 , n2 ) := getConf (C , c2 )
/\ (c3 , `3 , n3 ) := getConf (C , c2 ) .

The first equation says that satisfy returns true with C, k and c1 ≺ c2 when
the number of ticks of c1 up to step k is greater than or equal to the one of c2 and
further if the number of ticks of c1 up to step k−1 is the same as the one of c2 then
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c2 must not tick at step k (as represented by t-val(`2 ,k) =/= t, where t-val
is a function returning the k th value in the list `2 ). The equation has a condition
which is a conjunction of two matching equations [4]. The two conjuncts are used
to retrieve the tick list and the number of ticks of c1 (and c2 ) by function getConf
and assign them to `1 and n1 (and `2 and n2 ). The second equation defines the
semantics of infimum relation, namely, at any step k the number of ticks of c1
must be the minimum of those of c2 and c3 . The correspondence between the
formalization of the constraints and their formal semantics defined in Figure 1
should be clear. Other constraints can be formalized in Maude likewise, and we
omit them from the paper.
Next we formalize one-step ticking from k to k + 1 of all clocks by a set of
rewrite rules. The basic idea is as follows. From step k to k + 1 each clock decides
to tick or not (be idle). After all the clocks make a decision, we check if the
bounded schedule satisfies all the constraints at step k + 1. The first rewrite rule
at Line 1 specifies the behavior that clock c ticks at step k + 1. The list ` is
changed into ` t. The rule is conditional because we need the condition that c is
not the last clock which makes a decision. If c is the last one, we need to check if
all the constraints in Φ are satisfied at step k + 1. The step k can be represented
by the length of the list ` of an arbitrary clock triple in C, i.e., k = size(`),
where size(`) returns the length of `. Thus, k + 1 is equal to size(`) + 1, and
hence we use the latter one in the condition of the fourth equation on Line 6.
Similarly, if c decides to remain idle next step and c is not the last clock, its
corresponding tick list is changed from ` to ` i, which is specified by the rule on
Line 2. If c is the last clock in this case, we also need to guarantee that from step
k to k + 1 there must be at least one clock ticking (represented by the formula
not allIdle(C ′ )) and all the clocks satisfy the constraints in Φ at step k + 1.

1
2
3
4
5
6

crl ((c, `, n) C ; C ′ ; Φ) = > (C ; C ′ (c, ` t, n + 1) ; Φ) if C =/= nil .
crl ((c, `, n) C ; C ′ ; Φ) = > (C ; C ′ (c, ` i, n) ; Φ)
if C =/= nil .
crl ((c, `, n) ; C ′ ; Φ)
= > ( nil ; C ′ (c, ` t, n + 1) ; Φ )
if satisfy (C ′ (c, ` t, n + 1), size (`) + 1 , Φ) .
crl ((c, `, n) ; C ′ ; Φ)
= > ( nil ; C ′ (c, ` i, n) ; Φ)
if not allIdle (C ′ ) /\ satisfy (C ′ (c, ` i, n), size (`) + 1 , Φ) .

We assume that C is a k-bounded schedule of a set Φ of ccsl constraints.
If there is a rewriting sequence from (C; nil; Φ) to a new one (nil; C ′ ; Φ)
with the above four rules, C ′ must be a k + 1-bounded schedule of Φ because
C ′ satisfies Φ up to k + 1 steps. We can define the following rule to specify the
one-step ticking of all the clocks from step k to k + 1.

1

crl < C ; k ; Φ > = > < C ′ ; k + 1 ; Φ > if (C ; nil ; Φ) = > ( nil ; C ′ ; Φ) .

The condition of the rule is a rewrite condition [4], which is true if and only if
there exists a rewriting sequence from the term at the left-hand side of => to
the one at the right-hand side when the condition is true. In the above rule, C ′
represents an arbitrary immediate successor of C such that C ′ satisfies Φ up to
k + 1 steps.
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5

Applications of the Formal Semantics

In this section, we show four applications of the executable formal semantics of
ccsl in Maude.
5.1

Bounded scheduling

Given a bound n and a set of clock constraints Φ, we can use Maude’s search
function to find automatically if there exists an n-bounded schedule of Φ. If
Maude cannot find a schedule within a given bound n, it means that there must
not exist such an n-bounded schedule, and further we can conclude that there
must not exist a schedule that satisfies Φ. However, if a schedule is found up
to bound n, we only can conclude that the returned schedule is n-bounded, but
cannot guarantee the existence of a schedule for Φ.
We show an example of finding bounded schedules for a given set of clock
constraints using Maude’s search command.
Example 1. Given a set of constraints Φ1 = {c1 ≺ c2 , c3 ≜ c1 $ 1 , c2 ≺ c3 , we can
use Maude’s search command to find a 100-bounded schedule.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

search [2 ,100] init (Φ1 ) = >* <
states : 101 rewrites : 629424
C -->
(c1 ,t i t i t i t i t i t i
i t i t i t i t i t i t
t i t i t i t i t i t i
(c2 ,i t i t i t i t i t i t
t i t i t i t i t i t i
i t i t i t i t i t i t
(c3 ,i i t i t i t i t i t i
i t i t i t i t i t i t
t i t i t i t i t i t i

C ; 100 ; (Φ1 ) > .
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t

i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i

t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t

i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i

t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t

i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i

t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t

i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i

t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t

i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i

t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t

i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i

t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t

i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i

t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t

i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i

t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i
t

i t i
t i t
i ,50)
t i t
i t i
t ,50)
i t i
t i t
i ,49)

t i t
i t i
i t i
t i t
t i t
i t i

Maude’s search command takes two optional arguments in the square brackets.
The first one is used to specify the number of expected solutions, and the second
one is used to specify the maximal depth of searching. Function init takes a
set Φ of constraints and generates an initial configuration <C0 ; 0 ; Φ >, where
C0 is a set of clock triples, each of which is of the form (c, nil, 0). The operator
=>* indicates there are zero or more rewritings from the given initial term to the
expected term that can be matched by the target term.
In this example, the target term represents those configurations where the
current step is 200. C is a configuration which is assigned by Maude. The result
is obtained by repeatedly applying the rewrite rule. Maude only returns one
result with the command. It means that there is only one possible 100-bounded
schedule for the constraints. The schedule shows that c1 and c3 only tick at all
odd steps except that c3 does not tick at the first step, because of the constraint
c3 ≜ c1 $ 1 . c2 only ticks at all even steps. The returned bounded schedule
coincides with the result in an earlier work of the second author [13].
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5.2

Customized simulation

Given a set Φ of clock constraints, it is also desirable to have a customized
schedule which satisfies not only Φ but also some customized requirements, e.g.,
at each step if a clock can tick it must tick, or if a clock does not have to
tick, it must not tick. We only consider three basic scheduling policies, called
randomness, maximum and minimum respectively.
– Randomness: If a clock can tick and not tick at next step, we randomly
choose one.
– Maximum: If a clock can tick at next step, it must tick.
– Minimum: If a clock has not to tick at next step, it must not tick.
Based on the four rewrite rules defined in Section 4, we can achieve customized scheduling for a given set of clock constraints using Maude’s meta-level
facility. We first find all the possible immediate successors of a set C of clock
triples using Maude’s metaSearch function, and then choose the successor that
satisfies the customized policy given by users. The following rewrite rule is defined for customized scheduling.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

−−− the rewrite rule is defined for customized scheduling
crl < C ; k ; Φ ; ρ > = > < C ′ ; k+1 ; Φ ; ρ > if C ′ := conf ( sucs (C , Φ) , ρ) .
−−− the equation needs the meta−level function metaSearch to compute all successors
ceq sucsAux (C , Φ, j ) = downTerm (T , nil ) , sucsAux (C , Φ, j + 1)
if RT := metaSearch ( upModule ( ’ ONE - STEP - TICKING , false ) ,
’ ‘( _ ; _ ;_ ‘) [ upTerm (C ) , ’ nil . Conf , upTerm (Φ) ] ,
’ ‘( _ ; _ ;_ ‘) [ ’ nil . Conf , C ′ , upTerm (Φ) ] , nil , ’* , unbounded ,i) /\
(C ′ <- T ) := ge tSubstituti o n ( RT ) .

In the rule, ρ is a variable, denoting the customized policy given by users, e.g.
rand for randomness, max for maximum or min for minimum. The function sucs
used in the condition returns the set of all the successors of C that satisfy Φ,
and conf returns one among them according to the customized policy ρ. The
equation above is used to define a recursive function sucsAux, which is the main
auxiliary function to define sucs. Function sucsAux takes three arguments, C,
Φ and a natural number j, which indicates that we want metaSearch to find the
j th (j ≥ 0) successor of C. The metaSearch function takes a meta-module of the
module ONE-STEP-TICKING where the four rewrite rules in Section 4 are defined,
a term from which searching begins, a target term that the result term can match,
and other three arguments, and returns a searching result. The searching result
contains a meta-level term which substitute for C ′ . We change it to the object
level by the built-in function downTerm. The object-level term represents the ith
successor of C. We omit the detailed explanation about the usage of metaSearch.
Interested readers can refer to the work [4] for the details.
Example 2. Let Φ2 be the set of the following constraints:
in1 ≼ step1

step2 ≺ step3

step1 ≺ step3
step3 ≼ out
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We show the simulations of the bounded schedules that satisfy Φ2 with maximum
and minimum policy. We use Maude’s rew command to rewrite the initial configuration < C0 ; 0 ; Φ ; ρ > by applying the rewrite rule defined in this section
10 times with max and min respectively. The initial configuration is generated by
function init1, which takes a set Φ of ccsl constraints and a simulation policy
ρ as its arguments. The commands and returned results are shown as follow.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

rew [10] init1 (Φ2 , max )
result CCC : ( ’ in1 , t t
( ’ out , i t
( ’ step2 , t t
rew [10] init1 (Φ2 , min )
result CCC : ( ’ in1 , i i
( ’ out , i i
( ’ step2 , i t

.
t
t
t
.
i
i
i

t t t t t t t ,10) ( ’ in2 , t t t t t t t t t t ,10)
t t t t t t t ,9) ( ’ step1 , t t t t t t t t t t ,10)
t t t t t t t ,10) ( ’ step3 , i t t t t t t t t t ,9) ...
i i i i i i i ,0) ( ’ in2 , t i t i t i t i t i ,5)
i i i i i i i ,0) ( ’ step1 , i i i i i i i i i i ,0)
t i t i t i t ,5) ( ’ step3 , i i i i i i i i i i ,0) ...

For the first schedule, the number of ticking clocks is always maximal, while for
the second one the number of ticking clocks is always minimal.
5.3

Periodic scheduling

We also can find automatically periodic schedules of a given set of ccsl constraints by Maude’s search command with the rewriting-based semantics of
ccsl in Maude. The basic idea is to compute all possible immediate successors
of the current k-bounded schedule at every step k(k ≥ 1) and check if there
exists a successor that satisfies all the three conditions in Theorem 1. If such a
successor exists, a periodic schedule is found, and the step k + 1 is the first step
of the second iteration. We also can compute the period of the schedule. The
following rewrite rule is defined for periodic scheduling.
1
2
3
4

−−− the rewrite rule is defined to represent periodic schedules
crl < C ; k ; Φ ; 0 > = >
if C ′′ == nil then < C ′ ; k + 1 ; Φ ; 0 > else < C ′′ ; k + 1 ; Φ ; p > fi
if (CS 1 ,C ′ ,CS 2 ) := sucs ( CF , CTS ) /\ <C ′′ ; p> := checkOcc ((CS 1 , C ′ ,CS 2 ) ,k + 1) .

The terms at left-hand side of the rule is a 4-tuple, where the last argument, i.e.,
0 is indicates that the k-bounded schedule does not satisfy the three conditions
in Theorem 1. Function checkOcc is used to check if there exists a k +1-bounded
schedule that satisfies all the constraints in Φ and also the three conditions in
Theorem 1. If that is the case, checkOcc returns the schedule C ′′ and the period
p(p > 0), and otherwise nil and 0. Once a periodic schedule is found, the rewrite
rule cannot be applied and Maude returns the result. Note that the rule may
cause non-termination if no periodic schedule is found and no bound to the times
of rewriting is set.
As an example, we use Maude’s search command to find periodic schedules
of the precedence constraint c1 ≺ c2 . The command is as follows:

1

search [4] init2 (c1 ≺ c2 ) = >* < C ; k ; c1 ≺ c2 ; p > such that p =/= 0 .

Function init2 takes a set Φ of ccsl constraints and returns an initial configuration < C0 ; 0 ; Φ ; 0 >, where the last natural number is used to record the
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schedule
1
2
3
4

Table 1. Four periodic schedules that satisfy c1 ≺ c2

clock/step
c1
c2
c1
c2
c1
c2
c1
c2

1
t
i
t
i
t
i
t
i

2
t
t
i
t
t
i
t
i

3
t
t
t
i
t
t
t
i

4
t
t
i
t
t
t
i
t

5
t
t
t
i
t
t
t
i

6
t
t
i
t
t
t
i
t

. . . period p
...
1
...
...
2
...
...
1
...
...
2
...

period of the current bounded schedule. We provide an upper bound e.g. 4 to
the expected periodic schedules. In the command, C is a set of two clock triples
of c1 and c2 returned by Maude when a periodic schedule is found. k indicates
the step where the first period of the schedule ends, and p indicates the period
of the schedule. The condition p =/= 0 means that C represents a periodic schedule. Table 1 shows four periodic schedules found by Maude for c1 ≺ c2 when
the bound is set 4. The red steps for each schedule are the beginning of the first
and second iteration of the period. We also can give p a concrete value and use
Maude to search those periodic schedules with a fixed period.
5.4

Bounded model checking

Given a set of clock constraints, it is desired to know if the constraints satisfy
some properties, e.g. if all the clocks can tick infinitely often, or a clock must tick
immediately after another clock ticks. Based on the formal semantics of ccsl in
Maude, we can model check LTL properties of a given set of ccsl constraints by
Maude LTL model checker. Maude model checker requires the reachable state
space being verified must be finite, while the reachable state space specified by
the rewrite theory of a set of clock constraints may be infinite if there exists some
non-periodic schedules. For periodic schedules, we force the schedule to repeat
from step n to n′ where n and n′ are the beginning and ending steps of the first
period. As depicting by Fig. 4, by setting a bound we can compute all periodic
schedules up to the bound. The periodic schedules compose a finite state space
which can be used for model checking. Figure 4 (left) shows an example of an
unbounded state space. Each path represents a schedule. The path with a loop
represents a periodic schedule. There are three periodic schedules in the figure
when the bound is set 3. The three periodic schedules constitute a finite state
space which can be model checked, as shown in Figure 4 (right).
Next, we show some basic properties that clock constraints are expected to
satisfy and their representations in LTL formula. Let tick be a parameterized
predicate on states, which takes a clock c as argument and returns true if c ticks
in a state and otherwise false.
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start

start

Ô⇒
bound: 3
State space without bound

Bounded state space

Fig. 4. Bounded state space of periodic schedulers

– Repeated ticking: all clocks must tick infinitely often, which can be formalized
as: ⋀c∈C ◻ ◇ tick(c).
– Simultaneous ticking: two clocks c1 and c2 must tick simultaneously, which
can be formalized as: ◻(tick(c1 ) ⇐⇒ tick(c2 )).
– Leading-to ticking: if a clock c1 ticks, it must cause another clock c2 to tick
eventually, which can be formalized as: ◻(tick(c1 ) → ◇tick(c2 )).
– Alternating ticking: two clocks c1 and c2 must always tick immediately after
each other, which can be formalized as: ◻(tick(c1 ) → ◯ tick(c2 ) ∧ tick(c2 ) →
◯ tick(c1 ).

As an example, we model check if the constraints Φ1 in Example 1 satisfy
the alternating ticking property.
1
2
3
4
5
6

−−−
ceq
−−−
red

definition of the state predicate tick in Maude
<(C ; k; Φ; p> |= tick (c) = ( tval (`,k) == t) if (c,`,n) := getConf (C , c) .
the following command is used for model checking in Maude
modelCheck ( init2 ((c1 ≺ c2 ) (c3 ≜ c1 $ 1 ) (c2 ≺ c3 ) ) ,
[]( tick (c1 ) -> O tick (c2 ) /\ tick (c2 ) -> O tick (c1 ) ) ) .
Result : true

The first equation is used to define the state predicate tick, and modelCheck
is a built-in function to do model checking in Maude. It takes an initial state
(configuration) and an LTL formula. Maude returns true with the above command, which means that the constraints Φ1 indeed satisfies the alternating ticking property. This result coincides with the one obtained by encoding ccsl into
finite-state transition system [13].
By bounded model checking in Maude we also can find invalid schedules of
a given set of clock constraints. A schedule is called invalid if it prevent some
clock from ticking after some step, namely, it does not satisfy the repeated
ticking property. A set Φ of ccsl constraints are called invalid if there exist
invalid schedules that satisfy Φ. Once Maude finds such a periodic schedule
that violates the repeated ticking property, we can conclude that the constraints
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Table 2. Eight deadlock schedules found by Maude for ccsl constraints Φ′2

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

in1
t
i
ti
ii
tit
tii
tit
tii

in2
i
t
ii
ti
tii
tit
tii
tit

step1
t
i
it
ii
tit
tii
tit
tii

step2
i
t
ii
it
tii
tit
iti
itt

step3
i
i
ii
ii
iti
iti
iti
iti

out
i
i
ii
ii
iti
iti
iti
iti

tmp1
t
t
ti
ti
tit
tit
tit
tit

tmp2
i
i
ii
ii
iit
iit
iit
iit

are not valid. However, it cannot grantee the constraints are valid if no invalid
schedules are found because not all schedules are model checked.
A special invalid case of ccsl constraints is that some schedules may prevent
all clocks from ticking after some step. We call them deadlock schedules. We can
use Maude to find if there exist deadlock schedules within a given bound. Let us
consider a case of Example 2. Assume that we introduce the following four new
constraints to Φ2 and denote the new set as Φ′2 :
tmp1 ≜ in1 + in2

tmp1 ≺ out

tmp2 ≜ tmp1 $ 1

out ≺ tmp2

The four constraints mean that clocks tmp1 and out must alternatively tick. We
can find a number of schedules satisfying all the constraints in Φ′2 . However,
some of them may cause deadlock. We find 8 deadlock schedules by searching
within 3 steps in Maude with the command:
1

search [10 ,3] init (Φ′2 ) = >! CF .

In the command CF is a variable to which a 4-tuple is going to be assigned
by Maude, and =>! means that the value assigned to CF must be rewritten
by any rewrite rules. Namely, the value assigned to CF is a deadlock schedule.
Table 1 shows the eight deadlock schedules. We take the first one as an example.
According to the first schedule, only three clocks, i.e. in1 , step1 and tmp1 tick at
the first step. In next step, no clocks can tick because of the newly introduced four
constraints. For instance, in2 cannot tick in next step. If in2 ticked, so did tmp1
(by constraint tmp1 ≜ in1 + in2 ) and tmp2 (by constraint tmp2 ≜ tmp1 $ 1 ),
which violates the constraint out ≺ tmp2 . Because in2 cannot tick, step2 can
neither by constraint in2 ≺ step2 . Other clocks also cannot tick because of the
corresponding constraints, leading to a deadlock.

6

Related Works and discussion

ccsl mainly deals with logical clocks, i.e., unbounded increasing sequences of
integers. The semantics of clock constraints may depend on boolean parameters,
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in which case, we remain in a finite world and can rely on traditional verification
and analysis results and tools. The constraints may also depend on unbounded
integer values, for instance, the number of times a given clock has ticked. In this
latter case, the constraint is called unsafe [12]. A specification is safe if it does
not use any unsafe constraint.
The reference semantics of ccsl was given in a research report [1] mainly to
be able to define a simulation tool called TimeSquare [6]. TimeSquare encodes
the operational semantics of ccsl in Java and captures boolean constraints
symbolically using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD). TimeSquare works step by
step and at each step, finding a solution reduces to a satisfiability problem. After
deciding if and how many valid solutions can be found at a step, TimeSquare
clock engine picks one solution according to its simulation policy, updates the
state space and moves forward. TimeSquare does not consider the unbounded
specification as a whole and only produce one finite possible trace that satisfies
all the constraints up to a given number of steps. In this work, we use bounded
model-checking, we can then explore all the solutions reached in a given number
of steps, instead of only one.
Other works have tried to make an exhaustive exploration of the entire state
space (not up to a pre-defined number of steps). A comprehensive list of such
works has been summarized in a recent survey [13]. However, one aspect is
to be able to decide whether the state space can be represented with a finite
abstraction even though the specification is unsafe. Another way is to force a
finite space space by restricting to safe constraints [16,8,15]. In this work, we do
not make any assumptions on whether the specification is safe or not.
The most important achievement in this paper is that, thanks to Maude
environment, all the analyses performed result directly from the operational semantics without intermediate transformations, so without the need to prove that
the semantics is preserved. Yu et al. proposed to encode ccsl in Signal before
transforming it to the internal format of Sigali [16]. We hope that the encoding in
Maude will allow to conduct automated verification for all the transformational
approaches that use ccsl as a step. Maude also gives a framework to define the
simulation policies formally. Some undocumented simulation policies are available in TimeSquare [6]. In Section 4, we give a simple formal interpretation for
three of these simulation policies.
Finally, abstract interpretation [5] or infinite model-checking [10] would allow
reasoning on the global ccsl specification without restrictions. However, the
encoding is likely to introduce semantic variations and we do not know at the
moment how to encode ccsl constraints in a compositional way.

7

Conclusion and future work

We have proposed a new semantic model for CCSL constraints. We have also
introduced the notion of bounded and periodic schedules. The satisfiability problem for CCSL specifications, which is still an open problem in the general case,
is proved to be decidable with regards to bounded and periodic schedules even
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when using unsafe constraints. This is the first main result. The second result is
to use the MAUDE encoding to perform bounded scheduling, customized simulation with different policies, periodic scheduling, and bounded model-checking.
The notion of periodic schedule seems promising but a bit constraining. In the
future, we shall try to provide a more general definition where the behavior might
slightly vary between successive periods while still maintaining decidability.
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Abstract. Parametric timed automata (PTA) are a powerful formalism
to reason, simulate and formally verify critical real-time systems. After
two decades of research on PTA, it is now well-understood that any
non-trivial problem studied is undecidable for general PTA. We provide
here a survey of decision and computation problems for PTA. On the one
hand, bounding time, bounding the number of parameters or the domain
of the parameters does not (in general) lead to any decidability. On the
other hand, restricting the number of clocks, the use of clocks (compared
or not with the parameters), and the use of parameters (e. g., used only
as upper or lower bounds) leads to decidability of some problems.

1

Introduction

The absence of undesired behaviors in real-time critical systems is of utmost
importance in order to ensure the system safety. Model checking aims at formally verifying a model of the system against a correctness property. Timed
automata (TA) are a popular formalism to model and verify safety critical systems with timing constraints. TA extend finite state automata with clocks, i. e.,
real-valued variables increasing linearly [1]. These clocks can be compared with
integer constants in guards (sets of linear inequalities that must be satisfied to
take a transition) and invariants (sets of linear inequalities that must be satisfied
to remain in a location). TA have been widely studied, and several state-of-theart model checkers (such as Uppaal [28] or PAT [33]) support TA as an input
language.
TA benefit from many interesting decidable properties, such as the emptiness
of the accepted language, the reachability of a control state, etc. However, TA
also suffer from some limitations. First, they cannot be used to specify and verify
systems incompletely specified (i. e., whose timing constants are not known yet),
and hence cannot be used in early design phases. Second, verifying a system for
a set of timing constants usually requires to enumerate all of them one by one if
they are supposed to be integer-valued; in addition, TA cannot be used anymore
if these constants are rational- or real-valued, and can be taken from a dense
?
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interval. Third, robustness in TA often assumes that all guards can be enlarged
or shrinked by the same small variation; considering independent variations or
considering both enlarging and shrinking was not addressed, and it is actually
unclear whether this can be even considered for TA.
Parametric timed automata (PTA) overcome these limitations by allowing
the use of parameters (i. e., unknown constants) in guards and invariants [3].
This increased expressive power comes at the price of the undecidability of most
interesting problems – at least in the general case.
Tools such as an extension of Uppaal [24], Roméo [29] or IMITATOR [5]
take PTA as input formalism. Beyond the usual academic examples (such as
variants of train controllers [3,24]), PTA were also used to successfully specify
and verify numerous interesting case studies such as the root contention protocol [24], Philip’s bounded retransmission protocol [24], a 4-phase handshake protocol [27], the alternating bit protocol [26], an asynchronous circuit commercialized by ST-Microelectronics [17], (non-preemptive) schedulability problems [26],
a distributed prospective architecture for the flight control system of the next
generation of spacecrafts designed at ASTRIUM Space Transportation [20], an
unmanned aerial video system by Thales, and even analysis of music scores [19].
In this paper, we survey decision problems for PTA proposed in the past two
decades. On the one hand, bounding time, bounding the number of parameters
or the domain of the parameters does not (in general) lead to any decidability.
On the other hand, restricting the number of clocks, the use of clocks (compared
or not with the parameters), and the use of parameters (e. g., used only as upper
or lower bounds) can lead to the decidability of some problems.
Related Surveys. To the best of our knowledge, no survey was dedicated specifically to decision problems for PTA. In addition, recent results in the field in the
past two years (e. g., [16,32,26,10,8]) justify the need for a clear picture of these
updated (un)decidability results.
Related works include a work by Henzinger et al. [21], that is not a survey,
but exhibits decidable subclasses of hybrid automata, an extension of timed
automata where variables can have (in general) arbitrary rates. Then, Asarin
et al. proposed a work [9] acting both as a survey and as a contribution paper
that studies hybrid automata with “low dimensions”, i. e., with few variables.
Our survey is also concerned (in Section 4) with decidability results for PTA
with few variables (i. e., clocks and parameters). Various problems related to the
robustness in TA were also surveyed [12].
Outline. In Section 2, we propose a unified syntax for PTA, and we define the
decision problems that we will consider throughout this manuscript. In Section 3,
we recall general undecidability for PTA. We then study in Section 4 the decidability when restricting the syntax of PTA (number of variables, syntax of the
constraints, etc.). We consider specifically in Section 5 the subclass of L/U-PTA.
We conclude by emphasizing open problems in Section 6.
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Table 1: Syntax of operators in guards
Operator Definition
∼
{<, ≤, =, ≥, >}
≤≥
{≤, ≥}
<>
{<, >}

{<, ≤}

2
2.1

Parametric Timed Automata and Problems
Clocks, Parameters and Constraints

Let Z, N, Q+ and R+ denote the sets of (possibly negative) integer numbers, (non-negative) natural numbers, non-negative rational numbers, and nonnegative real numbers, respectively. In the following, T denotes the domain of
time, and P the domain of the parameters; these domains will be instantiated
with N, Q+ or R+ later on. Throughout this survey, let d denote an integer
constant in Z, and d+ denote a non-negative constant in N.
Let us assume a set X = {x1 , . . . , xH } of clocks, that are T-valued variables
that evolve at the same rate. Let us assume a set P = {p1 , . . . , pM } of parameters, i. e., unknown constants. A parameter valuation v is a function v : P → P.
Throughout this survey, symbols x, xi denote clocks whereas p, pi denote parameters.
P
A parametric linear term is 1≤i≤M αi pi + d, with αi ∈ Z; in the following
plt will denote a parametric linear term.
A (linear) inequality is x ∼ plt, where x is a clock, plt a parametric linear
term, and ∼ ∈ {<, ≤, =, ≥, >}. We give in Table 1 the conventions used throughout this survey concerning comparison operators. A (linear) constraint is a set
of linear inequalities.
A simple inequality is either x ∼ p or x ∼ d+ . A simple constraint is a set of
simple inequalities.
2.2

A Unified Syntax for Parametric Timed Automata

The syntax of PTA varies a lot in the literature; we give below a definition that
includes any definition in the literature. That is, any definition of PTA can be
obtained from the following one by adding restrictions such as removing the set
of accepting locations, forbidding invariants, restricting the domain of clocks or
parameters, simplifying the syntax of the guards and invariants, etc.
Definition 1. A PTA is a tuple A = (Σ, L, l0 , F, X, P, I, E), where:
–
–
–
–

Σ is a finite set of actions,
L is a finite set of locations,
l0 ∈ L is the initial location,
F ⊆ L is a set of accepting (or final) locations,
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x2 ≤ 10

x2 = 10
idle

done

press
x1 := 0
x2 := 0
idle

press
x1 := 0
x2 := 0

x2 ≤ p 2
add sugar

x2 = p3
coffee
x1 := 0

x2 = p2
x1 ≥ p1 cup
press
x1 := 0

preparing coffee
x2 ≤ p3

Fig. 1: A coffee machine modeled using a PTA

–
–
–
–

X is a set of clocks with domain T = R+ ,
P is a set of parameters with domain P = R+ ,
I is the invariant, assigning to every l ∈ L a constraint I(l), and
E is a set of edges (l, g, a, R, l0 ) where l, l0 ∈ L are the source and destination
locations, g is a constraint which is the transition guard, a ∈ Σ, and R ⊆ X
is a set of clocks to be reset.

Given a PTA A and a parameter valuation v, the valuation of A with v,
denoted by v(A), is the (non-parametric) TA where each occurrence of p is
replaced with v(p).
We say that a PTA is deterministic if, for any l ∈ L, for any a ∈ Σ, there
exists at most one edge (l, g, a, R, l0 ) ∈ E, for some g, R, l0 . (Note that it differs
from a rather common definition of determinism for TA, that allows two or more
outgoing transitions with the same action label provided that the corresponding
guards are pairwise disjoint.)
A clock is said to be a parametric clock if it is compared with at least one
parameter in at least one guard or invariant; otherwise, it is a non-parametric
clock. This notion is central when studying the decidability of problems for PTA
with few clocks and parameters.
Example 1. Consider the coffee machine in Fig. 1, modeled using a PTA with
4 locations, 2 clocks (x1 and x2 ) and 3 parameters (p1 , p2 , p3 ). This PTA is
deterministic; both clocks x1 and x2 are parametric clocks. The machine can
initially idle for an arbitrarily long time. Then, whenever the user presses the
(unique) button (action press), the PTA enters location “add sugar”, resetting
both clocks. The machine can remain in this location as long as the invariant
(x2 ≤ p2 ) is satisfied; there, the user can add a dose of sugar by pressing the
button (action press), provided the guard (x1 ≥ p1 ) is satisfied, which resets x1 .
That is, the user cannot press twice the button (and hence add two doses of
sugar) in a time less than p1 . Then, p2 time units after the machine left the
idle mode, a cup is delivered (action cup), and the coffee is being prepared;
eventually, p2 time units after the machine left the idle mode, the coffee (action
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coffee) is delivered. Then, after 10 time units, the machine returns to the idle
mode – unless a user again requests a coffee by pressing the button.
Semantics. The semantics of a PTA A can be defined as the union over all parameter valuations v of the semantics of v(A). In the following, given δ ∈ R+ ,
w + δ denotes the valuation such that (w + δ)(x) = w(x) + δ, for all x ∈ X. Given
R ⊆ X, we define the reset of a clock valuation w, denoted by [w]R , as the valuation resetting the clocks in R, and keeping the other clocks unchanged. Given a
parameter valuation v, v(C) denotes the constraint over X obtained by replacing
each parameter p in C with v(p). Likewise, given a clock valuation w, w(v(C))
denotes the expression obtained by replacing each clock x in v(C) with w(x).
We use the notation w|v |= C to indicate that w(v(C)) evaluates to true.
Definition 2 (Semantics of a TA). Given a PTA A = (Σ, L, l0 , X, P, I, E),
and a parameter valuation v, the semantics of v(A) is given by the timed transition system (Q, q0 , ⇒), with
H

– Q = {(l, w) ∈ L × R+ | v|w |= I(l)},
– q0 = (l0 , X = 0),
e
δ
– ((l, w), e, (l0 , w0 )) ∈ ⇒ if ∃w00 : (l, w) → (l0 , w00 ) → (l0 , w0 ), with:
e
• discrete transitions: (l, w) → (l0 , w0 ), if (l, w), (l0 , w0 ) ∈ Q, there exists
e = (l, g, a, R, l0 ) ∈ E, w0 = [w]R , and v|w |= g;
δ
• delay transitions: (l, w) → (l, w + δ), with δ ∈ R+ , if ∀δ 0 ∈ [0, δ], (l, w +
0
δ ) ∈ Q.
A run of a TA is an alternating sequence of states of Q and edges of the
em−1
e0
e1
form (l0 , w0 ) ⇒
(l1 , w1 ) ⇒
· · · ⇒ (lm , wm ), such that for all i = 0, . . . , m − 1,
ei ∈ E, and ((li , wi ), ei , (li+1 , wi+1 )) ∈ ⇒.
Note that time elapsing can still be a 0-duration (d ∈ R+ allows d = 0);
in other words, TA allow to model Zeno behaviors, i. e., an infinite number of
actions within a 0-time or, more generally, a finite time (see e. g., [34]). The
accepted timed language is the set of timed words (alternating sequences of
actions and time elapsing) associated with an accepting run, i. e., a run ending
in a location of F (or, in some works, passing infinitely often by a location in F ).
Note that some works make a difference between finite and infinite runs. The
untimed language of a TA is the timed language projected onto the actions.
The set of traces (or trace set) is the set of accepting runs projected onto the
locations and actions, i. e., a set of alternating locations and actions.
A symbolic semantics is also defined for PTA as a parametric zone graph
[24,4,26], where a symbolic state is made of a discrete part (the current location)
and a symbolic, continuous part (a set of diagonal constraints, i. e., xi −xj ∼ plt,
sometimes allowing disjunctions).
Simple PTA. We defined simple PTA as the subclass of PTA where guards and
invariants are simple constraints. We define this class to show that, even in this
restricted situation, all non-trivial problems are undecidable (Section 3).
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Variants of the PTA syntax. PTA were first defined in the seminal paper [3]
using a set of accepting locations. This is similar to timed automata [1]. Timed
Safety Automata (TSA) were introduced later by removing the final states, but
adding invariants to locations [23]; many subsequent papers then refer to timed
safety automata as simply “timed automata”. In contrast, timed automata with
accepting locations are often referred to as timed Büchi automata (TBA). It
was shown that the timed expressive power of TSA is strictly less than that of
TBA [22].
The syntax of PTA differs in most of the papers in the literature. Concerning guards and invariants, in work [3] (resp. [30]), guards (resp. guards and
invariants) are conjunctions of inequalities of the form x ∼ p. In work [24,13],
guards are conjunctions of inequalities of the form xi − xj  plt ∪ {∞}; in
work [24] invariants have the same form as guards (invariants are not considered
in work [13]). In work [18], guards and invariants are all open, i. e., of the form
x <> p or x <> d+ . In work [26], guards and invariants are conjunctions of inequalities of the form x ∼ plt, and invariants can only bound clocks from above
(i. e., x  plt). In work [10], guards are conjunctions of inequalities of the form
x ∼ p and invariants can only bound clocks from above (i. e., x  p). In work [8],
guards and invariants are conjunctions of inequalities of the form x ∼ p + d,
x ∼ d+ or p ∼ d (although the proofs of undecidability only need inequalities of
the form x ∼ p or x ∼ d+ ).
A set of accepting locations is considered in several previous works [3,13,10],
but only one [13] is interested in infinite accepting runs, i. e., runs that pass
infinitely often by an accepting location; hence this latter work considers what
could be referred to as parametric timed Büchi automata. In contrast, other
previous approaches [24,18,4,26,8] consider parametric timed safety automata
(i. e., without accepting locations).
Expressiveness. A comparison of the expressiveness of these different syntactic
models remains to be done. Whereas it is likely that allowing constraints of the
form x ∼ plt may be simulated using constraints of the form x ∼ p (perhaps
adding additional locations, clocks and parameters), the expressiveness may differ when adding a set of accepting locations (just as the timed expressive power
of TSA is strictly less than that of TBA [22]). In fact, the expressiveness of a
PTA was not even defined; we believe that shall be studied in the future.

2.3

Decision and Computation Problems

We follow here the presentation of a previous approach [26]. Given a class of decision problems P (reachability, unavoidability, etc.), let us define the P-emptiness,
the P-universality and the P-finiteness. Given a PTA A and an instance φ of
P, the P-emptiness, P-universality and P-finiteness ask whether the set of parameter valuations v such that v(A) satisfies φ is empty, is equal to P|P | and is
finite, respectively.
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In this survey, we mainly focus on reachability and unavoidability properties,
and call them EF and AF respectively.3 We will also mention the EG property,
that checks whether there exists a maximal run along which the locations remain
in a subset G of the locations, and the AG property that checks whether the
locations remain in G for all runs.4
Additionally, we will survey the language (resp. trace) preservation (emptiness) problem [8]: given a PTA A and a parameter valuation v, does there exist
another valuation v 0 6= v such that the untimed languages (resp. sets of traces)
of v(A) and v 0 (A) are the same?
We finally define the P-synthesis problem: Given a PTA A and an instance
φ of P, compute the parameter valuations such that v(A) satisfies φ.
Example 2. Let us exemplify some decision and computation problems for the
PTA in Fig. 1. Assume the unique target location is “done”, i. e., G = {done}.
EF-emptiness asks whether at least one parameter valuation can reach location
“done” for some run; this is true (e. g., p1 = 1, p2 = 2, p3 = 3). EF-universality
asks whether all parameter valuations can reach location “done” for some run;
this is false (no parameter valuation such that p2 > p3 can reach “done”). AFemptiness asks whether at least one parameter valuation can reach location
“done” for all runs; this is true (e. g., p1 = 1, p2 = 2, p3 = 3). EF-synthesis
consists in synthesizing all valuations for which a run reaches location “done”;
the resulting set of valuations is 0 ≤ p2 ≤ p3 ≤ 10 ∧ p1 ≥ 0.

3

Almost Everything is Undecidable for Simple PTA

In this entire section, we consider simple PTA without restriction on the number
of clocks and parameters. In that situation, all non-trivial problems studied in
the literature are undecidable, with the exception of the membership problem
(that asks whether the language of a valuated PTA is empty) – which is rather
a problem for TA. By non-trivial, we mean requiring a semantic analysis, and
not, e. g., a sole analysis of the syntax of the PTA (e. g., “is the number of clocks
even”, or any problem defined in Section 2.3 by setting G = L).
We also survey that bounding time (Section 3.3) or the parameter domain for
rational-valued parameters (Section 3.4) preserves the undecidability. However,
we will show in Section 4 that bounding the number of clocks and/or parameters
brings decidability.
All proofs of undecidability reduce from either the halting problem, or the
boundedness problem, of a 2-counter machine, known to be undecidable [31].
3

4

The names EF, AF, EG, AG were first used for PTA by Jovanović et al. [26], and
come from the CTL syntax.
Note that EF-, AF-, EG-, and AG-emptiness are equivalent to AG-, EG-, AF-, EFuniversality, respectively.
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3.1

Decidability of the Membership

In the seminal PTA paper [3], the membership problem for PTA is defined
as follows: given a PTA A and a parameter valuation v, is the language of
v(A) empty? The membership problem is not strictly speaking a problem for
PTA, but rather for TA, since it considers a valuated PTA. As a consequence,
the decidability of this problem only relies on known results for TA [1]: the
membership problem is decidable (and PSPACE-complete) for PTA over discrete
time (T = N and P = N), over dense time with integer-valued parameters (T =
R+ and P = N), and over dense time with rational-valued parameters (T = R+
and P = Q). However, it becomes undecidable with real-valued (in fact irrational)
parameters [30].
3.2

General Undecidable Problems

EF-, AF, EG, AG-emptiness. The seminal paper on PTA [3] showed that the
EF-emptiness problem is undecidable for PTA, both for discrete time, and for
dense-time (real-valued clocks and real-valued parameters). Although not explicitly stated in that paper, the proof of undecidability, that consists in reducing
from the halting problem of a 2-counter machine, also works for real-valued
clocks with integer-valued parameters.
It was then proved that the AF-emptiness is undecidable for L/U-PTA (a
subclass of PTA, see Section 5), and hence for PTA as well [26]. Again, the proof
of undecidability consists in reducing from the halting problem of a 2-counter
machine.
AG- and EG-emptiness are also undecidable [7].
Language and trace preservation problems. Both language preservation and trace
preservation problems are undecidable for simple PTA [8]. The continuous (or
robust) versions of those problems additionally require that the language (resp.
set of traces) is preserved under any intermediary valuation of the form λ · v +
(1 − λ) · v 0 , for λ ∈ [0, 1] (with the classical definition of addition and scalar
multiplication). These problems are also undecidable for simple PTA.
The language preservation problems and its continuous version are undecidable for a PTA with at least 4 parametric clocks. The trace preservation and
its continuous version require either an unbounded number of non-parametric
clocks and diagonal constraints (that go beyond the usual syntax of PTA), or an
unbounded number of parametric clocks. This is due to the fact that the proof
encodes the 2-counter machine with a fixed number of locations, which thus requires to encode each location with a different clock. It remains open whether
this problem is undecidable for a bounded number of clocks.
3.3

Bounding Time

Bounded-time model checking consists in checking a property within a bounded
time domain. Undecidable problems might become decidable in this situation,
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or be of a lower complexity. For example, time-bounded reachability becomes
decidable for a special subclass of hybrid automata with monotonic rates [14].
In contrast, the EF-emptiness problem remains undecidable for (general)
PTA over bounded, dense time [25, Theorem 3.4].
This said, we emphasize that (quite trivially) model checking discrete-time
PTA over bounded-time would become decidable. (This remains to be shown
formally though.)
3.4

Bounding the Parameter Domain

Bounding the parameter domain consists in setting a minimal and a maximal
bound on the possible parameter valuations of a PTA.
For integer parameters, any problem for a PTA over a bounded parameter
domain is decidable iff the corresponding problem is decidable for a TA. In fact,
the P-emptiness problem for PTA with bounded integer is PSPACE-complete
for any class of problems P that is PSPACE-complete for TA [26]. Indeed, it
suffices to enumerate all parameter valuations, of which there is a finite number.
As a consequence, EF-, AF-, EG-, AG-emptiness are all decidable; and so are
language and trace preservation. A symbolic method was proposed to compute
EF- and AF-synthesis [26]; experiments showed that this symbolic computation
is faster than an exhaustive enumeration (using Uppaal).
For rational-valued parameters, the EF-emptiness problems is undecidable
for a single parameter in [1, 2] [30]. EG- and AG-emptiness [7], and language
and trace preservation [8] are also undecidable for a single parameter in [0, 1].

4
4.1

Bounding the Numbers of Clocks and Parameters
EF-Emptiness

Since the seminal paper on PTA [3], the decidability of the EF-emptiness problem
was studied in various settings, by bounding the number of parametric clocks, of
non-parametric clocks, and of parameters. The syntax was also restrained. We
summarize these results in Table 2 (that is partially inspired by a similar table
in a previous work [18], improved by adding more dimensions, and of course
more recent results). The open question of the syntax expressiveness requires to
consider a multi-dimensional table: we need to consider not only the number of
clocks and parameters, but also the syntax allowed in guards and invariants. For
example, a recent paper [16] improves the complexity of the seminal PTA papers
[3] (NEXPTIME-complete instead of non-elementary) over N for 1 clock, but
requires non-strict inequalities, and uses invariants; it is hence unclear whether
the result of the seminal paper [3] is really subsumed by that more recent paper
[16].
Let us extract the most important results out of Table 2. The decidability is
clearly impacted by the number of parametric clocks. First, let us consider PTA
with a single parametric clock: the EF-emptiness problem is decidable over discrete time with arbitrarily many non-parametric clocks (NEXPTIME-complete
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Table 2: Decidability of the EF-emptiness problem for general PTA
T
P
Guards Invariants P-clocks NP-clocks Params
Decidability
Main ref.
N
N
x ≤≥ p|d+
1
any
any NEXPTIME-compl.
[16]
N
N
x∈I
None
1
any
any
non-elementary
[3]
N
N
x ≤≥ p|d+
2
any
1
PSPACENEXP -hard
[16]
N
N
any
2
any
>1
open
N
N
x ∼ p|d
None
3
0
1
undecidable
[10]
N
N
x <> p
any
any
any
open
N
N bounded x ∼ plt
x  plt
any
any
any
decidable
[26] (conseq.)
R+
N
x∈I
None
1
0
any
non-elementary
[3] (conseq.)
R+
N
x ∼ p|d
xp
1
any
any
NEXPTIME
[10]
R+
N
x ≤≥ p|d+
2
any
1
PSPACENEXP -hard
[16]
R+
N
any
2
any
>1
open
+
R
N
x ∼ p|d
None
3
0
1
undecidable
[10]
R+
N
x ∼ plt
x  plt
3
0
2
undecidable
[26]
Q+ /R+
N
x <> p
any
any
any
open
R+ N bounded x ∼ plt
x  plt
any
any
any
PSPACE-complete
[26]
R+
R+
x∈I
None
1
0
any
non-elementary
[3]
R+
Q+
x ∼ p|d
1
0
any
NP-complete
[30]
R+
Q+
x ∼ p|d
1
0
bounded
PTIME
[30]
R+
R+
any
1
1 or 2
1
open
R+
Q+
x ∼ p|d
1
3
1
undecidable
[30]
R+
R+
any
2
any
any
open
R+
R+
x∈I
None
3
0
6
undecidable
[3]
R+
Q+
x ∼ p|d
3
0
1
undecidable
[30]
R+
R+ [1;2]
x ∼ p|d
1
3
1
undecidable
[30]
R+
R+ [1;2]
x ∼ p|d
3
0
1
undecidable
[30]
Q+ /R+ Q+ /R+
x <> p
<2
<3
<2
open
+
+
+
+
Q /R
Q /R
x <> p
2
3
2
undecidable
[18]

when only large inequalities are used [16], and non-elementary otherwise [3]). It
is NP-complete over dense time with no non-parametric clock [30]. It is open
over dense time with two non-parametric clocks, and undecidable with three
non-parametric clocks [30]; note that this problem is decidable over discrete
time [3,16], which exhibits a difference between dense and discrete time [30].
Second, let us consider PTA with two parametric clocks: the EF-emptiness
problem is decidable over discrete time with a single parameter [16]; this result is claimed in the same paper to extend to dense time with integer-valued
parameters. Any other case with two parametric clocks remains open. Third,
the EF-emptiness problem is undecidable in all settings with three (or more)
parametric clocks. Finally, using only strict inequalities, the EF-emptiness is
undecidable over dense time for two parametric clocks, three non-parametric
clocks and two parameters [18]; this situation was not considered over discrete
time.
4.2

Language and Trace Preservation

The language- and trace-preservation problems are decidable for deterministic
PTA with a single clock, and with linear parameter constraints allowed in guards
and invariants, i. e., of the form x ∼ plt or plt ∼ 0 [8]. A procedure to compute
parameter valuations with the same trace set as a given valuation is proposed
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(close to the “inverse method” [4]), that is complete for deterministic PTA, and
terminates in the case of a single clock [8].
4.3

Parametric Model Checking

Parametric model checking was addressed in different settings: verifying a nonparametric model against a parametric formula, or a parametric model against
a non-parametric formula, or a parametric model against a parametric formula.
Non-parametric model / parametric formula. An extension of LTL with parameters in the formula (“PLTL”) was studied [2]. When only parametric “always”
modalities are allowed of the form “≤ p”, checking emptiness of the valuation
set is PSPACE-complete. The solution to the synthesis problem is doubly exponential in the number of parameters. However, when allowing equality in PLTL,
the emptiness problem becomes undecidable [2].
Parametric model / non-parametric formula. It is shown that model checking
PTA with the (non-parametric) logic MTL is undecidable, even with a single
clock and a single parameter, and even when the PTA is deterministic [32].
This negative result comes in contrast to the decidability of the EF-emptiness
problem for one-clock PTA. Note that the proof of undecidability requires the
parameters to be rational-valued (integer-valued parameters are not sufficient –
and this latter case can hence be considered as open).
Parametric model / parametric formula. Model checking a PTA over discretetime with a single parametric clock against a PTCTL formula (a parametric
version of TCTL) is decidable, provided the formula does not use equality constraints; otherwise the problem becomes undecidable [15].

5

The Disappointing Class of L/U-PTA

Lower-bound/upper-bound parametric timed automata (L/U-PTA) restrict the
use of parameters in the model [24]. A parameter is said to be an upper-bound
parameter if, whenever it is compared with a clock, it is compared as an upper
bound, i. e., it only appears in inequalities of the form x  p. Conversely, a
parameter is a lower-bound parameter if it is only compared with clocks as a
lower bound, i. e., of the form p  x.
An L/U-PTA is a PTA where the set of parameters is partitioned into upperbound parameters and lower-bound parameters. Two additional subclasses were
introduced later [13]: L-PTA (resp. U-PTA) are PTA with only lower-bound
(resp. upper-bound) parameters.
Example 3. Consider again the coffee machine in Fig. 1, modeled using a PTA A.
This PTA is not an L/U-PTA; indeed, the guard x2 = p2 (resp. x2 = p3 ) makes
p2 (resp. p3 ) be compared with clocks both as a lower-bound and as an upperbound. (Recall that = stands for ≤ and ≥.)
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However, if one replaces x2 = p2 with x2 ≤ p2 and one replaces x2 = p3
with x2 ≤ p3 , then A becomes an L/U-PTA with lower-bound parameter p1
and upper-bound parameters {p2 , p3 }. Note that equalities are not forbidden in
L/U-PTA (e. g., x1 = 10), but only equalities involving parameters.
Several case studies fit into the class of L/U-PTA: the root contention protocol, the bounded retransmission protocol and the Fischer mutual exclusion
protocol are all modeled with L/U-PTA in the paper introducing L/U-PTA [24];
in two works [24,27], both the Fischer mutual exclusion protocol and a producerconsumer are verified using L/U-PTA. Interestingly, the two case studies of the
seminal paper on PTA [3] (viz., a toy railroad crossing model and a model of
Fischer mutual exclusion protocol) are also L/U-PTA. In addition, most models
of asynchronous circuits with bi-bounded delays (i. e., where each delay between
the change of an input signal and the change of the corresponding output is a
parametric interval) can be modeled using L/U-PTA.
5.1

Decidability Results

The first (and main) positive result for L/U-PTA is the decidability of the EFemptiness problem [24]. L/U-PTA benefit from the following interesting property: increasing the value of an upper-bound parameter or decreasing the value
of a lower-bound parameter necessarily relaxes the guards and invariants, and
hence can only add behaviors. Hence, checking the EF-emptiness of an L/UPTA can be achieved by replacing all lower-bound parameters with 0, and all
upper-bound parameters with ∞; this yields a non-parametric TA, for which
emptiness is PSPACE [1]. This procedure is not only sound but also complete.
Further decidability results are exhibited [13], for infinite runs acceptance
properties, i. e., where a location is met infinitely often (to which we refer hereafter as BüEF). Note that, in contrast to the first paper on L/U-PTA [24] where
the parameters are valued with non-negative reals, the results this later work
[13] consider integer-valued parameters (though time is dense, i. e., clocks are
real-valued). It is shown in this later work [13] that emptiness, universality,
finiteness of the valuation set are PSPACE-complete for infinite runs acceptance
properties. Remark that the decidability of the BüEF-finiteness is due to the
integerness of the parameters; in short, a sufficient bound is computed on the
parameters, and then valuations smaller or equal to this bound are enumerated,
which would not be feasible for real-valued parameters.
A parametric extension of the dense-time linear temporal logic MITL0,∞ (denoted “PMITL0,∞ ”) is proposed [13]; when parameters are used only as lower or
upper bound in the formula (to which we refer as L/U-PMITL0,∞ ), satisfiability
and model checking are PSPACE-complete; this is obtained by translating the
formula into an L/U-automaton and checking an infinite acceptance property.
5.2

Undecidability Results

The first undecidability results for L/U-PTA are shown in works by Bozelli et
al. [13]: the constrained EF-emptiness problem and constrained EF-universality
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Table 3: Decision problems for L/U-PTA
Problem
EF-emptiness
AG-emptiness
AF-emptiness
EG-emptiness

P
R+
R+
R+
R+

Complexity
PSPACE
PSPACE
undecidable
open

Main ref.
[24]
[24]
[26]

BüEF-emptiness
BüEF-universality
BüEF-finiteness
constrained BüEF-emptiness
constrained BüEF-universality
L/U-constrained BüEF-emptiness
L/U-constrained BüEF-universality

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

PSPACE-complete
PSPACE-complete
PSPACE-complete
undecidable
undecidable
PSPACE-complete
PSPACE-complete

[13]
[13]
[13]
[13]
[13]
[13]
[13]

Language preservation
Language preservation

N
R+

undecidable
undecidable

[8]
[8]

L/U-PMITL0,∞ -emptiness
L/U-PMITL0,∞ -universality

N PSPACE-complete
N PSPACE-complete

[13]
[13]

problem (for infinite runs acceptance properties) are undecidable for L/U-PTA.
By constrained it is meant that some parameters of the L/U-PTA can be constrained by an initial linear constraint, e. g., p1 ≤ 2 × p2 + p3 . Indeed, using
linear constraints, one can constrain an upper-bound parameter to be equal to
a lower-bound parameter, and hence build a 2-counter machine using an L/UPTA. However, when no upper-bound parameter is compared to a lower-bound
parameter (i. e., when no initial linear inequality contains both an upper-bound
and a lower-bound parameter), these two problems retrieve decidability [13].
A second negative result is shown by Jovanović et al. [26]: the AF-emptiness
problem is undecidable for L/U-PTA. This is achieved by a reduction from a
2-counter machine where a lower-bound parameter is equal to an upper-bound
parameter iff AF holds. This restricts again the use of L/U-PTA, as AF is essential to show that all possible runs of a system eventually reach a (good) state.
Then, it is shown that the language preservation problem is undecidable for
L/U-PTA [8]. Again, this is achieved by a reduction from a 2-counter machine
where a lower-bound parameter is equal to an upper-bound parameter iff the
language is preserved.
We summarize in Table 3 decision problems for L/U-PTA.
5.3

Intractability of the Synthesis

The most disappointing result concerning L/U-PTA is shown by Jovanović et
al. [26]: if it can be computed, the solution to the EF-synthesis problem for
L/U-PTA cannot be represented using a formalism for which the emptiness of
the intersection with equality constraints is decidable. The proof relies on the
undecidability of the constrained emptiness problem of Bozelli et al. [13]. A
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very annoying consequence is that such a solution cannot be represented as a
finite union of polyhedra (since the emptiness of the intersection with equality
constraints is decidable).

5.4

Two Open Classes: L-PTA and U-PTA

L-PTA and U-PTA (introduced by Bozelli et al. [13]) are very open classes, in
the sense that to the best of our knowledge, no result known to be decidable
for L-PTA (or U-PTA) was shown undecidable for L/U-PTA (and is hence either decidable or open). Conversely, and even stronger, no result known to be
undecidable for L/U-PTA was shown decidable for L-PTA (or U-PTA) – and is
always open.
To summarize, the AF-emptiness, the language- and trace-preservation problems, are all undecidable for L/U-PTA, but remain open for L-PTA and U-PTA.
In fact, the only result that could be described as a difference between L/UPTA and U-PTA (resp. L-PTA) is as follows [8]: the language-preservation problem is decidable for deterministic U-PTA (resp. deterministic L-PTA) with a
single integer-valued parameter, whereas this problem is proved undecidable for
L/U-PTA. However, one could argue that an L/U-PTA with a single parameter is necessarily either an L-PTA (if the unique parameter is a lower-bound
parameter) or a U-PTA (otherwise).
Synthesis. The synthesis for L-PTA and U-PTA was not much addressed, with
the exception of integer-valued parameters: in that case, it is possible to synthesize the solution to the BüEF-synthesis problem in the form of a union of linear
constraints doubly exponential in the number of parameters [13]. The authors
note that it remains open whether one can construct a linear constraint with
a single exponential blow-up. This result does not extend in a straightforward
manner to rational-valued parameters, as the technique of Bozelli et al. [13]
(for U-PTA) requires the computation of a sufficient upper bound, and then an
exhaustive enumeration of parameters below this bound.

6

Open Questions

Syntax and expressiveness. A first perspective is to compare the expressiveness
of the various syntaxes of PTA defined in the literature. This implies to first agree
on a definition of the expressiveness of a PTA. We propose as a perspective two
possible definitions: either the union over all parameter valuations of the timed
language, or the union over all parameter valuations of the untimed language.
Comparing the expressiveness of the syntaxes in the literature would reduce the
number of dimensions for the various decidability results of the EF-emptiness
problem studied in Table 2.
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Decidability problems. A main open problem is the decidability of PTA with two
clocks, that was only studied with a single parameter and over discrete time [16].
Studying further the EG-, AF- and AG-emptiness problems for few clocks and
parameters (as it was quite extensively done for EF-emptiness) remains to be
done too, although the theoretical or practical interest may be somehow debatable. More interesting (and promising) are the two open classes of L-PTA
and U-PTA. These classes are non-trivial, and relate to the robust analysis of
TA: most robustness problems (see [12]) consider an enlargement of all guards
by (usually) the same constant factor, whereas U-PTA allow to enlarge or decrease some of the upper-bound guards by a possibly different parameter, which
gives an orthogonal definition of robustness. The language preservation problem
remains open for U-PTA [8], and the question of the synthesis is also challenging.
Also note that formalisms close to PTA (not surveyed here for lack of space)
include subclasses of hybrid automata [14] and parametric interrupt timed automata [11], that benefit from promising decidability results.
Synthesis. Whereas decision problems (surveyed in this document) were much
studied, little interest has been dedicated to the synthesis of parameters, which
should however be a main practical challenge. Despite undecidability (in general [3]) or intractability (for L/U-PTA [26]), semi-algorithms or approximated
procedures could be devised; SMT-based techniques [27], or the integer hull approximation [26,6] can serve as a basis for future works.
Are PTA a useless formalism? Despite many undecidability problems, PTA were
often used to model and verify various case studies (see Section 1). This can be
seen as a paradox considering the numerous undecidability results PTA suffer
from. In fact, as all of the aforementioned analyses terminate, it is challenging to
understand why, and perhaps to exhibit further classes for which the problems
considered in this survey become decidable.
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Abstract. This paper introduces a compositional framework for analyzing the predictability of component-based embedded real-time systems. The framework utilizes automated analysis of tasks and communication architectures to provide insight on the schedulability and data
flow. The communicating tasks are gathered within components, making the system architecture hierarchical. The system model is given by
a set of Parameterized Stopwatch Automata modeling the behavior and
dependency of tasks, while we use Uppaal to analyze the predictability. Thanks to the Uppaal language, our model-based framework allows
expressive modeling of the behavior. Moreover, our reconfigurable framework is customizable and scalable due to the compositional analysis. The
analysis time and cost benefits of our framework are discussed through
an avionic case study.

1

Introduction

Since the Apollo Guidance Computer has been recognized as one of the first successful embedded systems designed early in the 60’s, embedded software functions have been increasing in number, complexity and scale in the design of
automotive and avionic systems. In some application areas, for example avionics, human life might be dependent on the reliability of such embedded systems
which makes these systems highly critical. To demonstrate the reliability of safety
critical systems, an intensive effort has been jointly undertaken by researchers
and practitioners. Such a pursuit includes the definition of appropriate software
engineering principles [22] (modularity, abstraction, separation of concerns, etc)
and the development of powerful analysis tools [3, 26, 15].
A common execution requirement to be guaranteed when designing an embedded system is the response time [17], which is the end-to-end delay of the
system execution. To be able to guarantee response times, 1) the execution times
of actions must be bounded; 2) an analysis must demonstrate that the system
produces its results under all relevant circumstances and all ways to resolve internal non-determinism (due to, e.g., concurrency and communication delays) and
external non-determinism (due to, e.g., changes in input values/arrival times).
Predictability [14] has been identified as an input related requirement. It
ascertains that the externally observable behavior of a process or a system re-
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mains the same despite internal non-determinism while removing external nondeterminism (i.e., keeping the inputs and their timing unchanged).
Proving the predictability [24] means that the system analysis is successfully
passed regarding both data flow and time-constrained behavior under any execution assumption, for example concerning failure and workload. An example
of the predictability property is the Emergency Brake System [25] mounted in
Volvo FH truck series since 2013 to avoid rear end collisions. Such a feature is
a component of the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system. Once the radar of
a moving truck discovers an obstacle on the route of the truck, it communicates
the distance information to a computation process that calculates the braking
pressure to be applied based on the obstacle distance and the truck speed and
delivers the braking pressure value to the braking system. The radar component
is a composition of sensors and cameras. A danger state is determined by the
presence of a stationary or a moving vehicle just in the front of the truck with
a very slower speed than the truck’s. The computation must output the correct
brake pressure at the expected time, which is a couple of micro seconds after the
detection of the obstacle. An unpredictable computation process might deliver
different outputs in response to the same inputs, which could result in bugs that
are hard to detect.
Different techniques have been introduced to analyze the predictability of
real-time systems [13, 12, 21, 27], where the analysis does not leverage the system
structure and systems are analyzed monolithically. This may lead to a state space
explosion, making large systems non-analyzable. To the best of our knowledge,
compositional analysis techniques for predictability have not received a lot of
attention in the literature (discussed in Section 3).
By compositional analysis [5], we mean that the analysis of a system relies on
the individual analysis of its components separately, since they are independent.
In such a design architecture, when a component violates its requirements it
does not affect the execution of other components because the faulty component
cannot request more than the resource budgeted by its interface (Section 5.2).
The system architecture we consider in this paper is structured in terms
of components having different criticality levels. During execution, criticality
levels will be used as static priorities to sort components. Each component is
the composition of either other components (hierarchical) or basic processes
(periodic tasks) having deterministic behavior. Each component will be analyzed
individually and independently from the other system components thanks to its
abstraction through an interface. We use parameterized stopwatch automata
(PSA) to model the system while we use Uppaal toolsuite for simulation and
formal analysis. The contributions of this paper include:
– How to support the predictability of hierarchical real-time systems through
certain design restrictions.
– A scalable predictability analysis framework due to the component-based
design and compositional analysis.
– Flexible and customizable framework due to the parametrization and instantiation mechanism of Uppaal.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 motivates the predictability analysis through an industrial example. Section 3 cites relevant related work. Section 4 introduces the predictability notion we adopt as well as
schedulability as a sufficient condition for the predictability. In Section 5, we
introduce a compositional analysis technique. Section 6 shows our model-based
analysis for the predictability of component-based real-time systems using the
Uppaal. Section 7 presents a case study. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

Motivating Example
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Fig. 1. Volvo’s Emergency Brake System.

Fig. 1 depicts the structure (1.(A)) and abstract behavior (1.(B)) of Volvo’s
emergency brake system mentioned above. The system consists of 6 concurrent components, each of which is given a set of timing attributes as well as
a priority level. Once an input is generated by component Radar module, the
component Determine risk determines whether a potential obstacle is present
or not. The component Notify driver is responsible for notifying the driver
in case a risk occurs. Based on the driver reaction, received and analyzed by
component Driver reaction, the system decides which action to take next.
If the driver reaction is continuously missing for a certain duration, component
Process brake data calculates the necessary brake pressure according to certain
input data such as distance, truck speed and obstacle speed. Once the pressure
value is handed over to component Applying brakes, it brakes the truck.
Fig. 1.(B) depicts an abstract behavior of the overall emergency brake system. The system execution is initially in state Wait waiting to be triggered by
the radar (external sensor) via a signal through channel detection. Once such a
notification occurs, the system moves to state Notified waiting for the emergency data acquisition before notifying the truck driver. The data communication could be done via shared memory, bus, etc. The maximum waiting time for
data acquisition must not exceed slacktime1 time units. If the data is communicated late during the allowed interval [0, slacktime1], the remaining distance
to the collision will not be the same, i.e., much shorter, as the truck is moving. After notifying the driver, the system moves to the state Processing and
keeps calculating the remaining distance and time to the collision until either
the driver reacts, and thus moves to the initial state, or reaches a critical time
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slacktime2 by which it moves to state PressureCalculation. The slack time is
calculated on the fly according to the distance, the truck speed, the elapsed time
since detection and the obstacle speed. Once the brake pressure is calculated,
the system activates the hardware through a signal on channel EmegencyBrake
and moves to the initial state. The pressure calculation must be done within
slacktime3 time units. A safety property expected from this system is that it
must deliver the right brake pressure at the expected time (bounded by the slack
times). The later the notification arrives, the stronger the brake pressure has to
be. In fact, the brake pressure delivered at time x, is different of that delivered
at time x + 1, and strongly dependent to the input values and the acquisition
time of such inputs. Moreover, such a brake pressure must be predictable in a
way that it is the same whenever the system is in the same configuration (data
arrival time, elapsed time since the collision detection, the initial distance, the
truck speed, etc). If the brake pressure is wrongly calculated (not sufficient) or
delivered late, the truck will probably collide with the obstacle.

3

Related Work

In the literature, several model-based frameworks for the predictability analysis of real-time systems have been proposed [13, 12, 21, 27]. However, only few
proposals consider the behavior of system processes (tasks) when analyzing predictability. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge it is very rare that the system
predictability is analyzed in a compositional way.
In [21], Feiler et al presented a model-based architectural approach for improving predictability of performance in embedded real-time systems. This approach is component-based and utilizes automated analysis of task and communication architectures. The authors generate a runtime executive that can be
analyzed using the MetaH language and the underlying toolset. However the
tasks considered are abstract units given via a set of timing requirements. Without considering the concrete behavior of system tasks, the analysis could be
pessimistic and may lead to over-approximated results.
The authors of [20] defined a predictable execution model PREM for COTS
(commercial-off-the-shelf) based embedded systems. The purpose of such a model
is to control the use of each resource in the way that it does not exceed its saturation limit. Accordingly, each resource must be assigned at the expected time thus
avoiding any delay at the operation points. This work focuses on resource utilization rather than data flow in case of communicating architectures. Moreover,
analyzing the whole system at once might not be possible.
In [13], Garousi et al introduced a predictability analysis approach, for realtime systems, relying on the control flow analysis of the UML 2.0 sequence diagrams as well as the consideration of the timing and distribution information.
The analysis includes resource usage, load forecasting/balancing and dynamic
dependencies. However, analyzing the whole system at once makes the identification of faulty processes/components not trivial.
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In [4], Bondarev et al. introduced a compositional analysis technique enabling
predictable deployment of component-based real time systems running on heterogeneous multi-processor platforms. The system is a composition of software
and hardware models according to a specific operational semantics. Such a framework is a simulation-based analysis, thus it cannot be used as a rigorous analysis
means for critical systems.
Our paper introduces a compositional model-based framework for the predictability analysis of component-based real time systems, so that faulty components can easily be identified. The framework uses the expressive real-time
formalism of parameterized stopwatch automata to describe the system/components behavior. We rely on the advances made in the area of model-checking
by analyzing each component formally using the Uppaal model checker. The
compositionality and parametrization lead our framework to be scalable and
flexible.

4

Predictable Real time Systems

Concurrent real-time systems [16] are usually specified by a set of communicating
processes called tasks. Each task performs a specific job such as data acquisition,
computation and data actuation. Moreover, tasks are constrained by a set of
features, such as roundness and execution time, as well as a dependency relation
capturing the data flow between processes.
– Roundness includes the activation rhythm (periodic, aperiodic, sporadic)
and the necessary time interval for each activation.
– Execution time specifies the amount of processing time required to achieve
the execution of one task activation on a given platform.
– Dependency [9] describes the communication and synchronization order between tasks, meaning that a dependent task cannot progress if the task on
which it depends has not reached a certain execution step or delivered a
specific message.
Another property to be considered in case of dependency is the manipulation
of correct data. So that when a task T1 interacts with (or preempts) another task
T2 , task T1 must reload the data possibly modified by the execution of T2 in
order to avoid using out of date or inconsistent data. Powerful synchronization
mechanisms enable to capture the interaction, and thus determine the time point
at which the data produced by a task must be delivered to the consumer task.
In the literature, recent work [20, 2] enhances the predictability of real-time
systems by restraining the observability of data in such a way that a consumer
task can only access the data produced by a run-until-completion execution
of the corresponding producer task. Moreover, such data must be produced before the consumer starts it current execution. For data consistency, tasks read
and write data only on the beginning and the end of their period execution respectively. This implies that any data update made after the release of a given
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Execution

Execution
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Pj

Tracking:

Execution

Execution

Weapon

(a) Dependency

(b) Observability

Fig. 2. Example of dependency and restricted observability.

task will be ignored by that task for the current execution. This notion of runto-completion data consistency is called restricted observability [2].
For example, if a consumer task synchronizes with a producer task, the legal
data values to be used by the consumer after the synchronization must be the
data issued before the consumer started its current job. This means that if the
producer does not complete its execution before a synchronization point, the
data value to be considered by the consumer for its current execution (potentially
released at the synchronization time point) is not the value computed until the
synchronization time but rather it is the data delivered at the termination of
the previous execution period of the producer.
Fig. 2.(a) illustrates a dependency relation between different tasks of a mission control computer system. An arrow from one task T1 to another task T2
means that T2 depends on T1. Once the radar component captures the presence
of a potential enemy engine it outputs data concerning the enemy position to the
tracking task which in turn identifies the enemy status, speed, etc. Meanwhile,
the tracking task unlocks the display task with the updated data for the target
display on the screen. Once the enemy is positioned in a reachable distance, the
keyset task will be unlocked to enable the aircraft pilot activating the weapon
task to destroy the enemy engine.
Fig. 2.(b) depicts a data flow example following the restricted observability.
For the period Pj+1 , Tracking is released at time y while Radar is still running
under its period Pi+1 , the data to be considered by Tracking must be that issued
by Radar before time x which means before the beginning of period Pi+1 . Thus,
the data considered by task Tracking during the period Pj+1 is the update made
by task Radar at the end of its execution for period Pi .
Technically, the predictability property we consider consists of 2 requirements: 1) data consistency; 2) execution order.
– Data consistency ensures that all tasks have the same observability of the
data regardless of their dependencies. The non-preemption of tasks ensures
that tasks access the shared data only at the scheduling time points, i.e a
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dependent task execution considers the data update made by the tasks on
which it depends before its current release (scheduling) for the whole current
period. Any other data update made externally during the task execution
is ignored and can only be considered in the next scheduling of the task. A
scheduling time point is the time instant when the execution of a running
tasks is done and the scheduler releases another ready task. This approach
to data observability is known as predictable intervals [20].
– Execution order between tasks follows the scheduling mechanism adopted by
the real-time system, and must not be in contradiction with the dependency
relation so that a dependent task cannot first execute before the tasks on
which it depends.
Therefore, for real-time systems specified using non-preemptive tasks if the
execution order, reflecting both scheduling mechanism and data consistency, is
guaranteed then the schedulability is a sufficient condition for predictability [2].
Accordingly, predictability will simply be analyzed through schedulability.
Apart from the temporal partitioning [23] of the system workload to tasks,
the separation of concerns [19] allows gathering collaborative and dependent
tasks within components. Thus making the system architecture modular.

5

Compositional Framework for Predictability Analysis

In this section, we consider real-time systems structured as a set of independent
components while we analyze system predictability, relying on the schedulability
as a sufficient condition, in compositional way so that each component will be
analyzed individually.
5.1

Hierarchical Real-Time Systems

Hierarchical scheduling systems were first introduced in [11, 10] as a componentbased representation of real-time systems, allowing temporal partitioning and
separation of concerns. A major motivation of the separation of concerns [19]
is that it allows isolation and modular design to accommodate changes in the
system such that the impact of a change is isolated to the smallest component. An
example of the increasing use of hierarchical scheduling systems is the standard
ARINC-653 [1] for avionics real-time operating systems.
An example of a hierarchical scheduling system running on a single core platform is depicted in Fig. 3. It consists of 2 independent components, Component1
and Component2, scheduled by the system level according to FPS (Fixed Priority Scheduling). For compositionality purposes, each component is given an
interface (period, budget, criticality) e.g. (100,37,2) for Component1, where budget is the CPU time required by component for a time interval period. In our
context, criticality 1 is handled as static priority to sort components at their parent level, so that in Fig. 3 Component2 has priority over Component1 (2 < 3).
1

We do not consider the criticality related features like fault tolerance for soft critical
components.
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System
FPS

(100,37,2)

(70,25,3)

Component1

Component2

FPS

RM

(250,40,2)

(400,50,1)

(140,7,4)

(150,7,3)

(300,30,2)

Task1

Task2

Task3

Task4

Task5

Fig. 3. Example of a hierarchical scheduling system.

Each component in turn is a composition of tasks scheduled according to a local scheduler, FPS for Component1 and RM (Rate Monotonic) for Component2.
Each task is also assigned an interface (period, exectime, prio), where exectime
and prio are respectively the execution time and priority. Of course, the priority
will be considered if a static priority scheduling scheduler is adopted. We also
consider dependencies between tasks (the dashed arrow from Task4 to Task5),
so that the execution of a dependent task (Task5) cannot start until the task on
which it depends (Task4) finishes it execution. In this work, we only consider
periodic non-preemptive tasks.
At the system level, each component will be abstracted as a task given by the
interface (period, budget, criticality) regardless of its child tasks. The interface
of a component is a contract that the system level supplies such a component
with budget CPU time every time interval of size period. Once a component is
scheduled by the system level, it schedules one of its local tasks according to its
scheduler, i.e. a component can trigger its child tasks only when it is allocated
the CPU resource.
5.2

Compositional Analysis

By compositional analysis [7] we mean that the analysis process of a system
relies on the individual analysis of each component separately, since components
are independent. In such a design architecture, when a component violates its
requirements it does not affect the execution of other components. The misbehavior cannot propagate because the faulty component, even though it is not
satisfied with the resource budget it has been granted, cannot request more
than the resource budgeted by its interface. Thus, the other concurrent components will not be deprived and remain supplied with the same budgeted resource
amounts as in case of the successful behavior.
The analysis of each component consists in checking the feasibility of its tasks
against its interface (period, budget), which is a guarantee that the component
always supplies its tasks with the budgeted resource amount every period. To
check that the tasks are feasible whatever the budget supply time, we consider all
possible scenarios. We model the resource supply by a periodic process (supplier )
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having a non-deterministic behavior. For each period, the supplier provides the
resource amount specified in the component interface (budget). Thereafter, we
use a model checker to explore the state space, by considering all potential
supply times, and verify whether all tasks are satisfied for all supply scenarios.
For further details about our compositional analysis, we refer readers to [5].
Depending on the interpretation of the deadline miss, the faulty component
can either be suspended for the current period execution, discarded from the system (blocked) or just be kept running. The deadline miss interpretation strongly
depends on the criticality and the application area of the failed component/system. Since we are considering criticality, in our framework the occurrence of
a deadline miss implies a suspension of the execution, thus tasks termination
(by deadline) is not guaranteed (the system is not schedulable). This implies
that tasks cannot output data at the expected time (deadline), thus violate the
predictability property.
5.3

Conceptual Design

Basically, the dependency relation can be viewed as order on the tasks execution
in the way that a dependent task cannot run while the task on which it depends
does hand out the event or data expected by the dependent task (in our context
it is just a run-to-termination of the task execution for the current period). Tasks
are usually given with a period period, an offset offset, an execution time execTime, a priority prio and a deadline deadline. Moreover, in our framework we
consider a dependency relation Dependency between tasks. Throughout this paper we assume that the task period is greater or equal to the deadline. Moreover,
the deadline must be greater than the execution time.
Fig. 4 depicts a conceptual
model of tasks with dependency.
The task is initially in state Wait
Offset expiry waiting for the expiration of its offset. In state Wait
dependency, the task waits execution termination of the immediate
tasks on which it depends while its
deadline is not missed yet. Once a
task obtains the requested inputs
it becomes ready to be scheduled
and thus waiting for the CPU. A
ready task moves to state Running
Fig. 4. Conceptual model of tasks.
when it is scheduled. Since the task
behavior we consider is not preemptive, a scheduled task keeps running until satisfying the execution requirement or missing its deadline by which it joins the
state Deadline miss. After having satisfied the execution requirement the task
enters state Wait period expiry waiting for the expiry of its current period.
Namely, the dependency relation is a direct acyclic graph where nodes represent tasks execution and transitions are the dependency order. A transition
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from a node to another means once the execution of the source node task is done
the target node task is unlocked. Of course this does mean that the execution of
such a task will start immediately but only becomes ready to be scheduled. A
task must not depend to its dependent tasks nor to the tasks depending to one
of its dependent tasks so far. The dependency of task must be applied for each
period. Accordingly, a dependent task waits for its dependency to be satisfied
whenever a new period starts. In turn, such a task unlocks its dependent tasks
just for the execution of their current periods.

6

Uppaal System Model

Uppaal [3] is a tool environment for modeling, simulation and formal verification
of real-time systems modeled as composition of inter-communicating processes.
Each process is an instance of a template model. Our system model consists of a
set of independent components, each of which is modeled separately and will be
analyzed individually. Each template is a Parameterized Stopwatch Automata
(PSA), offering the ability to use stopwatch clocks [8] and instantiation with
different parameters.
Components Modeling. Each component is given by an interface (period, budget, criticality), a local scheduler and a workload. The workload of a component
is either a set of tasks (i.e., basic component) or other components (i.e., hierarchical component). Components are independent and viewed by their parents as
single periodic tasks having deadlines the same as periods. Such components are
scheduled by their parent level’s scheduler according to their criticality. Each
component consists of a task model, a scheduler model, a CPU resource model,
a supplier model [5] and a dependency relation.
Task Model. Tasks are instances of the task template with the corresponding
attributes (tid, period, offset, exectime, deadline, prio) as parameters. The task
identifier tid is used to distinguish between tasks. Fig. 5 shows the PSA template we designed to model tasks. We use two stopwatch variables exeTime[tid]
and curTime[tid] to keep track of the execution time and the current time respectively of a given task tid. Such variables are continuous but do not progress when
their derivatives are set to 0. The task model waits for the expiry of the initial
offset at location IDLE. At location WaitOffset, the task waits until its periodic
offset expires then moves to location WaitDependency. At both locations IDLE
and WaitOffset the stopwatch exeTime[tid] does not progress because the task
is not running yet. At location WaitDependency, the task is waiting until either
its deadline is missed (curTime[tid]≥ task[tid].deadline) or its dependency gets
unlocked (dependencySolved(tid)). The stay at such a location is constrained by
the invariant curTime[tid]≤ task[tid].deadline, during which the stopwatch exeTime[tid] does not progress. Once the deadline is missed, the task moves to location MISSDLINE. Otherwise, the task is ready and it requests the CPU resource
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IDLE

curTime[tid]=0, exeTime[tid]=0, x=0
exeTime[tid]'==0
&& x<=task[tid].initial_offset
&& wcrt[tid]'==0

PDone

curTime[tid]>=task[tid].period
curTime[tid]=0, exeTime[tid]=0, x=0, wcrt[tid]=0

exeTime[tid]'==0
&& curTime[tid] <= task[tid].period
&& wcrt[tid]'==0

WaitOffset
exeTime[tid]'==0
&& x<=task[tid].offset
x>=task[tid].offset

exeTime[tid] >= task[tid].execTime
finished[tstat[tid].pid]!
delete_tid(tstat[tid].pid,tid), temp=0,
unlockDependency(tid),
reestablishDependency(tid)

x=0

WaitDependency
curTime[tid]>=task[tid].deadline
error=1
wcrt[tid]'==0
curTime[tid]<=task[tid].deadline &&
exeTime[tid]'==0
curTime[tid]>=task[tid].deadline
error=1
dependencySolved(tid)
Run
r_req[tstat[tid].pid]!
exeTime[tid]'==isTaskSched()
enque(tstat[tid].pid,tid),
&& curTime[tid]<=task[tid].deadline
x=0, temp = isTaskSched()
MISSDLINE

Fig. 5. Task model.

through an event r req[tstat[tid].pid]! on channel r req and moves to location
Run. Through such an edge, the task enqueues its identifier tid into the queue of
the resource model identified by pid. In fact, location Run corresponds to both
ready and running status thanks to the stopwatch. Once the task gets scheduled through function isTaskSched() it keeps running while it is scheduled and
its execution requirement is not fully satisfied. Thus, the stopwatch exeTime[tid]
measuring the execution time increases continuously while isTaskSched() holds,
i.e., exeTime[tid]’==isTaskSched(). For analysis performance, whenever a deadline is missed the faulty task updates the global variable error to one. Thus, the
schedulability will be checked upon the content of this variable. When the execution requirement execT ime is satisfied, exeTime[tid]≥task[tid].execTime, the task
moves to location PDone waiting for the expiry of the current period. Through
such an edge, the task releases the CPU, unlocks the dependent tasks waiting for
such a termination and reestablishes its original dependency for the next period.
CPU Resource Model. Fig. 6 depicts the CPU resource model. Once it starts,
the CPU resource moves to location Idle, because the initial location (with double circles) is committed, and waits for a request from tasks through channel
r req[rid]. Through a resource request, the CPU model moves to location ReqSched and immediately calls the underlying scheduler. At location WaitSched,
the CPU model is waiting for a notification from the scheduler through which
the CPU will be assigned to a particular task at location Assign. Such a task
will immediately be removed from the resource queue by the edge leading to the
location InUse. As we consider non-preemptive execution only, if a task requests
the CPU while it is assigned to another task such a request will be declined.
However the requesting task will immediately be enqueued. Whenever the CPU
resource is released by the current scheduled task, the resource model calls the
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scheduler to determine to which task it will be assigned if the the queue is not
empty (location ReqSched). Otherwise, the resource model moves to location Idle
waiting for task requests.
r_preemptive[rid]=preemptive
Idle

rq[rid].length==0

r_req[rid]?

rq[rid].length== 0
WaitSched
ReqSched
Assign
ack_sched[policy][rid]?
run_sched[policy][rid]!
rq[rid].length!=0
r_sup[rid][rq[rid].element[1]]!
finished[rid]?

InUse
r_req[rid]?

rq[rid].length>0

Fig. 6. CPU resource model.

Dependency Relation Modeling. Given n tasks, we model their dependencies by a matrix of 2 dimensions each of which has n elements. A row i represents
the dependencies of all tasks to the task having identifier tid = i, whereas a column j states the identifiers of tasks on which the task tid = j depends. The
content of each cell is Boolean, so that cell[i, j] states whether task tid = j depends on the task having identifier tid = i. Accordingly, the dependencies of a
task x are satisfied if the cells of column x are all F alse. Fig. 7 shows the matrix
representation of the dependency relation given in Fig. 2.(a).
Dependency
Radar
Tracking
Target
Keyset
Weapon

Radar
F alse
F alse
F alse
F alse
F alse

Tracking
True
F alse
F alse
F alse
F alse

Target
F alse
True
F alse
F alse
F alse

Keyset
F alse
True
F alse
F alse
F alse

Weapon
F alse
F alse
F alse
True
F alse

Fig. 7. Implementation of the dependency relation of Fig. 2.(a).

To manipulate the dependencies of tasks during components execution, we
introduce the following functions:
– dependencySatisfied(tid) checks whether all tasks on which a given task tid
depends have already updated their status to Done (execution finished for
one period). This is done by verifying that all cells of the tidth column of
the dependency matrix are F alse.
– unlockDependent(tid) unlocks all tasks dependent on a given task tid when
the execution of such a task is finished. This is done by updating the cells
of row tid to F alse.
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– reestablishDependency(tid) establishes the original dependency relation of a
given task tid when its execution is done. This is done by updating the
cells of column tid, corresponding to the tasks on which task tid originally
depends, to T rue. Such a reestablishment is because, as stated earlier, the
dependency relation is applicable every task period.

7

Case study

To show the applicability and scalability of our analysis framework, we modeled
and analyzed an avionics system [18]. Table 1 lists the system components,
tasks and their underlying timing attributes. Columns two and three list the
criticality level and tasks of each component. Columns four to seven list the
timing attributes of tasks, whereas the last column describes the tasks on which
each task depends. Due to space limitation, we do not consider inter-component
dependencies however it can simply be applied since our analysis is recursive
where components are viewed by their parent levels as single tasks.
Table 1. Avionics Mission Control System
Component Criticality Tasks
Status Update (T1 )
Keyset (T2 )
Display
1
Hook Update (T3 )
Graph Display (T4 )
Store Updates (T5 )
RWR
3
Contact Mgmt (T6 )
Target Update (T7 )
Radar
3
Tracking Filter (T8 )
Nav Update (T9 )
NAV
2
Steering Cmds (T10 )
Nav Status (T11 )
Tracking
1
Target Update (T12 )
Weapon Protocol (T13 )
Weapon
4
Weapon Release (T14 )
Weapon Aim (T15 )
BIT
0
Equ Stat Update (T16 )
Data Bus
2
Poll Bus (T17 )

pi
200
200
80
80
200
25
50
25
59
200
1000
100
200
200
50
1000
40

ei
3
1
2
9
1
5
5
2
8
3
1
5
1
3
3
1
1

di
200
200
80
80
200
25
50
25
59
200
1000
100
200
200
50
1000
40

prioi Task dependency
12
T2 , T3 , T5
16
36
40
T1 , T3
20
T2
72
60
T8
84
56
T10
24
4
T9
32
28
T15
98
T13
64
8
68
-

We consider that components having criticality levels less than 2 are not
hard critical. Moreover, for the components having one task only, the component period, respectively budget, is the same as the child task period, respectively
execution time. Since tasks are non preemptible and satisfy the restricted observability, we check predictability through schedulability. Table. 2 summarizes
the analysis results. First, we calculate the minimum budget of each composite
component using a binary checking while varying the component budget [6].
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Table 2. Analysis results of the case study.
Component Period Budget CPU utilization Analysis time (s) Memory space (KB)
Display
80
13
13/80
0.016
8852
Radar
10
2
2/10
0.016
7656
NAV
20
3
3/20
0.016
7784
Weapon
50
4
4/50
0.015
7748

The analysis time (15 and 16 milliseconds) is very low compared to the system
size, while the used memory space is relatively acceptable. According to [18], the
resource utilization of the whole system is estimated to 85% without considering
data flow time. In this paper, while considering data flow between certain tasks
we estimated the resource utilization to 86.25%. Such a utilization is very high
and leads the avionic system to be non-schedulable, in particular if the overhead
time is also considered. Accordingly, the individual tasks cannot guarantee to
output data before their deadlines, thus making the system unpredictable.

8

Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced a compositional model-based framework for
the predictability analysis of real-time systems. The architecture we considered
is hierarchical where components running on a single core platform may have
different criticality levels. The system tasks are periodic and may depend on
each other. We analyze each component individually by providing insight on
the schedulability and data flow. Our framework is set using Uppaal while the
real-time formalism we used to model tasks and data flow is the stopwatch
automata. We believe that our framework is scalable as long as the system is
designed in terms of independent (average size) components. A future work is
the introduction of a new task model to capture data flow and analyze the
predictability without considering the schedulability as a sufficient condition.
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Statistical Model Checking of Simulink Models
with Plasma Lab
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Abstract. We present an extension of the statistical model-checker Plasma
Lab capable of analyzing Simulink models.

1

Introduction

Formal methods comprise a wide range of techniques capable of proving or evaluating the safety of a system. Model based techniques, like model-checking, rely
on a formal model of the system in order to perform an exhaustive exploration of
its state-space. The technique reaches its limit when the state-space of the model
is too large to be explored entirely, or when the model mixes heterogeneous data
like time, quantities and probabilities. Statistical Model Checking (SMC) is an
alternative technique that combines formal analysis with statistical methods. It
relies on a finite number of simulations of a formal model in order to compute
an evaluation of the system’s safety as a probability measure. This lightweight
approach can be applied on complex systems, even with infinite state-space.
SMC can be implemented easily for a wide range of formal models or even
directly applied to a system simulator. It only depends on three basic components: 1. a simulator of the model or the system, capable of generating random
traces, specified as a finite sequence of states; 2. a monitor, that determines if
a trace satisfies a property expressed in a formal logic like the Bounded Linear Temporal Logic; 3. an SMC algorithm from the statistic area that evaluates
the probability to satisfy the formal property. For instance, the Monte Carlo
algorithm computes N executions ρ and it estimates the probability γ that the
system satisfies a logical formula ϕ using the following equation:
γ̃ =

N
1 X
1(ρ |= ϕ)
N i=1

where 1 is an indicator function that returns 1 if ϕ is satisfied and 0 otherwise.
It guarantees that the estimate γ̃ is close enough to the true probability γ with
a probability of error that is controlled by the number N of simulations.
Several model-checking tools have added SMC as a complement to exhaustive model-checking. This includes the model-checker UPPAAL [5] for timed
automata, the probabilistic model-checker PRISM [7], and the model-checker
Ymer [9] for continuous time Markov chains. Plasma Lab [3] is the first platform entirely dedicated to SMC. Contrary to other tools, that target a specific
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domain and offer several analysis techniques, including basic SMC algorithms,
Plasma Lab is designed as a generic platform that offers several advanced SMC
algorithms that can be applied to various models. Indeed to apply Plasma Lab
algorithms to a new model or system it is only required to implement a simulator that extends public interfaces from Plasma Lab API. Currently, Plasma Lab
can already be used with the PRISM language, biological models, the SystemC
language, and Simulink models, the extension presented in this paper.
Simulink is a graphical programming language for multidomain dynamic systems. It is part of the MATLAB environment, a widely used tool in the industry.
Simulink models can be formally translated to hybrid automata [1], that interleave discrete state automata with complex dynamic behaviors described by
differential equations. Model-checking of these models is however undecidable.
It is therefore interesting to use SMC to provide a formal analysis technique
for these models. Rather than translating Simulink models to a specific formal
language, we have been able to directly interface Plasma Lab and Simulink, and
we apply SMC algorithms by using the simulation engine provided by Simulink.
This approach facilitates the adoption of formal methods by non experts, who
can launch SMC analyses directly from a small MATLAB App.

2

Plasma Lab Architecture

Plasma Lab is a compact, efficient and flexible platform for SMC. The tool offers
a series of SMC algorithms, included advanced techniques for rare events simulation, distributed SMC, non-determinism, and optimization. The main difference
between Plasma Lab and other SMC tools is that Plasma Lab proposes an
API abstraction of the concepts of stochastic model simulator, property checker
(monitoring) and SMC algorithm. In other words, the tool has been designed
to be capable of using external simulators, input languages, or SMC algorithms.
This not only reduces the effort of integrating new algorithms, but also allows
us to create direct plug-in interfaces with industry used specification tools. The
latter being done without using extra compilers.
Fig. 1 presents Plasma Lab architecture. More specifically, the relations between model simulators, property checkers, and SMC algorithms components.
The simulators features include starting a new trace and simulating a model
step by step. The checkers decide a property on a trace by accessing to state
values. They also control the simulations, with a state on demand approach that
generates new states only if more states are needed to decide the property. A
SMC algorithm component is a runnable object. It collect samples obtained from
a checker component. Depending on the property language, their checker either
returns Boolean or numerical values. The algorithm then notifies progress and
sends its results through the Controller API.
In coordination with this architecture, we use a plugin system to load models
and properties components. It is then possible to support new model or property
languages. Adding a simulator or a checker is pretty straightforward as they share
a similar plugin architecture. Thus, it requires only a few classes and methods
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Fig. 2. Interface between Plasma Lab
and Simulink

Fig. 1. Plasma Lab architecture

to get a new component running. Each plugin contains a factory class used by
Plasma Lab to instantiate component objects. These components implement
the corresponding interface defining their behavior. Some companion objects
are also required (results, states, identifiers) to allow communication between
components and the Controller API.
One of the goal of Plasma Lab is also to benefit from a massive distribution of
the simulations, which is one of the advantage of the SMC approach. Therefore
Plasma Lab API provides generic methods to define distributed algorithms.

3

Plasma Lab and Simulink Integration

We now show how we have integrated Plasma Lab within Simulink, hence lifting
the power of our simulation approaches directly within the tool.
In order to obtain significant results with SMC the Simulink models should
include randomly generated events. By default the Simulink library provides
some random generators, but these are not compatible with SMC: they always
generate the same random sequence of values at each execution. To overcome
this limitation we use some custom C-code blocks that generate independent
sequences of random draws.
Our objective was to reuse the simulation engine provided with Simulink
and to integrate it in Plasma Lab. To do so, we developed a simulator plugin
whose architecture is showed in Fig. 2. One of the key points of our integration
has been to exploit MATLAB Control,1 a library that allows to interact with
MATLAB from Java. This library uses a proxy object connected to a MATLAB
session. Function calls and variables access are transmitted and executed on the
MATLAB session through the proxy. This allowed us to implement a MATLAB
program that controls a Simulink simulation. Calls to this implementation are
then done in Java from the Plasma Lab plugin.
1

https://code.google.com/p/matlabcontrol/
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Regarding the monitoring of properties, we exploit the simulation output of
Simulink. More precisely, BLTL properties are checked over sequences of states
and time stamps, based on a set of state variables defined by declaring some
Simulink signals as log output. During the simulation these signals are logged
in a data structure containing time stamps and are then retrieved as states in
Plasma Lab. One important point is that Simulink discretizes the signals trace,
its sample frequency being parameterized by each block. In terms of monitoring
this means that the sample frequency must be configured to observe any relevant
change in the model. In practice, the frequency can be set as a constant value,
or, if the model mixes both continuous data flow and state flow, the frequency
can be aligned on the transitions, i.e., when a state is newly visited.
Usage We provide a Simulink plugin for the main interface of Plasma Lab.
Simulink models can be loaded in the interface and a MATLAB instance is
started to simulate the models. Alternatively we provide PLASMA2Simulink, a
MATLAB App that can be installed in MATLAB. It contains all the necessary
components to verify Simulink models: the simulator plugin, a BLTL monitor
and SMC algorithms. Then, SMC experiments can be directly started in MATLAB from this App: it allows to select a model, a property and an algorithm,
to specify the parameters of the experiment and it displays the results. Both
Plasma Lab and PLASMA2Simulink can be downloaded from our website.2
Applications We also describe in this webpage3 two case-studies developed with
Simulink and verified with Plasma Lab. The first is a fuel control system provided
by MathWorks. The second described the temperature controller of a pig shed.
In the first one, we replace manual switches, used in the standard model to
introduce failures in the system sensors, by random generators that implement
a Poisson probability distribution using C-code blocks. We then analyze the
probability of a long engine shutdown and compare our results obtained with
Plasma Lab with the results from [10].

4

Related Works

A first experiment with SMC and Simulink was presented by Zuliani et al. [10].
Their approach consists in programming one SMC algorithm within the Simulink
toolbox. On the contrary, the flexibility of our tool will allow us to incrementally
add new algorithms to the toolbox without new programming efforts.
A few other works consider formal verification of Simulink models via modelchecking. None consider adding stochastic behaviors to Simulink, but consider
the hybrid automata semantics of these models. However, model-checking hybrid automata is undecidable, and therefore, the existing approaches restrict
the type of blocks that can be used in Simulink models: in general by removing continuous behaviors in order to obtain a finite state machine. For instance
2
3

https://project.inria.fr/plasma-lab/download/
https://project.inria.fr/plasma-lab/examples/
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Honeywell presents in [8] a tool that translates certain Simulink models to the
input language of the model-checker NuSMV. Barnat et al.[2] also presents a
tool chain that translates Simulink models to the input language of the LTL
model-checker DiViNE. This tool chain uses the tool HiLiTe [6], also developed
by Honeywell, that can perform semantic analyses of Simulink models. Contrary
to these model-checking approaches, SMC techniques are not restricted by the
model, and our Simulink plugin for Plasma Lab is able to handle any type of
Simulink and Stateflow diagrams, with both continuous and discrete behaviors.
Finally, our approach is also different from [4] that consists in translating
parts of Simulink models into the UPPAAL language. This makes it difficult
to analyze counter examples as it implies remapping traces from UPPAAL to
the Simulink model. Therefore Plasma Lab offers the first integrated verification
tool for Simulink models with stochastic information.
Acknowledgement This work was supported by the European Union Seventh
Framework Programme under grant agreement number 318490 (SENSATION).
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Abstract. Fault-tolerant systems have to react on errors resulting from
faults properly to avoid error propagation and finally a harmful failure of
the entire system. Beside the detection of failing system elements, also the
actions to handle failures are essential to cover the safety requirements.
Actions reach from enabling fail-silent, fail-safe or fail-operational behavior of system elements, or also hybrids of this in a mixed-critical system
design. Graceful degradation may be applied when system resources become insufficient, reducing the set of provided functional features. In this
paper we address mixed critical systems, which partially comprise failoperational functional features. We consider degradations of functional
features in failure scenarios. We describe a formal model that contains
i.a. the features of a system, possible feature degradations, the software
components that realize these features, as well as the deployment of these
components to execution units. We calculate valid deployments of software components to execution units and analyze them according to the
level of graceful degradation on feature level and system level, as a consequence of failures of execution units or software components. We show
an example from the automotive domain to illustrate our approach.
Keywords: Graceful-Degradation, Fault-Tolerance, Redundancy, FailOperational, Mixed-Critical, Diversity, Deployment, Dependability

1

Introduction and Motivation

Many embedded systems operate in safety-critical environments, in which faults
could cause errors and failures of system elements, and finally a harmful failure
of the entire system. This requires that these systems can detect failing elements,
like software or hardware, and react properly. However, going into a fail-safe state
may cause the loss of some provided functional features. This is not acceptable
for features that require fail-operational behavior.
If system resources get lost due to hardware failures, the remaining resources
should be used efficiently to keep those features alive that comprise the highest
demand with respect to safety, reliability and availability (we use these terms
as defined in [1]). For instance, if an execution unit has to be isolated from the
remaining system due to a hardware failure, another execution unit has to be
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able to provide some of those features that were provided by the failing unit.
However, as the remaining system-resources may become insufficient to provide
the full set of features, it may be needed to explicitly deactivate or degrade some
features to handle this resource limitation. This results in a graceful degradation
of the system.
This paper relates to two previous publications. We introduced a formal
model and formal constraints to calculate valid redundant deployments of software components (SWCs) to the execution units of a particular fault-tolerant
system platform in [2]. We also treated the relationship of functional features
and the SWCs that realize these features. We analyzed required degradations of
the provided set of features in case of hardware failures of execution units. In
another publication, we extended the model and the analysis by communication
channels between the SWCs, again considering failing execution units [3].
In this paper, we consider additional faults, namely systematic faults of software components, which may be introduced by bugs in the software. In case
a SWC fails to provide its intended function due to such a fault, it has to be
isolated from the residual system to avoid failure propagation and harm. We assume an underlying platform runtime environment (RTE) which is able to detect
such failures, to isolate failing components, and to trigger recovery mechanisms.
Without activation of a backup, the functional features that are realized by a
failing SWC cannot be provided anymore. Redundant backups of the same SWC
would not be very helpful in this scenario, as the same systematic fault (e. g.,
a bug) would be contained in all backups. Hence, there is no use to deploy the
same buggy SWC multiple times redundantly. Instead, diversity by alternative
implementations is needed.
We consider a safety concept that incorporates degradations of failing features. We assume that diversity is introduced by implementing two similar features, which however are not providing exactly the same specification, but the
second feature is a degraded version of the first full-fledged feature. This means,
a failing full-fledged feature can be substituted by another degraded feature
that fulfills a subset of the original requirements, potentially with less quality
of service. An example may be a full-fledged functional feature that provides a
steer-by-wire application of a vehicle inclusive some active assistance functions,
like lane-keeping or collision-avoidance. The degraded corresponding feature may
support only rudimentary manual steering, without any assistance functions.
Therefore, this paper introduces an approach to consider not only degradations
on system level, like in the previous publications, but we also model degradations
at feature level in order to be able to analyze the deployment of the resulting
software component architectures onto the execution units. Also in scenarios of
failing execution units, the existence of a degraded feature is helpful, if the system resources become insufficient to provide the initial full-fledged feature. In
this case, the degraded feature can be activated, assuming that this requires less
resources than the corresponding full-fledged feature.
Our approach is based on a formal system model and a set of formal constraints describing the validity of deployments with respect to the safety-concept.
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The model and the constraints characterize an arithmetic problem that can be
solved for instance by SMT-solvers, like Z3 [4] [5].
In section 2, we present the basic concepts of an assumed underlying system platform. Section 3 shows the main contribution of this paper, which is an
approach to analyze which feature degradations are required after isolations of
execution units or software components. Section 4 contains an example, showing
the applicability of our approach. The conclusion is given in section 5.

2

Assumed System Design

Fault-tolerance is the ability of a system to maintain control objectives despite
the occurrence of a fault, while degradation of control performance may be accepted [6]. If a system should support fail-operational features, it has to be capable to absorb loss of failing execution units and of failing software components.
We assume in this paper that the execution units of the system are homogeneous,
allowing flexibility in the deployment, and are connected and communicating to
each other by a reliable bus system.
As scheduling policy, we assume a system using the concept of logical execution times (LET), meaning that the software components are executed within
fixed cycles. Each execution unit provides a budget of time per cycle that can
be used to execute application software components (ASWCs).
We assume a system platform technology that is able to detect runtime failures of certain system elements, like sensors, actuators, execution units, communication links, and also software components. Furthermore, this system platform
is able to isolate failing system elements from the residual system to avoid failure
propagation and harm. The principles and more details about a platform that
conforms to these assumptions have been presented in [7], [8] and [9].

3

Deployment Calculation and Degradation Analysis

To handle systematic faults, diversity is needed. This can be achieved by providing two different realizations of the same functional feature. However, instead of
realizing exactly the same functional feature by two different implementations,
in this paper we address the substitution of a faulty realization of a full-fledged
functional feature by a realization of a degraded functional feature, fulfilling less
functional requirements and providing a less quality of service. The degradation
of the feature may be required either because an ASWC of the full-fledged feature
has to be isolated, or because an execution unit has to be isolated, resulting in
reduced available computation resources. As we assume that a degraded feature
requires less resources than the original full-fledged feature, such a degradation
may be an adequate reaction in such hardware failure scenarios to deal with the
decreasing available resources.
For the case of failing hardware units, we also apply redundancy techniques to
be able to keep alive fail-operational features without any degradation. For this,
we deploy multiple instances of the realizing software components redundantly
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to the execution units. This enables the system to absorb loss of execution units
and results in features being fully fail-operational without feature degradation.
Due to this, these features can be kept alive in the presence of a limited number
of hardware failures, while ensuring the absence of harm to the users or the
environment.
Hence, there is a difference between full fail-operational behavior (the same
functional feature is kept alive after a failure), and degraded fail-operational
behavior (a degraded version of the functional feature is provided after a failure).
3.1

Formal System and Deployment Model

We define the system properties and the deployment problem as shown below.
In the definitions, we write P + (X) for the power set without empty set P(X)\∅.
Definition 1 A System V = hF, S A , H A , Φi comprises a set of Functional Features F , an Application Software Architecture S A , an Execution Hardware Architecture H A and a Configuration Φ.
Definition 2 An Application Software Architecture S A = hS, SCi is composed
of a set S = {s1 , ..., sn } of Application Software Components (ASWCs) and a
set SC = {sc1 , ..., scq } of ASWC-Clusters (with n, q ∈ N). The ASWCs are
grouped by mapping them into the ASWC-Clusters. To describe the mapping of
the s ∈ S to a cluster sc ∈ SC, we define αs : S → SC. To describe which
s ∈ S are contained in which sc ∈ SC, we define αsc : SC → P(S) with
αsc (sc) = {s ∈ S | αs (s) = sc}. Note that this mapping function is total, but
neither injective nor surjective, as clusters might be emptySin the formal model.
For sci 6= scj , it holds that (αsc (sci ) ∩ αsc (scj ) = ∅) and sc∈SC αsc (sc) = S.
For simplicity, we do not model communication channels between ASWCs in
this paper. We introduced how we model the channels in [3].

Definition 3 The set of functional features F = {f1 , ..., fm } contains the features of the system that can be recognized by the user. Each feature is realized
by one or more ASWCs, while each ASWC contributes to realize one or more
features. We define the relationship between ASWCs s ∈ S and features f ∈ F as
χs : S → P + (F ) with χs (s) = {f ∈ F | s contributes to realize f }. Accordingly,
we define χf : F → P + (S) with χf (f ) = {s ∈ S | f is partially realized by s}.
Definition 4 An Execution Hardware Architecture H A = hE, Li comprises execution units E and communication links L ⊆ E × E between these units.
Definition 5 The System Configuration Φ = hδP (S), δA (S), δ(S)i defines the
solution of the deployment problem, namely how ASWCs s ∈ S are deployed to
execution units e ∈ E, either passively (δP ) or actively (δA ). For s ∈ S, we
define δP : S → P(E) with δP (s) = {e ∈ E | s is in memory of e, but not
executed on e}, as well as δA : S → P(E) with δA (s) = {e ∈ E | s is in memory
of e and executed on e}. Furthermore, δ(s) = δA (s) ∪ δP (s).
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We describe the system configuration as the deployment of single ASWCs
onto execution units, not as the deployment of ASWC-Clusters onto execution
units like done in [2], because the activity of the ASWCs within a cluster may
become different in degradation scenarios. This means, some ASWCs within a
cluster may become isolated due to detected failures of that ASWCs or passivated
due to insufficient resources, while other ASWCs within the same cluster are still
active. Due to this, the deployment has to be described on ASWC level.
We ensure by a constraint that ASWCs which are mapped to the same cluster,
get deployed to the same execution units:
∀si , sj ∈ S, ∀sc ∈ SC : si ∈ αsc (sc) ∧ sj ∈ αsc (sc) =⇒ δ(si ) = δ(sj )
The ASWC-Clusters are structure building elements. They group ASWCs with
the same safety and reliability requirements, providing a basis for separating
mixed critical ASWCs from each other, as different clusters can be separated
using spatial and temporal partitioning mechanisms [10]. Furthermore, clusters
can be used to group ASWCs with high communication dependencies, ensuring
a high amount of local communication, instead of distributed communication.
3.2

Degradation of Functional Features

Definition 6 For some of the functional features f ∈ F , there may exist a degraded version f 0 ∈ F of that feature. A degraded functional feature is a feature
fulfilling a subset of the functional requirements of the original full-fledged feature, potentially with a worse quality of service. We define Df : F → F ∪ {⊥} as
the relationship between the original full-fledged feature f ∈ F and the degraded
0
version f (
∈ F of that feature, with ⊥ being no element.
f 0 ∈ F if f 0 is the degraded version of the feature f ∈ F with f 6= f 0
Df (f ) =
⊥
if the feature f ∈ F has no degraded version
Hence, Df (F ) is not a total function, but it is a partial injective and surjective
function (see Fig. 1).

f1
f2
f3

Df (f1 ) = f10
Df (f2 ) = f20

f10
f20

Df (f3 ) =⊥

Full-fledged features
fi ∈ F

Degraded features
fi0 ∈ F

Fig. 1. Example partial injective and surjective function between full-fledged and degraded functional features
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Definition 7 For some ASWCs s ∈ S, there may exist a degraded version s0 ∈ S
of that ASWC. We define Ds : S → S ∪{⊥} as the relationship between a normal
ASWC s(
∈ S and its degraded version s0 ∈ S, with ⊥ being no element.
s0 ∈ S if s0 is the degraded version of the ASWC s ∈ S
Ds (s) =
⊥
otherwise, if the ASWC s ∈ S has no degraded version
Ds (S) is a partial injective and surjective function (see Fig. 2).

s1

D s(

s 2)

=

0
s2

s02

ASWCs realizing
degraded feature f10 ,
χf (f10 ) = {s1 , s02 }

s2
s3
ASWCs realizing fullfledged feature f1 ,
χf (f1 ) = {s1 , s2 , s3 }

Df (f1 ) = f10

Fig. 2. Example relation between normal and degraded ASWCs, realizing a full-fledged
feature f1 (green ellipse) and the corresponding degraded feature f10 (orange ellipse)

Fig. 2 shows how a degraded feature can be realized. For the realization of the
degraded feature f10 , the ASWC s1 is reused from the full-fledged feature f1 , a
degraded version s02 of ASWC s2 is used, and ASWC s3 is not used anymore. The
motivation to introduce degraded ASWCs is providing diversity in the realization
of features, as well as an efficient usage of decreasing system resources in case of
failing system elements, assuming that s02 requires less resources than s2 .
3.3

Fixed Properties of the Model

In this section, we describe the properties of the system elements (e. g., software
components and execution units), that define the input problem model for our
analysis. We do not aim to optimize these fixed properties. Instead, we consider
the properties introduced below in this section as given and analyze possible
degradation scenarios w.r.t. the fulfillment of the required fail-operational behavior. The properties that represent the solution of our analysis are introduced
later in section 3.4.
Functional Features: Each functional feature f ∈ F has properties defining in
which sense it is required to behave fail-operational. We distinguish between
full fail-operational and degraded fail-operational behavior. We express this distinction by assigning a property failOp : F → N0 to f ∈ F and f 0 ∈ F with
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Df (f ) = f 0 . If failOp(f ) > 0, then feature f ∈ F must be kept active with fullfledged functionality during the first failOp(f ) hardware or software failures,
and is not allowed to be degraded meanwhile. More generally, it is allowed that
feature f becomes degraded after failOp(f ) + 1 hardware or software failures,
and it is allowed that it becomes deactivated completely after failOp(f 0 ) + 1
failures. For instance, this means that if failOp(f ) = 1 and failOp(f 0 ) = 3, then
the full-fledged feature f has to survive the first failure and can be degraded to
f 0 after a second failure. The degraded feature f 0 itself has to survive the third
failure and can be deactivated after a fourth failure (see Fig. 3).
provided
features

failures

f
f'

⊥

failOp(f) = 1
failOp(f') = 3

Df(f) = f'
Df(f') = ⊥

time

Fig. 3. Example of a feature degradation over time

In this paper, we consider at most one degradation step, meaning that degraded features do not have further degraded versions. However, our approach
can be extended to allow such chains of multiple degradations.
Application Software Components: Each ASWC si ∈ S is defined by several
properties. Property wcet : S → N+ defines the Worst-Case Execution Time
of its cyclic executable function. Property flash : S → N+ defines the required amount of flash memory to store the binary of the ASWC. Property
asil : S → {0..4} defines the Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) of an
ASWC [0: Quality-Management (QM), 1: ASIL-A, 2: ASIL-B, 3: ASIL-C, 4:
ASIL-D]. Property redncy : S → N0 defines the level of redundancy, with which
an ASWC has to be deployed to the execution units [n: si has to be deployed
n + 1 times (either passively or actively)].
Execution Units: For execution units e ∈ E, the following properties are defined.
The property providedTimeBudget : E → N+ defines the budget of time that is
provided in each cycle to execute the ASWCs. We assume here that all ASWCs
have the same execution rate and hence are executed in every cycle. The property
providedFlash : E → N+ defines the amount of flash memory that is provided to
store binary images of ASWCs. For simplicity, we do not model other memory
types, like RAM or NVRAM. These can be handled in a similar manner as the
time budget and flash. Finally, the property isolated : E → {0, 1} defines if an
execution unit e ∈ E is isolated, after a failure of that unit has been detected.
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Feature f1
failOp = 0

χf(f1) = {s1, s2, s3}

Feature-Relationship χ
αsc(sc1) = {s1}
αsc(sc2) = {s2, s3}
αsc(sc3) = {s2'}

Feature f1'
failOp = 1

Df(f1) = f1'

χf(f1') = {s1, s2'}

Cluster sc2

Cluster sc1

Cluster sc1

Cluster sc3

ASWC s1

ASWC s2

ASWC s3

ASWC s1

ASWC s2'

redncy = 1

redncy = 0

redncy = 0

redncy = 1

redncy = 1

Ds(s2) = s2'
δA(s1) = {e1}, δP (s1) = {e2}

Cluster-Deployment δ

δA(s2) = {e1}, δP (s2) = ∅

Execution Unit e
1
s1 (Active)

Execution Unit e
2
s1 (Passive)

s2 (Active)

Execution Unit e
1
s1 (Active)

Execution Unit e
2
s1 (Passive)

s2' (Active)

s2' (Passive)

s3 (Active)

Fig. 4. Example for the definitions

Fig. 4 shows Def. 6 and Def. 7 in context, based on the example that was
shown in Fig. 2. Also the mapping of ASWCs to clusters and some fixed properties are shown. The full-fledged feature f1 is realized by overall three ASWCs
s1 , s2 and s3 . The three ASWCs are mapped to two different ASWC-Clusters sc1
and sc2 . The ASWCs get deployed to the execution units e1 and e2 , partially
in a redundant manner (see s1 ). Feature f1 has a degraded version f10 , which
is realized by overall two ASWCs s1 and s02 . The ASWC s1 is reused from the
realization of feature f1 , and s02 is a degraded version of s2 , which was realizing
parts of f1 . The degradations are indicated by the horizontal dashed red arrows.
3.4

Solution Properties of the Model

In this section we describe the model-properties that represent the solution of
the deployment and degradation analysis.
ASWCs: To cover degradation scenarios that might be required after isolations
of execution units, each ASWC s ∈ S has the following properties:
– hotStandbySlaveReq : S → {0, 1}: indicates if a redundant hot-standby
slave is required. A hot-standby slave is active in the schedule, but it’s output
data is ignored by the system. Contrary to this, a cold-standby slave is only
passively deployed and not in the schedule. The decision if a hot- or a coldstandby slave is required is based on a further fault-tolerance time property
of the input model, which is not introduced in this paper.
– hotStandbySlaveActive : S → {0, 1}: indicates if a required hot-standby
slave can be kept active. In degradation scenarios, it can be valid that a
hot-standby slave is deactivated due to insufficient resources, depending on
the failOp(f ) properties of the features f ∈ χs (s) for f ∈ F and s ∈ S.
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– masterActive : S → {0, 1}: indicates if the master instance can be kept
active. In degradation scenarios, it is only allowed that a master instance is
deactivated, if the requirements respective fail-operational behavior of the
realized functional features fj ∈ χs (s) are not violated.
ASWC Clusters: Certain properties of ASWC-Clusters sc ∈ SC depend on the
mapped ASWCs. Properties asil : SC → {0..4} and redncy : SC → N0 define
the ASIL and the redundancy level of a cluster. It is ensured by constraints that
∀s ∈ αsc (sc) : asil (sc) = asil (s) and redncy(sc) = redncy(s).
Execution Units: For execution
units e ∈ E, property usedTimeBudget : E → N0
P
is defined to be equal to s∈S | e∈δA (s) wcet(s), which is the sum of the wcet(s)
of those ASWCs that are active on execution unit e. A constraint ensures that
∀e ∈ E : usedTimeBudget(e) ≤ providedTimeBudget(e). Property usedFlash :
E → N0 is the amount of flash memory which is occupied by the binaries of
the ASWCs thatPare deployed to an execution unit actively or passively. Hence,
usedFlash(e) = s∈S | e∈δ(s) flash(s), for e ∈ E.

System: The following two properties define the solution matrices that contain
the mapping of ASWCs S to ASWC-Clusters SC and the deployment of the
ASWCs S to the execution units E.

– map : (S, SC) → {0, 1}, the mapping of ASWCs s ∈ S to ASWC-Clusters
sc ∈ SC. [0: s ∈
/ αsc (sc), 1: s ∈ αsc (sc)]
– deploy : (S, E) → {0, 1, 2, 3}, the deployment of ASWCs s ∈ S to execution units e ∈ E. [0: e ∈
/ δ(s), 1: e ∈ δP (s), 2: e ∈ δA (s) while s is a master
on e, 3: e ∈ δA (s) while s is a hot-standby slave on e]
3.5

Reconfigurations after Isolations

In this paper, we consider two different system elements which may fail:
1. a hardware execution unit e ∈ E
2. an application software component s ∈ S
We do not consider failures of physical communication links, because we
assume a system platform with a reliable redundant communication backbone,
like the platform introduced in [7]. Furthermore, we assume that the system
platform is able to detect failing system elements with appropriate mechanisms
(e. g., as sketched in [9]), and isolates these system elements to avoid a further
failure propagation and harm.
Reconfigurations in the deployment and in the schedules may be required
after such isolations in order to ensure the fail-operational requirements of the
functional features that are realized by the software components. ASWCs that
realize non fail-operational features may be deactivated (taken out of schedule) to enable the activation of redundant backups of ASWCs that realize failoperational features. In section 4, we illustrate this based on an example.
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Our objective is to maximize the value of the active ASWCs in a sense that
the ASWCs with the highest requirements according to safety (asil(s)) and failoperationality (redncy(s)) will be kept active as long as possible. ASWCs with
low requirements according to these properties are deactivated first if the system
resources become insufficient, for instance after isolations of execution units.
Priority Points: To fulfill the mentioned objective, we introduce so called prioritypoints that define the importance of a deployed ASWC instance. Each ASWC has
the properties prioPointsMaster (S) → N+ and prioPointsHotSlave(S) → N+ ,
storing the priority-points of instances of the ASWCs, deployed actively as master or as hot-standby slave. The priority-points are used to construct an order in
which the active instances of ASWCs should be deactivated in case of insufficient
resources in degradation scenarios. We derive the priority-points depending on
the properties asil (s) and redncy(s).
On system level, the solution property prioSumActiveASWCs → N defines
the sum of the priority-points of all (partially redundant) ASWC instances that
are actively deployed in the current degradation scenario.
To implement the objective, we use an objective function of the Z3 SMT solver
with optimization capabilities [5] over its Python API. Listing 1 shows a sketch
of the implementation of the objective function. Line 1 creates an optimization
solver. Lines 3-6 add a constraint that specifies the calculation of the sum of the
priority-points of the active ASWC instances. An If statement is embedded into
the calculation of the sum, defining that if an ASWC s ∈ S is deployed as master
to an execution unit e ∈ E, then prioPointsMaster (s) is added to the sum. Else,
if s is deployed as hot-standby slave to e, then prioPointsHotSlave(s) is added
to the sum. Finally, line 8 specifies that the objective is to maximize this sum.
This objective function ensures that ASWC instances with low priority-points
are deactivated first when resources become insufficient in degradation scenarios.
1
2
3
4
5
6

s = Optimize ( )
P
s . add ( prioSumActiveASWCs ==
s∈S,e∈E (
I f ( d e p l o y ( s , e ) == 2 ,
prioPointsMaster ( s ) ,
I f ( d e p l o y ( s , e ) == 3 , p r i o P o i n t s H o t S l a v e ( s ) , 0 ) ) ) )

7
8

s . maximize ( prioSumActiveASWCs )
Listing 1. Objective to maximize the value of priority-points of active ASWCs

An ASWC with low priority-points has a low ASIL and low or no failoperational requirements mirrored in their redundancy property. The redundancy property has a higher weight than the ASIL in the calculation of the
priority-points. This is required to ensure that ASWCs with low ASIL but high
fail-operational requirement are kept active with higher priority than ASWCs
with high ASIL but low or no fail-operational requirement.
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Example

In this section, we show an example of a feature set containing a feature degradation, as well as the corresponding ASWCs that realize these features. We show
how this example can be degraded when execution units or ASWCs have to be
isolated.

1

flash(si ) in kb

1

wcet(si ) in ms

1
0

redncy(si )

0

asil(si )

f2 : Parking
Assistance (active)
f3 : Drive-By-Wire
f4 : Infotainment
Degraded Features:
f10 : Steer-By-Wire
(without assistance)
f20 : Parking
Assistance (passive)

0

ASWCs si ∈ χf (fi )

Feature fi
Full-fledged Features:
f1 : Steer-By-Wire
(with assistance)

failOp(fi )

Table 1. Example set of functional features and realizing software components

s1
s2
s3
s3
s4
s5
s6

D
C
C
—
C
D
QM

1 (hot-slave)
0
0
—
1 (cold-slave)
1 (cold-slave)
0

1.5
1
1
—
0.5
1.3
0.5

10
10
10
—
10
10
17

s1
s02
s4

—
C
—

—
—
1 (cold-slave) 0.5
—
—

—
5
—

Table 1 shows the properties of the example. The first two columns show
four full-fledged features {f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 } and two degraded features (f10 , f20 ) with
Df (f1 ) = f10 and Df (f2 ) = f20 . The right five columns show the ASWCs that
realize the features. The property values, like the ASIL levels, are fictional and
not related to a real case-study. Some of the ASWCs contribute to realize multiple features, like s3 which contributes to realize features f1 and f2 , meaning
that χs (s3 ) = {f1 , f2 }. Due to this, s3 is shown in two rows. We write ’—’ in
the property cells of the repetition rows, as the properties are the same.
Fig. 5 shows the feature degradations of the example from a different perspective. As mentioned, ASWC s3 contributes to realize both full-fledged functional
features f1 and f2 . Furthermore, ASWC s1 is used to realize both the full-fledged
feature f1 (upper green ellipse) and the related degraded feature f10 (upper orange ellipse). Hence, χs (s1 ) = {f1 , f10 }. The same holds for s4 and features f2
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and f20 . It can be seen in the figure that the example contains also one ASWC
degradation, namely Ds (s2 ) = s02 , which is applied during the feature degradation Df (f1 ) = f10 . Features f3 and f4 from the example are not shown in Fig. 5,
as these have no degraded versions.

s1
ASWCs realizing feature f1 ,
χf (f1 ) = {s1 , s2 , s3 }
ASWCs realizing feature f2 ,
χf (f2 ) = {s3 , s4 }

Ds(s2

0

) = s2

s02

ASWCs realizing
degraded feature f10 ,
χf (f10 ) = {s1 , s02 }

s2
s3
s4

ASWCs realizing
degraded feature
f20 , χf (f20 ) = {s4 }

Df (f1 ) = f10
Df (f2 ) = f20

Fig. 5. Realization of full-fledged features f1 and f2 , as well as corresponding degraded
features f10 and f20 by (partially shared) ASWCs

4.1

Initial deployment solution for the example

The shown example set of ASWCs should now be deployed on two execution units
e1 , e2 ∈ E, each having a provided time budget of 4ms to execute ASWCs in each
execution cycle, providedTimeBudget(ei ) = 4ms. Furthermore, both execution
units have providedFlash(ei ) = 64kb in this example.
We now consider four different failure scenarios. In scenario 1 the first execution unit e1 has a failure and has to be isolated, with the result that no ASWCs
can be executed anymore on e1 . In scenario 2 the second execution unit e2 has
to be isolated. In scenario 3 the ASWC s2 has to be isolated, and in scenario 4
the ASWC s3 has to be isolated.
We use the introduced formal model to calculate deployment solutions for
these scenarios, using the Z3 SMT solver to calculate the results. Several formal constraints ensure the validity of follow-up deployments after isolations of
execution units or ASWCs. For instance, one constraint defines that the master
instance of an ASWC is not allowed to migrate to another execution unit in a
follow-up deployment, if the execution unit to which the master was initially
deployed is still alive.
Fig. 6 shows the initial valid deployment solution for the example. Also exemplary schedules of the execution units are shown. In the schedule, it can be seen
that for instance s02 is not executed in the initial solution, as it is inactive. Also
the redundant cold-standby slave of s5 on e1 is not executed initially, as it only is
a backup for the case that the master of s5 on e2 gets lost. However, the components which are not executed in the schedule need flash memory space anyway.
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On unit e1 , 55kb of flash are used in this example (10+10+10+10+5+10). Also
the ASWC-Clusters are indicated. Overall five clusters are created for the shown
set of ASWCs. Those ASWCs are mapped to the same cluster, which have the
same properties of asil (si ) and redncy(si ).

e1
s5

s2'

s4

(Inactive)

(Master)

d1

(ColdSlave)

e2

sc5

d3

sc3

s5

s6

ASWC

(Master)

(Master)

s1
s2

opt

sc4

sc5

s3
s4

d3

s1

d1

s2

d1

(Master)

d2

d2

(Master)

sc1

s3

s1

(Master)

(HotSlave)

sc2

0ms

s1

s2

2ms

d1

s3

(ColdSlave)

(ColdSlave)

sc1

usedFlash: 55 kb, providedFlash: 64 kb
usedTimeBudget: 4 ms, providedTimeBudget: 4 ms

e1

d1

s4

s2'
sc3

d3

opt

wcet(si)
in ms

1.5
1
1
0.5

s5
s6

1.3

s'2

0.5

0.5

usedFlash: 52 kb, providedFlash: 64 kb
usedTimeBudget: 3.3 ms, providedTimeBudget: 4 ms

e2

s4

4ms

0ms

s1

s5

2ms

s6

4ms

Fig. 6. An initial deployment solution for the example

In Fig. 6, there are also shown some communication channels between the
ASWCs for illustration purpose. ASWC s2 receives data from both s1 and s3 .
ASWC s4 receives data from s3 optionally, meaning that s4 can also work without the input from s3 . The formalization of these communication dependencies
in our model is described in [3].
4.2

Analysis of degradations for the example

Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 show the follow-up deployments for the four mentioned
considered failure scenarios. The solution property usedTimeBudget(ei ) changes
in the follow-up deployments, as the schedules change. However, the solution
property usedFlash(ei ) keeps unchanged, assuming that the binary of isolated
ASWCs is kept stored in the flash.
When the execution unit e1 has to be isolated (Fig. 7), the cold standby-slaves
of s02 and s4 on e2 have to be activated to be able to provide the degraded features
f10 and f20 and by this fulfilling the required level of degraded fail-operationality.
However, in order to be able to activate s02 and s4 on e2 , the ASWC s6 has to be
deactivated, as otherwise the providedTimeBudget(e2 ) would be exceeded. This
means, feature f4 is lost in this scenario, what is okay.
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e1 (Isolated)
s5

e2
s5

s6

ASWC

(Master)

(Inactive)

s1
s2

s4

s2'

d1

sc5

d3

sc3

opt

sc4

sc5

s3
s4

d3

s1

d1

s2

d1

d2

s3

d2

s1

d1

d1

(Master)

sc1

sc2

s4

s2'

(Master)

(Master)

sc1

d3

sc3

opt

wcet(si)
in ms

1.5
1
1
0.5

s5
s6

1.3

s'2

0.5

0.5

usedFlash: 52 kb, providedFlash: 64 kb
usedTimeBudget: 3.8 ms, providedTimeBudget: 4 ms

e1

e2
4ms

2ms

0ms

s1

s5

s2' s4

4ms

2ms

0ms

Fig. 7. Follow-Up deployment after isolation of execution unit e1

When the execution unit e2 has to be isolated (Fig. 8), the cold standby-slave
of s5 on e1 has to be activated, because s5 realizes feature f3 which is required to
behave fully fail-operational. In order to be able to activate s5 on e1 , some other
ASWCs have to be deactivated on e1 . However, deactivating s1 would cause the
loss of f1 and f10 . Deactivating s4 would cause the loss of f2 and f20 . Hence, this
is not allowed. Thus, s2 and s3 have to be deactivated to free enough space in
the schedule to be able to activate s5 . Hence, s02 has also to be activated on e1 in
order to be able to provide feature f10 . Feature f1 cannot be provided anymore in
this scenario. Also f2 cannot be provided anymore as s3 is inactive, but f20 can
be established because s4 can operate standalone without the optional input.

e1
s5

d1

(Master)

e2 (Isolated)
s5

s2'

s4

(Master)

(Master)

sc5

d3

sc3

opt

sc4

d3

s1

d1

s2

d1

(Master)

d2

(Inactive)

sc1

s1

s3

d2

d1

s1
s2

sc5

d1

(Inactive)

sc2

ASWC

s6

s4

s2'

sc1

s3
s4

sc3

d3

opt

usedFlash: 55 kb, providedFlash: 64 kb
usedTimeBudget: 3.8 ms, providedTimeBudget: 4 ms

e1
0ms

s1

s2'

2ms

s5

s4

e2

4ms

0ms

2ms

4ms

Fig. 8. Follow-Up deployment after isolation of execution unit e2
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e1
s5

d1

(ColdSlave)

e2
ASWC

s2'

s4

s5

s6

(Master)

(Master)

(Master)

(Master)

sc5

d3

sc3

opt

sc4

s1
s2

sc5

s3
s4

d3

s1

d1

s2

d1

(Master)

d2

d2

(Isolated)

sc1

s3

s1

(Master)

(HotSlave)

sc2

s1

s2'

0ms

s3

d1

s2'

s4

(ColdSlave)

(ColdSlave)

d1

sc1

usedFlash: 55 kb, providedFlash: 64 kb
usedTimeBudget: 3.5 ms, providedTimeBudget: 4 ms

e1

15

sc3

opt

in ms

1.5
1
1
0.5

s5
s6

1.3

s'2

0.5

ASWC

wcet(si)

0.5

usedFlash: 52 kb, providedFlash: 64 kb
usedTimeBudget: 3.3 ms, providedTimeBudget: 4 ms

e2

s4

4ms

2ms

d3

wcet(si)

s1

s5

s6

4ms

2ms

0ms

Fig. 9. Follow-Up deployment after isolation of ASWC s2

e1
s5

d1

(ColdSlave)

e2

s2'

s4

s5

s6

(Master)

(Master)

(Master)

(Master)

sc5

d3

sc3

opt

sc4

s1
s2

sc5

s3
s4

d3

s1

d1

s2

d1

(Master)

d2

d2

(Inactive)

sc1

s3

s1

(Isolated)

(HotSlave)

sc2

0ms

s1

s4
(ColdSlave)

sc3

d3

opt

1.5
1
1
0.5

s5
s6

1.3

s'2

0.5

0.5

usedFlash: 52 kb, providedFlash: 64 kb
usedTimeBudget: 3.3 ms, providedTimeBudget: 4 ms

e2

s2' s4

2ms

s2'

(ColdSlave)

d1

sc1

usedFlash: 55 kb, providedFlash: 64 kb
usedTimeBudget: 2.5 ms, providedTimeBudget: 4 ms

e1

d1

in ms

4ms

0ms

s1

s5

2ms

s6

4ms

Fig. 10. Follow-Up deployment after isolation of ASWC s3

When ASWC s2 has to be isolated (Fig. 9), then feature f1 cannot be provided anymore. ASWC s02 has to be activated to be able to provide the degraded
f10 . ASWC s3 is kept active to be able to continue to provide feature f2 .
When s3 has to be isolated (Fig. 10), also s2 has to be deactivated as s2 needs
mandatory data from s3 . Hence, features f1 and f2 cannot be provided anymore.
But the degraded features f10 and f20 can be provided, as s1 , s02 and s4 are active.
Hence, all requirements w.r.t. to full and degraded fail-operational behavior
can be fulfilled in all considered scenarios. Our approach can be used to automatically analyze these and the other scenarios and obtain results about the subsets
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of functional features that can be kept alive in each case. We use an optimizing SMT solver [5] to calculate results for the problem model and use objective
functions to describe that the high critical features, having high requirements
according to fail-operational behavior, have to be kept alive as long as possible.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we provided an approach for a formal analysis of graceful degradation in the context of the deployment of mixed-critical software components
to the execution units of a fault-tolerant system. We distinguish between full
and degraded fail-operational behavior of functional features. The fulfillment of
these fail-operational requirements can be analyzed with our approach in scenarios of failing execution units and failing software components. We illustrate
the concepts and resulting degradation scenarios based on an example.
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Abstract. The Vienna Development Method (VDM) is a formal method

that supports modeling and analysis of software systems at various levels
of abstraction. Case studies have shown that applying VDM, or formal
specication, in general, in software development processes is the key
to achieving high-quality software development. However, to derive full
benet from the use of VDM in software development, associative activities such as validating and verifying VDM models are crucial. Since the
primary way of verifying a VDM model is specication animation, we
aim to utilize the animation feature of VDM to apply model checking
techniques. In this paper, we propose an approach to supporting model
check VDM models by constructing a hybrid verication model combining VDMJ, a VDM interpreter, and SPIN, one of the most popular model
checkers, especially in practical use. Two case studies are reported, and
the usability, scalability, and eciency of our approach are discussed.
Keywords: Vienna Development Method, SPIN, Model Checking

1

Introduction

The Vienna Development Method (VDM) [13, 6, 5] is a formal method which supports modeling and analysis of software systems at various levels of abstraction.
A VDM specication, i.e. software specications described in a VDM model,
uses a combination of implicit and/or explicit denitions of functionalities to
describe software specications acquired from software requirements.
VDM has a strong record of industrial application for design and specication
of software systems [17, 14, 15]. The well-known basic benets of using VDM to
describe software specications are from the accuracy and unambiguity of VDM,
which is common for other formal methods like B or Z. However, to derive the
full benet from VDM to achieve high-quality software development, validation
and verication of VDM models are crucial. For example, the FeliCa IC card
development team [23] takes the testing (specication animation) approach to
validating the specications of FeliCa IC card written in VDM++ [6] models,
a dialect of VDM specication language. The FeliCa IC card development team
⋆

This work was partly supported by KAKENHI, Grant-in-Aid for Scientic Research(S) 24220001.
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put the most eort on the issues of how to construct the style of VDM++ models
and the design of test cases for better condence in software quality.
On the other hand, when considering concurrency and/or reactivity of software systems, it is not enough to specify each functionality with pre/postconditions and invariants. This is because (1) the dynamic properties related
to execution runs/traces of a concurrent/reactive system are more important
and usually formalized using temporal logics, and (2) the correctness of temporal properties and constraints specied in a VDM model is hard to be validated
by pure testing/animation. In this case, techniques like model checking [4] can
help a lot.
Since testing is the primary means to validate/verify a VDM model, there
is not yet any direct way of applying model checking on VDM models. Model
translation, for example, to translate VDM to Alloy [20], is considered. However,
data types and expressions in VDM are translated in a limited way since VDM
has abstract but rich data types and expressions. Therefore, we take a dierent
approach that utilizes the animation feature of VDM for applying model checking
techniques.
In our approach, we construct a hybrid verication model combining a VDM
interpreter VDMJ [1], and PROMELA, the modeling language of SPIN [9] model
checker. More specically, in a PROMELA model, the embedded C code feature
of SPIN is applied to incorporate VDMJ's functionality of evaluating corresponding VDM expressions based on VDM models to be checked. By our approach,
we model check VDM models by interpretation, not model translation. Instead,
implementations for incorporating VDMJ are needed instead.
One of the advantages of our approach we want to address is the extensibility
to other VDM dialects. Our approach can check every dialect of VDM as long
as there is a supporting interpreter, and the VDM dialect's features are handled
appropriately in embedded C code. In fact, VDMJ supports every dialect of
VDM including VDM-SL, VDM++, and VDM-RT.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction
to the basic knowledge of VDM and SPIN; Section 3 explains our approach,
including the denitions of a hybrid model and the construction of a hybrid
model by combining PROMELA and VDMJ; Section 4 demonstrates two case
studies with discussions; Section 5 describes the related work and claries the
position of our approach; Section 6 gives conclusions and the future plans.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we give some introductions about the basic knowledge of the
technologies used in this paper.

2.1 The Vienna Development Method
The Vienna Development Method (VDM) was originally developed in the 1970's
at the IBM laboratories in Vienna [3]. The VDM Specication Language (VDMSL) is a higher-order language with formally dened syntax and semantics [19,
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module SIMPLE
exports all
definitions
types
myNat = nat
inv n == n in set {0,...,9};
state S of
pool : set of myNat
init s == s = mk_S({0,4,9})
inv s == s <> mk_S({2,8}) /* two danger numbers */
end
operations
putintoS : set of myNat ==> set of myNat
putintoS(a) == ( pool := pool union a; return pool )
pre card a <= 2 and card a > 0
post card pool >= card pool~;
takefromS : set of myNat ==> set of myNat
takefromS(a) == ( pool := pool \ a; return pool )
pre card a <= 2 and card a > 0
post card pool <= card pool~;
end SIMPLE
Fig. 1. A simple VDM-SL model: SIMPLE module

18]. VDM provides various abstract data types: basic types such as booleans, natural numbers, and tokens; advanced types such as record, product, set, and map.
Typed variables (state) may be restricted by invariants and operations/functions
may be specied with preconditions and postconditions. For example, Fig. 1
shows a VDM-SL model, module

SIMPLE,

with a state of a pool of digits rep-

resented by a set of numbers from 0 to 9. The module has operations that can

myNat and state S are
putintoS and takefromS.

put or take numbers in/from the pool. Invariants for type
specied as well as pre/postconditions of operations

From this example, it is easy to understand that there are two essential parts
of a VDM model: (1) constraints: pre/post-conditions and invariants, and (2)
abstract data type and corresponding operators for specifying functionalities of
a system.
Existing tools such as Overture Tool [16] and VDMTools [7] provide graphical
user interfaces for easy editing/building of VDM models. These tools also provide
functionalities such as type/syntax checking and testing/animation (execution
by the interpreter [19]) for validation and verication of VDM models.
There are other dialects of VDM: VDM++ [6] and VDM Real-Time (VDMRT) [26]. VDM++ is the extension of VDM-SL with object-orient concepts;
VDM-RT further extends VDM++ with scheduling controls of threads or processes. Our approach applies to both VDM-SL and VDM++ though the construction of verication models will be slightly dierent from each other. We use
VDMJ [1] as the engine of executing VDM expressions based on specied VDM
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models. VDMJ is a Java implementation of VDM interpreter, which is used as
the base interpreter of Overture Tool.

2.2 The SPIN Model Checker
Model checking [4] is a promising verication technology for both hardware and
software systems. The basic idea of model checking is to explore the state space
of a system systemically, and various techniques and tools are developed. Among
these tools, the SPIN model checker [9] is one of the most popular model checkers
especially in practical use such as mission critical software verication [10].
From the model specied in PROMELA with given properties to be checked,
SPIN will generate a verier

pan.c

that is the C program performs the model

checking. Several congurable settings are provided to tune the verication process to match available computing resources such as CPU and memory usage.
SPIN has a special feature called

embedded C code that incorporates external

C codes in PROMELA model [12]. With this feature, verifying a hybrid model
that consists of behavior fragments specied in PROMELA and specied by
external code is possible. Usually, the external code is part of the target software itself, and PROMELA fragments capture the environment or user behavior
against the software. In our approach, the external code plays the role of executing a VDM model through VDMJ interactively guided by the PROMELA
fragments.

3

Model Checking VDM using SPIN

In this section, we rstly show the basic idea of our approach, the hybrid verication model concept, then give denitions related to the construction of a
hybrid verication model. Finally, we describe our implementation strategy.

3.1 Hybrid Model
Fig. 2 shows the concept of hybrid verication model in our approach. The
concept is inspired by SPIN's embedded C and take VDM models into consideration. A hybrid model is considered a statechart-like nite transition system
where global variables and VDM models of a system are dened. In this system,
current state location and values of global (state) variables together represent
the overall state space. Although only one transition of the transition system
is showed, it is easy to analogize from UML state diagrams: a transition is in

[condition]/action style where condition represents the guard of executing
action, and a state may have entry/exit actions. An action on a transition may

the

evaluate functions/operations of dened VDM models and update the values of
corresponding global variables.
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Hybrid Model
Global variable definitions,
VDM models (types, functions, operations, constraints)
[cond.] / action

Fig. 2. A hybrid model

3.2 Hybrid Model as Extended Automata
Although we analogize UML state diagrams to our hybrid model, we do not
restrict our hybrid model to a UML state diagram model. Here we dene the
hybrid model as an extended automaton system that consists of denitions of
global variables and VDM models. Before dening the extended automaton, we
dene the notation of a VDM model at rst in Def. 1.

Denition 1 (VDM model). A VDM model is represented as a 6-tuple: M =

(T ypes, V ar, V alues, Inv, F un, Ope), where
- T ypes is the nite set of types.
- V ar is the nite set of variables (states);
- type(v) ∈ T ypes is the type of v ∈ V ar.
- V alues is the nite set of values (constants);
- type(v ′ ) ∈ T ypes is the type of v ′ ∈ V alues.
- Inv = {inv _t | t ∈ T ypes} ∪ {inv _V ar} is the nite set of invariants;
- F un is the nite set of functions.
- in_f and out_f represent the type signature of input and output of
f ∈ F un respectively;
- pre_f and post_f represent the precondition and postcondition of f ∈
F un respectively.
- Ope is the nite set of operations.
- in_op and out_op represent the type signature of input and output of
op ∈ Ope respectively;
- pre_op and post_op represent the precondition and postcondition of op ∈
Ope respectively.
Def. 1 shows that a VDM model consists of several denition blocks: types,

values, variables, invariants, functions, and operations. The denition blocks are
abstracted from a subset of VDM-SL and VDM++ syntax since it is not necessary to look into the detailed syntax of VDM when focusing on the construction
of a hybrid verication model. For the purpose of verication, it is reasonable
seeing a VDM model as one module (VDM-SL) or class (VDM++) containing
these denition blocks. For convenience, we will focus on VDM-SL models and
use the module shown in Fig. 1 as the explanatory example in the remainder
of this section. We now give the denition of an extended automaton called
EAV DM .
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Def. 2 is the automaton denition of the hybrid model shown in Fig. 2. An

EAV DM

is a nite automaton with global variables and VDM models specied.

In Def. 2, the set of variables
model

M.

Also, a variable in

V
V

includes (state) variables dened in the VDM
is allowed to be of the type dened in

M.

For

an event/action on a transition, the guard condition is a Boolean expression,
and the update function is an expression composed of a sequence of arithmetic
V DM
expressions. The expressions used in an EA
may update the global variables
including (state) variables dened in the VDM model

1.

Denition 2 (EAV DM ). Given a VDM model

M = (T ypesM , V arM ,
V aluesM , InvM , F unM , OpeM ), a hybrid model is an extended automaton
EAV DM : P = (S, s0 , V, E, T , A, F), where
- S is the nite set of locations;
- s0 ∈ S is the initial location;
- V is the nite set of variables. V arM ∈ V .
- ρ is the nite set of mappings from type signatures to subsets of variables;
- E = G × Θ is the nite set of events/actions;
- G is the nite set of guard conditions;
- Θ is the nite set of variable update functions;
- A is the nite set of propositions;
- T ⊆ S × E × S is the nite set of transitions.
- F ⊆ S is the nite set of nal states;
In an expression, either boolean or arithmetic, if a function or operation dened in the VDM model is involved, the evaluation is not computed directly but
instead the VDM interpreter is invoked for the evaluation. For this case, we dene evaluation functions in Def. 3. In Def. 3, an evaluation requires specifying the
related VDM expression for evaluating a function/operation along with corresponding variables as the inputs and outputs. The evaluation functions evaluate
a VDM expression with specied input variables and assign the evaluation result
to the specied output variables.

Denition 3 (VDM Evaluation Function).

For a VDM model M = (T ypesM , V arM , F unM , OpeM ), and a set of variables
V where ∀v ∈ V, type(v) ∈ T ypesM .
- evalV DM = 2V × (F unM ∪ OpeM ) × 2V → () | Error
- boolevalV DM = 2V × (F unM ∪ OpeM ) → Bool | Error
In Def. 3, we dened two evaluation functions for boolean and arithmetic
expressions. For boolean expressions mainly used as a guard condition of a transition, only a truth value is returned. For arithmetic expressions mainly used as
actions of a transition, assigning the result to output variables is included.
Note that if an operation is being evaluated by an evaluation function, according to the semantics of VDM, variables of the VDM model might be updated

1

To avoid ambiguity, in Def. 2,

S

is called location to distinguish from state variables
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Hybrid Model
PROMELA
Model
Embedded C
C code
(types)

Var. decl.

C code
(func./op.)
Evaluate
VDM expr.

VDM Model
(VDM-SL/VDM++)

load/evaluate

VDMJ
(interpreter)
Property
(Never Claim)

Constraints

Fig. 3. Constructing hybrid model using PROMELA and VDMJ

during the evaluation. Therefore, not only the output variables but also state
variables of the VDM model, i.e.
tion.

V arM

The evaluation functions return

in Def. 2, will be updated after evalua-

Error if a runtime error, i.e. a violation of
M, is encountered during the evaluation.

constraints dened in the VDM model

For example, when evaluating an operation, variables dened in the VDM model

will be updated during the evaluation. If the updated variables violate one of
the variable invariants, the VDM interpreter captures the violation and makes
the evaluation function to return

Error

as the result of the evaluation.

3.3 Constructing Hybrid Model based on

EAV DM

This section describes how to construct a hybrid verication model dened in
Def. 2 and Def. 3 using PROMELA and VDMJ. Fig. 3 shows the structure of the
hybrid model which consists of several parts. The main part is the PROMELA
model that species behaviors of the environment or user against the specied
system, the VDM model. For the module
which invokes operations

putintoS

and

SIMPLE, specifying a general behavior
takefromS nondeterministically from

its initial state would cover all possible scenarios.
C code that denes type denitions and implements the evaluation functions
in Def. 3 should be prepared to invoke functions/operations dened in the VDM
model. More specically, the evaluation functions in Def. 3 are implemented
as C code separately for each operation in the VDM model. For example, for
module

SIMPLE

there would be four evaluation functions for evaluating the two

operations and their preconditions, where the preconditions are used as guard
conditions.
In our implementation strategy, VDMJ is started as an independent process,
and the SPIN/PROMELA process communicates through pipes with VDMJ
using the evaluation functions implemented as embedded C code. Note that
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PROMELA and VDMJ keep their state of variables individually but only the
variables in the PROMELA model are involved in the checking process. Therefore, to keep the state of variables synchronized between PROMELA and VDMJ,
operations for reading and writing state variables are added to the VDM model.
Type denitions and variable declarations can be specied in either the
PROMELA model or in the embedded C code. Though there is no standard way
of mapping abstract types such as

set, map, and seq in VDM to PROMELA/C,

according to our experiences, a structure comprised of an array and a length indicator shall cover most cases. For basic types of VDM except integers, usually

mtype

or

enum

can be used to dene corresponding storages.

The inputs of a function/operation usually are not dened as state variables
in the VDM model but has to be dened and assigned in the PROMELA model.
Currently, our approach does not yet have intuitive or direct means to encode
type invariants in VDM to type denitions in PROMELA/C. Therefore, when
assigning values to variables in the PROMELA model that is related to a type
or variable dened in the VDM model with invariants specied, the variables
must be carefully assigned to not violate these invariants.

4

Case Study

4.1 Module SIMPLE
We have applied our approach on the simple VDM-SL module shown in Fig. 1.
The verication of this module is to nd the violation of the state invariant in
line 12 which says that numbers 2 and 8 can not be put together alone in the
pool. In other words, the verication is to check the reachability of a particular
10
state of the pool in a state space of 2
= 1, 024 states.
We took the intuitive behavior for module SIMPLE: a transition system
that res the two operations

putintoS and takefromS nondeterministically and

continuously after initialization:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

c_decl{\#include "simple_types.c"}
c_code{\#include "simple_ops.c"}
// state of SIMPLE module
typedef SIMPLE_S {
byte length = 0; // size
byte pool[10]; // pool : set of myNat
}

(0~9)

// set of nat (input of operations in SIMPLE module)
typedef set_myNat {
byte length = 0;
byte numbers[2]; // max length: 2
}
SIMPLE_S state_simple;
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

set_myNat param;
bool VDM_Error = 0;
active proctype simple() {
c_code{ initialization(); read_state_SIMPLE(); };
do
:: sel_set_mynat_param(param);
if
:: c_expr{ pre_SIMPLE_putintoS(); } ->
c_code{ write_state_SIMPLE(); }
c_code{ SIMPLE_putintoS(); }
c_code{ read_state_SIMPLE(); };
:: c_expr{ pre_SIMPLE_takefromS() } ->
c_code{ write_state_SIMPLE(); }
c_code{ SIMPLE_takefromS(); }
c_code{ read_state_SIMPLE(); };
fi;
:: break
od;
}
The above code shows the related part of PROMELA model

C les are included using

c_decl

and

c_code

2 . Firstly, two

(lines 12). The former is to

include type denitions, and the latter is to include functions implementing the
evaluation functions of the VDM-SL operations and other support functions.
Types of

S

and

set of myNat

are dened in the

in PROMELA, with an array of

byte

SIMPLE

module using

and length indicator

length

struct

(lines 414).

In the transition part (lines 2135), synchronizations of state variables between PROMELA and VDMJ are required. Therefore, after initialization (line
21),

read_state_SIMPLE() is called to retrieve the value of initialized S in VDMJ
state_simple in PROMELA. Firing a transition contains three

and assign it to

steps: synchronization from PROMELA to VDMJ, operation execution, and
synchronization from VDMJ to PROMELA (lines 2628, 3032).
To address the C code implementing evaluation functions for module SIMPLE, we show the operation for synchronizing state variables as follows:

get_state : () ==> S
get_state() == ( return S );
set_state : S ==> ()
set_state(a) == ( pool := a.pool );
To execute these operations through VDMJ, we implemented two operations:

read_state_SIMPLE() and write_state_SIMPLE() in the
read_state_SIMPLE() sends a string print get_state()

C code.

2

sel_mynat_param which is used to enumerate
myNat containing one or two digits (0-9).

We skipped the detail of
operations: a set of
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embedded
to VDMJ

the input of

3 and gets VDMJ's response

= mk_S(0,4,9). Similarly, assuming the
mk_S(0,4,9), write_state_SIMPLE() sends print
write_state(mk_S(0,4,9)) and ignores the returned message if no runtime

process

current value of state

S

is

error is detected.
The property we checked was specied as
a special variable

VDM_error

!<> VDM_error == 1. We declared
Error is returned by

(line 18) to monitor whether

SIMPLE, the evaluation functions need to be
SIMPLE_putintoS() and SIMPLE_takefromS(). If any of the two
functions returns Error , i.e., a violation of the invariants of module SIMPLE
occurs, VDM_error will be set to 1 and an assertion violation will be detected by
an evaluation function. In module
monitored are

SPIN. The checking result is as follows:

pan:1: assertion violated !(VDM_Error==1) (at depth 406680)
pan: wrote simple.pml.trail
...
State-vector 32 byte, depth reached 406687, errors: 1
545237 states, stored
52645 states, matched
597882 transitions (= stored+matched)
0 atomic steps
hash factor: 246.164 (best if > 100.)
bits set per state: 3 (-k3)
Stats on memory usage (in Megabytes):
18.719 equivalent memory usage for states
16.000 memory used for hash array (-w27)
16.000 memory used for bit stack
38.147 memory used for DFS stack (-m1000000)
70.733 total actual memory usage
pan: elapsed time 33.5 seconds
pan: rate 16266.02 states/second
The above report from SPIN shows that the verier found a violation of the
LTL property and output an error trace. The verication was performed on a
machine with Intel Core i5 2.3GHz CPU and 4GB RAM. The search was set to
use bit state-space search with search depth 1,000,000.

4.2 SAFER
We also applied our approach to a more realistic example SAFER[2]. SAFER
stands for Simplied Aid For EVA (Extravehicular Activity) Rescue and is
designed by NASA for space crewmembers in an EVA (Extravehicular Activity). In

[2], a VDM-SL model

4 partly translated from a PVS model by NASA

was validated using specication animation (testing). This VDM-SL model focused on the thruster selection logic and was specied as an operation with a
postcondition:

3
4

VDMJ process is in interactive mode
The VDM-SL model can be downloaded at Overture tool example download page:

http://overturetool.org/download/examples/VDMSL/.
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ControlCycle: HCM`SwitchPositions * HCM`HandGripPosition * AUX`RotCommand
==> TS`ThrusterSet
ControlCycle(mk_HCM`SwitchPositions(mode,aah),raw_grip,aah_cmd) ==
let grip_cmd = HCM`GripCommand(raw_grip,mode),
thrusters = TS`SelectedThrusters(grip_cmd,aah_cmd,AAH`ActiveAxes(),
AAH`IgnoreHcm())
in
(AAH`Transition(aah,grip_cmd,clock);
clock := clock + 1;
return thrusters)
post card RESULT <= 4 and
ThrusterConsistency(RESULT);
The above code shows the signature, body, and postcondition of the opera-

SAFER which has three inputs of types
HCM`SwitchPositions and HCM`HandGripPosition
are of type record of quote; AUX`RotCommand is of type map of quote to quote.
tion

ControlCycle

specied in module

referring to other modules:

In [2], a huge test that executes the operation with all 8,748 combinations of
inputs was conducted. However, the state variables are not considered in the huge
test due to the diculty of building test cases exhaustively to state variables. We
conducted the same verication using our model checking approach with state
variables considered. We built a PROMELA model for verifying the operation

ControlCycle with an abstraction on clocks in the state variables 5 . Below shows
part of the PROMELA code.

c_decl{\#include "safer_types.c"}
c_code{\#include "safer_ops.c"}
// quote types of SAFER specification
mtype = { m_Rot, m_Tran }; // HCM`ControlModeSwitch
mtype = { m_Up, m_Down }; // HCM`ControlButton
mtype = { m_Neg, m_Zero, m_Pos };
// AUX`AxisCommand
mtype = { m_Roll, m_Pitch, m_Yaw }; // AUX`RotAxis
mtype = { m_AAH_off, m_AAH_started, m_AAH_on, m_pressed_once, m_AAH_closing,
m_pressed_twice }; // AAH`EngageState
// state of SAFER module
typedef SAFER_SAFER {
byte clock = 0; // clock : nat
}
// state of AAH module
typedef AAH_AAH {
mtype active_axes[3];
// active_axes : set of AUX`RotAxis
mtype ignore_hcm[3];
// ignore_hcm : set of AUX`RotAxis
mtype toggle = m_AAH_off; // toggle
: AAH`EngageState
byte mytimeout = 0;
// timeout
: nat
}
5

There are two clocks of type

AAH.

nat

in the state variables dened in module

SAFER

We found that only two cases were worth considering in the verication.
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and

typedef HCM_SwitchPositions {
mtype mode = m_Rot; // mode: HCM`ControlModeSwitch
mtype aah = m_Up;
// aah : HCM`ControlButton
};
typedef
mtype
mtype
mtype
mtype
};

HCM_HandGripPosition {
vert = m_Zero; // vert
horiz = m_Zero; // horiz
trans = m_Zero; // trans
twist;
// twist

:
:
:
:

AUX`AxisCommand
AUX`AxisCommand
AUX`AxisCommand
AUX`AxisCommand

// RotCommand = map RotAxis to AxisCommand
// inv cmd == dom cmd = rot_axis_set;
typedef AUX_RotCommand {
mtype key[3] = { m_Roll, m_Pitch, m_Yaw };
mtype val[3];
};
... ... ...
SAFER_SAFER state_safer;
AAH_AAH
state_aah;
HCM_SwitchPositions param1;
HCM_HandGripPosition param2;
local AUX_RotCommand param3;
bool VDM_Error = 0;
active proctype safer() {
c_code{ initialization(); };
sel_SAFER_SAFER(state_safer);
sel_AAH_AAH(state_aah);
sel_HCM_SwitchPositions(param1);
sel_HCM_HandGripPosition(param2);
sel_AUX_RotCommand(param3);
}

c_code{ write_state_SAFER(); write_state_AAH(); SAFER_ControlCycle(); }

As above code shows, rstly, the elements of quote types are dened as
mtype in PROMELA. Then we dene types of states of SAFER and AAH,
and types of inputs of

ControlCycle. In this case study, we intended to conrm

that there is no violation of post-condition. Therefore the value of the output

TS`ThrusterSet

is not needed and is ignored in the PROMELA model. Also,

to reduce the depth of search in SPIN, the process in PROMELA enumerates
all combination of inputs and state variables, so loops are eliminated in the
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PROMELA model. The result is as follows where no violation of the postcondition was found:

State-vector 36 byte, depth reached 131, errors: 0
33593277 states, stored
20155223 states, matched
53748500 transitions (= stored+matched)
0 atomic steps
hash factor: 127.852 (best if > 100.)
bits set per state: 3 (-k3)
Stats on memory usage (in Megabytes):
1281.482 equivalent memory usage for states
512.000 memory used for hash array (-w32)
512.000 memory used for bit stack
0.382 memory used for DFS stack (-m10000)
1024.577 total actual memory usage
pan: elapsed time 1.42e+04 seconds
pan: rate 2369.6754 states/second
The time consumed was about 4 hours with the memory usage of about 1GB.
Other settings are similar to verifying module

SIMPLE.

4.3 Discussion
From the case study on module

SIMPLE,

we showed how to apply our approach

to verifying VDM models. From the case study on SAFER, we showed that our
approach can be applied to real-world systems. In this section, we discuss some
issues of our approach with the results of the two case studies.

Usability: The cost of constructing a hybrid model for model checking a VDM
model is still high since we have to build PROMELA model manually including
implementing the embedded C codes. Fortunately, from the two case studies, we
have built some code blocks and functions that are reusable. For example, the
code for establishing the connection between PROMELA and VDMJ is directly
reusable, while the code implementing evaluation functions for operations in

SIMPLE

and

SAFER

can be taken as templates for construction of hybrid models

for other VDM models. We have also implemented a built-in parser for reading VDM literals which is mainly used in synchronization of variables between
PROMELA and VDMJ.

Scalability: From the SAFER case study, state explosion is easily encountered,
and we have to tune the verier with care. Besides abstraction on VDM models,
we may also apply the swarm verication technique [11] to deal with large state
space. To reduce the computation complexity on enumerating variables of types
like set and map, we are considering to integrate constraint logic programming
(CLP) [25] to SPIN. CLP is expected to make the encoding of VDM invariants
much easier.

Eciency: It should be noticed that the execution time is quite long compared
to verifying pure PROMELA models because the verication has two processes,
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pan verier and JVM (VDMJ is a Java software), which communicate with
each other through pipes. As a result, the I/O usage inevitably and signicantly
increases the execution time. One choice to improve the eciency is to implement
the evaluation functions using C++ APIs of VDMTools to eliminate frequent
I/O access in verication.

5

Related Work

There is little work on applying model checking techniques on VDM models.
K. Lausdahl [20] proposed a semantics-preserving translation that constructs
an Alloy model from a subset of VDM-SL model. This work aims to support
the validation of implicitly specied VDM-SL model by applying Alloy to nd
instances of the scenarios described in requirements that meet the constraints
specied in a VDM-SL model. K. Lausdahl et al. [21] aim to interpret implicitly
specied VDM-SL/VDM++ models using the constraint solving functionality
of ProB [22]. Specically, their approach encodes the precondition and postcondition of functions/operations with invariants. By giving an input, the ProB
produces a solution based on the encoding, and the solution is encoded back to
VDM model as the body of the explicit specication.
The above two works are both based on model translation to Alloy or ProB
and aim to support validation of implicitly specied VDM models. Since VDM
has a rich syntax for specifying data types and expressions, it is dicult to
translate a VDM model to another formal model. Therefore, it is reasonable to
restrict the scope of translation to implicitly specied VDM models within a
subset of VDM.
On the other hand, our approach requires explicitly specied VDM models, which is executable by VDM interpreter (VDMJ). Our approach does not
use model translation but constructs a hybrid model combing PROMELA and
VDMJ using embedded C code feature of SPIN. We argue that our approach is
more practical because using SPIN is easier for software engineers to learn and
think, and a state-diagram-like model is more adaptable to existing software
development processes. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 1, our approach is
easier to extend to other VDM dialects.
The technique used in our approach can be recognized as an aspect of combining source codes with VDM specications. B. Frohlich and P. G. Larsen [8]
proposed an extension of VDM-SL Toolbox for integrating C++ codes into
VDM-SL specications. C. B. Nielsen et al. [24] illustrated the use of external call interface and remote control interface for linking VDM interpreter with
Java codes. These techniques are useful for GUI-based simulation/animation of
VDM specications. Though our approach is currently using an indirect way of
combining source codes (PROMELA) with VDM models (VDMJ), it is one of
the future directions for improving the eciency of our approach as discussed in
Section 4.3.
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6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an approach of applying model checking on
VDM models for validation and verication of VDM specications to increase
software reliability. Our approach constructs a hybrid model that combines SPIN
model checker and VDMJ interpreter using the embedded C code feature of
SPIN. Thus, we can apply traditional logic model checking on VDM without
model translation. The greatest advantage of our approach is that it can be
extended to VDM-RT, the real-time dialect of VDM, if the scheduling of threads
and time are handled with care.
We also reported two case studies and discussed issues about usability, scalability, and eciency to point out the future directions. For usability, though we
have built reusable code blocks and templates, how to dene types of VDM in
PROMELA/C especially types with invariants still needs more work such as introducing constraint logic programming. For scalability, the SAFER case study
shows that our approach is scalable for real-world systems. Besides applying data
abstraction on VDM models, we may also utilize SPIN's ability to handle large
state space. For eciency issue, we plan to introduce C++ APIs of VDMTools
to improve the execution time of checking.
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Abstract. Digital systems in an out-of-nominal environment (e.g., one
causing hardware bit flips) may not be expected to function correctly in
all respects but may be required to fail safely. We present an approach
for understanding and verifying a system’s out-of-nominal behavior as an
abstraction of nominal behavior that preserves designated critical safety
requirements. Because abstraction and refinement are already widely
used for improved tractability in formal design and proof techniques,
this additional way of viewing an abstraction can potentially verify a
system’s out-of-nominal safety with little additional work. We illustrate
the approach with a simple model of a turnstile controller with possible
logic faults (formalized in the temporal logic of actions and NuSMV),
noting how design choices can be guided by the desired out-of-nominal
abstraction. Principles of robustness in complex systems (specifically,
Boolean networks) are found to be compatible with the formal abstraction approach. This work indicates a direction for broader use of formal
methods in safety-critical systems.
Keywords: Abstraction, Refinement, Model Checking, Fault Tolerance,
Soft Errors, Temporal Logic of Actions, NuSMV

1

Introduction

Due to the combinatorial complexity of digital systems, not only is exhaustive
testing infeasible as a means to ensure safety, but even the reasoning techniques
used by formal methods face scalability challenges in verifying large designs and
complex safety requirements. A widely used technique to improve the tractability of formal verification is to work with abstractions (or overapproximations),
which can be simpler to analyze and are conservative in the sense that their
verified safety properties are guaranteed to hold also in the actual implementation. This guarantee applies because a valid abstraction permits all behaviors
that occur in the implementation and possibly additional behaviors. In current
formal methods, abstractions are used in two main contexts:
1. Proof techniques that search for a post-hoc abstraction suitable for verifying
desired properties of a given implementation, as in counterexample-guided
abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [3].
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2. Design techniques that start from an abstraction in which desired properties
can be proven and then create an implementation by refinement, as in the
Event-B method [1].
In both cases, the abstraction is a means to an end: either generating a proof of
an existing design, or generating a provable design. The abstraction is of value
because it can be tractably verified for safety and because it has an overapproximation relationship to the implementation, but serves little purpose beyond
these points. If the implementation could be verified directly, the need for the
abstraction would be obviated.
Here we present a different perspective on abstraction – useful when, under
some conditions, a system is physically capable of additional behaviors beyond
its “nominal” operation. In this approach, we note that a typical formal model
of the implementation makes certain assumptions about the environment that
are not universally valid. Thus, the requirements that are verified on this implementation model, which may include not only safety but also reliability, etc.,
are proven to hold in this nominal environment. This is practically sufficient
for some requirements, given that the nominal environment can be maintained
often enough for the system to be useful. But critical safety properties may need
to be guaranteed under a less restrictive model that permits particular “outof-nominal” behaviors, if such behaviors may physically occur often enough to
be of concern for the risk of catastrophic failure. Our observation is that the
abstraction concept, already commonly used in formal methods as a mathematical technique, can be reinterpreted as defining a space of possible “real-world”
out-of-nominal behaviors for which the abstraction-verified safety properties are
still guaranteed to hold. Thus, by leveraging suitable abstractions, we can gain
out-of-nominal safety verification for free.
A primary example of out-of-nominal behavior is the response of digital hardware to electrical or other physical stimuli that produce states not accounted for
in the logic design – with the abnormal physical dynamics generating a nominally
disallowed digital state transition such as a bit flip. A variety of formal techniques
have been investigated for modeling and verifying such behavior [4,7,8]; recognizing that out-of-nominal behavior may overlap with other formal abstractions
can increase the applicability of these techniques, particularly in earlier stages
of the design process. More generally, other types of unexpected but not totally
unforeseeable inputs from the environment can be treated as out-of-nominal behavior. For example, in modular verification of a system where each component is
verified subject to assumptions on the behavior of other components with which
it interacts, a conservative approach that verifies safety for a suitable overapproximation can create a “firebreak” around each component that mitigates the
possibility of catastrophic cascading failure in the event of isolated malfunctions.
A complex systems theory of such firebreaks has been developed previously [15].
In the remainder of this paper we present the formal abstraction framework
for understanding out-of-nominal behavior (Sec. 2), the definition of a simple
example model of a turnstile (Sec. 3), an illustration of the framework using the
example (Sec. 4), a conclusion (Sec. 5), and the formalization of aspects of the
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example in the temporal logic of actions or TLA (Appendix A) and in NuSMV
(Appendix B).

2

Modeling Out-of-Nominal Safety Properties

The safety properties of a given model are required to hold at all times over
all possible behavioral paths. Such properties, when imposed on an abstraction,
require that every path in the abstraction conforms to the properties, and thus
every refinement will as well. The use of abstraction in verifying safety requirements is well established.
Here we distinguish “critical” safety requirements that must hold even in outof-nominal environments (Fig. 1). These out-of-nominal fail-safe requirements
are less strict (allow more behaviors) than the requirements for nominal operation and thus constitute an abstraction of the nominal requirements. Safetycritical devices where failure modes can be anticipated are likely candidates
for this technique. Nominal requirements can be relaxed to admit acceptable
modes of failure. The resulting out-of-nominal safety requirements reflect an engineering decision that certain properties must be preserved even in exceptional
circumstances that may be considered unlikely to occur.

Fig. 1. Refinement/abstraction conceptual diagram for treating out-of-nominal and
nominal models in a unified way. The arrows point in the direction of abstraction.

The safety requirements must ultimately be verified on formal models that
reflect the actual nominal and out-of-nominal behavior of the system being designed. Such models are typically tied to the requirements via one or more abstraction/refinement steps ultimately leading to a model of a practical implementation. In our approach, upon refinement, the out-of-nominal model remains an
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abstraction of the nominal one (Fig. 1). By stipulating that the out-of-nominal
refinement has a superset of the behaviors of the nominal refinement, we ensure that the safety properties verified for out-of-nominal operation also hold for
nominal operation. These critical safety properties take the form of a fail-safe
mode where nominal function is no longer guaranteed but essential safety invariants still hold. Of course, the approach is limited to those out-of-nominal failure
modes that can be foreseen and modeled.
Not all foreseeable failure modes may manifest an abstraction or overapproximation of the system’s nominal behavior. A particular failure mode may render
the system incapable of performing some nominal behaviors. The removal of possible behavioral paths, by itself, does not invalidate any of the nominal safety
properties, but can affect functional requirements that are outside the scope of
the formal refinement methodology applied in this work. Out-of-nominal scenarios of concern for safety would involve adding at least some new behaviors.
In typical cases, failures can occur to varying degrees or not at all depending
on practically unpredictable events. Thus, it is often natural for out-of-nominal
behavior to be represented in a way that includes nominal behavior as a possibility. Regardless, an out-of-nominal model can be made an overapproximation by
simply adding the nominal behavior to it as an allowed nondeterministic branch.
If we are to apply critical safety requirements globally across all failure modes,
then the high-level out-of-nominal refinement will represent the union of all
failure modes together with the nominal behavior. In this way, all models of
particular failure modes are refinements of the global failure refinement and
inherit any safety property proven for this global refinement. The nominal model
is also a refinement and inherits the same safety properties (Fig. 1). Not admitted
in this work is a case where a safety property is required to hold only for outof-nominal operation and is not present in the nominal model. Though such
cases exist, it is considered rare for a nominal implementation to lack a safety
requirement present in a failure mode for that system.
Viewing behaviors of anticipated malfunctions as an abstraction of the nominal behavior has some advantages. For complex safety-critical systems that are
prone to failure, it is important to “design-in” anticipated failures with their
own fail-safe requirements. Recasting such requirements into the familiar abstraction/refinement design practice means that the same tools can be brought
to bear on these designed-in benign failure requirements as part of the the normal design process. Another advantage is that anticipated failure modes are
incorporated into the design process up-front rather than as an afterthought.

3

Example Turnstile Model

For an illustration, we use the familiar turnstile model [6] in simplified form.
A turnstile requires a coin to permit the patron admission by pushing on the
bar. In a simplified description, we can identify three Boolean state variables
for the device: C, P , and L, indicating whether a coin is present, whether the
bar is being pushed, and whether the bar is locked. We idealize the operation
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of the turnstile as a sequence of discrete instants at which C and P can be set
arbitrarily from the outside and L updates at the next instant in response. If
the coin is present and the bar is locked, the bar should become unlocked and
remain so until the patron pushes through, after which it should become locked
again. If the coin is absent, the bar should remain locked. We can synthesize the
desired nominal properties into a TLA+ [11] formula:
S1
S2
S3
S4
Safety

, (¬C ∧ L ⇒ L0 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . critical safety property
, (C ∧ L ⇒ ¬L0 )
, (¬P ∧ ¬L ⇒ ¬L0 )
, (P ∧ ¬L ⇒ L0 )
, [S1 ∧ S2 ∧ S3 ∧ S4]hC,P,Li .

(1)

Here, each Sn defines a safety property in terms of a TLA action, which
relates the variables C, P , and L in the “current” instant to L0 , representing
the value of L in the “next” instant. TLA formulas describe behaviors, infinite
sequences of states over a set of named variables, and so we have to lift the
description of individual steps into a predicate on behaviors. To combine the
safety properties into the requirement Safety, we require that each step must
satisfy the conjunction of the safety properties, or else be a “skip” step where
the next state is identical to the current one. In TLA+ this is expressed as
[S1 ∧ S2 ∧ S3 ∧ S4]hC,P,Li .
While all of the implications in (1) can be thought of as safety properties,
the “critical safety property” S1 is one that we wish to preserve in a design for
anticipated out-of-nominal conditions. We could have designated another one
(or more) of the safety conditions as “critical” – there is nothing special about
the property S1 other than our choice of it for this example. We can interpret
S1 as “the turnstile will remain locked unless a coin is present” (¬C ∧ L ⇒ L0 ).
Out-of-nominal designs will be discussed further in Sec. 4.
The nominal requirements in (1) can be used as an abstraction suitable for
refinement. If the refinement is valid, all of S1 through S4 will be true of the
implementation. One initial refinement of the requirements is described by the
action
L0 = (¬C ∧ L) ∨ (P ∧ ¬L),

(2)

and this can be elaborated into a full TLA+ model, shown in Fig. 4 in Appendix A. The TLC model checker can prove that the behaviors of this model,
encoded in a TLA formula Spec, refine Safety, i.e., satisfy the safety conditions
S1 through S4. Since the model is finite, TLC readily verifies that Spec ⇒ Safety.
The refinement (2) would need to be “compiled” (i.e., further refined) into a
program running on a processor, or in the ensuing example for this paper, synthesized into logic gates. It is the specifics of the implementation that determine
whether this circuit is robust to the anticipated failure modes.
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Design and Out-of-Nominal Verification via Abstraction
Refinement (High Level)

We now consider a method by which abstraction and refinement can be used
in a formal design process in order to account for out-of-nominal conditions.
The process starts, as any design process should, with the requirements. These
are gathered in the usual ways and must be formalized. These are the nominal
requirements.
Next, certain of these requirements are designated as “critical” – these are
the out-of-nominal requirements, i.e., those that must hold even under some
(predicted) mode of system failure or inconsistency. Our methodology dictates
that now the designer must prove that the nominal requirements refine the outof-nominal requirements. If the out-of-nominal requirements are a subset of the
nominal requirements then this proof is trivial, since any system behavior satisfying a set of requirements will also satisfy any subset of those requirements.
Next, we refine the nominal requirements. The refined model is closer to
an implementation, although it may still be quite abstract. Refinement of the
nominal model is done in the usual way [1,11], ensuring that the level above
simulates the level below.
Finally, we must construct the out-of-nominal refinement such that it both
refines the out-of-nominal requirements and abstracts the nominal refinement,
completing the commuting square diagram (shown for the turnstile example in
Fig. 2). This step might be quite difficult, and we know of no general approach
to construct this model. However the turnstile example may be typical of certain
cases. In this case, our out-of-nominal requirement is only that ¬C ∧ L ⇒ L0 . In
the nominal refinement, L evolves based on the action
L0 = (¬C ∧ L) ∨ (P ∧ ¬L).
Since the first disjunct alone already satisfies the out-of-nominal requirement
that ¬C ∧ L ⇒ L0 , we can consider the second disjunct to behave “randomly”
and, at any step, draw its value from either the nominal behavior P ∧ ¬L or its
negation ¬(P ∧ ¬L). In the model, we denote by X a value from this set, and
the out-of-nominal refinement is derived by replacing the action above with
L0 = (¬C ∧ L) ∨ X.
This model is shown in Fig. 5 in Appendix A. We have verified with TLC that it
both refines the out-of-nominal requirements and abstracts the nominal refinement, thus completing the commuting diagram.
By contrast, if we had used the logically equivalent nominal refinement
L0 = (¬C ∨ ¬L) ∧ (P ∨ L),
it would not have been straightforward to obtain an out-of-nominal abstraction
preserving the critical safety requirement S1. That is, while the disjunctive and
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Fig. 2. Refinement/abstraction diagram for the turnstile example. The arrows point
in the direction of abstraction. Existing formal abstractions can be reinterpreted in
this framework; a technique like CEGAR might already prove that the nominal design
(lower right) satisfies a safety property (upper left) by finding an abstraction (lower
left) that satisfies the safety property.

conjunctive normal forms are of course equivalent in their nominal behavior,
in this example one particular choice of design offers the ability to tolerate a
faulty out-of-nominal operation. This interpretation gives abstraction an even
more central role in driving the design process.
It is useful to ask: How generalizable and automatable is the use of abstraction techniques to understand out-of-nominal behavior? While we present only
a preliminary exploration of this type of approach, we suggest that there are
likely insights to be gained on many specific digital system models by viewing
already-used abstraction techniques through the out-of-nominal lens. In traditional nominal verification, discovering a useful abstraction in which given safety
properties can be proven is typically an iterative process, either automated or
manual. The goal of capturing some realistic out-of-nominal behavior in the
abstraction can be an additional criterion guiding this process.
For example, in design by refinement, a high-level model satisfying critical
safety properties could be constrained to be assembled from abstracted component models that are known to represent the behavior of implementable devices
including both nominal and out-of-nominal environments of interest. This would
ensure that subsequent refinement can match a physically realizable implementation while preserving the out-of-nominal requirements. Moreover, the choice
of physical implementation itself could be directly informed by abstractions that
are found in other ways. If CEGAR is applied to a critical safety property and
discovers a suitable abstraction of the nominal model automatically, the system
design could be adjusted to ensure that its out-of-nominal behavior falls within
this abstraction. In the turnstile model, CEGAR might produce the abstraction
L0 = (¬C ∧ L) ∨ X in the course of proving ¬C ∧ L ⇒ L0 . More realistic applications of CEGAR [10] result in other abstractions that may correspond to
out-of-nominal behavior, such as allowing the values of variables to be corrupted
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as long as certain predicates are not altered. This could define the strength of
error correction needed in an implementation.
4.2

Implementation (Low Level)

We now discuss how the refined logic design for the turnstile (on both the outof-nominal and nominal sides) can be related to a notional implementation in
hardware gates. This corresponds to adding another level of detail to the model
that could be reified in raw gates, moving from the second to the third row in
Fig. 3. We could initially interpret the nominal logic L0 = (¬C ∧ L) ∨ (P ∧ ¬L)
directly in terms of AND and OR gates. Then the out-of-nominal logic L0 =
(¬C ∧ L) ∨ X implies that the P ∧ ¬L term can be computed by an unreliable
gate, but the remaining gates must remain reliable even under out-of-nominal
conditions. Often this is achieved using some physically more robust but more
expensive type of gate, and is ineluctably tied to the physical failure mode(s)
that the designer has in mind. To illustrate an alternative technique, we discuss
an intrinsically robust implementation using Boolean networks (BNs) informed
by principles of digital error damping. Such BNs have several advantages:
1. The analysis draws on the rich body of science developed for BNs [9] as
previously applied to discrete system robustness, including digital and biological applications; error creation, propagation, and extinction in BNs are
well characterized.
2. The statistics of error damping in BNs have been previously evaluated [12]
for a digital half-adder. Because of this, the example implementations used
here are known to be representative of the class of BNs from which they are
chosen.
3. The dynamical systems principles illustrated by BNs are applicable to much
more complex designs than the turnstile example and to broader types of
faults, offering a means of assessment even for systems beyond the reach of
exhaustive formal verification.
We draw on previous work [12] in which example BNs were constructed
to compute a half-adder function and their robustness was analyzed with the
NuSMV [2] model checker. For present purposes, we ignore the “sum” output and
use only the “carry” output, which corresponds directly to an AND operation.
Conventionally, a BN is interpreted as a sequential logic circuit. To implement
combinational logic, we replicate the gates in “tiers”, with each tier providing
its results as input to the next, and with the final output being read at the
end of a specified number of tiers (here, 20). This corresponds to “unrolling”
the conventional BN steps and can analyzed identically using model checkers,
etc. The BNs are used here as a notional means of implementing the turnstile’s
combinational logic in a way that is systematic (rather than idiosyncratic) and
representative of more complex designs.
Two BNs were constructed, differing in the design parameter k, the average
number of inputs per node [12]. In accordance with complex systems analysis [9],
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Fig. 3. Continuation of Fig. 2 where we add an implementation in gate-level Boolean
networks. It is at this lowest implementation level that the failure mode will evidence
itself and must be anticipated and accounted for in the out-of-nominal design.

the BN with k = 1.5 shows “quiescent” behavior (perturbations are damped)
and the BN with k = 2.5 shows “chaotic” behavior (perturbations are amplified). Typical real-world digital implementations are found empirically to be
chaotic [13]; such implementations are cheaper to create because they impose
fewer restrictions on programmability. Quiescent implementations that damp
bit-flip errors are more constrained and generally more difficult to create. Our
strategy here is to use the cheaper chaotic implementation for parts of the design
that do not impact the critical safety property, and to use the more expensive
quiescent implementation for parts that need robustness to preserve the critical
safety property.
In using the BNs for the turnstile, we take advantage of the higher-level
abstraction properties already established. Specifically, we implement each of
the two AND operations in L0 = (¬C ∧ L) ∨ (P ∧ ¬L) with a BN. This means
that the two values ¬C and L are wired to the inputs of a BN and the carry
output is used for the result ¬C ∧ L, and similarly for P ∧ ¬L. We assume that
the other operations, such as the NOT initially applied to some inputs and the
OR performed at the end, are fully reliable for this example.
Each of the two AND operations in L0 = (¬C ∧ L) ∨ (P ∧ ¬L) can be
implemented with either of the BNs as far as nominal behavior is concerned. This
is verified by exhaustive testing as well as model checking with NuSMV [12], and
is as expected because the BNs were chosen to compute their function correctly
when operating with their nominal logic. Thus, the abstraction arrow leading
upward from the bottom right of Fig. 3 is valid.
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For out-of-nominal behavior, as before [12], we consider the possibility of
any single bit flip (incorrect gate output) within some range of tiers in the BN,
again using a nondeterministic formal model of the kind used in other work
on soft errors [14]. We have adapted the NuSMV analysis in this case to check
the correctness of the carry bit specifically. A portion of our NuSMV model is
shown in Fig. 6 in Appendix B. In these BNs, because bit flips occurring at
or shortly before the output stage may not have a chance to self-correct, the
bit flip is restricted to the first nmax tiers, where we consider 1 ≤ nmax ≤ 20.
The NuSMV analysis finds that for no such value of nmax does the chaotic BN
reliably implement the AND operation, while the quiescent BN does so for any
nmax ≤ 15. That is, most of the computations performed by the quiescent BN
can be susceptible to a bit flip, and relatively few of them (the last 5 tiers)
need to be protected. Thus, if we can arrange that the effect of the out-ofnominal environment is not felt in the last 5 tiers, then the quiescent BN can
be used to implement the “critical” term ¬C ∧ L and correctly refines it on
the out-of-nominal side – the abstraction arrow leading upward from the lower
left in Fig. 3. Meanwhile, either BN (or for that matter, any nominally correct
implementation) can be used for P ∧¬L because the out-of-nominal side imposes
no constraint on this term.
Hence, we have shown that for a suitable out-of-nominal environment, a BNbased implementation of the turnstile logic with quiescent ¬C ∧ L and arbitrary
P ∧ ¬L can complete the bottom row in Fig. 3, conforming to the previous
abstractions on both the out-of-nominal and nominal sides. As mentioned, quiescent implementations are harder to design, and so limiting the need for them
(here to one half of the turnstile logic) is useful.
In accordance with the remarks at the end of Sec. 4.1, the relation between
the higher-level models and the BN implementations illustrates the potential for
two-way interaction in the design process. The robustness that is designed-in at
the gate level can be targeted at the goal of making the out-of-nominal behavior
conform to a chosen abstraction; resources need not be spent on correcting errors
that are allowed by the abstraction. Conversely, the availability and efficiency
of robust implementations can motivate the use of particular abstractions in a
formal design methodology.

5

Conclusion

We have presented an approach for modeling out-of-nominal behavior in digital
systems so that critical safety properties can be established, in a way that leverages existing formal design and verification techniques. Our approach takes advantage of a key observation: The relation between nominal and out-of-nominal
behavior can be viewed as an instance of the same kind of formal abstraction that
is used for other purposes, and so analysis techniques and specific abstractions
can be shared. Nominal and out-of-nominal requirements and implementations
are connected by an interlocking set of abstraction relationships.
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This work can contribute to new digital design and verification techniques
that ensure safety in out-of-nominal environments as an inherent property rather
than addressing it after the fact. This will likely benefit from an iterative design
process in which the nominal and out-of-nominal requirements and implementations can be adjusted until the network of abstractions is complete and consistent. For a design already created with only nominal analysis, abstractions can
reveal what properties are preserved in what out-of-nominal environments, and
thus may enlarge the usefulness of the design or suggest ways of improving it.
Possible extensions of this work include:
1. Generalizing the dichotomy of nominal and out-of-nominal to a larger family of different environments, each of which may have its own set of safety
requirements based on likelihood of occurrence and consequences of failure.
2. Enabling statistical reasoning with probabilistic (rather than merely nondeterministic) models of out-of-nominal behavior, probabilistic safety requirements, and probabilistic model checkers [5], using suitable notions of abstraction and refinement.
3. Further integrating robust-design principles from formal methods and complex systems theory to enable out-of-nominal verification with as much confidence as possible for systems beyond the reach of exhaustive analysis.
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A

High-Level Model for Turnstile in TLA

As discussed in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4.1, TLA+ is used to specify and verify both nominal and out-of-nominal models for the turnstile example. The nominal model
is shown in Fig. 4 and the out-of-nominal model in Fig. 5. Both models have
three variables lock, coin, and push, corresponding to the variables L, C, and P
described in Sec. 3. The specifications are given in the idiomatic TLA+ style:
Init constrains the initial conditions, Next describes the “next step” relation,
and Spec expresses the complete temporal logic specification [11].
The relation Next is defined by existential quantification over parameters
c and p, representing new values of coin and push in the relation Step. This
somewhat contorted idiom is used because a step must completely describe the
evolution of each variable. The existential expresses that coin and push may each
evolve nondeterministically at each step.
The property TypeInvariant states that each variable is limited to Boolean
values, while Safety expresses the set of safety properties drawn from S1 through
S4 that apply to each model. In the nominal model, OutOfNominalSpec imports
the out-of-nominal specification for use in proving refinement (see Sec. 4.1). The
type invariant, safety, and refinement properties were checked for correctness
using the TLC model checker.
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Fig. 4. TLA+ specification for the nominal turnstile.

module Turnstile
variables lock , coin, push
∆

Init =
∧ lock = true
∧ coin ∈ boolean
∧ push ∈ boolean
∆

Step(c, p) =
∧ lock 0 = ((¬coin ∧ lock ) ∨ (push ∧ ¬lock ))
∧ coin 0 = c
∧ push 0 = p
∆

Next = ∃ c, p ∈ boolean : Step(c, p)
∆

vars = hlock , coin, pushi
∆

Spec = Init ∧ 2[Next]vars
∆

TypeInvariant =
∧ lock ∈ boolean
∧ coin ∈ boolean
∧ push ∈ boolean
theorem Spec ⇒ 2TypeInvariant
S1
S2
S3
S4

∆

=
∆
=
∆
=
∆
=

¬coin ∧ lock ⇒ lock 0
coin ∧ lock ⇒ ¬lock 0
push ∧ ¬lock ⇒ lock 0
¬push ∧ ¬lock ⇒ ¬lock 0
∆

Safety = 2[S 1 ∧ S 2 ∧ S 3 ∧ S 4]vars
theorem Spec ⇒ Safety
∆

OutOfNominal = instance OutOfNominal
∆
OutOfNominalSpec = OutOfNominal ! Spec
theorem Spec ⇒ OutOfNominalSpec
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Fig. 5. TLA+ specification for the out-of-nominal turnstile.

module OutOfNominal
variables lock , coin, push
∆

Init =
∧ lock = true
∧ coin ∈ boolean
∧ push ∈ boolean
∆

Step(c, p, x ) =
∧ lock 0 = ((¬coin ∧ lock ) ∨ x )
∧ coin 0 = c
∧ push 0 = p
∆

Next =
∃ c, p ∈ boolean :
∃ x ∈ {(push ∧ ¬lock ), ¬(push ∧ ¬lock )} :
Step(c, p, x )
∆

vars = hlock , coin, pushi
∆

Spec = Init ∧ 2[Next]vars
∆

TypeInvariant =
∧ lock ∈ boolean
∧ coin ∈ boolean
∧ push ∈ boolean
theorem Spec ⇒ 2TypeInvariant
∆

S 1 = ¬coin ∧ lock ⇒ lock 0
∆

Safety = 2[S 1]vars
theorem Spec ⇒ Safety
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Boolean Network Model for Turnstile in NuSMV

As described in Sec. 4.2, the NuSMV model checker is used to verify the robustness of the tiered combinational logic implementing the safety-critical term
¬C ∧ L, along the lines of previous work [12]. The inputs are taken as node 0
(¬C) and node 1 (L), and the output is taken as node 18. The Boolean network
(BN) is checked for conformance to the abstraction in the presence of any single
internal bit flip in one of the first nmax tiers, where nmax ∈ {1, . . . , 20}. Fig. 6
shows an extract from the model in the case where node 2 can be flipped and
nmax = 14. It is found that the quiescent BN is immune to any single bit flip up
to nmax = 15, whereas the chaotic BN can be corrupted by a single bit flip for
any value of nmax .
-- ...
init(n02) := 0ub1_0;
init(xfer02) := 0ub4_0011;
init(nfn02) := 0ub1_0;
init(latchn02) := FALSE;
init(flipn02) := {FALSE, TRUE};
next(flipn02) := {FALSE, TRUE};
next(latchn02) := flipn02 | latchn02;
-- (flipn02 & (! latchn02)) happens at most once
-- xfern02 is the static transfer function for node 02
next(n02) := ((0 <= tier) & (tier < 14) &
(flipn02 & (! latchn02))) ? (! xfern02) : xfern02;
-- nfn02 is here to keep track of what the non-flipped bit would be
next(nfn02) := xfern02;
-- ...
-- Property to be verified:
LTLSPEC F ((tier = 20) & (n18 = (n00 & n01)));
Fig. 6. Extract from a NuSMV model that is programmatically generated so that all
tiers and all nodes can be checked for susceptibility to bit flips. The linear temporal
logic (LTL) property at the end expresses conformance of the out-of-nominal output
to the abstraction ¬C ∧ L.
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Abstract. This work-in-progress paper outlines the concepts of an approach for the formal verification of robotic guided surgery interventions
at three different stages of the procedure. The central idea is that complex modelling and verification tasks are performed preclinically during
component design yielding simpler safety conditions that can be checked
more efficiently shortly before or during the intervention.
A simplified example is presented to illustrate this central idea.

1

Introduction

Robotic guided surgery is a relevant technology in modern health care. Since
surgery is a critical application area in which human life is at stake, safety is
of utmost importance when designing, configuring and applying robotic guided
surgery setups. In this paper we outline how formal methods can be used to
enforce safety properties in order to make the application of robotic devices in
operation theatres safer.
The main contribution of this paper is a concept for a verification approach
for the safety of the entire surgical process from the preclinical phase to the
intraoperative phase. To this end, safety properties are checked incrementally
at three different stages of the procedure: at component design time, at operation theatre configuration time, and at intervention time (see Sect. 2 for a
detailed description). The modelling, specification and verification endeavours
concentrates on those safety properties which can be accidentally violated by
robot behaviour. The system cannot be completely verified already at design
time since information about the intervention setup and procedure is not yet
available. Right before and during the actual surgical intervention more detailed
data (in particular, the patient’s anatomic idiosyncrasies and the workflow of
the intervention) is available and concrete safety guarantees can be verified. By
doing as much formal analysis as possible already during component design, the
time critical verification checks at later phases can be done more efficiently.
To achieve a smooth cooperation between the surgeon and the robotic devices, surgical workflows describing the procedure for both robots and staff are
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used. The approach gains expressiveness by incorporating the workflows into
formal verification during configuration and during the intervention.
The application of formal methods in the area of computer and robot assisted surgery is not new. In [1] model checking of robotic guided workflows by
using NuSMV21 is introduced. The presented approach covers the robotic guided
surgery process only partly; in particular, the dynamics of technical equipment
are completely excluded. Muradore et al. [2] employ hybrid automata to model
the workflow for a simple tissue puncturing to be performed by an autonomously
acting surgical robot. Kouskoulas et al. [3] specified and verified a directional
force feedback algorithm which guarantees safety for all possible inputs using
KeYmaera [4]. The existing approaches focus on separate aspects of surgical
interventions and do not span over more phases of the procedure.
The paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we introduce the concepts of the
multi-phase incremental verification, Sect. 3 illustrates the idea with a simplified
example. We summarise our contribution and list future work in Sect. 4.

2

Three-phase Verification

We propose a verification approach spanning over three phases which differ in two
respects: (1) the available detail data about the surgical setup and the impending
operation and (2) the affordable effort that can be spent on verification. Table 1
shows an overview over the three phases.
The Design Phase takes place preclinically, when the robotic device is designed. Robotic components are verified individually with the intended intervention scenarios in mind. A robotic device is modelled as a cyberphysical system,
thus going beyond an analysis of its controller software. Continuous values are
used to model the physics of the robot’s movements. To ensure that such devices
obey their safety specifications, they have to be modelled using hybrid modelling
languages and verified using hybrid verification techniques.
In this phase it is shown that the component satisfies specified continuous
safety properties (e.g., that a device’s tooltip does not collide with obstacles). To
this end, assumptions (called safety conditions) are made about the actor stimuli
provided by the controller software. If these are obeyed by the controller implementation, the device will be guaranteed to never violate the safety properties. In
later phases, safety conditions are checked to hold for the actual implementation
of the controllers.
The verification in this phase is the most expensive one which requires an
expert to come up with hybrid models (at the right degree of abstraction) and
to verify them (possibly interactively). As techniques to be applied here we
envision deductive hybrid theorem proving (e.g., with KeYmaera [4]) or hybrid
model checking (e.g., with HyperTech [5]).
The Configuration Phase is the time during which the operation theatre is
prepared for the upcoming robotic guided surgery. It is only directly prior to the
1

http://nusmv.fbk.eu/
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Table 1: Overview of phases and proposed methodologies
Phase

Design

Configuration

Intervention

Considered
Components

robotic device

robotic device,
patient

robotic device,
patient, med. staff

Proof Obligation

hybrid safety
property

discrete safety
condition

discrete safety
condition

Methodology

hybrid theorem

proving hybrid
model checking

discrete model
checking

runtime

verification
monitoring

actual intervention that detailed data about the patient’s health state, anatomic
idiosyncrasies, or the exact position of the surgical situs are available. The medical and technical workflows2 are assembled. With this data, the safety properties
can now be substantiated; the verification goal in this phase is to ensure that
the setup remains within safe bounds with the given parameterisation.
The requirements on the verification techniques are different from those in
the design phase: it must run automatically, user interaction with a verification
engine is not an option, and the results must be reached within reasonable time
bounds (a matter of minutes to not make verification a bottleneck during configuration). It is therefore a valuable benefit that the verification at design time
(which operates on hybrid models) yields discrete safety conditions which have
to be fulfilled for every decision made by the controller. It is hence sufficient to
work with discrete state model checking (instead of more challenging hybrid verification techniques) in this phase which simplifies and extends the reach of this
verification task. Ensuring safety conditions at configuration time is important
as it reveals potential safety risks before the operation has actually begun.
The Intervention Phase covers the time during which surgery is performed,
from the time the patients are sedated up to the moment they are removed from
the theatre. All safety conditions cannot be guaranteed before the intervention;
there are several reasons why safety checks must be delayed to intervention
time: Even though thoughtfully planned, unexpected deviations from the plan
(like complications) are always to be considered in surgical interventions. The
staff operating the devices may move about independently, this is another factor
which requires that safety conditions are closely monitored at runtime.
On the other hand, all facts are not known that early, and a verification/monitoring during the surgery is necessary to guarantee safe operation. Nondeterminisitic unforeseeable control actions, e.g. by telemanipulated devices, unexpected
modifications of parameters (no-go areas may move if the patient body moves,
system failures) make monitoring necessary.
2

We assume workflows to be hierarchical behaviour descriptions: A medical workflow
captures the intended steps of the surgical procedure (including cases of possibly
occurring complications), and the behaviour of the robot (the technical workflow ) is
a state machine that depends on the current state in medical workflow.
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Runtime monitoring must happen in realtime and, hence, poses a strict limit
on the available time for performing verification tasks. A dynamic online verification (with forward-prediction) is targeted to identify deviations from the
intended plan of the configuration phase which may violate safety conditions
and hence safety properties. It is vital for efficient real-time runtime checks that
the originally difficult cyberphysical safety properties have been broken down to
easier to check discrete safety conditions in the design phase.

3

Example

To illustrate the concept of the approach, we consider a simplified version of
a minimal invasive robotic guided surgery (e.g., an appendectomy). For this
purpose, two robotic devices (arms) are used: one moving freely, operated in
telemanipulation mode by a surgeon and one holding an endoscopic camera. We
assume that the latter robot autonomously follows the tooltip of the telemanipulated robot in a specified distance.
In the design phase, hybrid models for the robotic devices are constructed.
In the example, we model the autonomous camera robot by means of a hybrid
model. The examined safety property is that the camera does not come into
contact with areas where it might cause damage (e.g., blood vessels, nervous
tissue). In the following these areas are called no-go areas and are modelled as
a set {n1 , n2 , . . . , nk } ⊂ R3 of points (within the patient’s body) and a safety
distance s ∈ R+ . The safety property says hence that the (euclidean) distance
between the position of the camera e ∈ R3 and any ni is always at least s, i.e.,
that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. ke − ni k ≥ s.
For simplicity we assume that due to slow instrument movement within the
body, acceleration effects can be neglected. We will hence model the movement of
the camera as a piecewise uniform linear movement with a (piecewise) constant
velocity vector v ∈ R3 .
Moreover, it is modelled that the system has a reaction latency time T ∈ R+
pooling all delays between two consecutive decisions taken by the controller
program (sensor latency, sensor/actor data processing time, clock cycles, etc.)
The example model of the device is formulated in Differential Dynamic Logic
(dDL) [4]. A proof obligation in dDL usually has the shape


pre → (ctrl ; dyn)∗ safety
(1)
stating that under assumption of the precondition pre the safety property safety
holds in all reachable states of the hybrid system described by the discrete controller ctrl and the continuous dynamics dyn.
The instantiations in the schematic proof obligation (1) for the i-th no-go
area around ni are
pre := s > 0 ∧ T > 0 ∧ ke − ni k2 ≥ s2

ctrl := choose v such that Ψ (e, ni , v, T )

safety := ke − ni k2 ≥ s2

dyn := t := 0 ; {e0 = v, t0 = 1 & t ≤ T } .

The precondition (besides assuming the safety distance and the latency time
positive) is that the camera is initially in a safe distance from ni . This latter
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fact is also the safety property to be shown. The discrete component controller
software is modelled as a non-deterministic choice of the velocity vector v. This
choice is not arbitrary but coupled to a safety condition Ψ (e, ni , v, T ). In the
present example, condition
Ψ = (p ≥ T → ke + T · v − ni k2 > s2 ) ∧ (0 ≤ p < T → ke + p · v − ni k2 > s2 )
i −e,vi
is a sufficient safety condition guaranteeing that the hybrid
with p = hnkvk
2
system is safe. The fact that for even such a simple model a complex safety
condition is required underlines the need of formal verification of such models.
The continuous part of the model is described by the differential equation e0 = v
relating position and velocity. Another continuous variable t ∈ R with t0 = 1
is used to model the elapsing time and the constraint t ≤ T ensures that ctrl
is invoked at least once during the period T . We discharged the hybrid proof
obligation (1) in an interactively conducted proof with the dDL theorem prover
KeYmaera [4].
The verification result of the design phase is the guarantee that the camera
does not intrude into the no-go areas if Ψ (e, ni , v, T ) is satisfied for all i ∈
{1, . . . , k} for all choice of velocity v that are made.
The configuration phase combines the components for the specific surgical
intervention with the medical and technical workflow for the intervention. Furthermore, formal parameters have now been fixed, in particular the positions ni
and dimension s of the no-go areas.
The workflow models the process for a specific surgical intervention and is
modelled as a non-deterministic finite hierarchical state machine M . In the hierarchy the outermost states model the medical surgery procedure whereas the
innermost states encode the behaviour of the robot (the program) w.r.t. the
input sensor signals.
The verification obligation in the configuration phase is to show that the
safety condition Ψ obtained in the design phase is met for every actuator output
signals that the controller implementation comes up with. It V
is therefore a disk
crete, classical LTL model checking task to show that M |= G i=1 Ψ (e, ni , v, T )
in which v is the computed output signal chosen by the controller state machine.
The verification in the intervention phase differs from earlier phases in that
a detected safety condition violation (or a potential violation in short time) can
only raise an alarm and not abort the operation.
In case of the simple
Vkexample surgery scenario, a runtime monitor can be
installed that evaluates i=1 Ψ (e, ni , v, T ) after every invocation of the controller
implementation. An alarm can be raised catching the attention of the responsible
surgeon as soon it is violated.
In more elaborate models, verification in this phase may not be restricted
to runtime expression monitoring but will also integrate monitoring with more
advanced formal techniques checking temporal logic constraints for a bounded
time span.
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Conclusion

The presented example shows that the proposed approach for an incremental
multi-level formal verification of computer guided surgery is conceptionally feasible.
It remains for future work to extend the presented concept to a more general
approach that can deal with various degrees of incrementality and a broader
notion of safety condition. As a test-bed for the configuration and intervention
phase and for the evaluation of the presented approach the platform OP:Sense,
a flexible and modular research platform to perform and monitor robot guided
surgeries [6, 7], will be adapted to the proposed verification and monitoring concepts. On this system we will be able to apply the developed verification techniques to emulate telemanipulated and autonomous robot guided surgeries under
realistic conditions.
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Abstract. In ISO 26262, safety requirements are constructed step by
step. The construction is started to set safety goals to be achieved in
a system up, then they are refined into hardware and software requirements which the system consists of. Such stepwise construction of the
safety requirements provides traceability among them and allows us to
confirm that the system surely realizes the goals. The traceability also
helps us to exhaustively extract requirements which are necessary to
achieve safety. On the other hand, the quality of a document describing them is important to obtain those merits. If the document contains
ambiguities, contradictions and many of requirements are missed, those
lead to the unsafety of the system. In fact, we found many of missing implicit assumptions and ambiguous requirements by analyzing a document
which describes safety requirements. To solve this problem, we proposed
a method to describe the safety requirements based on the goal tree of
KAOS and its patterns. We confirmed the effectiveness of the method
by applying it to an electronic power steering system as a case study. In
this paper, we show the case study which is not trivial but a real system
in addition to the proposed method.
Keywords: functional safety, safety requirements, ISO 26262, automotive systems

1

Introduction

Recently, the safety of automotive systems is becoming a big concern of our
society. Although vehicles have been controlled by mechanical machines in the
past, many of electronic parts are embedded to them at present according to the
progress of electronic control technology and its performance. Those electronic
parts can realize the complex control of the vehicles, and make it possible to
provide high functionality to them such as electronic power steering systems
and emergency braking systems. On the other hand, it makes hard to analyze
and design the safety of the vehicles because there are a number of systematic
failures and hardware failures which have to be taken into account. To achieve
the safety of the vehicles, international standards of functional safety such as
IEC 61508 [2] and ISO 26262 [1] have been proposed.
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ISO 26262 is an adaptation of IEC 61508 for automotive electric and electronic systems. ISO 26262 defines functional safety for automotive equipment
applicable throughout the lifecycle of all automotive electronic and electrical
safety-related systems. One of the most important implication obtained from
such functional safety standards is to make documents which explain reasons why
a developed system is safe. In ISO 26262, safety requirements are constructed
step by step. The construction is started to set safety goals to be achieved in
a system up, then they are refined into hardware and software requirements
which the system consists of. That allows us to confirm that the system satisfies
the goals because the reasons are traceable from the goals to the software and
hardware requirements. Such traceability also helps us to exhaustively extract
requirements which are necessary to achieve safety. On the other hand, the quality of a document describing them is important to obtain those merits. If the
document contains ambiguities, contradictions and many of requirements are
missed, those lead to the unsafety of the system. Thus, it is very important to
rigorously describe the requirements so that they are traceable.
We are working on the formalization and verification of safety requirements
for ISO26262 as a joint work of JAIST and Hitachi. We conducted a case study
to make safety requirements document in which traceability of the requirements
is realized. The target of the case study is an electronic power steering system.
We call the system EPS below. We first analyzed a safety document. It was
being constructed and still in a draft version at that time. The document was
described in the form of spreadsheets with English. The spreadsheets are used
to correspond safety requirements with each other. We analyzed the document
using a goal tree which is proposed in the field of requirement engineering. We
realized the traceability by relations between a parent and children of the goal
tree. By this analysis, we found that the original document has problems such as
containing inappropriate descriptions and missing requirements.To solve those
problems, we proposed a method to describe the safety requirements based on
the goal tree and its patterns. We confirmed the effectiveness of the method by
applying it to an electronic power steering system as a case study. In this paper,
we show the case study which is not trivial but a real system in addition to the
proposed method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works.
Section 3 introduces safety requirements of ISO 26262 and the goal tree. Section
4 reveals problems of the safety document which was developed by engineers.
Section 5 explains our approach for describing the safety requirements so that
the traceability can be achieved. Section 6 shows a case study of a real system
and its results. Section 7 discusses the approach and results. Finally, Section 8
concludes this paper.

2

Related Works

We adopted the goal tree of KAOS [3] which is an approach for requirement
engineering in order to describe safety requirements. There is another model
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named GSN (Goal Structuring Notation) [5] which is for describing safety cases.
A safety case is a structured argument which has evidences to justify that a
target system is acceptably safe. Patterns to reuse safety cases are proposed as
well [9]. The reason why we adopted the goal tree of KAOS instead of GSN is
that the goal tree has clear and simple semantics. Such semantics is important
since we also aim at formally verifying the safety requirements. There are works
on the formalization of GSN and its patterns [7, 8]. These works mainly formalize the syntactical aspect of GSN. Unlike them, in our approach, we focus on
semantical aspect of safety requirements. We represent the safety requirements
using propositional logic and relations among them which rely on the semantics
of the goal tree.
There are works on patterns of the goal tree as well. Darimont and Lamsweerde proposed a set of generic goal refinement patterns based on KAOS [12].
These generic patterns are proved to be complete and correct based on temporal
logic. They are designed to be domain-independent, that is, the patterns can be
reused in the construction of any goal tree for requirements elaboration. One
successful example applying these patterns can be found in [10], which uses the
patterns for policy refinement. The patterns proposed in this paper are domaindependent, that is, specific to series of EPS.

3
3.1

Safety Requirements and Goal Tree
Safety Requirements

ISO 26262 is an international standard which is specialized for automotive systems. It provides an automotive safety lifecycles and supports tailoring necessary
activities during these lifecycle phases. ISO 26262 is applied from preliminary
vehicle development phases through the whole of the development. It adopted
a top-down approach which refines a safety goal into more detailed safety requirements step by step. The objective of the safety requirements is called a
safety goal, shortly SG. Phases to obtain the safety requirements starts at defining SG which is obtained from hazard analysis and risk assessment activities.
Then, the initial requirement called functional safety requirements, shortly FSR,
are defined based on SG. FSR is refined into technical safety requirements and
hardware/software safety requirements stepwise. Those requirements are abbreviated as TSR, HSR and SSR respectively. TSRs are the technical requirements
which are necessary to implement FSRs. In this refinement, item-level functional
safety requirements are transformed into system-level technical safety requirements. TSRs are allocated to hardware and software. The requirements that are
allocated to both are further partitioned to yield hardware/software only safety
requirements, that is, HSRs/SSRs.
We refer to a preliminary architecture assumption, shortly PAA, throughout
the refinement from SG to HSR/SSR. PAA is an abstract architecture of the system, which is defined in the early stage of the development. In our approach, the
structure defined in PAA is refined according to the progress of the refinement.
We also call such refined structure PAA for the simplicity of technical words.
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In this case, components appearing in FSR, TSR, HSR and SSR are defined in
PAA.
3.2

Goal Tree

It is hard to analyze the safety requirements described in the form of the spreadsheet with English because they do not have explicit semantics. In order to
analyze the safety requirements, we adopted a goal tree as a model which they
follow. The goal tree is the central model of KAOS which is an approach for
requirement engineering. A goal is a prescriptive statement of intent that the
system should satisfy through the cooperation of its agents such as human, devices or software. The goal tree is for expressing relationships among goals by
showing how higher-level goals are refined into lower-level ones and, conversely,
how lower-level goals contribute to higher-level goals. The higher-level goals and
lower-level goals are called parent-goals and sub-goals respectively. A property
named completeness of the goal tree is defined to represent such relationships.
Let sub-goals G1 , G2 , . . . , Gn and a parent-goal G. The completeness is formally
defined as {G1 , G2 , . . . , Gn } |= G which means that the sub-goals G1 , G2 , . . . , Gn
are sufficient for deriving the parent goal G. The goal tree is an appropriate for
the reference model of the safety requirements since its completeness is fitted to
the notion of the traceability of ISO 26262.

4
4.1

Safety Requirements of EPS
PAA of EPS

In the case study, we focus on safety requirements of EPS. EPS is a system which
assists the movement of steering by a motor which is electronically controlled.
Fig. 1 shows PAA of EPS. Boxes and arrows represent components and flows
respectively. The power supply unit provides electric power to operate motor.
The flows of electric power is represented by solid lines in Fig. 1. The dotted
lines represent the other data such as signals and values. The electric power has
to be changed so that it can fit to the motor. Pre-Driver and Inverter changes
the voltage and waveform of the electric power with PWM respectively.
This system realizes fail safe mechanisms to safely stop the system if the electric power is failed. It is monitored by Pre-Driver Voltage Monitor and Inverter
Voltage Monitor. They provide the values of voltages supplied to Pre-Driver and
Inverter to Diagnostic Function module. Diagnostic Function module decides
whether the electric power is failed or not based on those values provided by
Pre-Driver Voltage Monitor and Inverter Voltage Monitor. If the electric power
failure is detected by Diagnostic Function module, that fact is notified to Fail-safe
Action Function module by sending a demand to transit to ’Manual Steering’.
Then, Fail-safe Action Function module cuts the power supply to the motor. To
make sure to cut the power supply, it is stopped by Pre-Driver, Inverter Relay
and Motor Relay. We use short names CCU, PD, Inv, DF and FSF which stand
for Current Control Unit, Pre-Driver, Inverter, Diagnostic Function and Fail-safe
Action Function respectively. MPU is generic reference to DF and FSF.
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Fig. 1. Overview of PAA

4.2

Analysis of Safety Requirements

We analyzed a document which specifies safety requirements of EPS. The document is described in the form of spreadsheets with English. In this analysis,
we constructed a goal tree consisting of safety requirements appeared in the
document. As as result, we found that the following problems.
– There exist implicit assumptions.
Many of implicit assumptions are put and do not appear in the document.
This is because there are many assumptions as well as they appear in the
documents many times. Such implicit assumptions are harmful. If a system
is developed by multiple engineers, such assumptions may not be shared by
them. This might lead to making the system unsafe.
– Safety requirements are described ununiformly.
The safety requirements are expressed as different sentences even though
they represent the same or similar requirement. In addition, the abstraction
of the descriptions is not appropriate for ensuring the traceability as big gaps
often exist among FSR, TSR, HSR and SSR.
– Some of safety requirements are missing.
We found that some of safety requirements were missing in the document.
Missing the requirements directly leads to the unsafety of the system.
Fig. 2 shows a part of the goal tree which corresponds to the document. The
descriptions of its nodes are as follows.
G1 System shall make transition to ’Manual Steering’ If failure of voltage supplied to Current Control Unit has been detected.
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Fig. 2. Safety Requirements in terms of Goal Tree

G2 Demand for transition to ’Manual Steering’ shall be sent to ECU Processing
Unit if failure of voltage supplied to inverter has been detected.
G3 Demand for transition to ’Manual Steering’ shall be sent to ECU Processing
Unit if failure of voltage supplied to Pre-Driver has been detected.
G4 ECU Processing Unit shall send ’Stop Demand’ to Pre-Driver if ECU Processing Unit has received demand for transition to Manual Steering.
G5 Pre-Driver shall stop according to ’Stop Demand’.
Firstly, there is implicit assumptions in the safety requirements. The expected
behavior of the system is that the failure of voltage supplied to Inv and the
failure of voltage supplied to PD will lead to the failure of voltage supplied
to CCU. ’Stop Demand’ will be sent to PD after the detection of the failure.
However, such behavior is not described in the safety requirements. This are
implicit assumptions put in the document. Secondly, there is a big gap between
the parent goal and its sub-goal of the goal tree. Although we have to derive the
the parent goal from the sub-goals for the traceability, it is impossible in this case
because a relation among CCU, Inv and PD is not described. Furthermore, names
used in the document are not uniform. Despite that ECU Processing Unit does
not appear in PAA, it is used in this document. ECU Processing Unit represents
DF and FSF, and sometimes it is referred to as MPU in the other parts of
the document. Finally, the safety requirements for message transmissions among
CCU, Inv and PD are missing. The other part of the document contains the
safety requirement that demands have to be sent and received without failure,
however; it does not appear such one here.

5
5.1

Safety Requirements Development based on Goal Tree
and Patterns
Goal Tree for Safety Requirements

The stepwise refinement of safety requirements of ISO26262 is fitted to the concept of the goal tree. FSR is refined into TSR so that FSR can satisfy TSR, and
TSR is refined into HSR/SSR so that HSR/SSR can satisfy TSR. The correctness of this refinement can be regarded as the completeness of the goal tree, and
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that provides the traceability among FSR, TSR, HSR and SSR. On the other
hand, the completeness is defined formally based on temporal logic in KAOS. It
is well-known that correctly representing what we want to describe in temporal
logic is difficult [11]. In addition, as far as we analyze the document of EPS, temporal properties are not essential in it. Thus, we decided to describe the safety
requirements not in temporal logic but in propositional logic with some syntax
sugars. Although the descriptive power of propositional logic is limited, we think
that it is sufficient to describe the safety requirements. In fact, we could describe
safety requirements in propositional logic within the scope of our case study. In
addition, reasoning with a rich logic tends to be hard to convince us that it is
valid as well as what we describe is correctly represented. We think that simpler
logic is better for the safety requirements.
Our concern on the safety requirements is that there is no missing requirement or contradiction of them. In fact, there are many safety requirements having
the form of implications. In this case, what we worry about them is whether a
upper safety requirement such as FSR can be logically derived from lower safety
requirements such as TSR with Modus Ponens. Modus Ponens is an inference
rule to derive a fact B from facts A and A ⇒ B. There are many safety requirements in the document. Reasonings on the safety requirements might become
unsound due to implicit assumptions and their ambiguity. Propositional logic is
useful to ensure that upper safety requirements are surely derived from lower
ones with sound reasonings. For example, G1 and G2 shown in Fig. are described
as follows.
G1 CCU.V oltF ailureDetected ⇒ S.State =′ M anual Steering ′
G2 Inv.V oltF ailureDetected ⇒ DF.Send(′ M anual Steering ′ , DF, M P U )
CCU.VoltFailureDetected, ’S.State=Manual Steering’, Inv.VoltFailureDetected
and DF.Send (’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU) are propositional variables. One
may think that = is an equality operator, however; it is a part of the name of
the propositional variable S.State=’Manual Steering’. DF.Send(’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU) is not an application of a function but a propositional variable.
CCU.VoltFailureDetected and Inv.VoltFailureDetected represent the the failure
detection of voltage supplied to CCU has been detected and that of voltage supplied to Inv respectively. S.State=’Manual Steering’ represents the fact that the
mode of the system moves to manual steering. DF.Send (’Manual Steering’, DF,
MPU) represents the fact that a demand message ’Manual Steering’ is sent to
MPU from DF. Note that MPU is the abstract representation of FSF here.
Although ECU Processing Unit is used to represent a source or destination of
message transmissions in the document of EPS, it usually refers to the whole of
the system. This is an ambiguity of the safety requirements, that is, the sources
and destinations are ambiguous. DF and FSF are used to describe message
transmissions in the goal tree since the messages are transmitted between them.
On the other hand, there are the ones in which the sources and destinations
are not designated to abstractly describe safety requirements. In this case, we
use MPU which appears in PAA shown in Fig. 1. The abstraction is different
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from the ambiguity. Using those symbols allow us to remove such ambiguity.
In addition, there exists an implicit assumption about relations among CCU,
Inv and PD. It can be described formally as CCU.V oltF ailureDetected ==
(Inv.V oltF ailureDetected||P D.V oltF ailureDetected).
5.2

Safety Requirement Patterns

In safety requirements, there are usually small variations of mechanisms to
achieve the safety of a system. It implies that we can prepare mechanisms to
achieve the safety before making safety requirements. In addition, those mechanisms can be common in an application domain. For example, systems that we
focus on deal with detections of components’ failure and notifying the failure to
components which are in charge to deal with the failure. Despite that there are
many components to detect the failure and those to deal with it, there are a
small number of safety mechanisms for the detection and communication. Thus,
in our approach, we define patterns for the mechanisms. We call such patterns
safety requirement patterns or shortly patterns below if there is no confusion in
a context.
We show an example of safety requirement patterns in Fig. 3. It is a partial goal tree which has parameters to be replaced with logical expressions and
strings. This pattern represents a mechanism that a message M is safely transmitted from S to D. M , S and D are parameters which represent a message to be
transmitted, a source of the transmission and a destination of the transmission
respectively. Those parameters are replaced with strings which constitute propositional variables when the pattern is instantiated. C and T C are parameters to
be replaced with logical expressions which represent a condition to transmit the
message and a condition which holds after receiving it respectively.
The pattern ensures that sub-goals derive a parent goal for any replacement
of the parameters. In Fig. 3, C ⇒ D.Received(M,D) is derived from the facts
C ⇒ D.Send(M,S,D), D.SendWithoutFailure (M,S,D) and D.Send(M,S,D) ∧
D.SendWithoutFailure(M,S,D) ⇒ D.Received(M,D) for any M , S, D, C and T C.
In addition, the upper goal C ⇒ TC is derived from the facts C ⇒ D.Received(M,D)
and D.Received(M,D) ⇒ TC. Hence, the parent goal is derived from the subgoals even if the parameters are replaced.
The patterns are documented like design patterns [17]. The description of
each of the patterns consists of a partial goal tree with parameters as shown in
Fig. 3, its explanation, applicability, example and formal proof as mentioned in
the above.
We found that safety requirement patterns are effective to solve the problems pointed in Section 4.2. Firstly, the patterns allows us to explicitly describe
necessary assumptions for a specific mechanism. The primary reason why many
assumptions are omitted is that it is very tedious and costly to describe all of
them. Assumptions appearing many times in the documents tend to be omitted.
However, as we pointed out, omitting them might lead to making the system
unsafe. We should describe all of the assumptions even though they are obvious
for engineers who describe the document. To solve this problem, the patterns
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C ⇒ TC

C ⇒D.Send(M,S,D)

D.Received(M,D)⇒TC

D.SendWithoutFailure(M,S,D)
D.Send(M,S,D)∧D.SendWithoutFailure(M,S,D) ⇒
D.Received(M,D)

Fig. 3. Safety Requirements Pattern

are useful. Assumptions appearing many times in the document are defined once
in the pattern, and then we instantiate descriptions of the safety requirements
from the patterns. It allows us to avoid tedious and costly tasks in making
safety requirements. Secondly, the patterns are useful to uniformly describe the
safety requirements because they provide appropriate abstraction of the safety
requirements. What facts are essential for ensuring the safety is described in
the patterns. Thus, we do not need describe too concrete details because what
described in the patterns are sufficient to ensure the completeness of the safety
requirements. Finally, the patterns help us not to miss the safety requirements.
Mechanisms to achieve the safety are given by the patterns, that is, what is
needed is described in them. When we instantiate the patterns, we have to find
elements and conditions fitted to them. That makes it possible to notice missing
safety requirements.
5.3

Application of Safety Requirement Pattern

The safety requirement pattern describes requirements of a specific safety mechanism. The pattern shown in Fig. 3 represents a mechanism of the safe message
transmission which is used to communications among components to be made
when the electric power failure is detected. We prepared the other two patterns,
that is, there are totally three patterns, for mechanisms of the transmission.
There are three variations for the transmission in this system. Firstly, communication is completed within a chip. A communication means is not needed in this
case. Secondly, the communication means is needed and it is reliable enough.
Thirdly, the communication means is needed and it is unreliable. Error correction mechanisms such as CRC are used in this case. Which mechanism is adopted
is determined according to the degree of reliability of the transmission. The degree of the reliability is determined by communication types and signal types.
The communication types mean where the transmission takes place. The signal types mean contents of the communication. There are three communication
types, communications inside of a chip, between chips and between controllers.
We refer those communication types to In-chip, Inter-chip and Inter-controller
respectively. The reliability of the transmission is higher in the order of In-chip,
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Inter-chip and Inter-controller. There are three signal types, digital data, analog
data and series of digital data. We refer those signal types to Digital, Analog
and DigitalCom. The reliability of the transmission is higher in this order.
The degree of the reliability of the transmission is determined by combination
of a communication type and signal type. It is shown in Table 1. There are
three degrees of the reliability, high, mid and low. For example, the degree of
the reliability in transmitting digital data within a chip is high and that in
transmitting series of digital data between controllers is low. We prepared three
mechanisms as well as safety requirement patterns for each of the degrees. The
pattern shown in Fig. 3 is the one for the transmission with high reliability.

Table 1. Reliability of Transmission
com./sig.
In-chip
Inter-chip
Inter-controller

Digital Analog DigitalCom
high high
—
high
mid
low
mid
—
low

In developing safety requirements of EPS, we identify a communication type
and signal type based on PAA, then select a safety requirement pattern to be
used. Table 2 shows the patterns used for the transmissions in the safety requirements of EPS. HS, MS and HS represent the patterns for high, middle and
low reliability transmissions respectively. For example, in the third row of Table
2, since voltage data is transmitted from from PD to MPU, the pattern MS is
used for that transmission. In this way, the patterns are systematically used to
develop the safety requirements.

Table 2. Patterns Applications
src
DF
PD
MPU
MPU
..
.

dst
FSF
MPU
PD
PD
..
.

com.
sig.
In-chip digital
Inter-chip analog
Inter-chip digital
Inter-chip digital
..
..
.
.
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data pattern
signal
HS
voltage MS
signal
HS
PWM
HS
..
..
.
.

6
6.1

Case Study
Development of Goal Tree

Fig. 4 shows a part of the goal tree obtained by our approach proposed in
Section 5. Firstly, the safety requirement pattern shown in Fig. 3 is instantiated by replacing the parameters S, D, M , C and T C with DF , M P U ,
′
M anual Steering ′ , CCU.V oltF ailureDetected and S.State =′ M anual Steering ′
respectively. Then, G2 and G5 which appear in the document are manually formalized. The descriptions and their logical expressions of the goals of the goal
tree are found in Fig. 6. We can see from them that the parent goal G1 is derived
from sub-goals from G2 to G5 with Modus Ponens. Similarly, G2 is derived from
those from G6 to G8.
G1

G2
G6

G3
G8

G7

G5

G4
G9

G11

G10

Fig. 4. Goal Tree for EPS
G1

G2
G6

G7

G3
G8

G4

G5

G14

G10
G12

G13
G9

G11

Fig. 5. Complete Goal Tree

In Fig. 4, there is a sub-tree consisting of G5, G9, G10 and G11 which describes that a stop demand is sent from MPU to PD and PD shall stop by
receiving the demand. Since the sub-tree represents a safe message transmission
mechanism, the pattern shown in Fig. 3 should be applied to it according to
Table 1 and Table 2. Although D.SendW ithoutF ailure which represents the
requirement that a message is sent without failure exists in the pattern, such requirement does not appear in Fig. 4. We can see from this fact that some require-
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G1 System shall make transition to ’Manual Steering’ If failure of voltage supplied to
Current Control Unit has been detected.
CCU.VoltFailureDetected ⇒ S.State = ’Manual Steering’
G2 Demand for transition to ’Manual Steering’ shall be sent to ECU Processing Unit
if failure of voltage supplied to Current Control Unit has been detected.
CCU.VoltFailureDetected ⇒ DF.Send(’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU)
G3 Demand for transition to ’Manual Steering’ shall be sent without failure.
DF.SendWithoutFailure(’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU)
G4 Demand for transition to ’Manual Steering’ shall be received if it is sent without
failure.
(DF.Send (’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU) ∧ DF.SendWithoutFailure (’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU)) ⇒ DF.Received (’Manual Steering’, MPU)
G5 System shall make transition to ’Manual Steering’ if Demand for transition to
’Manual Steering’ shall be received.
DF.Received(’Manual Steering’, MPU) ⇒ S.State = ’Manual Steering’
G6 Demand for transition to ’Manual Steering’ shall be sent to ECU Processing Unit
if failure of voltage supplied to inverter has been detected.
Inv.VoltFailureDetected ⇒ DF.Send(’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU)
G7 Demand for transition to ’Manual Steering’ shall be sent to ECU Processing Unit
if failure of voltage supplied to Pre-driver has been detected.
PD.VoltFailureDetected ⇒ DF.Send(’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU)
G8 failure of voltage supplied to Current Control Unit has been detected if failure of
voltage supplied to inverter or Pre-Driver has been detected.
CCU.VoltFailureDetected ⇔ (Inv.VoltFailureDetected || PD.VoltFailureDetected)
G9 System shall make transition to ’Manual Steering’ if Pre-Driver stops.
PD.Status = ’Stop’ ⇒ S.State = ’Manual Steering’
G10 ECU Processing Unit shall send ’Stop Demand’ to Pre-Driver if ECU Processing
Unit has received demand for transition to Manual Steering.
DF.Received (’Manual Steering’, MPU) ⇒ PD.Send (’Stop Demand’, MPU, PD)
G11 Pre-Driver shall stop according to ’Stop Demand’.
PD.Received(’Stop Demand’, PD) ⇒ PD.Status = ’Stop’
Fig. 6. Safety Requirements
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ments are missing in the sub-tree. Here, we apply the pattern to the sub-tree by
replacing the parameters S, D, M , C and T C with M P U , P D, ′ StopDemand′ ,
DF.Received(′ M anual Steering ′ , M P U ) and S.State =′ M anual Steering ′ respectively. As a result, the goal tree becomes the one shown in Fig. 5 and its
goals are described as follows.
G5 DF.Received (’Manual Steering’, MPU) ⇒ S.State=’Manual Steering’
G10 DF.Received (’Manual Steering’, MPU) ⇒ PD.Send (’Stop Demand’,MPU,PD)
G12 PD.SendWithoutFailure (’Stop Demand’, MPU, PD)
G13 PD.Send (’Stop Demand’,MPU ,PD) ∧ PD.SendWithoutFailure (’Stop Demand’,MPU,PD) ⇒ PD.Received (’Stop Demand’,PD)
G14 PD.Received (’Stop Demand’,PD) ⇒ S.State = ’Manual Steering’
The completeness which means the fact that a parent goal is derived from
sub-goals for each sub-tree holds in this goal tree. In this way, we can obtain
formally traceable safety requirements based on the goal tree.
6.2

Result

We have applied our approach to the development of safety requirements. We
focus on safety mechanisms to deal with electric power failure in EPS. There
was a document which was described informally in the form of the spreadsheet
as we already mentioned. Even though the document was in a draft version,
all of safety requirements of the mechanisms were described. We developed a
goal tree based on the document as shown in Section 6.1. There were 24 safety
requirements in the document. As the completeness does not hold in a goal
tree consisting of only safety requirements appearing the document, we added
necessary ones so that it can hold.
As a result, there were 53 goals of the goal tree for which the completeness
holds. In the goal tree, each of the goals represents a safety requirement. There
were 17 goals which were brought from the document without any modification,
3 goals which appeared in the document but did not appear in the goal tree, that
is, deleted, 4 goals which were modified from the document, and 32 goals which
did not appear in the document, that is, added, out of 53 goals. It means that
67% of the safety requirements were added or modified from the document. In
addition, we analyzed the safety requirements related to the safety requirement
patterns. 29 out of 53 goals were instantiated by means of the safety requirement
patterns. Thus, the safety requirement patterns cover 55% of the whole of the
safety requirements. There were 12 goals which were brought from the document
without any modification, 4 goals which were modified and 13 goals which were
added out of 29. It means that 59% of safety requirements were added or modified
from the document by the safety requirement patterns out of the instantiated
ones. The percentage of them in the whole of the safety requirements was 32%.
6.3

Evaluation

We can say from this result that we have successfully complemented the safety
requirements of EPS by our approach. Many safety requirements were missing in
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the original document so that it could be traceable. The most of missing safety
requirements were implicit assumptions put in it, however; they might cause
missing important safety requirements. In fact, an important safety requirement
representing that a message is sent without failure was missing as pointed out
in Section 6.1. We can see from the case study that our approach enables to find
missing important safety requirements although many safety requirements have
to be described. As the unsafety of automotive systems may cause fatal troubles
such as the loss of human lives, they have to be developed very carefully even if
it costs a lot.
We prepared three safety requirement patterns to develop the safety requirements. As a result, they cover more than half of the safety requirements. The
purpose of the patterns is to identify essential and typical safety requirements.
The patterns greatly contribute to efficiently describing the safety requirements
despite that their purpose is not to cover everything. On the other hand, the
percentage of safety requirements which were added or modified by the patterns
was 67% among the ones related to the patterns but 32% on the whole. It means
that many of the safety requirements related to the patterns were appeared in
the original document. We can see from this fact that the safety requirement
patterns captured the essential safety requirements of EPS. We observed from
the development of the safety requirements that it was started to describe essential safety requirements, then the ones related to them were identified, finally
we obtained traceable safety requirements. Thus, we can say that the safety
requirement patterns play an important role to develop the safety requirements.

7

Discussion

The traceability of safety requirements which is introduced in ISO 26262 is not
well-defined. Many engineers feel trouble about how it should be ensured. Thus,
we adopted the completeness of the goal tree in order to ensure the traceability.
It actually revealed many of missing safety requirements because we carefully
described them so that the completeness can be maintained. Introducing such
clear definition of the traceability is important to guide the development of the
safety requirements as well as improve the quality of them.
We took a shallow approach to formalize safety requirements based on propositional logic. This approach is not so heavy like formal specifications [14–16] in
which everything is described formally. Introducing the existing formal specification languages to practical developments is very hard because there are many
problems such as education of engineers, change of development processes and
so on. The reason why we took such a shallow approach is that we aim at easily
expanding it to daily developments done by engineers. On the other hand, the
shallow approach does not likely have sufficient effectiveness. Unlike this, in our
approach, we confirmed that it achieved drastic improvement of the quality of
the safety requirements. We found an appropriate way to describe the safety requirements so that it can be sufficiently effective as well as easy to be expanded
to the developments.
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On the other hand, one may think that propositional logic is insufficient because computation and timing are important for automotive systems [4]. They
are definitely important in some development phases, for example, design of
control logics. What we focus on here is not design but descriptions of safety requirements. Some safety requirements may contain complicated statements like
arithmetics or differential equations. Reasonings based on their underlying theories should not be taken into account in describing the safety requirements. Such
reasonings should be resolved before describing them. For example, if f (x) implies g(x) based on a particular theory, the fact f (x) ⇒ g(x) should be described
as a safety requirement. The timing can be dealt with similarly. For example,
we show safety requirements that the timing of transmissions between DF and
MPU is taken into account. The safety requirements G5 and G7 of Fig. 6 are
changed as follows.
G5’ DF.EventuallyReceived(’Manual Steering’, MPU) ⇒ S.State= Manual Steering’
G7’ PD.VoltFailureDetected ⇒ DF.AlwaysSend(’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU)
DF.AlwaysSend (’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU) and DF.ReceivedEventually
(’Manual Steering’, MPU) mean that a demand ’Manual Steering’ always sends
and it is received eventually respectively. In order to establish the communication, we need the following safety requirement.
G15 DF.AlwaysSend (’Manual Steering’, DF, MPU) ⇒ DF.EventuallyReceived
(’Manual Steering’, MPU)
In temporal logic, this fact is not needed because it is derived by its inference
rules. On the other hand, in our approach, we do not rely on the inference rules
but explicitly describe what holds about the timing in propositional logic like
G15. In this approach, although inconsistencies in the timing might be introduced, it makes underlying logic simple.
We think that our approach is useful to explain the reason why the safety
requirements are traceable. We adopted propositional logic to formally describe
the safety requirements. Propositional logic is simple and easy to understand.
In our approach, a parent goal is derived from sub-goals by inference rules of
propositional logic, mainly, Modus Ponens. Such inference rules are also intuitively understandable. Explaining the traceability using such simple and intuitive logic makes it easier to convince others that the safety requirements are
traceable. On the other hand, one may think that propositional logic is too simple to describe the safety requirements. In fact, it was possible to describe all
of the safety requirements within propositional logic. We think that rich logic is
not needed to reason the safety requirements in terms of the traceability because
complex computation such as differential equations does not appear in reasoning
them. Even if it appears, it should be abstracted as propositional facts for the
safety requirements.
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8

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a case study to make safety requirements for ISO
26262. The target of the case study is to develop the safety requirements of EPS.
We identified a few major problems of the original document of EPS in its preliminary analysis. To solve those problems, we adopted a goal tree proposed in
KAOS and proposed patterns of the goal tree for the safety requirements. We
confirmed that the quality of the safety requirements are drastically improved
by applying the goal threes and the patterns. In fact, more than half of the
safety requirements were modified or added. Such improvements were admitted
by engineers developing EPS. What we learned in the case study is as follows.
Firstly, propositional logic is sufficient and effective to ensure the traceability
of the safety requirements. Ensuring the traceability mainly relies on Modus
Ponens inferences. Secondly, the notion of patterns is well-fitted to the development of safety requirements. There are small variations of essential and typical
safety mechanisms. The safety requirements which correspond to them should
be defined as the patterns.
Currently, we are developing a tool to manage and verify the safety requirements based on the approach proposed in this paper. The verification is fully
automated using a SAT solver [18] because the traceability is verified based on
propositional logic. We are going to expand the tool to daily developments of
automotive systems after the tool is released.
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Abstract. Future embedded automotive systems require high levels of
safety, reliability, and availability to perform safety-critical driving functions. Typically hardware redundancy, i.e. adding redundant components
and paths, is used to fulfill safety and reliability requirements by detecting and masking hardware failures. We propose to build a fail-operational
computing system from a primary self-checking controller and a secondary limp-home controller to guarantee an emergency operation in the
case of hardware failure of the primary controller. A self-checking controller commonly builds on hardware-implemented fault detection, e.g.
lock-stepping to reach a high diagnostic coverage of hardware faults. Such
techniques come into contradiction with new features of modern CPUs
such as inherent non-determinism of execution. Thus an interesting alternative to hardware-based self-checking in the primary controller is to
implement software-based fault detection and recovery on the primary
controller to detect and mask its hardware failures. We prove by means of
stochastic model checking and prototype fault detection technique that
the proposed approach not only reduces costs, but also guarantees higher
availability of the computing system at the same safety level as common
replicated execution on redundant hardware.
Keywords: Automotive controller, functional safety, availability, failoperational, stochastic model checking, Markov model, coded processing,
∆-encoding

1

Introduction

It is commonplace that modern automobiles are abundantly equipped with electronic systems that provide the driver with additional driving comfort, driving
assistance, and safety. Regardless of the purpose of the electronic systems, often they impose high requirements for performance, availability, and functional
safety. In the near future enhanced functionality like automated or autonomous
driving will lead to a further increase in demands for the aforementioned properties and will additionally impose reliability requirements on automotive elec-
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tronic systems, combined with a shift in the automotive safety philosophy from
fail-safe to fail operational.
The challenge will not only be to satisfy these technical properties given the
constraints of automotive electronics such as limited computing resources, but
also to comply with high cost pressure, short development cycles, and customer
expectations on comfort, driving pleasure, and availability of the functionality.
In the following, we will show for a simple fail-operational system how to meet
these demands by means of software-implemented redundancy based on a variant
of coded processing.
As already mentioned, automated driving functions require a fail-operational
safety strategy, which in this case means, that on the occurrence of failures of
the primary highly comfortable automated driving function, a comfort- but not
safety-reduced emergency function can be maintained for a certain time.
Typically the embedded system architecture is provided with mechanisms
such as diverse or homogenous redundancy, hardware-based diagnostic, and
monitoring devices to detect failures and initiate transition into the safe behavior. Hardware-implemented fault-detection techniques are commonly used
to detect execution errors of the safety-critical software with high probability.
These techniques, however, generally raise negative side effects on complexity,
costs, and availability of the embedded system. Therefore we propose to make
use of software-implemented fault detection techniques which reliably shift the
detection of execution errors into the application software. In this paper we
prove per stochastic model checking that such techniques yield to appreciable
customer advantages. Moreover we recommend implementing a combination of
coded processing and instruction-level duplication (∆-encoding), as it allows an
optimized trade-off between diagnostic coverage and computing overhead.
The paper is organized as follows: We introduce the transition from fail-safe to
fail-operational in section 2. In section 3 we propose a fail-operational computing
platform based on a self-checked primary controller and a limp-home controller.
Two variants of this platform are also presented in section 3: a self-checked primary controller by hardware redundancy in platform 1 and by software fault
detection in platform 2. In section 4 we model the computing platform using the
stochastic model checker PRISM and compare platform 1 and 2 with regards
to three customer relevant criteria including availability. Furthermore we extend
platform 2 by a recovery mechanism (platform 3) and prove further improvements. In section 5 we introduce ∆-encoding as a novel software-implemented
fault detection technique which fulfills the integrity level assumed for the model
of platform 2 and 3. Experimental results with regards to fault detection capabilities and performance overhead are presented. Finally we give in section 6 a
brief overview of selected current research in dependable automotive computing
and hardware fault tolerance.
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3

From a fail-safe to a fail-operational system architecture

Current safety-critical automotive systems are fail-safe, which means they generally go into a safe state in the case of failure by stopping operation. Systems
where a shutdown in case of failure might lead to a dangerous or non-controllable
driving situation are referred to as fail-operational. In this case fault tolerance
measures must be provided to allow at least an emergency operation. This means
that the E/E1 -system is designed with regard to its fault tolerance so that necessary functionality can be maintained in the case of failures within a critical
operating phase. Figure 1 shows a typical fail-safe architecture. The basic principle consists of a monitoring of safety-critical elements, e.g. sensor or processing.
Alternatively, structural redundancy is used in applications where the complexity or the physical conditions do not permit a simpler monitoring. Examples of
structural redundancy include lockstep-CPUs [1], where two CPU cores execute
the same sequence of instructions in a tightly-coupled manner.

Fig. 1. Example of a fail-safe architecture [2].

Fig. 2. Example of a hybrid redundancy approach [2].

In addition to error detection, already today availability enhancing measures are implemented. Controllers, for example, include Error Correcting Codes
(ECC) for memory in order to correct single errors. These measures might not
be necessary from a pure safety consideration. However, especially for memories
with high information densities, it is useful to keep the control system operating
despite single-bit faults (availability).
In contrast to a fail-safe system, a fail-operational system should continue operation after a failure of one of its components (e.g. sensor, processor or actuator).
Therefore, the transition from fail-safe to fail-operational requires a significant
extension of the system architecture. Typical architectures for a fail-operational
1

Electric/Electronic
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behavior include 2-out-of-3 and duo-duplex systems [3], [4]. In practice, especially for vehicles, a fully symmetric redundancy is often not necessary since
only a short emergency operation - so-called “Limp-home” phase - is required
to continue operation when the primary control system fails.
Figure 2 shows a so-called hybrid (heterogeneous) redundancy approach. This
approach consists of a primary control system designed with appropriate selfchecking and a limp-home system for an emergency operation. If the primary
control system fails, the limp-home system takes over the control for a short
time.

3

Fail-operational computing platform

This paper focuses on the fail-operability of the processing. For this purpose, we
design a computing platform according to the hybrid redundancy approach with
a self-monitored primary controller and a limp-home controller (Figure 3). A
switch is integrated into the architecture to control the outputs to the actuators
depending on the health state of each controller. In case the primary controller
fails, its outputs are blocked by the switch and the limp-home controller commands the actuators.
The primary controller is selfmonitored, so that it reliably detects
its own failures in order to give over
the control to the backup (limp-home)
controller. To ensure a high diagnostic
coverage
through
self-monitoring,
the primary controller typically uses
a redundant processor (structural
redundancy).

Fig. 3. Fail-operational
Platform.

The most straightforward way to duplicate and compare a microprocessor is
the technique of lock-stepping (Figure
4). Each processor is expected to generate the same outputs given the same
inputs. The main disadvantage of this
approach is that lock-step microprocessors double the computing resources
while providing just the same performance as single processing and requiring high synchronization and comparison overhead.

computing

Fig. 4. Architecture of a dual-core
lockstep processor [1].

Lock-step processors are also susceptible to non-determinism; a number of
mechanisms in current CPUs (e.g. pipelining) increase non-determinism, poten-
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tially resulting in false positives that might disconnect such lock-step CPUs from
the latest developments in processor technology [5].
Furthermore, the expected relying on general-purpose commodity processing
units [6], due to their high performance per price [7], requires safety measures
without changes to the hardware architecture of these processors. To cope with
the dilemma of high performance, high safety integrity, and high cost-efficiency,
software-implemented fault detection achieves reliability using unreliable commodity hardware and redundancy on the application level [7].
Apart from that, we expect a better availability of the system and a higher
customer satisfaction by reducing the redundancy level within the dependable
computing platform. To prove and quantify these benefits, we perform a stochastic model checking of the fail-operational computing platform and compare the
results, when designing the primary controller as a duplex controller (Platform 1, Figure 5) or as a single controller (Platform 2, Figure 6). The duplex
primary controller provides redundant processing channels for the purpose of
self-checking, whereas the single controller performs self-checking by extending
the single processing channel with software-implemented fault detection mechanisms. Our stochastic model checking indicates that fail-operational systems
with a single-processor approach in the primary controller perform better in
terms of availability and repair costs than with a dual-processor approach.

Fig. 5. Duplex
(Platform 1).

4

primary

controller

Fig. 6. Single primary controller (Platform 2).

Stochastic model checking of the fail-operational
computing platform

To prove the benefits of a fail-operational computing system with a singleprocessor primary controller, we use stochastic model checking. We choose the
model-checker PRISM [10] to build and verify our model. First we give a short
introduction to stochastic model checking and to the tool PRISM. Then we show
the results of a simple comparison between platform 1 and platform 2 from the
previous section with regards to availability. Based on experiments (see Section
5) platform 2 can exhibit a very high diagnostic coverage similar to platform 1
by implementing an adequate fault detection mechanism. Enhancing platform 2
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with recovery, which is difficult to install on platform 1, leads to further significant improvement of the computing platform (the extension of platform 2 with
a recovery mechanism is called platform 3). Finally we interpret the results to
illustrate the reached improvement.
4.1

Technical background

In stochastic model checking [8] the property to be verified is specified using
a stochastic variant of a temporal logic, such as CTL. The temporal logic used in
this paper is CSL (continuous stochastic logic) [9]. It is tailored to reason about
stochastic quantitative system behavior, including the performance, safety, and
reliability of a system. Given an appropriate system model and a CSL specified
property, a stochastic model checking tool such as PRISM can verify automatically whether the model satisfies that property or not. The verification process
essentially consists of the numerical analysis of a huge continuous-time Markov
chain (CTMC), i.e., the efficient solution of a large system of linear equations.
PRISM [10] is a free, open source stochastic model checker developed at the
University of Birmingham. It accepts stochastic models described in its modeling language, a simple, high-level state-based language. Three types of stochastic models are supported directly; these include discrete-time Markov chains
(DTMCs) and continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs).
A Markov chain [11] is a stochastic (random) and memoryless process that
undergoes transitions from one state to another on a state space. Memorylessness
means that the probability distribution of the next state depends only on the
current state and not on the sequence of events that preceded it.
4.2

Modeling and implementation

PRISM is used to model the fail-operational system from Figure 3. Its underlying
Markov chain is shown in Figure 7. We assume that the Switch has a negligible
failure rate and therefore omit it from the model. States of the system (primary
controller, limp-home controller) are defined as follows:
2: Operational
1: Failed detected
0: Failed undetected
PC and LHC refer to the primary controller and the limp-home controller respectively.
Table 1. Parameters of the platforms 1 and 2.
Parameters

λPC

λLHC

DCPC DCLHC λCCF

µR

Platform 1
Platform 2

2000
1000

10000
10000

99
99

0,04
0,04
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The initial state of (2,2) means
that both primary and limp-home
controller are operational and
fault-free. The state of (1,2), for
example, means a failed detected
primary and an operational limphome controller that takes over.
Further we assume that:
- The control system is intact,
only if both controllers are
processing correctly (green).
- The control system is degraded, if only one of the controllers is processing correctly
(yellow).
- The control system is failed,
if the primary fails silently
or the limp-home controller is
not correct with failed primary
controller (red).
Fig. 7. Markov model of platforms 1 and 2.

The specified parameters in Table 1 are:
λPC
λLHC
DCPC
DCLHC
λCCF
µR

Failure rate of the primary controller (FIT2 )
Failure rate of the limp-home controller (FIT)
Diagnostic coverage of the primary controller (%)
Diagnostic coverage of the limp-home controller (%)
Common-cause failure rate (FIT)
Repair rate (1/h)

The data used are intended as examples only in order to investigate the
behavior of the platforms qualitatively and quantitatively. These data do not
reflect the parameters of an existing platform and have of course to be adapted
for each specific design.
Backup systems are commonly designed according to significantly lower integrity requirements than corresponding primary systems. Therefore we assume
a higher failure rate and a lower diagnostic coverage for the limp-home controller
compared to the primary controller.
Additionally to the failure rate and the diagnostic coverage of each controller,
we consider a common-cause failure rate that is one order of magnitude lower
2

FIT: Failure in Time (1/10-9 h)
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than the failure rate of the primary controller and a repair rate of once per day
for each computing platform (we show in the appendix that lower repair rates
lead to higher relative improvement of the considered platform properties).
Due to the processor redundancy in the primary controller of platform 1, we
assume a higher failure rate λPC for platform 1 than for platform 2. It might
be counterintuitive that the failure rate of the hardware-redundant controller
(primary controller of platform 1) is two times the failure rate of the self-checked
single controller (primary controller of platform 2). However, note that the failure
rates of the redundant hardware modules in platform 1 are independent, and that
the failure of one module leads to the failure of the whole controller. Therefore,
adding such redundancy increases fault coverage but at the same time decreases
MTTF.
Moreover, the diversity between the primary and the limp-home controller is
higher in platform 2 than in platform 1. Additionally to the software diversity due
to software-implemented fault tolerance, the hardware independence of the fault
detection mechanism in platform 2 allows to use different commodtiy processors
with high hardware diversity (e.g. from different manufacturers).“The diversity
provides effective coverage for common cause failures and systematic failures”,
according to ISO26262 [12]. Hence we consider a lower common-cause failure
rate for platform 2 than for platform 1.
4.3

Properties

To compare both platforms we evaluate 3 properties:
- Availability: “readiness for correct service” according to [13]. In our case,
it is the probability that the computing platform is working correctly at an
operation time T. The computing platform is considered available if at least
one of the controllers, the primary or the limp-home, is working correctly:
State “available” = State “intact” OR State “degraded”.
- Duration of limp-home mode: expected time where the limp-home controller is taking control after an operation time T. We expect that only a
reduced functionality is provided within the limp-home mode; therefore this
property is significant for customer satisfaction.
- Number of repairs: Expected repairs after an operation time T.
4.4

Results of the stochastic model checking with PRISM

Figure 8 shows the same “intact”-probability for both platforms (the graphs
of Platform1 Intact and Platform2 Intact are overlapping). This behavior
is due to the low failure rate and the high repair rate considered in the model
(see the sensitivity analysis in Appendix). Instead, the “degraded”-probability
is higher for platform 2 and the“fail”-probability is lower. In sum the availability
of platform 2 is significantly higher than the availability of platform 1, especially
at high operation times (Figure 9).
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Fig. 8. Probability of each state at an
operation time T.

9

Fig. 9. Availability of platforms 1 and
2 at an operation time T.

Regarding the duration of the limp-home mode (Figure 10) and the number
of repairs (Figure 11) after an operation time T, clear improvements can be
observed when moving from platform 1 to platform 2. These improvements result
mainly from the lower failure rate of the primary controller of platform 1.

Fig. 10. Duration of limp-home mode
after an operation time T.

4.5

Fig. 11. Expected number of repairs
after an operation time T.

Recovery from transient faults

Up until now our model considers all hardware failures of the same type irrevocably leading to a failure of the primary controller.

Fig. 12. Single primary controller with
recovery (Platform 3).

Fig. 13. Backward recovery [14].
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Next we introduce a refined model that distinguishes between two types of
errors: transient (soft) and permanent (hard) ones.
Execution errors can be caused by permanent or transient faults. In the case
of transient faults, to re-start the incorrectly executed software generally allows
to recover with a high probability. A backward recovery (Figure 13) is easier,
faster, and more efficient when the underlying fault detection is performed in the
application software rather than on the hardware level. A recovery mechanism
building on a lock-step architecture (platform 1) for example requires a much
higher development effort. In the following we propose to implement the recovery
mechanism on the primary controller of platform 2 and call the new computing
platform “platform 3” (Figure 12).

To model and evaluate the platform 3, we expand the states of
the primary controller as follows:
3: Operational
2: Failed detected transient
1: Failed detected permanent
0: Failed undetected
Furthermore, a distribution of
permanent and transient faults is
introduced as well as a recovery
rate from transient faults.
The new parameters are defined
in Table 2. The other parameters
are the same as for platform 2.
Fig. 14. Markov model of computing platform 3.
Table 2. Parameters of the platform 3.

PermPC
TransPC
µRe

Parameters

PermPC TransLHC µRe

Platform 3

10

90

1

Permanent failure fraction of primary controller (%)
Transient failure fraction of primary controller (%)
Recovery rate (1/h)

Surprisingly, the availability of the control system is not improved by the
recovery mechanism (Figures 15 and 16). The reason for this lies in the high
repair rate considered in the model (see sensitivity analysis in the appendix).
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However, again significant improvements are observed regarding the duration of
the limp-home mode and the expected number of repairs (Figures 17 and 18).

Fig. 15. Probability of each state of
each platform at an operation time T.

Fig. 16. Availability of each platform
at an operation time T.

Fig. 17. Duration of limp-home mode
after an operation time T.

Fig. 18. Expected number of repairs
after an operation time T.

4.6

Interpretation of the results

To better illustrate the results of the stochastic model checking, we consider a
fleet of 100,000 vehicles with an average operation time of 1 hour per vehicle per
day (valid assumption according to ISO26262 [12]). This leads to an operation
time of 100,000 hours per day for the complete fleet. Considering Figure 18 we
expect a number of repairs of 2, 1.75 or 1.5 per day when recpectively platform
1, 2 or 3 is used. This means a saving of repair costs up to 25% for platform
3 compared to platform 1. This improvement becomes more significant when
future vehicles are equipped with a plurality of such systems.
A similar improvement can be pointed on the availability. Considering an unavailability probability of 0.75 after 100,000 hours of operation (Figure 17), 7.5
vehicles will not be available every day due to a failure of one of the computing
platforms. This number can be reduced to 5 by a single-processor safety concept
instead of processor redundancy.
In the following we introduce Software Coded Processing (SCP) as an adequate
single-processor safety technique that enables a high detection of hardware faults
at an acceptable computing overhead.
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Software Coded Processing
Theory about software coded processing

Software coded processing is a pure software-based fault-tolerant approach to
detect and possibly recover from hardware errors such as bit-flips and stuckat faults. At the heart of it lies the idea of information redundancy: all data
is augmented with additional, redundant bits and an error can be detected by
checking against these bits.
The most well-known encodings are parity bits and Error Correcting Codes
(ECC). However, they were introduced for data transmission, e.g., TCP/IP
packet transmission in the Internet, but not for data processing. If, say, an addition is to be performed on two ECC-encoded integers, then both integers have
to be decoded first, an addition is done, and the result is again ECC-encoded.
As such, a handful of arithmetic encodings also referred to as Software Coded
Processing (SCP) techniques were developed. Among them are residue codes,
AN-encodings, and ∆-encoding. The first two were introduced in the 1960s [15],
[16] and are successfully implemented in hardware and software nowadays [17],
[18], [19]. These techniques share a common feature of producing encoded results
from encoded inputs without any interim decoding; this enables fault tolerance,
since at any point in time a hardware error can affect only an encoded value,
which is easily detected by a following check.
Consider a straight-forward idea of AN-encoding [20]: each integer variable
is multiplied by some predefined constant A. This multiplication increases the
number of bits to represent the variable and also “stretches” the domain of
possible values. Assume an original 2-bit domain of values 0, 1, 2, 3 and an A
= 7. Encoding a variable x transforms an original domain to a 5-bit encoded
domain with only possibly correct values in the set 0, 7, 14, 21. Values from
this set are called code words (note that they are multiples of A), whereas all
other 5-bit values 1-6, 8-13, 15-20, 22-31 are considered invalid words. Now if we
observe a value of say 23 in the encoded variable xe , this can only happen due
to a hardware error.
In short, AN-encoding provides the following 3 basic operations:
(a) encoding xe = x * A
(b) decoding x = xe / A
(c) checking xe mod A = 0
Moreover, it is easy to see that other arithmetic operations such as addition,
subtraction, comparisons, multiplication can be mapped to work on encoded
values. For example, an addition of two encoded values results in an encoded
value:
ze = xe + ye = A * (x + y) = A * z
Not all operations can be easily performed on AN-encoded values. For example,
bitwise XOR, AND, OR, shifts and division are notoriously difficult to reproduce
in AN-encoding. Another important disadvantage of AN-encoding is its expensive decoding operation division, which requires many cycles even on modern
CPUs. To overcome these problems, ∆-encoding has been introduced [21].
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∆-encoding

∆-encoding is a combination of AN-codes and instruction-level duplication [22],
[23]. The general idea is to have not one, but two constants A1 and A2 and
duplicate all program flow including all program variables and all program operations. In comparison to AN-encoding, ∆-encoding has the following advantages.
Firstly, a clever choice of A1 and A2 enables fast and operation-diverse checking
and decoding operations. Secondly, bitwise operations can now be performed on
decoded values, and fault tolerance is still provided by the fact that a hardware
error cannot corrupt both copies. In comparison to instruction-duplication approaches [22], [23], ∆-encoding detects not only transient (soft) hardware errors,
but also intermittent and permanent (hard) ones. To this end, ∆-encoding provides very high fault detection guarantees at moderate performance costs. More
details can be found in [21].
In the following, we concentrate on ∆-encoding, its costs, and gains.
5.3

Evaluation of ∆-encoding

Previous work on ∆-encoding [21] indicates fault coverage of 99.997% and performance overheads of 2-4x. These results were produced on a diverse set of
benchmarks imitating programs typical for embedded domain. To evaluate ∆encoding in a real-world environment, we applied it to a clutch-by-wire [24] program. The evaluation was held on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2683 v3 @ 2.00GHz
with Intel Haswell micro-architecture. The program was compiled using gcc with
all optimizations enabled.
The results are as follows: ∆-encoded clutch-by-wire showed normalized runtimes of 2.45x in comparison to unmodified native version. In terms of fault
coverage, ∆-encoding detected 100% of transient faults, 99.9% of intermittent
faults (10 faults went undetected) and 99.98% of permanent faults (2 faults went
undetected). Notice that we injected 10,000 faults for each experiment, and the
native version exhibited 5,828, 1,873, and 2,507 data corruptions respectively.
We conclude that ∆-encoding drastically reduced the number of data corruptions up to 3 orders of magnitude in case of permanents and increased
fault coverage from ∼50% to 100% in case of transients at the moderate cost of
∼2.5x performance slowdown. We find these results encouraging and proving the
applicability of software coded processing techniques in the field of embedded
automotive systems.

6

Related work

RACE: A centralized fail-operational platform computer for automotive applications
The increasing amount of automotive complex functionalities up to highly and
fully automated driving results in dependability and expandability requirements
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on the E/E-architecture. Such architecture is proposed in the RACE3 project
[25], [26]. The fail-operational centralized platform consists of a redundant communication infrastructure based on a switched Ethernet topology, redundant
power supply, and redundant high performance multi-core controllers. The centralized platform computer (Figure 19) is composed from two or more homogeneous duplex control computers (DCC). In order to guarantee fail-safe behavior,
a DCC has two execution lanes that monitor input and output data mutually.
In case an error occurs their results are discarded. Fail-operational behavior is
guaranteed by a second DCC, which takes over the control tasks in case the first
DCC has failed.

Fig. 19. The logical topology of the RACE centralized computing platform [26].

Figure 19 shows a snapshot of the communication from DCC1 to DCC2 and
DCC3. The redundant data exchange as showed in Figure 19 is used to detect
failures of a sending lane immediately. Therefore each lane of DCC1 sends out its
data (control data, application status, and platform status) cyclically to DCCs 2
and 3. As long as DCC1 is fault-free, the output data of DCC lane A and lane B
are identical. In case of disparity, the receiver can immediately detect the failure
and discard the received data. After a well-defined confirmation time, a fault is
indicated and a system reconfiguration is initiated.
Moreover, each line of a DCC sends its output data to its neighboring lane within
the same DCC. Each lane monitors its opposite lane and may passivate itself,
and thus the DCC, in case of inequality. DCCs are recognized as passive if at
most one lane keeps sending data; proper operation of the remaining platform is
not endangered because only consistent DCC output is processed and all nodes
unanimously identify the failed DCC.
In summary, the proposed platform ensures integrity and availability of the
computing and communication hardware by using duo-duplex redundancy to
detect and isolate faulty DCCs and to provide a second DCC (slave) to guarantee
availability. If an application is configured to run redundantly, it is executed on
two lanes of a DCC to ensure integrity. A slave DCC can be configured as hotstandby to ensure fail-operational behavior.
3

Robust and Reliant Automotive Computing Environment for Future eCars,
http://www.projekt-race.de/
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Due to redundancy of computing and communication, the costs of the proposed architecture are high. Moreover, the centralized platform requires a significantly high communication and monitoring overhead. In order to avoid false
positives, the parallel software execution must be deterministic. This leads to a
high synchronization overhead and to a slowing of the execution. In contrast,
an important benefit of the proposed fail-operational architecture with softwareimplemented fault tolerance is that it supports non-determinism in distributed
multi-core executions, by virtue of single processing and subsequent fault detection without comparison.
Furthermore, the hardware homogeneity of the lanes in the RACE approach does
not allow the detection of systematic hardware faults which restricts the choice
of processors to those complying with ISO26262 or requires costly additional
measures like software diversity.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a fail-operational computing architecture based on
a self-monitored primary controller and a limp-home controller ensuring a reliable take-over when the primary controller fails. For a cost-efficient, futureproof and hardware-independent self-monitoring of the primary processing, we
recommended software-implemented fault tolerance, as it enables the use of lowpriced and high-performance commodity processors for automotive applications.
Apart from that, we showed per stochastic model checking significant benefits
on availability and repair costs of the computing system when fault detection
and recovery are implemented in software on the primary controller instead of
common replicated execution on redundant cores. The key technique for the
proposed safety architecture is a combination of software coded processing and
instruction-level replication (∆-encoding) allowing to reach a very high diagnostic coverage of hardware faults at a moderate performance overhead.
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Appendix: Sensitivity analysis
To understand the sensitivity of the measured properties to the failure rate and
the repair rate of the computing platform, we vary one of these parameters (see
Tables 3 and 4) by keeping the rest of the specification unchanged.
Part 1 - Sensitivity of the “intact”-probability to the parameters
failure rate and repair rate (platform 1 vs. 2)
The improvement reached by platform 2 compared to platform 1 regarding the
probability of the state “intact” is more significant at high failure rates (Figure
20) and low repair rates (Figure 21). At low failure rates or high repair rates,
the probability of the state “intact” is almost identical between platform 1 and
platform 2.

Fig. 20. Impact of the failure rate of
the primary controller on the“intact”probability.

Fig. 21. Impact of the repair rate on
the “intact”-probability.

Table 3. Variation of failure rate λ.
λ1

λ2

λ3

λ4

1000

50000

100000

1000000

Table 4. Variation of repair rate µ.
µ1

µ2

µ3

µ4

µ5

1/24

1/(24*7)

1/(24*30)

1/(24*365)

1/(24*365*10)
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Part 2 - Sensitivity of the availability to the parameters failure rate
and repair rate (platform 2 vs. 3)
The improvement reached by platform 3 compared to platform 2 regarding the
availability of the computing platform is almost independent from the failure
rate of the primary controller. The improvement is actually negligible at high
as well as at low failure rates (Figure 22). However, Figure 23 shows a clear
availability improvement at low repair rates.

Fig. 22. Impact of the failure rate of
the primary controller on the availability of the computing platform.

Fig. 23. Impact of the repair rate on
the availability of the computing platform.
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Abstract. We present ongoing work to apply Event-B to the validation of routes for an Unmanned Aircraft System consisting of a Ground
Control Station and two or more UAVs. We extend the mathematical
language of Event-B to include a theory of continuous paths in 3-D Euclidean space that allows important safety properties describing the safe
separation of UAVs to be formalised in a natural manner. Refinement of
the model allows a mathematically verified route validator algorithm to
be systematically derived.
Keywords: Event-B, Autonomous Systems, Verification.

1

Introduction

The capabilities of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are rapidly increasing,
but this makes the task of demonstrating that such systems are safe increasingly
difficult. This difficulty manifests itself in two ways; the inherent complexity
of the systems themselves, and the compressed timescales under which these
systems are developed.
To address these issues engineers need better ways to capture and analyse the
system requirements, and better ways for building modular systems, in which
the verification evidence for individual components can be combined to provide
verification evidence for the system as a whole. DO-178C [7] opens the door to
the use of formal methods in the certification of civil aircraft, and this approach
is also applicable to the development of Unmanned Aircraft Systems.
An emerging scenario is for a single UAS to have multiple UAVs that collaborate to perform a collection of tasks. For such a system, even if it is deployed in
?

??

This document is an overview of MOD sponsored research and is released to inform
projects that include safety-critical or safety-related software. The information contained in this document should not be interpreted as representing the views of the
MOD, nor should it be assumed that it reflects any current or future MOD policy. The information cannot supersede any statutory or contractual requirements or
liabilities and is offered without prejudice or commitment.
Supported by the ASUR Programme project 1014 C6 PH1 104.
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segregated airspace, there is still a safety requirement that at all times the UAVs
remain a safe distance apart. The routes that are assigned to the UAVs must
therefore be checked to determine that they are safe. One possible architecture
for such a UAS is to have a separate route validator function that checks the
output of the planning function that generates the routes. The idea being that
the route validator can be made simpler than the route generator, and therefore
its correctness more easily shown.
In this paper we present ongoing work to demonstrate how a route validator
function can be systematically derived from a natural mathematical formulation
of the properties required of a set of routes (one per UAV) to be safe. We do
this by extending the mathematical language of the formal method Event-B
with a mathematical theory of continuous paths in 3-D Euclidean space. This
allows safety properties like minimum safe separation to be naturally and clearly
formalised. Then through systematic refinement the model can be refined to one
yielding a mathematically verified algorithm for route validation. A key step in
the refinement chain is the data refinement of the continuous path associated
with each UAV with a corresponding list of waypoints. The gluing invariant
then reconstructs each UAV’s route as the piecewise linear path between the
waypoints. Proof obligations are generated to ensure that these paths are indeed
continuous.
In a final step we aim to (manually at this stage) produce code that implements the verified algorithm.

2

Event-B

Event-B [2] is a development of the B-Method [1] that extends the scope of
formal modelling to allow for reasoning at the system level. This distinguishes
Event-B from traditional program verification methods like Hoare logic [5] that
only allow for reasoning about the software parts of a system.
Event-B uses set theory and first-order logic as a modelling notation, and one
of the key features of Event-B is the support for refinement. Through refinement
a system can be represented at different levels of abstraction, and mathematical
proof is used to verify the consistency between refinement levels.
The modelling approach is to construct an initial abstract model that describes the main purpose of the system, and successively refine this model to
layer in other features. Each refinement step modifies or extends the model in
order to introduce new functionality, or add further details of how some goal is
achieved. The resulting chain of refinements facilitates abstraction since it allows us to postpone treatment of some system features to later refinement steps.
Abstraction and refinement together allow us to manage system complexity.
System properties that must always remain true are defined in a model as
invariants on the model variables, and Event-B defines proof obligations to ensure that the invariants are preserved by all events. The refinement of a model
(usually referred to as the abstract model) by another model (referred to as the
concrete model) also generates proof obligations, and these must be discharged
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in order to show that any behaviour of the concrete model satisfies the abstract
behaviour. Gluing invariants are used to specify the relationship between the
variables of the abstract and concrete models, and give rise to proof obligations
for pairs of abstract and corresponding concrete events.
The Rodin Platform is an Eclipse-based open source IDE for Event-B that
provides effective support for refinement and mathematical proof [3]. Rodin includes automatic tools to generate the proof obligations associated with a model,
and provers that attempt to automatically discharge these obligations.
Rodin can also be extended with plug-ins that provide additional functionality, and these include:
1. ProB a model checker and animator [6].
2. The UML-B plug-in which supports modelling and refinement of class diagrams and state machines, and translates models into Event-B [8].
3. The Theory plug-in which supports extension of the mathematical modelling
language of Event-B, and associated proof rules for the Rodin provers [4].

3

Case Study: Multi-UAV Route Validation

Our case study is route validation for a UAS (Unmanned Aircraft System) consisting of a Ground Control Station (GCS) and two or more UAVs. The case
study itself is synthetic, but has been developed in conjunction with TEKEVER
Ltd 1 , and is therefore representative of a real system.
In this hypothetical system, the GCS (in conjunction with the operator)
generates a route for each of the UAVs (possibly generated by some planning
algorithm based upon a set of tasks), and these are then checked by a route
validator to determine that they are safe.
The route validator must ensure that a set of routes (one per UAV) satisfy
the following safety properties:
1. Mutual deconfliction (safe separation between UAVs).
2. That the UAVs stay within airspace constraints (the segregated airspace
assigned to the UAS and any no-fly areas).
3. That the UAVs avoid terrain and other obstacles.
The main focus in the case study will be on the first of these, the need to
maintain safe separation between UAVs.
The output from the case study will be a (manually generated) implementation of the mathematically verified route validator. TEKEVER aim to test
this implementation in one of their systems, however a complete solution will
require further development. For example, one question that would need to be
addressed is how do the new routes sit with respect to a UAV’s current position,
capabilities, and status?
1

TEKEVER is a company headquartered in Portugal, with an Aerospace, Security,
Defence and Space division focusing on the development of unmanned systems, including UAVs. The company has a number of different UAV platform types ranging
from smaller hand-launched aircraft through to >4m wingspan multi-sensor platforms that are being developed in part for maritime search and patrolling missions.
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Our Approach

The idea behind our approach, is that through the development of domain specific mathematical theories, it is be possible to provide an environment in which
complex safety properties can be easily and clearly stated. Moreover, such an
environment can facilitate experimentation with different formulations of system safety properties during the requirements gathering and analysis phases of
system development.
For example, in our case study two possible formal statements of the deconfliction safety property may be:
∀a, b ∈ U . ∀t ∈ R . a 6= b ⇒ min sep ≤ d(ra (t), rb (t)),
or
∀a, b ∈ U . ∀t ∈ R . a 6= b ⇒ ∀ta , tb ∈ (t−∆t, t+∆t) . min sep ≤ d(ra (ta ), rb (tb )).
Here U is a set of UAVs, and the first statement says that for any pair a and
b of distinct UAVs, and any time t, then the distance between the position ra (t)
of a at time t, and the position rb (t) of b, is at least min sep.
The second statement is similar, but now allows for the fact that the UAVs
may not keep to the time schedule associated with their routes, and instead may
arrive early or late at any point. Here ∆t is some fixed bound on how early or
late we believe a UAV could be.
In both formulations, ra : R → R3 is a continuous path in 3-D Euclidean
space, and d: R3 × R3 → [0, ∞) is the usual Euclidean metric. Thus in our
formalisation of the safety properties we are working with real numbers (defined
axiomatically and including the least upper bound axiom) and not floating point
approximations, and moreover we potentially have access to the full expressive
power of continuous mathematics and the differential and integral calculus. 2
To allow the above safety properties to be directly stated in a model of the
route validator we are using the Theory plug-in to extend the mathematical
language of Event-B to include a theory of 3-D Euclidean space (defined as a
normed real vector space with an inner product and the usual metric).
At the abstract level the routes passed to the route validator are simply arbitrary continuous paths, and safety invariants can be expressed directly as above.
Then using data refinement the route associated with each UAV is replaced by a
list of waypoints, pairs of position and time, where each waypoint represents the
location of the UAV at the specified time. The gluing invariant for the data refinement defines how the route for each UAV can be reconstructed as a piecewise
linear path between the waypoints.
We have developed within the Theory plug-in a mathematical theory of continuous paths and piecewise linear paths, and defined a mathematical function
2

The Rodin theory of real numbers currently has a definition of continuous functions,
but not differentiation or integration. Adding the basic definitions would be easy
(within the Theory plug-in), but to be useable all the basic theorems of a first
course in real analysis would need to be included too.
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that generates the piecewise linear path associated with a list of waypoints. Proof
obligations were generated to show that the piecewise linear path produced by
this function was indeed a continuous path, and this then established that the
data refinement from routes to waypoint lists was sound.
Work is ongoing to refine the model by splitting the events into more finegrained steps until a verified algorithm for the route validator is produced. The
aim is to do this in a modular fashion so that different formulations of the
safety properties can be tried, with the corresponding changes to the algorithm
localised, and the re-verification (proof) effort minimised.
During the project we also aim to produce code (at this stage manually)
that implements the verified algorithms, however, the modelled algorithms will
be expressed in terms of genuine real variables, whereas any implementation
in software will necessarily use floating point variables. There is therefore the
possibility that the coded implementations could deviate from the behaviour of
the mathematically verified algorithms. We hope to address this issue in future
work, but it is out of scope for this project.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

The approach outlined above shows much promise for the formal development of
multi-UAV route planning systems. Future work could include development of
more complete specifications and algorithms for the route validator function, or
the development using the Theory plug-in of a theory of floating point numbers,
and further data refinement of the model from real to floating point variables.
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Abstract. ERTMS/ETCS is a European signalling, control and train
protection system. In this paper, we model and analyse this complex
system of systems, including its hybrid elements, on the design level in
Real-Time Maude. Our modelling allows us to formulate safety properties
in physical rather than in logical terms. We systematically validate our
model by simulation and error injection. Using the Real-Time Maude
model-checker, we effectively verify a number of small rail systems.

1

Introduction

The European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) / European Train
Control System (ETCS) is a European signalling, control and train protection
system designed to allow for high speed travel, to increase capacity, and to
facilitate cross-border traffic movements [7]. ERTMS/ETCS is a complex system
of systems, made up by distributed components. It is specified at four different
levels, where each level defines a different use as a train control system. In our
paper we consider ERTMS/ETCS Level 2, which is characterised by continuous
communications between trains and a radio block centre.
The switch from classical railway signalling systems to ERTMS/ETCS train
control poses a number research questions for the formal methods community.
Can safety be guaranteed? Can formal methods be used to confirm that such a
switch improves capacity? Is it possible to predict capacity using formal methods? To address such questions it is necessary to develop and analyse timed or
hybrid models. ERTMS/ETCS Level 2 takes speed and braking curves of each
individual train into account. These determine the train’s breaking point well in
advance of the end of authority that the signalling system had granted to this
train. Such an approach is in contrast to classical signalling systems, which treat
all trains in the same way. Therefore, they need to be designed for worst case
braking. Consequently, in formal safety analysis, such traditional systems can be
treated on a purely logical level, ignoring the aspect of time – see, e.g., [9, 10].
An ERTMS/ETCS system consists of a controller, an interlocking (a specialised computer that determines if a request from the controller is “safe”), a
radio block centre, track equipment, and a number of trains. While the ERTMS/ETCS standard details the interactions between trains and track equipment
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(e.g., in order to obtain concise train position information) and radio block
centre and trains (e.g., to hand out movement authorities), the details of how
controller, interlocking and radio block centre interact with each other are left to
the suppliers of signalling solutions such as our industrial partner Siemens Rail
Automation UK. In this paper we work with the implementation as realised by
Siemens. In the following we refer to this system simply as ERTMS.
One development step when building an ERTMS system consists of developing a so-called detailed design. Given geographical data such as a specific track
layout and what routes through this track layout shall be used, the detailed
design adds a number of tables that determine the location specific behaviour
of interlocking and radio block centre. The objective of our modelling is to provide a formal argument that a given detailed design is safe. Here we focus on
collision freedom, though our model is extensible for dealing with further safety
properties, and possibly also with performance analysis.
We base our modelling approach on Real-Time Maude, which is a language
and tool supporting the formal object-oriented specification and analysis of realtime and hybrid systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the fist time
Maude or Real-Time Maude has been used in the train domain. In order to
obtain a faithful model of ERTMS/ETCS level 2 on the design level, we follow
a systematic approach, established by the Swansea Railway Verification Group.
This paper extends our location-specific modelling presented in [12] to a
generic and far more detailed modelling. It is organised as follows. First, we
introduce the ERTMS Level 2 standard, and briefly discuss high level safety
properties for ERTMS. Then, we give a short presentation of Real-Time Maude
with a focus on standard specification techniques for hybrid systems. In Section
4, we present our modelling of ERTMS in Real-Time Maude, discussing each
component in detail. In Section 5, we validate our model by simulation and
error injection. Finally, we present model checking results and put our approach
in the context of related work.

2

ERTMS Level 2

ERTMS Level 2 extends classical railway signalling. To this end its location
specific design3 extends the classical notion of a scheme plan by information
used for the radio block centre (RBC). ERTMS safety analysis also requires
train characteristics such as maximum speed, acceleration and braking curves.
2.1

Scheme Plans

A scheme plan is a well-established concept within the railway domain. Figure 1
depicts such a scheme plan for a pass-through station. It comprises of a track
plan, a control table, release tables and RBC tables. The track plan provides the
topological information for the station. It consists of 8 tracks (e.g., BC) each with
3

We focus here on one ERTMS/ETCS system controlling a single, geographic region.
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a length, 3 marker boards (e.g., MB1), and two points (e.g., P2). A topological
route is a piece of railway on which a train can travel, (typically) between two
marker boards (e.g., from MB1 to MB2). The control table describes under which
conditions a route can be set.4 For example, a train can only proceed on route
1A when point P1 is in normal (straight) position and tracks AA, AB and AC
are clear, i.e., currently not occupied by any train. The release tables is used
to implement sequential release, a technique to improve capacity. Release tables
describes when a point is again free to move after being locked for a particular
route. For example, when sending a train on route 1A, point P1 is free to move
already, when this train has reached track AC. This allows to send another train
on route 1B before the first train has reached track AD and thus completely left
route 1A. Finally, the RBC tables are used for calculations within the RBC.

MB2
BC(1500m)
MB1
Entry

AA(1500m)

BD(1500m)
MB3

P1
AB(250m)

AC(1500m)

P2

AD(1500m)

Route Clear Tracks Normal Reverse
Interlocking Tables:

1A
1B
2
3

AA,
AA,
BD,
AD,

AB,
AB,
AE,
AE,

AC
BC
AF
AF

P1
P1
P2
P2

Current Position Continuation Routes
RBC Tables:

Before MB1
Before MB2
Before MB3

1A, 1B
2
3

AE(250m)

AF(1500m)

Exit

Point Route Release
P1
P1
P2
P2

1A
1B
2
3

AC
BC
AF
AF

Granted Route

EOA

1A
1B
2
3

3249m
3249m
6499m
6499m

Fig. 1: Scheme Plan for a pass-through station.
We consider open scheme plans with entry and exit tracks only. Furthermore,
we assume that marker boards are placed at the end of tracks, and that the speed
limit is the same for all tracks.
2.2

ERTMS System Architecture

Once a scheme plan has been designed, a number of control systems are implemented based around it. In the following we identify the entities of ERTMS,
describe their abstract behaviour and determine the abstract information flow
between them in line with the design by Siemens Rail UK, see Figure 2.
The controller (manual or computerised) is responsible for controlling the
flow of trains through the railway network. The controller completes this task
by sending “route request” messages to the interlocking. These route requests
are dependent upon elements such as the current timetable to be adhered to
4

It is a design decision whether a topological route appears in the control table. The
routes in the table are those available for use by trains.
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and details on congestion within the network. For simplicity, we abstract from
“route cancel” and “acknowledgement” messages.
The interlocking is responsible for setting and granting requested routes.
Once the controller has requested a route, the interlocking will use information
on current track occupation and point settings (from the track equipment) to
determine if it is safe for the requested route to be set. Whether a route can be
set or not is computed in a process based upon the conditions stipulated by the
control table, see Figure 1. Once the interlocking has checked that all points on
the route are free to move or already in the right position, it will send a “route
available” message to the RBC (Radio Block Centre). This informs the RBC
that the route is free for use, however it is not yet reserved for a train. The
RBC initiates the process of locking a route for a particular train by sending a
“request to proceed” message to the interlocking. On receiving this message, the
interlocking will then ensure that, based on the control table, all tracks for the
route are free and that the points are indeed locked in the required positions.
Once this step is completed, the interlocking sends a “proceed” message to the
RBC indicating that a train can use the route.
The RBC ’s main responsibility is to take the route information presented by
the interlocking and use it to manage the movement of trains across geographic
positions on the railway. To do this, the RBC and trains use the notion of a
movement authority. A movement authority is an area of geographical railway
that a train is permitted to move within. The furthest point along the railway to
which a train is permitted to move is indicated by a point known as the end of
authority (EoA) which is given to a train by the RBC. As a train moves across the
railway network, it uses beacons on the track to continually calculate its position.
When it is nearing its EoA, it makes a new “movement authority request” to the
RBC indicating that it would like its movement authority to be extended. After
receiving this request, the RBC will map the physical location of the train to an
available continuation route that has been presented to it by the interlocking.5
This calculation is performed based on a look-up table designed as part of the
RBC for a scheme plan, an example of such a table is provided in Figure 1. It
will then issue a “request to proceed” message to the interlocking for this route.
Once the RBC has received a “proceed” message from the interlocking, it will
compute, based on the route that has been granted, a new EoA for the train.
Again, this information is provided by a look-up table, see Figure 1. This new
EoA is then finally sent as a “movement authority” message to the train.
With regards to trains, their behaviour is parameterised by maximum speed,
acceleration and braking curves. We make a maximum progress assumption for
trains, i.e., trains are running as fast and as far as possible. Namely, if a train has
a movement authority beyond its current position it will accelerate towards its
maximum speed. When the maximum speed is reached, the train will continue to
travel at this speed. Whilst accelerating or travelling at maximum speed the train
5

At this point, there should be maximally one route available that matches a particular train. This is ensured by the requests from the controller and also the ability of
the interlocking to deny requests for conflicting routes
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will start braking at the last possible time in order not to overrun its EoA. Trains
are guided by the track layout, respecting the positions to which the interlocking
has set points. As trains move along the track, track equipment senses track
occupation and reports it to the interlocking. We assume that track equipment
(points, track circuits, beacons etc.) functions correctly and that points move
instantaneously. This is justified as our verification aim is to establish correctness
of the location and train specific design parameters for a ERTMS system for a
single geographic region. Therefore, we refrain from modelling track equipment.

Fig. 2: ERTMS control architecture.
2.3

Safety Conditions

In the context of ERTMS, several high level safety conditions have been discussed such as collision freedom or derailment on a point. In this paper, we
focus on collision freedom, i.e., excluding the possibility that two trains collide.
In the context of classical signalling systems, this property usually is formulated
logically, e.g., we verify that there are never two trains on the same track [9].
In contrast, for ERTMS we rather consider the physical invariant: the distance
between trains never falls below a minimum threshold.

3

Maude/Real-Time Maude

The Maude system [5] is a multi-purpose tool with support for executable specification, simulation and verification. Its wide range of capabilities made us to
favour Maude. Particularly, we are interested in the Maude LTL Model Checker
[6]. Real Time Maude [13] is an extension of Maude containing specific support
enabling the modelling and verification real-time systems.
Object-based systems can be modelled as multisets of objects and messages
where the messages define the communication between the objects and typically
trigger actions of the objects. A class C with attributes of a_1 to a_n of sort
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Sort_1 to Sort_n, and an object O with attribute values v_1 to v_n of class
C are written as, respectively
class C | a_1 : Sort_1, ... , a_n : Sort_n .
< O : C | a_1 : v_1, ... , a_n : v_n > .

Objects declared together with messages
msgs M_1 ... M_k : Sort_1 ... Sort_n -> Msg .

form a multiset of the sort Configuration, a subsort of Maude’s built-in sort
System, using __ for multiset union.
sorts Object Msg Configuration .
subsort Object Msg < Configuration .
op __ : Configuration Configuration -> Configuration [ctor] .

A real-time specification [13] consists of a sort Time (in our case PosRat),
the constructor {_} : System -> Globalsystem with the meaning that
{t} represents the whole system (and does not appear as an argument to another
function - as is marked by using the independent type Globalsystem), instantaneous rewrite rules, and a so-called tick rule that defines how time elapses. As
[17], we use the operators delta and mte in order to define the effect of time
elapse on a configuration, and of the maximal possible time elapse, resp.
op delta : Configuration Time -> Configuration [frozen (1)] .
op mte : Configuration -> TimeInf [frozen (1)] .

Here, TimeInf is the sort Time enriched with an infinity element Inf. These
two functions are distributed over objects and messages, i.e., each object has the
same time available, and as the maximal time elapse for a message has value 0,
time can only progress once all messages are consumed.
vars CON1 CON2 : NeConfiguration . var R : Time .
eq delta(none, R) = none .
eq delta(CON1 CON2, R) = delta(CON1,R) delta(CON2,R) .
eq mte(none) = INF .
eq mte(CON1 CON2) = min(mte(CON1),mte(CON2)) .

The argument R of type Time is determined by the tick rule
crl [tick] : {CURRENT} => {delta(CURRENT,R)} in time R
if R <= mte(CURRENT) [nonexec] .

The default tick time is defined by
(set tick def 1 .)

This means we look at the configuration either at each time step, or more often
in the case that some event occurs, for a justification see e.g. [15].

4

Modelling ERTMS in Maude

To the best of our knowledge, our modelling of ERTMS is the first one comprising all ERTMS subsystems required for the control cycle in ERTMS/ETCS
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Application Level 2, c.f. Figure 6 in the ERTMS/ETCS System Requirements
Specification [2]. For simplicity, we consider only uni-directional rail yards, as
these exhibit many of the components of bi-directional rail yards, but are of
a lower complexity with regards to the number of routes required within the
model. Also, we make the standard assumption that trains have no length. This
is the typical abstraction when one deals with trains whose length is shorter
than any track length in the given scheme plan. For a detailed discussion of the
topic see, e.g., our publication discussing train length [10].
In the following, we provide an overview of our model6 : first we discuss the
static data types; then we look at the instantaneously reacting sub-systems,
i.e., controller, interlocking, and RBC; next, we describe how we capture train
behaviour, which requires differential equations describing motion; finally, we
address how to express collision-freedom. We note that our model is generic, with
only location specific data as a parameter. This location specific data has been
encoded manually, however this process could be automated within OnTrack [11].
4.1

Datatypes: Location Specific Data and Messages

We model the rail topology as a connected collection of tracks, points, and routes
and provide a systematic translation into Maude. For the example given in Figure
1, the location specific data Maude is encoded as follows:
sort RouteName . ops RouteName1A ... : -> RouteName .
sort Track .
ops AA AB AC ... : -> Track
.
sort Point .
ops P1 P2 : -> Point
.

The connection between tracks is given by a next function. If the track under
discussion is a point, as, e.g., track AB, it has two potential successors, namely
AC and BC, depending on the current setting of the point.
op next : Track PointPos -> Track . var PPos : PointPos .
eq next(AA,PPos) = AB
.
eq next(AB,normal) = AC . eq next(AB,reverse) = BC
.

The various tables (clear and release tables for the scheme plan, the tables of
the RBC) are encoded by defining a function for each column. A typical example
is the “Clear Tracks” column7 of the control table in Figure 1:
op clearTracks : RouteName -> SetOfTracks .
eq clearTracks(RouteName1A) = (AA, AB, AC) .
...
eq clearTracks(RouteName4) = empty
.

The ERTMS components exchange a number of messages, see Figure 2. As we
are dealing with a single geographic region, controller, interlocking, and RBC
are unique. Thus, for most messages no object identifier is needed:
msgs routerequest, proceedrequest, ... : RouteName -> Msg .
6

7

The models are available at:
http://www.cs.swan.ac.uk/%7Ecsmarkus/ProcessesAndData/Models
Compared to the given control table, we add RouteName4 to cover the exit track.
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This is in contrast to messages involving trains. For instance, the message
msg magrant : Oid Nat -> Msg .

grants a movement authority (encoded as a natural number, determining the
position to which the train is allowed to travel) to a specific train with an object
identifier of type Oid. Messages are urgent, i.e., their processing time is 0:
eq mte(M:Msg) = 0 .

4.2

Instantaneously Reacting Sub-Systems

The processing time of controller, interlocking, and RBC is negligible compared
to the time that it takes a train to pass a track. Thus, in our modelling we assume
that these three components react instantaneously. In Maude this is expressed
by saying that these components do not pose any time constrains. Here, written
for the controller:
eq mte(< O1 : Controller | >) = INF .

Controller. An ERTMS controller issues route requests. For a general safety
analysis, a random controller that can make any order of route requests should
be considered:
op randomRoute : -> RouteName .
rl randomRoute => RouteName1A .
...
rl randomRoute => RouteName4 .

However, it is also possible to perform safety analysis relatively to a specific
strategy, e.g., a round-robin controller that requests routes as follows – 1A first,
followed by 1B, until route 4, starting over with 1A again:
eq routeOrder = (RouteName1A : RouteName1B : ... : RouteName4) .

Yet another parameter are the times at which the controller makes route requests. For both controllers we work with a constant frequency.
Interlocking. In rail control systems, the interlocking provides a safety layer
between controller and track. To this end, it monitors the physical rail yard (occ
says which tracks are currently occupied, pointPositions says for each point
if it is in normal or in reverse position), manages locks (pointslocked says if
a point is currently locked by a route), and stores which routes are currently set
(routeset):
class Inter |

routeset : MapRouteName2Bool,
pointslocked : MapPoint2Bool,
occ : MapTrack2Bool,
pointPositions : MapPoint2PointPos

.

The interlocking is a passive component, i.e., only upon receiving a message
it possibly changes its state and/or sends a message. A typical rule for preserving
safety is the following:
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crl

routerequest(RN1)
< O : Inter | routeset : MAPRNB1,
occ : MAPTB1, pointslocked : MAPPB3 >
=> < O : Inter | > if (not checkClear(RN1, MAPTB1)) or
pointsLocked(RN1, MAPPB3) .

A route request by the controller is ignored in case that the tracks specified in
the clear table for route RN1 are occupied or the points of route RN1 are locked
in different positions.
RBC. The RBC mediates between requests from the trains to extend their
movement authorities and the successful route requests by the controller. To
this end it reconciles two different views on the rail yard: trains use continuous
data to represent their position (in our model the distance from the leftmost
point of the rail yard); the interlocking uses discrete data (track occupation, set
routes, point positions) in its logic. In our model, we take a rather simplified
and also abstract view on the challenges involved. We make the assumption that
trains request a new movement authority only on the track on which their current
authority ends. Furthermore, we abstract the mapping between continuous and
discrete data to the two tables presented in Figure 1.
In our model, the RBC only holds information on successful route requests
(in availableRoutes) and for which trains (characterised by their Oid) it
currently has an open “request to proceed” (in designatedRoutes):
class RBC | availableRoutes : SetOfRouteNames,
designatedRoutes : MapOid2RouteName

.

Also, the RBC is a passive system component. A typical reaction is the
following: When the interlocking sends a “proceed message” for a route RN, the
RBC sends a new “end of authority” to the train and removes the corresponding
request from its internal state.
eq

4.3

proceedgrant(RN) < O2 : RBC | designatedRoutes : TRN >
= magrant(getTrain(RN, TRN), endOfAuthority(RN))
< O2 : RBC | designatedRoutes : removeRoute(_,_) > .

Trains

The Train class is the only time dependent entity in our model. It is designed
as an automaton with four states stop, acc for accelerating, cons for constant
speed, and brake. There are transitions stop → acc → cons → brake, and
acc → brake and vice versa. In addition, it has fields representing the current
distance (relative to a given reference point 0), speed, acceleration, movement
authority (relative to 0), maximum speed, and the current track segment.
class Train | state : TrainState, dist : NNegRat,
speed : NNegRat, ac : NNegRat, ma : NNegRat,
tseg : Track, maxspeed : NNegRat .

We assume that acceleration is linear, and – apart from Scenario 3 in Section 5.2 – use a value of 1 for both acceleration and deceleration. Trains move
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according to Newton’s laws, i.e., if at time 0 a train is at DT with speed S
and acceleration A, then the speed at time R is S + A * R and the location is DT + S * R + A * R * R / 2. Its braking distance bd(S,A) is
S * S / 2 * A. In the following we show the rule for a train in the accelerating state.
crl [acc] :
< O1 : Inter | pointPositions : PointSettings >
delta(< O : Train | state : acc, dist : DT, speed : S,
ac : A, ma : MA, tseg : AN, maxspeed : MAX >, R)
=>
< O1 : Inter | pointPositions : PointSettings >
trackseg(PointSettings, < O : Train |
state : if (S + A * R == MAX)
then cons
else (if R == mteMA(DT,S,A,MA)
then brake
else acc fi) fi,
dist : DT + S * R + R * R * A * (1/2),
speed : S + A * R > ) if not AN == Exit .

The rule takes as argument a train object and a time R and computes its new
configuration after time R. It is sufficient to list those attributes that are updated,
here speed, location, and, possibly, its state. The operator trackseg takes the
new location of the train and the PointSettings from the interlocking and
returns a new train object. In the case that the train has entered a new track it
will update the train object accordingly.
The time R is determined by the maximal time elapse which is, in the acceleration state, the minimum of the following three cases. 1) maximum speed
is reached, 2) the end of a track segment is reached, 3) the distance to the
movement authority is not greater than the required braking distance.
ceq mte (< O : Train | state : acc, dist : DT, speed : S,
ac : A, ma : MA , tseg : AN, maxspeed : MAX >)
= min((MAX monus S) / A,
((endof(AN) + 1) monus DT) / S,
mteMA(DT,S,A,MA)) if S > 0 .
eq mteMA(DT, S, A, MA) = (((MA monus 1) monus DT) monus
(S * S / (2 * A))) / ( 2 * S) .

In case 1) we used monos for the maximum of the difference between two numbers and 0. For cases 2) and 3) the calculation of mte involves quadratic equations. From DT + S * R + A * R * R / 2 < endof(AN) + 1 we could
determine R using an approximation via Newton’s method. However, since 0 <
A * R * R / 2 <= A * R / 2 < 1, our assumption A = 1 and as 0 <
R <= 1 holds thanks to the default tick, we approximate the quadratic term
either from below or from above depending on the context: in the case of entering a new track we ignore the quadratic term as we want to be on the new
track already; in the case of calculating where to start braking, we bring the
event slightly forward, i.e., instead of braking exactly, we start slightly too early.
Both approximations are justified by the default tick. Finally, to keep the size
of rational numbers under control, we determine the sampling time point with
a precision of 1/1000.
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Safety Condition

For classical railway signalling, we established the following finitisation theorem:
if a signalling system is collision free for two trains, then it is collision free for
any number of trains [9]. We conjecture that this result carries over to ERTMS
and consider our ERTMS system to be safe if – within the scheme plan under
consideration – two trains are always more than, say, 40m apart. Thus, we check
for the invariant “no collisions”:
eq { REST
=

< train1 : Train | tseg : T1 , dist : N1 >
< train2 : Train | tseg : T2 , dist : N2 > }
|= nocrashDistance(train1, train2)
( ( not (T1 == Entry) and not (T2 == Entry) and
not (T1 == Exit ) and not (T2 == Exit ) )
and ( T1 == T2 or
T1 == next(T2, normal) or T1 == next(T2, reverse) or
T2 == next(T1, normal) or T2 == next(T1, reverse) ) )
implies ((N2 monus N1 > 100) or (N1 monus N2 > 100)) .

I.e., a configuration with two objects train1 and train2 of type train models
the parametrised formula nocrashDistance iff the state of the two trains
objects under consideration are in the relation specified after the equal sign.
Here, T1 and T2 are the tracks and N1 and N2 are the positions on which the
two trains are respectively. In the formula we check that the trains are more than
100m apart, provided they are not on the Entry or Exit track, and provided
they are on the same (T1 == T2) or on adjacent tracks.
The second condition is necessary as we model positions from a single reference point on the Entry track. For instance, on the track plan shown in Figure 1,
we can have one train on track BC and another train on track AC, both with the
same distance, though by no means colliding with each other. We note that we
use the value of 100m for our invariant. This is different from the desired 40m,
but necessary due to our time sampling strategy: we sample the system only
once every second. Within this time, the distance between two trains can reduce
by maximally 60m as we consider trains that travel at a maximum of 60m/s.
4.5

Completeness

An important question is whether our modelling is complete, that is all errors
can be detected by our modelling. In [15], Ölveczky and Meseguer give criteria
for completeness in object oriented Real-Time Maude. Essentially, one needs to
prove that the maximal time elapse function is time robust. This is clearly the
case if we consider movement without acceleration. It is almost all the time the
case for our modelling with acceleration, however the small shifts of the sampling
points require further analysis. We expect that a weakening of Theorem 4 in
[15] which takes approximation into account holds. A necessary premise for this
theorem is non-zenoness for which we give the following argument.
Our modelling is non-zeno in the sense of [8] as there are no cycles in the
behaviour of the automaton which allow time to converge. The argument is that
any cycle will involve the accelerating state, which requires a new movement
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authority to be granted that will extend the current movement authority by at
least one. This causes a minimal time elapse bounded away from zero by a fixed
amount since the speed of a train is limited.

5

Validation Through Simulation and Error Injection

Here we give a number of scenarios to illustrate that our modelling is able to
capture typical errors that are made when designing ERTMS subsystems. Concerning verification tools, we rely on the model checking capabilities of the RealTime Maude Tool [16] to provide the relevant counter-examples. In carrying out
the verification, our starting point is that the generic models of the interlocking, RBC and trains are correct. However, we make no assumptions about the
correctness of the instantiation of our modelling with concrete Control Tables,
Release Tables and RBC tables.
5.1

Simulation

We first demonstrate the behaviour of one train moving through the rail yard in
Figure 1 with a start position on track AA and a movement authority of 1498.
For this we use the trew command to execute our model up to a given time
bound.
(trew {
< inter1 : Inter | pointPositions : (P1 |-> normal,
P2 |-> normal) , ... >
< train1 : Train | state : acc, dist : 2, speed : 0, ac : 1,
ma : 1498, tseg : AA , maxspeed : 60 > }
in time <= 39 .)

The train accelerates until it begins to brake at the distance of 749.72m:
Result ClockedSystem : { < inter1 : Inter | ...>
< train1 : Train | ac : 1, dist : 1499446241/2000000,
ma : 1498, maxspeed : 60, speed : 38671/1000,
state : brake, tseg : AA >} in time 38671/1000

A query one time step later shows that a movement authority request is made.
{marequest(train1,AA) < inter1 : ...>
< train1 : Train | speed : 37671/1000, ... >} in time 39671/1000

Now, the system cannot progress, unless we add an RBC to our configuration.
(trew { < inter1 : Inter | ... > < train1 : Train | ... >
< rbc1 : RBC | availableRoutes : empty ,
designatedRoutes : empty >} in time <= 78 .)

As no follow-up route is available in the RBC, the train stops at 1497.46m.
{< inter1 : Inter | ... > < rbc1 : RBC | ... >
< train1 : Train | dist : 1497446241/1000000, ma : 1498,
speed : 0, state : stop, tseg : AA >} in time 38671/500

To continue, assume that we start in the configuration where the interlocking
has set RouteName3 and the train has made a movement authority request.
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(trew {marequest(train1,AA)
< inter1 : Inter | routeset : RouteName3 |-> true,... >
< train1 : Train | state : brake, dist : 760, speed : 37,
ac : 1, ma : 1498, tseg : AA , maxspeed : 60 >
< rbc1 : RBC | availableRoutes : (RouteName3), ... >
} in time <= 17 .)

Below we see that the authority is extended to 6499m, and P2 gets locked. Time
17 is when the train crosses to track AB and can accelerate to maximum speed.
{ < inter1 : Inter | occ : (AA |-> false, AB |-> true),
pointslocked : P2 |-> true, ... >
< rbc1 : RBC | availableRoutes : empty, ... >
< train1 : Train | dist : 3001/2, ma : 6499, speed : 52,
state : acc,tseg : AB >} in time 17

5.2

Error Injection

We now show that our modelling is able to flag errors in the design of the
various ERTMS components. The following scenarios use our random controller
and check the safety condition presented in Section 4.4. Furthermore, we start in
a configuration with two trains, one slow (max speed 20m/s) and one fast (max
speed 60m/s).
eq initState
< train1 :
ac : 1,
< train2 :
ac : 1,
...} .

= {...
Train |
ma : 1,
Train |
ma : 1,

state : stop, dist : 0,
tseg : Entry , maxspeed
state : stop, dist : 0,
tseg : Entry , maxspeed

speed : 0,
: 20 >
speed : 0,
: 60 >

Scenario 1 – Incorrect Control Tables: We consider a scheme plan where
the designer forgets to put track section AC into the various interlocking tables
in Figure 1. Model checking highlights that two trains may be within 100 meters
of each other, with both trains on track AC.
{...< train1 :
maxspeed
< train2 :
maxspeed

Train
: 20,
Train
: 60,

| ac : 1, dist : 3249, ma: 3249,
speed : 0, state : stop, tseg : AC >
| ac : 1, dist : 1939979/625, ma : 6499,
speed : 60, state : cons, tseg : AC > ...}

Scenario 2 – Incorrect RBC Tables: We consider a scheme plan where the
designer incorrectly calculates an EoA of 3449m for route 1A in the RBC tables
given in Figure 1. Model checking highlights that two trains may be within 100
meters with train1 overrunning onto track AD due to the incorrect EoA and
train2 approaching on AC.
{...< train1 : Train | ac : 1,dist : 3449,ma : 3449,
maxspeed : 20,speed : 0,state : stop,tseg : AD >
< train2 : Train | ac : 1,dist : 12433788921/4000000,
ma : 6499,maxspeed : 60, speed : 60,state : cons,
tseg : AC > ...}
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Scenario 3 – Incorrect Train Braking Parameters: The computation of
the braking distance for a train is based on various parameters, some of which
may be incorrectly entered by the driver. Hence the train’s physical braking
distance may differ from the computed one. Below we consider a starting scenario
where a deceleration value of 1 (hard-coded, for illustration) has been incorrectly
entered for train2, whilst the physical train has a deceleration value of 8/10.
The other train has correct parameters.
{...< train1 : Train | state : stop, dist : 3249, speed : 0,
ac : 1, ma : 6499, tseg : AD , maxspeed : 20 >
< train2 : Train | state : stop, dist : 1, speed : 0,
ac : 8/10, ma : 1, tseg : Entry , maxspeed : 60 > ...}

The incorrect parameter causes the two trains both to be on track AF within
a distance of 100 meters of each other. This is due to the incorrect behaviour
of train2 which overruns its movement authority thanks to its wrong braking
parameter.
{...< train1 : Train | ac : 1,dist : 15662341/2500,ma : 6499,
maxspeed : 20,speed : 20,state : cons,tseg : AF >
< train2 : Train | ac : 4/5,dist : 968593576867/156250000,
ma : 7999,maxspeed : 60,speed : 60,state : cons,
tseg: AF > ...}

6

Model Checking Results

In this section we verify a number of rail yards with the Real-Time Maude
Tool [16]. We check that that the invariant “no collisions”, c.f. Section 4.4, is
globally true, either for all time
mc initState |=t [] nocrashDistance(train1,train2) .

or for 300 time steps:
mc initState |=t [] nocrashDistance(train1,train2) in time <= 300 .

Here, initState is as given in Section 5.2. As track plans, we consider the
pass-through station shown in Figure 1 as well as some variations of it, see Figure
3. This is in order to obtain an indication of how variations in the complexity of
the rail yard influence the time required for model checking.
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Fig. 3: Track plans for a junction and three platform station.
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We check all three track plans with manually constructed tables that we
consider to be correct. In all settings the model checking confirms that these
rail yard designs are collision free (within the given time-bound, if applicable).
The table shows verification times8 and the number of rewrite steps for the
three rail yards against the random controller and the round-robin controller
(see Section 4.2). The following table presents our model checking results.
Scheme Plan

Round Robin Controller
Random Controller
Unbounded
In Time 300
Junction
2.4s / 5,767,435 rewrites 268.3s / 208,715,358 rewrites
Pass-through Station
3.0s / 7,135,987 rewrites 439.2s / 308,629,500 rewrites
Three Platform Station 2.8s / 6,624,578 rewrites 2697.1s / 729,201,878 rewrites

The table shows that unbounded model checking is successful when control is
restricted, e.g., to our round-robin controller. However, when using our random
controller, the state space vastly increases. Thus, we provide results for up to
a given time bound of 300s. Note that this time is enough to ensure that one
train can travel completely through the Junction and Station scheme plan. Interestingly, the model checking times for the three platform station illustrate that
train movements across particular routes are restricted by applying the round
robin controller. This is due to the number of routes that share tracks and hence
impose restrictions on each other when in use. This in turn means the model
checking of the three station takes less time than the station when using the
round robin control strategy, as there are less possible rewrites to be considered.
It is future work, to consider further, more varied rail yards.

7

Related Work

ERTMS is a complex systems of systems, made up of distributed components
interconnected through standard (e.g. Euroradio) and proprietary (e.g. Siemensspecific) protocols and algorithms. Our approach reflects this by covering the
full control cycle between controller, interlocking, radio-block centre and trains.
Our objective is to verify the location specific data of railway designs in their
early development stages, accompanying a standard design process performed
by signalling companies such as our industrial partner Siemens.
Our approach to cover all components is different from several verification
approaches with a focus on a single component only. Vu et al. [18] provide a
generic and re-configurable model of ERTMS Level 2 on the design level with
the same objective that we have. They present their model as a Kripke structure and verify high-level safety properties such as head-to-head collision or
derailment on a point. Their approach abstracts from trains and the RBC and
presumes these components to be correctly implemented. Thus, their verification focuses on the interlocking component. Cimatti et al. [4] apply software
model checking to verify the implementation level a subsystem responsible for
the allocation of logical routes to trains. The software under consideration has
8

Using a PC running Xubuntu 14.04.2 with an i7 4790 @3.60Ghz and 32GB RAM.
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been developed by Ansaldo-STS and is part of this company’s implementation of
ERTMS Level 2. They focus on software verification of a sub-component rather
than on location specific data for the whole system. Nardone et al. [14] develop a
new, rail specific specification language DSTM4Rail, an extension of hierarchical
state machines. They employ DSTM4Rail to the modelling of specific functionalities of the ERTMS Radio Block Centre. Overall the objective is to obtain a
formal model of ERTMS requirements for system testing purposes. This work is
specialised to quality assurance for one ERTMS component.
The openETCS initiative [1] sets out to provide specifications that can be
used for software generation for ETCS train control components, track elements,
and functionality to be integrated in track side interlocking systems. This software development follows a model-driven approach, where the methods and tools
shall comply with a SIL 4 development process.
Chiappini et al. [3] work towards the formalisation and validation of the
overall ERTMS/ETCS specifications. To this end, they formalise a reference
subset (including Movement Authority Management and RBC/RBC Handover)
of the system requirements through a set of concepts and diagrams in UML, and
through additional constraints in a defined controlled natural language. This
formalisation then undergoes an automatic validation check covering questions
concerning consistency, scenario compatibility, and if certain properties hold.
Their work puts the ERTMS/ETCS specifications themselves under scrutiny.
Their methods are semi-formal.

8

Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we have modelled, validated, and verified a complex system of
systems of hybrid nature. To this end, we presented an analysis of the ERTMS
system, described its information flow, and provided a concise model in Real
Time Maude. This model is astonishingly small: it consists of around only 1000
lines of code. We believe this is due to the advanced concepts, especially the
object orientated features that Real Time Maude offers. Through simulation we
have demonstrated that our model exhibits a number of expected behaviours.
Furthermore, by systematic error injection, we have shown that safety in ERTMS
depends on all its components. This simulation and error injection give us confidence that our model is valid. Finally, we have presented a number of model
checking results that indicate that, for small rail yards, complexity of model
checking of time-dependent safety properties is under control.
It is future work to explore further, more complex rail yards, including bidirectional ones. On the practical side we intend to extend our modelling with
further controller strategies and more complex train progression behaviour. On
the more theoretical side, we plan to investigate completeness and abstraction
techniques to reduce model-checking time, including finitisation.
Acknowledgement The authors would like to thank Simon Chadwick, Siemens
Rail Automation, UK, for his continued support and many helpful discussions,
and Erwin R. Catesbeiana (Jr) for timely hints on how to stay on track.
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Abstract. Bodies of Knowledge (BoK) are available only in mature
technical fields, in which professional practices and technical rules have
been well established (i.e. ‘settled’), and are compiled for any prospective or current practitioner to refer to. By their factual establishment
they also become professionally normative to a considerable extent. As
a precursor to establishing a BoK it is important to determine whether
or not a target domain already contains sufficient ‘settled’ knowledge,
and, if yes, how such knowledge can be identified for its reproduction.
In the undisputed safety-critical railway domain, formal methods have
been applied for several decades in the solution of various modelling and
verification problems. The application of many of those formal methods
in the railway domain has also reached sufficient levels of maturity or
‘stability’ — yet no BoK for this domain has ever been compiled so far.
Thus the time is ripe now to start such a project. In this paper, with
regard to the necessary identification of settled knowledge, we apply the
lattice-theoretical methods of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) in order
to structure and organise large amounts of relevant bibliometric data
from the railway domain’s corpus of literature. In other words, we construct a formal concept lattice, the semantics of which is suitable for
revealing the ‘settled’ parts of this domain. As a result of our formalised
domain analysis, we provide a clear and theoretically well-grounded indication of the ‘settled’ themes and topics which any future BoK on Formal
Methods in the Railway Domain ought to contain.
Keywords: Formal Methods, Railway Domain, Body of Knowledge,
Settled Knowledge, Formal Concept Analysis, Semantic Lattices

1

Introduction: Motivation and Related Work

Engineering disciplines, as well as other science-based disciplines such as medicine,
are characterised by high levels of standardisation and the subsequent availability
of readily applicable handbook knowledge, also known as the discipline’s Body
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of Knowledge (BoK). In those disciplines of engineering or applied science, a
BoK handbook compiling the key concepts, terms and activities that constitute
a professional domain can be found in the office of every serious practitioner [14].
One example is the Civil Engineering Body of Knowledge for the 21st Century
(2008) released by the American Society of Civil Engineers.
Michael Jackson, in discussing his understanding of engineering practice
based on a reading of Vincenti [19], has clarified this notion further. According
to Jackson [10], an engineering handbook is not a compendium of scientific laws
or fundamental principles; rather it contains a corpus of rules and procedures by
which it has been found that those principles can be most easily and effectively
applied to the particular design tasks established in the field. The outline design
is already given, determined by the established needs and products. In chapter
11 of his standard textbook on the philosophy of science, the philosopher Mario
Bunge called those rules ‘technological rules’ and clarified their relation to the
‘nomological’ and ‘nomopragmatic statements’ on which technological rules are
grounded [4]: Nomological statements describe scientific facts, nomopragmatic
statements describe science-based technical possibilities, and technological rules
outline the adequate implementation of those possibilities. Moreover —now according to Jackson again— the methods of value for engineers are based on socalled ‘micro theories’ which which describe only small and well understandable
parts of an entire domain, and which are closely fitted to the tasks of developing
particular well understood components of particular well-understood products
within the development phases of so-called ‘normal engineering’ [10].
Formal Methods in software science and software engineering have existed
at least as long as the term ‘software engineering’ itself. In many engineeringbased and software-supported application areas, particularly in the railway domain [3], formal methods —as defined in further details by Formal Methods
Europe (FME),4 or similar professional associations— have already reached a
level of maturity amenable to the compilation a BoK. Its various methods and
techniques include algebraic specification, process-algebraic modelling and verification, Petri nets, fuzzy logics, etc. The B-method, for example, has been used
successfully to verify the most relevant parts of a model of the Metro underground railway system of the city of Paris (in which this FTSCS workshop is
held this year). Also software tool support is already available for a variety of
those formal methods, for example in the form of various model checker or SAT
solver programs, such that ‘formal’ can become ‘normal’ to a large extent. The
use of formal methods has also shifted from only proof-based applications to also
including formal modelling of systems and their behaviour. This is an observable
trend within the railway domain [6].
When we bring those above-mentioned trains of thought together, then it
‘naturally’ appears as a fundamental task of applied formal methods research
to build a catalogue of such micro-methods in support of the everyday work of
formal method engineers, particularly those ones who are working in the safetycritical railway domain. We also call this the ‘BoK-ification’ of the domain. Alas,
4

http://www.fmeurope.org/
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one important question has remained unanswered so far, namely: Which, exactly,
is the domain knowledge that already ‘matured’ to such an extent that its BoKification is reasonably justified —in contrast to other knowledge which is still too
immature, too recent or ‘in the flow’— and by what rationally grounded method
can such mature knowledge be recognised and subsequently ‘filtered’ out of a
topically vast and epistemically diverse domain (such as the Formal-Methodsin-the-Railway domain)? This question is the topic of this paper, and a plausible
answer to this question is our main contribution to FTSCS’15. Thereby we do
not merely indicate which particular parts of the particular Formal-Methods-inthe-Railway domain ought to be selected for its future BoK-ification [8] — we
also provide, more importantly, a general method by means of which any other
domain can be analysed for its future BoK-ification, too. As the remainder of
this paper will show, this meta-method is Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) as it
was first introduced by Ganter and Wille on the basis of mathematical lattice
theory [7]. In other words: in this paper, which is based on the recent Master’sdissertation by one of our co-authors [11], we use and apply a formal method,
namely FCA, in support of the future BoK-ification of other formal methods,
namely the ones in the safety-critical railway domain. To our best awareness this
is a novel solution which had never been presented for the railway domain so
far.

2

Method

In order to answer the question: which knowledge in the railway domain has
matured, it is most important to look at the possible sources of domain knowledge
within the domain, and what the definition of ‘settled knowledge’ is. It is also
necessary to investigate how this knowledge is structured within an engineering
domain, so that it is easier to identify.
The answers to these questions will decide what formal attributes are included in the concept lattice that will contain the collected knowledge. After
constructing the lattice and pruning it with the use of stability indices, the resulting lattice shows the most stable, and therefore, settled knowledge (including
its structure) within the railway domain in the context of the dataset used.
2.1

Settled Knowledge

Poser [15], Vincenti [19], Arageorgis and Baltas [1] describe engineering as a
multi-level activity. In order to design a device or a system, we need to first
understand its operational principle, that is, what it does. That overall goal
drives the smaller aspects of design, as the goal is broken up into smaller design
tasks that have their own requirements constrained by scientific and practical
expertise.
Without a particular goal in mind, engineering activity loses its meaning.
This goal is determined by people that need to solve a problem, be it engineers,
politicians or a community, this brings in a human as well as a social aspect
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to engineering problems. Therefore, this social aspect of engineering is built
into its knowledge and provides it with context in the form of a problem (or a
class of problems) being solved. There are also categories of knowledge which are
almost always present in any engineering activity [19]. The categories include
explicit forms of knowledge such as fundamental design concepts, criteria and
specification, and theoretical tools (such as formal methods). They also contain
tacit knowledge in the form of design instrumentalities, which are much harder
to identify and isolate, and contain general guidelines rather than hard-and-fast
rules. But these are not the only categories of knowledge and the list can be
extended depending on the engineering domain in question.
Thus, settled knowledge is the knowledge present in a Body of Knowledge
(BoK). Its structure would be that described above of Vincenti’s categories of
knowledge with the influence of a teleological aim. This knowledge would be
consistent throughout the domain (over a reasonably long period of time) and
appear in similar form for all similar problems being observed in the domain.
That form could include mathematical formulae, descriptions, or even diagrams.
Settled knowledge is found in knowledge-generating activities also outlined by
Vincenti and would have the structure and categories as described above [19].
The aim of the future BoK should be to discover these operational theories
—i.e.: theories about methods rather than theories about natural objects [4]—
of software engineering for the railway domain, and a starting point would be to
find any consistencies of the use of formal methods, by surveying a large amount
of sources of railway domain knowledge spread out over a reasonably long period
of time.
The application of formal methods are almost always straight-forward, with
refinements depending on the overall aim. They are also abundantly used in the
railway domain [6]. Focusing on formal methods would be the first step towards
creating this BoK because they are easily identified and filtered out from a large
amount of domain knowledge. Other aspects of settled knowledge may not be so
easily singled out.
Sources of Knowledge In order to extract settled domain knowledge from
the railway domain we need to find sources of domain knowledge within this
domain. These sources could consist of
– industry standards and guidelines laid out by governing bodies,
– papers and articles written as a result of research done in the domain (both
academic and industrial),
– requirements specifications or other documents produced by domain experts
and specialists,
and many more. Papers and articles written as a result of research done in the
domain are the main source of domain knowledge used for this paper, although
a mixture of the above-mentioned sources would be ideal for a ‘holistic’ view
of the domain. This source is selected because the papers cover a reasonable
amount of time (as long as formal methods in railways have been used) and are
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relevant to the use of formal methods in railway domain applications. They were
also suggested by experts in the domain (see Acknowledgements). The chosen
papers are from the following sources:
– Proceedings IFAC Symposiums on Control in Transportation Systems: 19752012 [9],
– Proceedings FORMS-FORMAT: 2010-2014 [9],
– Proceedings SAFECOMP: 2005-2014.
Those conferences provided more than three hundred papers related to the railway domain. Many papers did not relate to the use of formal methods in railways
or were discussions or predictions of the current status of the domain. Due to
this, only one hundred and fifty were used in our analysis. It is just the beginning
of a long list papers that have been published within the railway domain [11].
Classification of Knowledge The use of formal concept analysis (FCA) in
this project provides an attribute-based classification system of knowledge. In
the case of formal methods, the simplest classification is the name of the formal
method used in each source. Each formal method used in the railway domain is
an attribute of the source, though it is also important to look at further pertinent
characteristics of the knowledge to the railway domain. Simply including only
the names of formal methods is not enough, as different methods are used in
different contexts and when solving different problems or classes of problems.
Therefore, additional techniques and keywords (context of the knowledge of the
domain) is used as attributes for the resulting lattice. A summary of the reasons
for each choice is given below and a full explanation can be found in the Master’s
dissertation of a similar name [11].
It is also necessary to know where in the railway domain these formal methods
are used. This gives us more context around the use of each formal method.
In future, the analysis could even be extended to problems or problem-types
being solved within the domain. To this end we record the subdomain of the
railway domain each source of knowledge (paper) deals with. This also gives us
the added advantage of visualising generic uses of formal methods as opposed
to methods only used in specific areas of the domain. For the purposes of this
paper, the railway domain is divided into the following subdomains: The Net,
Timetables, Scheduling and Allocation, Traffic Monitoring and Control, Rolling
Stock, Passenger Handling, Freight Handling. This list was a culmination of
the opinion of a number of domain experts (see Acknowledgements), as well as
Bjørner’s work on the subdomain division of the railway domain [3].
Next, it also seems useful to include the year that each paper was published
within our collected domain knowledge. As it was mentioned earlier, knowledge
existing over a length of time has a greater chance of being ‘settled’ than knowledge that is much more recent. Methods that have been studied over time show
refinement in their use and therefore, like in the case with most engineering
knowledge, are honed until they become standard practice. It is possible that
the inclusion of year-attributes may cause extra ‘noise’ in the lattice which will
require the use of noise-removing techniques on the lattice to take out.
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Lastly, other keywords and attributes might also be included that add to
the structure and context of the knowledge that each paper holds. Some of these
keywords measured the ‘settled-ness’ of knowledge included in a paper, similar to
the scientific maturity scheme outlined by Mary Shaw in [18]. This also includes
the type of modeling that occurs in each source, such as mathematical, descriptive
or analytical modeling as well as commonly used techniques or languages that
provide extra context to the general use of formal methods.
2.2

Formal Concept Analysis

A formal context, which is a set of objects supplied with their descriptions as
sets of attributes, gives rise to a family of formal concepts. A formal concept has
an intent and an extent. The extent of a concept are all formal objects which
belong to the concept, and the intent of a concept are all formal attributes that
apply to all formal objects of the concept.
In our case, the objects will be the sources of knowledge, i.e.: published
papers within the railway domain from relevant journals, conference proceedings
or other books. The attributes are a collection of characteristics of these papers:
for example, when they were published, which sub-domain the papers deal with,
what formal methods are used, etc.
So the mathematical model of a formal context includes formal objects, formal attributes, and a relation between the object and attribute sets. The following mathematical descriptions are taken from the 1996 book by Ganter and
Wille on Formal Concept Analysis [7].
Formal Context A context K has a structure K := (G, M, I) where G and M
are sets representing objects and attributes respectively. I is a binary relation
between sets G and M where I ⊆ G x M and gIm means that the object g has
the attribute m. We define two operators5 for arbitrary X ⊆ G and Y ⊆ M such
that:
X 7→ X I := m ∈ M |∀g ∈ XgIm
Y 7→ Y I := g ∈ G|∀m ∈ Y gIm

Within this context K, we can define a concept as a pair (A,B) with A ⊆ G,
B ⊆ M , A = B I and B = AI . A and B are called the extent and intent of the
formal concept (A,B) respectively. The mathematical meaning of the relationship
between the subconcept and superconcept is as follows:
(A1 , B1 ) ≤ (A2 , B2 ) ⇐⇒ A1 ⊆ A2 (⇐⇒ B1 ⊇ B2 )
The set of all formal concepts of context K together with their defined order
relation is denoted by B(K). The visual representation of this is referred to as
a concept lattice. For an object g ∈ G, its object concept γg := (g II , g I ) is the
5

7→ defines a relation pair. := precedes a definition statement as presented by Ganter
and Wille [7].
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smallest concept in B(K) whose extent contains g. Additionally, for an attribute
m ∈ M , its attribute concept µm := (mI , mII ) is the greatest concept in B(K)
whose intent contains m.

Fig. 1. Cross Table: Example from [16]

The formal context can be represented using a cross table (an example can
be seen in figure 1). Each row represents an object and each column represents
an attribute. A cross at the intersection of a row and column indicates that the
object possesses the particular attribute. In our application of FCA this means
a studied paper describes the use of a specific formal method, or was published
in a particular year. This cross table can then be translated automatically into
a concept lattice to visualise the relationships within the context.
An example concept lattice can be seen in figure 2. Concepts closer to the
top are on a ‘higher level’ that those below them. Concepts on lower levels are
more specific that concepts on a higher level, appearing near the bottom of the
lattice. Concepts on higher levels are more general than concepts on lower levels
and appear near the top of the lattice. A concept at the top of a line is called
a parent concept in relation to the concept at the bottom of that line which is
called a child concept. If a child concept has more than one parent, the parent
concepts all share a subset of attributes of the child.
Each node (ball) in a concept lattice, such as depicted, represents a single
concept. The radius of the nodes represents the relative number of objects that
exist within the concept. If the drawing of a node shows a blue-filled upper semicircle, there is a so-called own-attribute attached to this concept. This means:
not only is the attribute in the concept’s intent, it belongs solely to this concept
and its children. If a node contains a black-filled lower semicircle, there is an ob-
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Fig. 2. Concept Lattice: Example from [16]

ject attached to this concept. This means that the intent of this concept exactly
matches the attributes of the object.
The concept lattice at this stage represents all the domain knowledge contained within the sources, but we still need to determine which information
within it has matured and which has not. There might be noise within the lattice (representing un-settled knowledge) which needs to be filtered out for the
sake of accurate analysis results, for example: some formal techniques that were
attempted in a few papers but were not successfully adopted as the norm within
the domain.
2.3

Stability Index

The definition of stability and the stability index can be found in the papers by
Buzmakov, Kuznetsov and Napoli [5] [12] and is as follows:
For a context K = (G, M, I) and a concept c = (A, B)
Stab(c) =

| {s ∈ ℘(Ext(c)) | sI = Int(c)} |
2|Ext(c)|

That is, the relative number of subsets of the concept extent (denoted by
Ext(c)), whose description (the result of applying I) is equal to the concept
intent (denoted by Int(c)) where ℘(P ) is the power set of P . Stability indicates
the independence of a concept’s intent from its extent. Stability does not only
provide noise-resistance. A stable concept does not collapse when certain objects
(in our case: literature sources) are removed from the context — that is, the
concept does not merge with a different concept nor disintegrate into smaller
concepts.
In our domain analysis study, noise in the knowledge-representing lattice
should be expected. There are obviously avenues of research that have been
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unsuccessfully attempted; they are sources of noise in the lattice. Redundancy
is an issue to be taken into consideration, too: If a context and its concepts are
stable, then the same lattice and the same relations could be seen on the basis
of a rather different data set.
As we know settled knowledge to be integral to the body of knowledge in a
domain, we expect settled knowledge to be incorporated in stable concepts rather
than unstable ones. So we need to distillate the stable concepts in the lattice and
‘prune’ the unstable ones. Thus, we extract the most relevant domain-specific
data by selecting concepts with the highest stability indices.
Stability Threshold Selecting a threshold stability index will decide which
concepts are ‘stable enough’ to be preserved in the final lattice. Previous work
in knowledge ontologies allows for a systematic post-processing of the raw data
to influence this crucial decision [5] [12] [13] [17]. Picking a stability threshold has
the advantage of getting rid of noise but the disadvantage of removing even some
potentially relevant data. Therefore, we need to find a balance between both for
the best fit lattice. We plot the percentage of data included in the lattice versus
the stability threshold indices. The resulting graph will allow us to decide what
is an acceptable stability threshold based on the amount of data left out.
After selecting this threshold, we prune the concepts that fall below it and
arrive at a clean and stable lattice with concepts that better represent the structure of data within the railway domain. Note that a pruned lattice does not
necessarily form a single lattice [17]. If there are formal methods represented in
this final lattice, we can conclude that those formal methods are indeed present
in the settled knowledge of the railway domain.
Using the stability threshold as a pruning technique has a very important
advantage. It provides a mathematical measure of the stability of the structure
of the lattice. Concepts with low stability rely on too varied a dataset that makes
their case as a reliable data point come into question. This allows us to include
data that has a number of varied characteristics, and be assured that only those
that provide a stable structure remain after pruning above a chosen threshold.

3

Results

Concept Lattice A large cross table for the railway domain was constructed
with the knowledge collected. From this table, we use the tool ConExp [20] to
automatically construct a concept lattice. The resulting lattice is too large and
complicated for any meaningful visualisation. Therefore, it is broken up into
smaller, easier-to-understand lattices that contain objects and their attributes
for specific subdomains of the railway domain. An example subdomain can be
seen in figure 3; it represents the lattice for the Rolling Stock subdomain. There
is a similar lattice for each subdomain of the railway domain [11]. Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE) can be found as a very prominent technique, as shown in
figure 3. Tool chains, Domain-Specific Specification as well as ANSI/ISO C Specification Language are other familiar techniques in this subdomain. We can also
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see that the sources of that knowledge are from 2000, 2010, 2012 and 2014, and
have thus a reasonably long historic duration in this field.

Fig. 3. Lattice representing knowledge in the Rolling Stock subdomain in ConExp

These smaller lattices allow a visualisation of a particular set of data, such
that relevant relations are easily observable. Important formal techniques within
the subdomain can be seen as well as specific and general methods. These smaller
lattices also allow a closer look at a small area of the wider railway domain, so
that detailed structure can be gleaned from them.
Pruning the Lattice By manually examining the data, there are a large number of concepts with only one object in their extent. There is no way of knowing
whether the corresponding papers are actually pertinent to the overall structure, or if they are merely noise. We would need more data to support either
theory, therefore the one-object concepts do not give us any useful information
about the structure of the domain or the settled knowledge we seek. Thus, these
concepts are pruned from the final lattice.
After examining this lattice, the additional attributes such as the years and
non-formal-method papers were also removed from the context, in order to produce a more streamlined visual representation of the final results. We need to not
only to distill settled knowledge but also to discover some structure, so removal
of deliberate noise was important.
To get a stability threshold value, we plot a graph of the percentage of data
included in the lattice versus the stability threshold indices (expressed as percentages). The graph, which can be seen in figure 4, shows us the percentage of
data left in the lattice if a particular stability index was used as a threshold.
Here, it is easy to notice that there are two significantly large drops in data
inclusion: one drop at 25% and one drop at 50%. This is due to the mathematics
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of the formula that is used to calculate stability, and also because of a number
of concepts with 3 or more objects in their extent.
Since stability index values below 0.5 do not make sense and keeping 100% of
the data is not needed as per the definition of stability, the data inclusion drop at
25% is not so meaningful. However, the drop at 50% is much more reasonable and
would highlight the most important concepts within the context while removing
noise from the structure. This also coincides with the mathematical prediction
that at least 0.5 stability can be considered as ‘good enough’ to be taken as a
stable lattice structure.
Selecting this threshold and removing the noise in the original lattice leads
to the final complete lattice as shown in figure 5. Acronym definitions for this
figure can be found in the dissertation of a similar name [11].

Fig. 4. Changes in percentage data inclusion as a function of the stability threshold
indices (expressed as a percentage)

The formal methods present in the final lattice (figure 5) are below. Note
that these are considered formal methods within the context of their use in the
railway domain and also can be found stated as such in the much of the literature
[6] [8].
– Petri Nets
– Mathematical Models
– Markov Models
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Fig. 5. Final lattice of stable concepts with a stability threshold ≥ 0.5 and extent > 1

– Discrete Mathematical Models
– Discrete Event Systems
– Fuzzy Logic
The final lattice has a non-empty subset of formal methods used both in general
problems within the domain and specific problems to a particular subdomain.
This directly fulfills one aspect of settled knowledge. The data spans a period
of over 20 years and therefore fulfills the main requirement that the knowledge
must exist over a reasonable period of time.
Some other observations about the contents of this knowledge and its structure can also be made:
– Particular subdomains of the railway domain use more formal methods than
others. Especially, formal methods seem to be very popular in the Traffic
Monitoring and Control subdomain. This involves engineering problems in
signalling and interlocking systems.
– The railway domain often uses formal methods for modelling purposes,
specifically mathematical modelling.
– Petri Nets is a generic formal method used in modelling railway systems,
whereas Markov Models are specifically used for analysing the Traffic Monitoring and Control subdomain. Other techniques like Model Checking are
specific to the same domain while Model Driven Engineering (MDE) with
Tool Chains is used for the subdomains of Passenger Handling and Rolling
Stock.
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– UML and the RAISE Specification Language are frequently used in railways,
specifically for modelling the subdomain Traffic Monitoring and Control.
– There are some unknown concepts that also exist within the lattice, connecting several concepts which might provide extra context within the domain.
For example, there is a connection between Domain Specific Languages,
RAISE Language, Analytical Models and the subdomain Traffic Monitoring and Control. It could be noted that the specification language RAISE
is used in the domain Traffic Monitoring and Control to create analytical
models.
Ultimately, there are at least six formal methods that can be seen as ‘settled’ in
this subset of data. According to our original criteria, as previously mentioned,
and in relation to this collected subset of domain knowledge, there is definitely
settled knowledge to be found in the railway domain and it can be isolated by
interpreting a stable lattice constructed from domain knowledge sources.

4

Discussion: Possible Threats to Validity

The results of our domain analysis —see above— were obtained on the basis
of several preconditions and rational assumptions. Though these can well be
defended —see above— as ‘reasonable’, we must nevertheless make those preconditions and assumptions explicit such as to enable both scholarly critique and
future improvements. The following points shall be particularly mentioned:
Notion of ‘Settled-ness’: In asking which knowledge is sufficiently ‘settled’ for its
BOK-ification, we assumed a notion of ‘settled-ness’ which is essentially temporal. Such knowledge must occur and re-occur sufficiently often over a sufficiently
long historic period of time.
– Other epistemologists might thus argue whether or not our notion of ‘settledness’ is appropriate.
Choice of Database: We have sought settled knowledge in the public domain,
particularly in the community-relevant conference proceedings indicated in [9]
and [11].
– Other experts might thus argue against us that the chosen conferences are
not ‘community-relevant’ at all, that the set of chosen conferences is insufficiently small such that relevant settled knowledge has been omitted, or that
the settled knowledge of the engineering industry exists only in form of corporate secrets rather than being publicly available. The authors recognise the
relatively small number of conferences which were used when collecting data.
However, time was a factor in this research. Therefore, this paper serves to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the FCA technique for the identification of
settled knowledge within a domain. Only a part of the railway domain was
modelled here.
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Choice of Attributes for FCA: We have used the attribute-based method of FCA
to automatically identify those concepts which we have strongly associated with
‘settled’ knowledge. Our definition of the relevant attributes, to be used in the
lattice matrices such as the one shown in figure 1, was done rationally upon
a thorough hermeneutical reading and interpretation of relevant engineeringphilosophical literature.
– Other experts might thus argue against us that our attributes were not
defined appropriately, or that we have wrongly omitted important attributes
altogether: consequently the automatically generated lattice graphs, such as
the one shown in figure 3, would not represent an accurate ‘image’ of the
chosen domain or subdomain.
Choice of Stability Threshold: After a first ‘raw’ lattice with too many ‘unstable’
concepts had been obtained in the first phase of our FCA, we have selected and
included into our recommendable results only those concepts with a stability
above a particular percentage threshold (0 < s < 1). Though the value v for
s := v was chosen carefully on the basis of reasonable considerations —see figure
4— it was nevertheless still our choice.
– Other experts might thus argue against us that our choice of v was not
appropriate, and that an alternative threshold s := v 0 (with v 0 6= v) should
have been chosen instead of v.

5

Conclusion and Outlook to Future Work

From the preceding sections of this paper, supported by many further details in
[11], two kinds of conclusions can now be drawn, namely about:
– how to proceed methodically, in a rationally well-grounded, mathematically
formalised and scientifically repeatable manner, for the identification of settled knowledge in any engineering domain which possesses a sufficiently large
corpus of scholarly literature;
– which topics to include into the future BoK book on the topic of Formal
Methods in the Railway Domain.
As far as the first point is concerned: We have shown how to ‘dissect’ a large
domain into its most relevant sub-domains (a.k.a. ‘divide and conquer’), how to
lay out for each sub-domain a many-dimensional ‘attribute space’ which accommodates all the epistemically relevant entities of that sub-domain, how to use
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) to well-order the entities which ‘live’ in that
space, and how to apply well-defined ‘stability’ calculations on formal concept
lattices in support of a final decision about which concepts are to be regarded as
most important (or which ones are merely spurious and may be ignored). From
an engineering-philosophical point of view, the thus-identified epistemic entities
could possibly belong to any of the six categories of engineering-knowledge in
Vincenti’s epistemology [19].
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As far as the second point is concerned: Our analyses of very large volumes of
scholarly literature on the application of Formal Methods in the railway domain,
over a long period of more than twenty years, have indicated clearly that at least
the following epistemic concepts must now be regarded as well-established or
‘settled’ in this domain: Petri Nets (and similar types of mathematical modelling)
in almost all of the domain’s subdomains, Formal Risk Analysis particularly in
the sub-domain of traffic monitoring and control, UML in the same sub-domain,
and Max Plus Algebra as well as Discrete Event Systems particularly in the
sub-domain of timetable scheduling; please see [11] for many further details.
As far as future work is concerned: Two of this paper’s co-authors belong to
an international planning committee, in which the table-of-contents of a forthcoming BoK book on the application of Formal Methods in the railway domain
shall be prepared. The results published in this preparatory paper (on the basis
of [11]) have clearly identified the predominant topics of ‘settled’ knowledge in
the domain, i.e.: the knowledge, themes and topics which may soon await their
further BoK-ification for the benefits of the engineers and professionals working
in this domain. The future BoK book, with all its finer details, shall also be wellaligned with the higher-level standards of quality (such as CENELEC EN50128,
EN50126-1, EN50129, EN ISO 9000, EN ISO 9001, ISO IEC 90003, ISO IEC
9126) which the international community of engineers has already accepted as
normative and ‘professionally binding’ to a large extent. The ultimate purpose
of the BoK book will be the provision of ‘settled’, problem-specific solutiontemplates, which shall —when applied properly— support the fulfillment of the
quality requirements stipulated by those normative standards at their coarser
level of abstraction.
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to systematically build Promela
models with the aim of generating test case sequences within the system
level testing process of railway control systems. The paper focuses on the
system model, the aspects related to the representation of the possible
execution environments and their interaction with the system. The input for building the Promela model of the system under test is a state
machine specification. Indeed, state machines are one of the most common notations used in industrial settings to model critical systems and
allow for easily obtaining the Promela model of the system by applying
a well structured transformational approach. Here Dynamic State Machines (DSTMs) are used, a newly developed extension of hierarchical
state machines which allow for modeling dynamic instantiation of processes. The approach is applied to a functionality of the Radio Block
Centre, the vital core of the ERTMS/ETCS Control System, in order to
show the feasibility and effectiveness of the generation of the Promela
model on a real system.
Keywords: Model Checking, Promela, SPIN, Dynamic State Machine,
CRYSTAL, Railway Control Systems, Test Case Generation

1

Introduction and related work

The extensive usage of model checking in the Verification&Validation (V&V) activities in the context of control systems development is not a common practice
in industry. One of the reasons is the difficulty of building a non trivial model
of the system under test (and expressing the properties to be verified) from the
artifacts produced during the verification and testing process, without requiring
radical changes in the process itself. Other reasons may be the lack of efficiency
of the available approaches or the lack of expressive power of the languages used
to build the system models. This paper addresses these problems with specific
reference to the railway domain. The European norm CENELEC EN50128 [3]
emphasizes the usage of model checking as one of the highly recommended techniques to be exploited for formal verification purposes. We propose an automatable approach to build a Promela model, which can be easily integrated into
V&V activities. The resulting Promela model can be conceptually divided into
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two main parts: the first one consists of a set of Promela processes obtained
by translating a state-based specification of the system under test (SUT), the
second one is a dedicated Promela process modeling possible environment executions. In this work we adopt DSTM (Dynamic State Machine) [9] as the formal
language used to model the SUT. DSTM extends HSM [1, 8] (Hierarchical State
Machine) and allows for dynamic instantiation of machines (processes), procedure calls, parallelism, parameter passing, interrupts, communication through
global variables and channels. The basic ideas underlying the proposed approach
are not new. In [5] a model-based approach is proposed for the formal verification of the executable code of a railway control system. Several translations from
state-based formalisms to model checkers have been proposed in the literature.
For example [13] describes an approach to automatically generate test cases for
code coverage, by exploiting the capability of the NuSMV model checker. A
similar approach is presented in [4], which focuses on a methodology to encode
Abstract State Machine into Promela, in order to automatically generate test
cases. In [12] timing constraints, specified with MARTE Profile, are modeled
as automata and then translated into Promela models for the verification of
constraints fulfillment.
With respect to the literature, the major strength of our work resides in the
definition of a structured approach to build non trivial Promela models taking
into account both the issues to be faced in modeling the SUT and the (possibly
non-deterministic) behaviors of the environment. The proposed approach is fully
automatable starting from a DSTM specification and can be easily integrated in
existing industrial settings. The ability of constraining the possible inputs to the
SUT provided by the non-deterministic environment, allows, on the one hand,
to achieve efficiency in terms of state space generation and analysis effort and,
on the other, to prevent the generation of unfeasible test cases.
This paper provides a bird-eye view on the overall modeling approach, in
particular a description of how some of the features of DSTM are translated
into Promela and the definition of the environment model are presented by
using a running example. A complete case study is also proposed, based on a
functionality of the Radio Block Centre, a real railway control system. The paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the essential features of DSTM and
introduces the running example. Section 3 presents the approach to construct the
Promela model. Section 4 contains the railway case study and, finally, Section 5
provides some closing remarks and hints about future work.

2

Background and Running Example

DSTM [9] is a newly defined formalism developed within the context of the ongoing ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking project CRitical sYSTem engineering AcceLeration3 (CRYSTAL)[10]. It has been designed according to the needs expressed
by a railway industry in order to be easily integrated in the testing process of sig3

http://www.crystal-artemis.eu/
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naling control systems. The ultimate goal is to develop an interoperable testing
environment providing a high level of automation [2].
As the aim of the paper is to introduce an approach to build non trivial
Promela models starting from a DSTM specification of the SUT, in the following we provide an informal introduction to DSTM by means of the toy running
example depicted in Fig.1. The example contains two machines: a machine modeling a Set-Reset (SR) flip-flop (Fig.1(a)), and machine that models a 4-bit
register (Fig.1(b)) by activating four parallel instances of the flip-flop machine.
A DSTM is a collection of parametric machines, channels, variables and datatypes. The evolution of a DSTM is a sequence of instantaneous reactions (steps).
A step is a maximal set of transition firings which are triggered by the current
set of available events avoiding sequential firings of transitions within the same
step. DSTM allows for the definition of (internal or external ) channels and global
variables that allow for communication between machines. While global variables
are instantaneously updated, the messages sent over external channels during
a step cannot trigger other transitions in the same step but only in the next
one. Additionally, DSTM gives the possibility to build complex types starting
form basic ones. Specifically, basic types are integer, enumerations and channel
names. Basic types can be composed to constitute compound types and multitypes. Compound types are structured types similar to records of basic types;
multi-types, instead, are collections of basic and compound types. Channels may
convey messages of any available types.

Fig. 1: (a) SR flip-flop model. (b) 4-bit register model

A single machine is composed of vertices, transitions and parameters. Different kinds of vertices may be included in a machine. Nodes represent the possible control states (e.g., node idle of M Register in Fig. 1). An initial node
is also present in each machine, corresponding to the default entry (e.g., node
init register of M Register). Moreover, a machine may contain additional
entering nodes (e.g., node by 1 of M FlipFlop) and exiting nodes (e.g., node
exiting register of M Register). Box es represent single or multiple machine
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invocations (parallel procedure calls). A transition entering a box models the
invocation of the machine(s) associated with the box, while a transition leaving
a box corresponds to a return from that machine(s). For instance, transitions
T4-T7 perform invocations of the parametric machine M FlipFlop, with suitable
instantiation of its parameters, by entering boxes box ff0, box ff1, box ff2
and box ff3, respectively. Parallel behavior can be modeled either by associating multiple machines with a single box, or by explicitly splitting and merging
the control flow using fork and join constructs. To this end, Fork and Join
pseudonodes are provided in DSTM. A transition exiting a fork can execute either synchronously or asynchronously with the currently executing process. In
the latter case, a transition from the fork node leads to a node of the caller
machine. For instance, transition T2 triggers an asynchronous fork, instantiating
four boxes whose associated machines execute asynchronously with the caller
machine M Register. Join nodes allow for merging of multiple control flows
from concurrently executing processes. It either synchronizes the termination
of the involved processes or forces their termination if a preemptive transition,
marked by the symbol ⊗, enters the join node. Note that asynchronous forks,
occurring within loops, allow for the dynamic instantiation of processes. This
feature may lead to an unbounded number of processes and, as a consequence,
to an unbounded state space. To allow Spin to analyze of the resulting designs,
the generation of the corresponding Promela models bounds the number of instantiation of each machine.
Transitions are decorated with trigger s, conditions and actions. With reference to Fig. 1, the decoration of transitions T2 in machine M Register contains
only a trigger which tests the presence of a message on the channel power on,
no additional condition is required for firing and no action is performed. Transition T16 in machine M FlipFlop, instead, requires the presence of a specific
message on the parametric channel C SR. In fact, messages sent over the channel
C SR are structured as couple bit = hbit, biti, where bit is an enumerative
type bit = {bit 0,bit 1}. The trigger of T16 tests the presence of a message
over the channel C SR, while the condition further requires that the content of
the received message is a pair whose first component has the value bit::bit 0,
whereas the second component is simply ignored (denoted by the wildcard “ ”).
The action performed upon firing of the transition corresponds to the delivery
of the value bit::bit 0 on the parametric channel C out. Parameters associated to a machine (e.g., parameters C SR and C out of machine M FlipFlop) are
instantiated at invocation time.

3

Definition of the Promela Model

Starting from a DSTM specification of the SUT, we build a Promela model with
the goal of generating test sequences, exploiting the capability of model checkers
to build counterexamples of violated properties. By following a structured approach, a set of Promela processes is systematically built from the DSTM model
of the SUT, together with a Promela process modeling a (non-deterministic) en-
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vironment. We exemplify the generation of test sequences by assuming that the
coverage of transitions is required. A more general discussion about requirements
and how they are expressed is out of the scope of this work. Before describing
how the Promela model can be automatically built, we provide a high level
overview of the steps implementing the translation of DTSMs into Promela.
3.1

Generation Steps

Fig. 2: Overview of the general approach.

Fig. 2 depicts the steps which enable the automatic generation of the Promela
model. Since Promela does not support hierarchical specifications, the encoding
of a hierarchical DSTM model is performed in two phases. The first one is a
dstm2dstm, where the hierarchical source model is flattened, to get rid of the
hierarchical structure of a DSTM (the vertical modularity) and suitably encoding the horizontal modularity (i.e., parallelism). In this phase, all boxes, forks
and joins are removed from the model and additional nodes are inserted when
necessary. The dynamic instantiation of machines is translated into specific run
commands, added to the action list of those transitions replacing the ones entering the boxes. During the second step, named dstm2promela, the flat DSTM
model resulting from the previous phase is translated directly into Promela and
a dedicated Promela process, called Engine, is generated to model the execution
environment of the SUT.
The test goal and the assumptions about the execution environment of the
SUT (if any) provide requirements that the model of the environment must
satisfy. These requirements drive: (1) the refinement of the Engine process, by
inserting constraints on the communication channels, and (2) the generation of
never claims. Never claims are used to focus the analysis of the system to behaviors of special interest. In our case, never claims are used to describe those
behaviors of the system that exhibit the occurrence of some desired transition.
When a never claim is fulfilled, the model checker Spin provides a counterexam-
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ple, which, in the present setting, corresponds to a possible test sequence that
covers the specified transition.
3.2

Building the System Model

The step semantics of DSTM prevents sequential firings of transitions within
the same execution step. Hence, we need to guarantee that at most one enabled
transition can fire for each active process. To this aim, each DSTM machine M
is translated into a Promela process, called process M, which is instantiated by
its caller process using the Promela command run, which allows for dynamic
activation of processes. Each process encoding machine M is then executed until a termination message, sent by its caller, is received over a special channel
ch term M.
Each Promela process, modeling a DSTM machine, must own a token in
order to fire an enabled transition. When a process owns a token it is scheduled, it consumes its token and: if none of its transitions is enabled, the process
propagates the token to each of the child processes it has previously activated,
if any; otherwise, one of the enabled transitions is selected and executed. At
the beginning of each step only the process corresponding to the initial machine
(main) owns the token. This machine is M Register in the case of the running
example. A set of global variables and channels is declared for each process. In
Listing.1.1 all the automatically generated declarations for the running example
are reported.
Listing 1.1: Global variables for the running example.
1 . #d e f i n e MAX PROC 6
2 . mtype l a s t t r a n s i t i o n ;
3 . b i t h a s t o k e n [ MAX PROC ] ;
4 . mtype = { i n i t r e g i s t e r , i d l e , e x i t i n g r e g i s t e r } ;
5 . mtype = {T1 , T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 , T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 } ;
6 . mtype = { i n i t f l i p f l o p , b y 1 , Q0 , Q1 } ;
7 . mtype = {T14 , T15 , T16 , T17 , T18 , T19 } ;
8 . mtype s t a t e M R e g i s t e r [ MAX PROC ] ;
9 . mtype t r a n s i t i o n M R e g i s t e r [MAX PROC ] ;
1 0 . mtype s t a t e M F l i p F l o p [ MAX PROC ] ;
1 1 . mtype t r a n s i t i o n M F l i p F l o p [MAX PROC ] ;
1 2 . chan c h t e r m M R e g i s t e r = [ 1 ] o f { b i t } ;
1 3 . chan c h t e r m M F l i p F l o p = [ 1 ] o f { b i t } ;
1 4 . mtype = { b i t 0 , b i t 1 } ;
1 5 . chan p o w e r o n = [ 2 ] o f { b i t } ;
1 6 . chan p o w e r o f f = [ 2 ] o f { b i t } ;
1 7 . chan C SR 0 = [ 2 ] o f {mtype , mtype } ;
1 8 . chan C o u t 0 = [ 2 ] o f { mtype } ;
1 9 . chan C SR 1 = [ 2 ] o f {mtype , mtype } ;
2 0 . chan C o u t 1 = [ 2 ] o f { mtype } ;
2 1 . chan C SR 2 = [ 2 ] o f {mtype , mtype } ;
2 2 . chan C o u t 2 = [ 2 ] o f { mtype } ;
2 3 . chan C SR 3 = [ 2 ] o f {mtype , mtype } ;
2 4 . chan C o u t 3 = [ 2 ] o f { mtype } ;

A global variable has token, typed as a bit array, is used to store the assignment of the tokens described before (line 3). Specifically, this array contains 1 in
the i-th location if the machine with pid equal to i currently has the token. Note
that this array is global and visible to the entire Promela model. Two enumeration types (mtype) introduce symbolic names for nodes and transitions (e.g.,
lines 6 and 7 correspond to process M FlipFlop). The mtype vector variable
state M is used to maintain the current states of all the instances of machine
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M (e.g., line 10). Its elements are all initialized to the initial node of the corresponding machine. A mtype vector variable transition M is used to keep track,
for each instance of machine M, of the transition that fires in the current step
(e.g., line 11). A channel for each couple of box and machine (in this way we
can distinguish between different boxes which instantiate the same machine),
ch term M, is used to terminate a machine from its caller (e.g., line 12). From
lines 15 to 24 the channels are declared. Both channels C SR and C out can store
two messages, in order to correctly implement the step semantics, as it will be
explained in Section 3.3. Finally, the variable last transition (line 2) is used
to store the name of the last transition covered in an execution. This information
is used for instrumentation purposes, specifically it allows for the definition of
the never claim requiring to find a the covering of a transition.
Promela Model of Machine M F lipF lop Each node of a machine is mapped
into a guarded statement of the form guard −>statement. In Listing 1.2 an excerpt of the Promela translation of machine M FlipFlop is reported. Notice
that the channel names C SR and C out are parameters. The actual names are
provided by the caller process, which can distinguish the different instances of
M FlipFlop.
Listing 1.2: Promela code of machine M FlipFlop (excerpt).
26.
27.

proctype
do

p r o c e s s M F l i p F l o p ( chan C SR ;

chan

C out ) {

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

::

( s t a t e M F l i p F l o p [ p i d ]==Q0 && h a s t o k e n [ p i d ]==1) −>
atomic {
p r i n t f (”< c u r r e n t node [\%d ] = Q0>\n ” , p i d ) ;
has token [ pid ]=0;
if
: : ( C SR ? [ b i t 0 , ] ) −>
C out ! b i t 0 ;
p r i n t f (”< f i r i n g t r a n s i t i o n [\%d ] = T16>\n ” , p i d ) ;
t r a n s i t i o n M F l i p F l o p [ p i d ]=T16 ;
s t a t e M F l i p F l o p [ p i d ]=Q0 ;
l a s t t r a n s i t i o n =T16 ;
: : ( C SR ? [ b i t 1 , ] ) −>
C out ! b i t 1 ;
p r i n t f (”< f i r i n g t r a n s i t i o n [\%d ] = T17>\n ” , p i d ) ;
t r a n s i t i o n M F l i p F l o p [ p i d ]=T17 ;
s t a t e M F l i p F l o p [ p i d ]=Q1 ;
l a s t t r a n s i t i o n =T17 ;
:: else
fi ;
}

88.
89.
90.
91.
92.

od

unless {
ch term M FlipFlop ? [ 1 ] ;
p r i n t f (”< Machine M F l i p F l o p [\%d ]

}

t e r m i n a t e d >\n ” , p i d ) ;

}

The guard of the statement checks whether some enabled transition is allowed to fire from a node: the current node must be the source node of the
transition (e.g., state M FlipFlop[ pid]==Q0 in Listing 1.2, line 48) and the
process owns the token (has token[ pid]==1, line 48). The statement is atomic
and contains a sequence of statements executed indivisibly. The first statement
in the sequence consumes the token. Then, a conditional statement contains one
guarded statements for each transition exiting from that node (e.g., lines 53, 59).
Their guards correspond to the enabling condition of the DSTM transitions and
the associated statements translate the actions of the transitions. The actions
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(if any) associated with a DSTM transition are translated into basic Promela
statements and operators, and they are executed when the associated guarded
statement is selected. If more than one guarded statement is executable, one
of them is non-deterministically selected. The else branch in the conditional
statement (e.g., line 65) is taken when no transitions can fire. The process is
executed until a termination message, sent by its caller, is received over channel
ch term M FlipFlop (lines 88-91).
Promela Model of Machine M Register As opposed to the pevious component, machine M Register has a hierarchical structure, which requires to be
flattened before translating it to Promela. The flattening phase removes all the
boxes, fork and join constructs. In doing that, some transitions may be modified,
eliminated or added. Moreover, additional variables and channels are introduced
and proper conditions and actions are modified or added to the decorations of
existing transitions. These elements are used to provide additional information
and directives for the generation of the Promela code. The resulting flattened
model of the DSTM in Fig. 1(b) is reported in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Promela representation of the hierarchical machine M Register.

The flattening of machine M Register proceeds as follows. Since transition
T2 (see Fig. 1(b)) enters a fork, the process continues its execution after the fork
is performed. The DSTM model of M Register is changed as follows:
– the fork and join nodes and the boxes are removed together with their entering and exiting transitions;
– a loop transition from the node idle is created which replaces transition T2,
T3, T4, T5, T6 and T7. The decoration of this transition specifies the trigger
of T2 (i.e., power on?) and actions which contain all the information needed
to instantiate the machines called inside the boxes; in particular, the actions
specify the Promela statements to execute the four instances of the processes
called by the fork operation (e.g., run M flipflp0) and set their initial state
(e.g., state M flipflop[pid temp]=initial).
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– a transition from node idle to the exit node is created which replaces
transitions T8, T9, T10, T11, T12 and T13. The decoration of this transition specifies the trigger of the preemptive transition T8 (power off?) and
an action encoding the preemptive join by requesting the termination of
the four flip-flop processes through a message on the termination channel
(ch term M FlipFlop!1) which is added to the model.
Listing 1.3 shows an excerpt of the Promela process encoding the flat machine
depicted in Fig. 3 obtained by applying the technique explained above.
Listing 1.3: Promela code of machine M Register (excerpt).
94. proctype process M Register () {
95.
byte i ;
96.
pid pid temp ;
97.
b i t m y c h i l d r e n [ MAX PROC ] ;
98.
do
...
108.
: : ( s t a t e M R e g i s t e r [ p i d ]== i d l e && h a s t o k e n [ p i d ]==1) −>
109.
atomic {
110.
p r i n t f (”< c u r r e n t node [\%d ] = i d l e >\n ” , p i d ) ;
111.
has token [ pid ]=0;
112.
if
113.
: : ( p o w e r o n ? [ 1 ] ) −>
114.
p i d t e m p = r u n p r o c e s s M F l i p F l o p ( C SR 0 , C o u t 0 ) ;
115.
s t a t e M F l i p F l o p [ p i d t e m p ]= i n i t f l i p f l o p ;
116.
my children [ pid temp ] = 1 ;
117.
has token [ pid temp ]=1;
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
...
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.

3.3

( p o w e r o f f ? [ 1 ] ) −>
ch term M FlipFlop ! 1 ;
p r i n t f (”< f i r i n g t r a n s i t i o n [\%d ] = T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13}>\n ” , p i d ) ;
t r a n s i t i o n M R e g i s t e r [ p i d ]= T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 ;
s t a t e M R e g i s t e r [ p i d ]= e x i t i n g r e g i s t e r ;
l a s t t r a n s i t i o n =T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 ;
: : e l s e −>
f o r ( i : 0 . . MAX PROC−1) {
h a s t o k e n [ i ]= m y c h i l d r e n [ i ] ;
}
fi ;
::

}
od

}

unless {
ch term M Register ? [ 1 ] ;
p r i n t f (”< Machine p r o c e s s M R e g i s t e r [\%d ]

t e r m i n a t e d >\n ” , p i d ) ;

}

Modeling the Environment

As anticipated in the previous section, the possible environments of the SUT
are modeled by a Promela process named Engine. This is the first process to
be activated in the and it is the only process required to be running in the
initial state by using the prefix active in its proctype declaration. The process
Engine is in charge of: (1) instantiating the main machine of the system model;
(2) non-deterministically generating messages, delivered by the environment on
the external channels at the beginning of each execution step; (3) assigning the
token to the main machine, starting the execution of a new execution step.
The Engine process is activated whenever no statement is executable in
any process belonging to the system model. This situation is captured by the
timeout Promela variable being true. This happens when each process belonging to the system model has consumed its own token, meaning that the execution current step is completed. Furthermore, Engine uses local variables to
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non-deterministically generate new messages in the external channels. These local variables are in correspondence to the fields of the compound types exchanged
over those channels. Hence, in the running example, we have two variables, temp1
and temp2, as declared at line 158 of the snippet of code reported in Listing 1.5.
First, the Engine process runs the main machine (i.e., process M Register())
and stores its pid in the local variable pid main (Listing 1.5, lines 159 - 160).
Then, Engine initializes the channels (Listing 1.5, lines 164 - 167).

Listing 1.4: Promela code of machine
Engine - generation of new messages

Listing (1.5) Promela code of machine
Engine - initialization

175.
176.
177.

157.
158.
159.
160.

178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
...
340.
341.
342.
343.
344.
345.
346.
347.
348.
349.
350.

generation :
atomic {
p r i n t f (”<ENGINE : m e s s a g e
g e n e r a t i o n >\n ” ) ;
//MESSAGES ON p o w e r o n
if
: : ( l e n ( p o w e r o n ) ==1) −>
if
: : ( 1 ) −> temp1 =0;
: : ( 1 ) −> temp1 =1;
fi ;
p r i n t f (”<ENGINE : p o w e r o n −
g e n e r a t e d <%d>>\n ” , temp1 ) ;
p o w e r o n ! temp1 ;
: : ( f u l l ( p o w e r o n ) ) −> s k i p ;
fi ;
p o w e r o n ? temp1 ;

161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.

a c t i v e proctype Engine ( ) {
mtype temp1 , temp2 ;
pid pid main ;
p i d m a i n = run p r o c e s s M R e g i s t e r
() ;
s t a t e M R e g i s t e r [ p i d m a i n ]=
init register ;
printf (
<ENGINE : main m a c h i n e
h a s p i d = %d\n >” , p i d m a i n ) ;
// G e n e r a t i o n o f f i r s t m e s s a g e
power on ! 0 ;
power off ! 0 ;
C SR 0 ! b i t 0 , b i t 0 ;
C out 0 ! b i t 0 ;

//GIVE TOKEN TO THE MAIN PROCESS
has token [ pid main ] = 1 ;
p r i n t f (”<ENGINE : end e x e c u t i o n >\
n”) ;
}
do
::

t i m e o u t −>
goto generation ;
od
abort :
skip ;
}

Fig. 3: Message generation for the
power on channel.

After those initialization steps, process Engine starts an atomic block in
which it non-deterministically generates the messages to be sent over the channels (e.g., Listing 1.4, lines 181 - 186 initialize the power on channel). The starting statement of this block is identified by the label generation at line 175 in
Listing 1.4.
The subsequent evolution of the processes is driven by a suitable message
handling mechanism, implemented as explained in the following. Each external
channel has a buffer that stores two messages (Fig. 3). The first position C is
used to store the message available in the current step, whereas the position N
is used to store the message to be delivered in the next step (if any). During the
execution of the current step, the processes modeling the SUT can read messages contained in positions C of any channels, without removing them. If a new
message is produced by the SUT, it is stored in positions N of the corresponding
channel (Fig. 3 (a)). At the beginning of the next step, the Engine checks for the
presence of messages in positions N, (Listing 1.4, line 180). If a position N does
not contain a message generated by the SUT processes during the previous step,
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Listing 1.6: Promela code of machine
Engine - constraints.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.

//MESSAGES ON C SR 0
if
: : ( l e n ( C SR 0 )==1) −>
if
: : ( 1 ) −> temp1 =0;
: : ( 1 ) −> temp1 =1;
fi ;
if
: : ( 1 ) −> temp2 =0;
: : ( 1 ) −> temp2 =1;
fi ;
if
: : ( temp1==1 && temp2==1)−> g o t o
: : e l s e −> s k i p ;
fi ;

abort ;

the Engine generates a new message by using temp variables and if statements
(Fig. 3 (b), Listing 1.4, lines 181 - 186). Finally, the Engine consumes all the
messages contained in positions C (line 189), by moving the content of position
N in each channel to position C, thus making the messages previously generated
for the next steps available (Fig. 3 (c)).
Note that the receive statement at line 189 is always executable. This is
ensured by the fact that the SUT never removes messages from the external
channels. Therefore, that statement is never blocked, as two messages are always
stored in each channel when it is executed.
The generation block ends by assigning the token to the main process (Listing 1.4, line 341). Then, the Engine process enters the do construct, where it
waits until the Promela global variable timeout evaluates to true. This happens
when no statement is executable in the active processes, hence when all the SUT
processes have consumed their token. In this case, Engine executes a jump to
the generation label, starting a new step.
3.4

Constraining Behaviors

The non-deterministic generation of messages to be sent over the channels can
be constrained to a set of requirements that the desired environment must fulfill.
Such constraints can be used to prevent the environment to prompt the system
with unfeasible combinations of inputs.
The simplest constraint a designer may require is to avoid the generation of
conflicting messages over the channels. As an example, the SR flip-flop cannot
be prompted with both R = 1 and S = 1. This constraint can be expressed
in Promela as shown in Listing 1.6. The constraint is included in the already
described generation block for channel C SR 0. After the generation of the values for the signals S and R in the variables temp 1 and temp 2 respectively, the
statements reported at lines 223 - 225 check that these values are not both equal
to 1. If the constraint is not satisfied, the Engine process jumps to the abort
label (reported in Listing 1.4), which immediately ends this process, interrupting
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the related behavior. Note that the alternative handling of constraint violations
that generates a new set of values for the messages is not an efficient solution,
since it increases the number of possible execution paths in the state space, without adding meaningful behaviors. Similarly, we can express constraints involving
different fields of the same compound message and constraining the generation of
messages subject to the occurrence of specific events. These kinds of constraints
are not described here for sake of space.

4

A Case Study in the Railway Domain

ERTMS/ETCS (European Rail Traffic Management System/European Train
Control System)[11] is a standard for the interoperability of the European railway signalling systems ensuring both technological compatibility among transEuropean railway networks and integration of the new signalling system with the
existing national interlocking systems. The ERTMS/ETCS specification identifies three functional levels featuring growing complexity. They can be implemented singularly or in conjunction and mainly differ in the communication
mechanisms adopted to control the trains. Level 2 and Level 3 represent two
more cutting-edge solutions than Level 1, at this moment Level 2 is the most
widespread choice between Level 2 and Level 3. A reference architecture for
ERTMS/ETCS systems consists of three main subsystems: the on-board system
is the core of the control activities located on the train; the line side subsystem
is responsible for providing geographical position information to the on-board
subsystem; the trackside sub-system is in charge of monitoring the movement
of the trains. The Radio Block Centre (RBC) is the most important component
of the track side subsystem of the ERTMS/ETCS architecture. RBC is a computing system whose aim is to guarantee a safe inter-train distance on the track
area under its supervision. It interacts with the on-board system by managing
a communication session, by using the EURORADIO protocol and the GSM-R
network. In the following, part of a realistic realization of an RBC procedure is
described, together with the test generation procedure that demonstrates how
the proposed approach can be effectively applied to obtain test sequences.
The Communication procedure is modeled by the DSTM specification shown
in Fig. 5. The main machine M CommunicationEstablishment (Fig. 5(a))
is in charge of modeling the management of the connection requests issued by
the trains. It accepts a limited number of requests (collected in variable V cont)
and for each accepted request it instantiates a new machine M ManageTrain by
entering the box MCE manageTrain. Three transitions exit from node MCE idle:
MCE T03, MCE T06 and MCE T02. MCE T03 enters the fork, it is triggered by the
availability of a message on channel C request and it is guarded by the condition
V cont<=3. The action of this transition delivers acceptance message over channel C answer, increments counter V cont and stores in variables V chSystemVersion
V chAck and V chSessionEstablished the names of the channels to be used to
communicate with the train. The asynchronous control flow exiting from this fork
returns back to node MCE idle. When an instance of machine M ManageTrain
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Fig. 5: DSTM model of the Communication Procedure.

terminates its execution, transitions MCE T06 and MCE T07 merge the control
flow by entering the join node; transition MCE T08 exiting the join decrements
the counter V cont. Transition MCE T02 from node MCE idle, instead, is activated on receiving a connection request, when the maximal number of service
requests has been reached. The action of this transition delivers of a suitable refusal message over channel C answer. Machine M ManageTrain (Fig. 5(b)) models the management of the communication procedure with a specific train. It
takes the names of the channels, on which the train and RBC will communicate,
as parameters. This machine enters node MMT idle and then instantiates machine M SessionEstablishment, which models the session establishment protocol, by entering the corresponding box. Machine M SessionEstablishment
(Fig. 5(c)) can terminate its execution with different exiting conditions (i.e.,
different exiting nodes). If the communication session with the train has been
succesfully established, then the machine exits via either via node MSE som or
node MSE entry, according to the specific communication mode established. Depending on the exit node of this machine, machine M ManageTrain then instantiates either M StartOfMission or machine M Entry. If, on the other hand, the
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session establishment protocol aborts, then it terminates its execution in node
MSE aborted. Finally, machine M MovAuth is instantiated after the termination
of either one of mechines M StartOfMission and M Entry, which provides the
train with the Movement Authority.
4.1

Results

The construction of the Promela model is automatically generated as explained
in Section 3. The model contains as many processes as DSTM machines depicted
in Fig. 5 plus the Engine process. As the structure of the Promela model is
exactly the same of the code discussed in Section 3.2 and 3.3, only a portion of the
code for process M CommunicationEstablishment is shown in Listing 1.7
. The entire model of the case study contains 553 lines of code, where the first
54 of them are types and variable declarations.
Listing 1.7: Promela model of MC ommunicationEstablishment()
proctype p r o c e s s _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t () {
byte i ;
pid pid_temp ;
bit my_children [ MAX_PROC ];
do
:: ( s t a t e _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]== MCE_initial && has_token [ _pid
]==1) ->
atomic {
printf (" < current node [% d ] = MCE_initial >\ n " , _pid ) ;
has_token [ _pid ]=0;
V_cont =0;
printf (" < firing transition [% d ] = MCE_T01 >\ n " , _pid ) ;
t r a n s i t i o n _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]= MCE_T01 ;
s t a t e _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]= MCE_idle ;
l ast_tra ns ition = MCE_T01 ;
}
:: ( s t a t e _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]== MCE_idle && has_token [ _pid
]==1) ->
atomic {
printf (" < current node [% d ] = MCE_idle >\ n " , _pid ) ;
has_token [ _pid ]=0;
if
:: ( C_request ?[ _ ,_ , _ ] && V_cont ==4) ->
C_answer ! refused ;
printf (" < firing transition [% d ] = MCE_T02 >\ n " , _pid ) ;
t r a n s i t i o n _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]= MCE_T02 ;
s t a t e _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]= MCE_idle ;
last_tr a nsition = MCE_T02 ;
:: ( C_request ?[ _ ,_ , _ ] && V_cont <=3) ->
C_request ? V_chSystemVersion , V_chAck , V _ c h S e s s i o n E s t a b l i s h e d ;
C_answer ! accepted ;
V_cont ++;
pid_temp = run p r o c e s s _ M _ M a n a g e T r a i n ( V_chSystemVersion , V_chAck ,
V_chSessionEstablished );
s t a t e _M _ M a n a g e T r a i n [ pid_temp ]= MMT_initial ;
my_children [ pid_temp ]=1;
has_token [ pid_temp ]=1;
printf (" < firing transition [% d ] = MCE_T03_MCE_T04_MCE_T05 >\ n " , _pid ) ;
t r a n s i t i o n _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]= M C E _ T 0 3 _ M C E _ T 0 4 _ M C E _ T 0 5 ;
s t a t e _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]= MCE_idle ;
last_tr a nsition = M C E _ T 0 3 _ M C E _ T 0 4 _ M C E _ T 0 5 ;
:: ( t e r m _ M _ M a n a g e T r a i n _ e x i t i n g > 0) ->
term_M_ManageTrain_exiting - -;
c h _ t e r m _ M _ M a n a g e T r a i n !1;
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V_cont - -;
printf (" < firing transition [% d ] = MCE_T06_MCE_T07_MCE_T08 >\ n " , _pid ) ;
t r a n s i t i o n _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]= M C E _ T 0 6 _ M C E _ T 0 7 _ M C E _ T 0 8 ;
s t a t e _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [ _pid ]= MCE_idle ;
last_tr a nsition = M C E _ T 0 6 _ M C E _ T 0 7 _ M C E _ T 0 8 ;
:: else ->
for ( i : 0 .. MAX_PROC -1) {
has_token [ i ]= my_children [ i ];
}
fi ;
}
od unless {
c h _ t e r m _ M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t ?[1];
printf (" < Machine M _ C o m m u n i c a t i o n E s t a b l i s h m e n t [% d ] terminated >\ n " , _pid ) ;
}
}

In order to show the effectiveness of the approach, we report the resulting
performance of the Promela model for generating a test sequence that covers
transition MSE T06 of machine M SessionEstablishment. The test sequence is
obtained by generating a Promela never claim that checks for the existence of
behaviors in which transition MSE T06 is taken (i.e., such that the condition
last transition==MSE T06 holds). The corresponding never claim is shown in
Listing 1.8. This Promela model has been executed by SPIN [6] on a personal
computer equipped with an Intel Core-i7, 8GB of RAM. The generation of the
test sequence requires the exploration of 5211 states analyzed in 0,234 seconds.
Listing 1.8: Never claim
never {
step1 :
if
:: ( l as t_trans it ion == MSE_T06 ) -> goto endStep
:: else -> goto step1
fi ;
endStep : skip
}

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented a fully automatable approach to build a non trivial
Promela model from a DSTM specification of a system under test. The approach has been defined to be integrated into existing testing environments in
railway industrial settings and provide practical means to support the automatic
generation of test sequences for gray-box testing of control systems. We are currently completing the process for the automat translation of DSTM models into
Promela and the construction of the Promela model modeling the environment
of the SUT. This involves the implementation of a chain of model transformations partially written in ATL [7]. More work along several directions is needed
to provide a complete test case generation environment. In particular, we are
currently working on automating the construction of test specifications to obtain transition coverage, on optimizing the generation of the test cases, and on
providing the end-user with a proper presentation of the generated sequences.
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Appendix: Sample Test Sequence
Listing 1.9: Obtained Test Sequence

< ENGINE : main machine has pid = 1 >
< ENGINE : message generation >
< ENGINE : C_request - generated < C_SystemVersion , C_Ack ,
C_SessionEstablished > >
< ENGINE : C_Syste m Version - generated < V0 > >
< ENGINE : C_Ack - generated <1 > >
< ENGINE : C _ S e s s i o n E s t a b l i s h e d - generated < L0 ,1 ,1 > >
< ENGINE : end execution >
< current node [1] = MCE_initial >
< firing transition [1] = MCE_T01 >
< ENGINE : message generation >
< ENGINE : C_request - generated < C_SystemVersion , C_Ack ,
C_SessionEstablished > >
< ENGINE : C_Syste m Version - generated < V0 > >
< ENGINE : C_Ack - generated <1 > >
< ENGINE : C _ S e s s i o n E s t a b l i s h e d - generated < L0 ,1 ,1 > >
< ENGINE : end execution >
< current node [1] = MCE_idle >
< firing transition [1] = MCE_T03_MCE_T04_MCE_T05 >
< current node [2] = MMT_initial >
< firing transition [2] = MMT_T01 >
< ENGINE : message generation >
< ENGINE : C_Syste m Version - generated < V0 > >
< ENGINE : C_Ack - generated <1 > >
< ENGINE : C _ S e s s i o n E s t a b l i s h e d - generated < L0 ,1 ,1 > >
< ENGINE : end execution >
< current node [1] = MCE_idle >
< current node [2] = MMT_idle >
< firing transition [2] = MMT_T02 >
< current node [3] = MSE_initial >
< firing transition [3] = MSE_T01 >
< ENGINE : message generation >
< ENGINE : C_Ack - generated <1 > >
< ENGINE : C _ S e s s i o n E s t a b l i s h e d - generated < L0 ,1 ,1 > >
< ENGINE : end execution >
< current node [1] = MCE_idle >
< current node [2] = MMT_establishment >
< current node [3] = MSE_waitForAck >
< firing transition [3] = MSE_T03 >
< ENGINE : message generation >
< ENGINE : C_Syste m Version - generated < V0 > >
< ENGINE : C_Ack - generated <1 > >
< ENGINE : C _ S e s s i o n E s t a b l i s h e d - generated < L1 ,1 ,1 > >
< ENGINE : end execution >
< current node [1] = MCE_idle >
< current node [2] = MMT_establishment >
< current node [3] = MSE_waitForSessEstab >
< firing transition [3] = MSE_T06 >
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Abstract. Safety-critical software in industry is typically subjected to both dynamic testing as well as static program analysis. However, while testing is expensive to scale, static analysis is prone to false positives and/or false negatives. In this work we propose a solution based on a combination of static analysis to zoom into potential bug candidates in large code bases and symbolic
execution to confirm these bugs and create concrete witnesses. Our proposed
approach is intended to maintain scalability while improving precision and as
such remedy the short comings of each individual solution. Moreover, we developed the SEEKFAULT tool that creates local symbolic execution targets from
static analysis bug candidates and evaluate its effectiveness on the SV-COMP
loop benchmarks. We show that a conservative tuning can achieve a 98% detecting rate in that benchmark while at the same time reducing false positive
rates by around 50% compared to a singular static analysis approach.

1 Introduction
Quality assurance for safety-critical systems is no longer only challenged by hardware reliability and the complexity of the environment theses systems are operating
in, but to a large degree these systems are suffering from the growth of their software
bases. In the automotive space a state-of-the-art car contains over 50 million lines
of source code. And although the industry has stringent quality assurance processes
in place, complies to strict standards such as ISO 26262 and uses restrictive coding
guidelines such as MISRA [1], safety is continuously challenged. As shown by Miller
et al. [2, 3] modern automobiles are open to numerous attack vectors, almost exclusively being exposed by software bugs such as buffer overruns, null pointer dereferences and command injections.
Industry has extensive experience designing and testing safety-critical systems.
However, the growing software sizes pose problems to many of the existing quality
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assurance methods and processes. This includes common practices such as dynamic
software testing and static program analysis. Software testing does not scale well and
is both expensive as well time consuming. On the other hand, static analysis scales
well but suffers from both false positives and/or false negatives. This means, there are
spurious warnings not relating to actual defects and instances of software bugs that
are part of checked defect classes, but missed. Both false positives as well as false
negatives are a serious concern in industry.
In this work we present a first approach that bridges some of the gaps between
the existing techniques and their shortcomings. In particular, we present a combination of static program analysis and symbolic dynamic execution to minimize false
positives and false negatives, while at the same time maintaining scalability. The core
idea is to use static program analysis to broadly zoom in on a potential software defect and treat that as a bug candidate. Next, we make this bug candidate a precise
target for symbolic execution. This has a number of advantages:
1. Scalability is maintained by a broad static analysis pass that zooms in on bug
candidates.
2. Fine grained symbolic execution has a concrete target as opposed to an unguided crawl, which allows for additional symbolic execution heuristics.
3. Performance can be tuned, by relaxing static analysis constraints and removing
false negatives at the expenses of potential false positives, which in turn can potentially be ruled out by symbolic execution. Conversely, only true positives can
be reported where symbolic execution provides a concrete witness execution.
Moreover, we present the first steps of an integrated tool called SEEKFAULT using static analysis and symbolic execution, which borrows some of the underlying
technology of the respective tools Goanna[4] and Forest[5]. As a first benchmark we
apply SEEKFAULT to the loop category of the SV-COMP verification competition set.
Relaxing static analysis to allow for over-approximations we are able to detect 98%
of the defect cases in SV-COMP while reducing the false positive rate by over 50%
compared to a single static analysis approach.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we present the
overall ideas and their relation with existing work. In Section 3 we give a brief introduction to the formal verification based static analysis we employ as we well as our
symbolic execution framework for C/C++ code. This is followed by an explanation of
our new combined analysis framework and its architecture in Section 4. We present
our initial results from the tight integration of static analysis and symbolic execution
in Section 5 and conclude with a summary and future work in Section 6.

2 Overview and Related Work
Software testing is extensively used to validate the safety-critical system (or a unit
thereof) against requirements to ensure coverage of both the requirements and the
actual code. However, it is well understood that only a fraction of the actual semantic behavior can be realistically tested and many of the known vulnerabilities result
from corner cases of a particular input leading to vulnerabilities [2]. For instance,
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Fig. 1. Top Row: static analysis coverage; bottom row: symbolic execution coverage.

even when a path with a particular division is covered, the semantic case where that
divisor happens to become zero might not. As a result even full traditional test coverage does not equate to full semantic coverage.
There are various approaches to remedy this shortcoming including symbolic execution [6] and concolic testing [7, 8]. These techniques increase semantic coverage
criteria by treating inputs and undetermined return values symbolically. As such this
enables the investigation of an execution not only for a single value, but for a symbolic range of values at once. However, as shown in industry case studies [9, 10] symbolic techniques are prone to scalability limitations and current tools are not well
suited yet for deep embedded applications. As such their adoption in safety-critical
industries has so far been limited.
One widely used technology in safety-critical industries is static program analysis. Static analysis approximates the behavior of source code and detects common
coding violations such as the ones defined by MISRA, but also possible software bugs
that lead to runtime errors such as null pointer dereferences, memory leaks, and
buffer overruns. Many commercial tools are based on earlier academic work and are
routinely used in industry [11, 12, 4, 13]. However, while static analysis is scalable to
very large code bases it approximates program behavior and as such is prone to false
positives (false alarms) and/or false negatives (missed bugs).
Static analysis and dynamic testing can be seen as two different approximation
methods to cover the program semantics as shown in Figure 1. While (sound) static
analysis over-approximates the program behavior and as such allows false positives,
dynamic analysis under-approximates program behaviour leaving false negatives.
Our approach combines both techniques and approximations to obtain a solution that is more scalable than symbolic execution, yet more more precise than static
program analysis. The main idea is to use static analysis to ‘zoom’ into potential
bugs we call bug candidates. These bug candidates are identified by modern program
analysis techniques including data flow, model checking and CEGAR-style trace re-
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finement [14]. However, while this type of program analysis can be fast and scalable,
it is typically less precise than some actual execution or simulation. As such, there always remains a level of uncertainty regarding false positives. To counter this, we use
the bug candidates determined by static analysis and pass them on to a symbolic
execution execution pass, using those candidates as local reachability targets. This
means, we attempt to confirm that a bug candidate is indeed a real bug. This allows
us to boost the rate of true positives. The reachability targets assist additional heuristics that guide the search and are more efficient than classical crawling approaches
[15].
Bug candidates that cannot be confirmed by symbolic execution remain potential bugs due to the under-approximating nature of symbolic execution unless, however, symbolic execution is able to explore all paths (symbolically) and as such can
make a precise decision whether a bug candidate exists or not.
2.1 Other Related work
Most of the work in the symbolic execution and the static program analysis area has
been focusing on improvements and heuristics in each individual field [16, 15, 17,
18]. Combining the different domains gained less attention and is mostly related
to improving symbolic execution search strategies by adding static analysis information [19, 20]. In [21], Young and Taylor use static analysis to compute a concurrency graph and then to prune equivalent symbolic states by dynamic execution.
Their ideas focus on concurrency errors for Ada programs and the goals are similar
to symmetry and partial order reduction. Another combined approach is presented
is [22]. However, the authors focus on obtaining maximal-coverage test cases for C
programs. In contrast, our work focuses on the reachability of a set of error locations. Moreover, we use these locations to guide the symbolic execution search while
[22] aims at heuristics for path coverage.

3 Our Approach to Static Analysis and Symbolic Execution
We deploy two complementary program analysis techniques: Static code analysis
and symbolic execution. As the names suggest, the former is a static technique that
takes the source code and builds an abstraction that is analyzed using a range of approaches including model checking and trace refinement. The latter is a dynamic
technique that symbolically executes the program under test by building constraints
over concrete execution paths and checking their validity using SMT solving.
3.1 Static Analysis using Model Checking and Trace Refinement
Static analysis comprises a number of techniques including data flow analysis, abstract interpretation and software model checking [23, 18]. The approach we use
in this work is based on model checking and trace refinement as originated in the
Goanna tool [24]. The core ideas are based on the observation that data flow analysis problems can be expressed in modal µ-calculus [25]. This has been developed
further by Fehnker et al. in [26] and later expanded in [14].
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void example ( ) {
l0 : i n t i , * q ;
l 1 : i n t * p = malloc ( s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ;
f o r ( l 2 : i = 100000; l 3 : i >= 0 ; l 7 : i −−) {
l4 : q = p ;
l 5 : i f ( i == 0)
l 6 : f r e e (p) ;
}
}

l0
l1

definep

l2
l3
l8

l4

assignp

l5

freep

l6

l7

Fig. 2. Original program and automatically annotated CFG.

The main idea is to abstractly represent a program (or a single function) by its
control flow graph (CFG) annotated with labels representing propositions of interest. Example propositions are whether memory is allocated or freed in a particular
location, whether a pointer variable is assigned null or whether it is dereferenced. In
this way the possibly infinite state space of a program is reduced to the finite set of
locations and their propositions.
The annotated CFG consisting of the transition system and the (atomic) propositions can then be transformed into the input language of a model checker. Static
analysis bug patterns can be expressed in temporal logic and evaluated automatically by a model checker. To illustrate the approach, we use a contrived function
example shown in Fig. 2. It works as follows: First a pointer variable p is initialized
and memory is allocated accordingly. Then, in a loop, a second pointer variable q is
assigned the address saved in p. After hundred-thousand assignments p is freed and
the loop is left.
To automatically check for a use-after-free, i.e., whether the memory allocated
for p is still accessed after it is freed, we define atomic propositions for allocating
memory definep , freeing memory freep and accessing memory assignp , and we
label the CFG accordingly. The above check can now be expressed in CTL as:
∀p : AG(definep ⇒ AG(freep ⇒ AG¬assignp ))
This means, whenever memory is allocated, after freep there is no occurrence of
a assignp . Note that once a check has been expressed in CTL, the proposition can be
generically pre-defined as a template of syntactic tree patterns on the abstract syntax
tree of the code and determined automatically. Hence, it is possible to automatically
check a wide range of programs for the same requirement.
Trace Refinement Loop Model checking the above property for the model depicted
in Fig. 2 will find a violation and return a counter example. The following path denoted by the sequence of locations is such a counter example: l 0 , l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 , l 5 , l 6 , l 7 ,
l 3 , l 4 , l 5 . However, if we match up the counter example in the abstraction with the
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concrete program, we see that this path cannot possibly be executed, as the condition i == 0 cannot be true in the first loop iteration and, therefore, l 5 to l 6 cannot
be taken. This means, the counter example is spurious and should be discarded. We
might get a different counter example in the last loop iteration . . . , l 5 , l 6 , l 7 , l 3 , l 4 , l 5 .
But again, such a counter example would be spurious, because once the condition
i == 0 holds, the loop condition prevents any further iteration.
To detect the validity of a counter example we subjected the path to a fine-grained
simulation using an SMT solver. In essence, we perform a backward simulation of the
path computing the weakest precondition. If the precondition for the initial state of
the path is unsatisfiable, the path is infeasible and the counter example spurious. We
use an efficient SMT encoding and a refinement loop by creating observer automata
to successively eliminate sets of infeasible traces. For the example in Fig. 2 the approach is able to create two observer automata from minimal unsatisfiable cores of a
single path leading to the elimination of all paths of the same nature, i.e., avoiding an
unrolling of the loop. This approach is similar to interpolation-based solutions and
more details can be found in Junker et al. [14].
False Positives and Tuning Even in this formal verification based framework of static
program analysis there are possibilities for false positives (wrongly warned bugs) and
false negatives (missed bugs). This is caused by the abstraction and encoding into
the model checker, which is necessarily sound. For instance, certain semantic constructs such as function pointers are typically not modelled and their behaviour is
optimistically assumed. And, finally, the false positive elimination itself might time
out and a judgment call whether to report a potential bug or not is made.
Industrial static analysis tools regularly make the aforementioned trade-offs. In
this work we scale back the potential false negatives and counter the increasing false
positives with symbolic execution.
3.2 SMT Solving Based Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution is a faithful technique to observe program behavior by evaluating it symbolically in an abstract or constraint-based domain [6]. This means, values,
variables and expressions are encoded as constraints over program paths and solvers
are used to determine the (symbolic) program state at each location. The most common use case is to determine test inputs and coverage criteria [27], which is generalized to the concept of concolic testing [7, 8].
These approaches basically divide executions into equivalence classes exhibiting the same behavior under a given symbolic value or constraint of input parameters and path conditions. The advantage of these approaches is the ability to take
into account a wide range of (equivalent) inputs within one interpreted execution.
However, besides building a faithful symbolic interpreter the challenges of semantic coverage and dealing with a potentially exponential set of execution paths with
respect to the number of decision points remain.
A bug detected by symbolic execution or concolic testing is basically the same as
if discovered by dynamic testing. Hence, it provides some concrete validation that
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i < 10

i < 10
i + 1 < 10

¬ ( i < 10 )

i < 10
¬ (i + 1 < 10)
return 0

...

...

Fig. 3. Tree representation of the execution of program in Fig. 5

the program under test exposes some vulnerability. This is a clear advantage over
static program analysis, where false positives are possible and further investigation
of the results is often required. The downside is that both from a practical and theoretical point of view not all execution paths can typically be explored. As such symbolic execution helps for confirming bugs, but less so for ruling them out.
In the following we describe our approach to symbolic execution using multiprocess execution and multi-theory SMT solving.
Our Approach to Symbolic Dynamic Execution Symbolic execution evaluates the
code under test using symbolic variables. The symbolic variables can take any value
of the replaced concrete variable range they substitute. This is in particular true for
free (input) variables. Moreover, all operations on symbolic variables are recorded
as a mathematical constraint over a pre-defined logic of an SMT solver as detailed
below. In our approach, whenever the evaluator hits a conditional branch, the SMT
solver is evaluating the two possible branching outcomes (true and false) to see if
any or all of the branches are feasible. As a result, on each path the evaluator keeps
a record of the set of constraints that must hold to follow this path and it only keeps
the feasible paths in memory. This approach has proven to be a good compromise
between generality, i.e., each path is represented as a formula that is valid for different input values, and specificity, i.e., only possible paths are considered, and they are
considered explicitly.
To exemplify the approach, we can use the example shown in Figure 5 and the
associated execution tree of Figure 3. When this example is run in the symbolic execution engine, it is emulated in a virtual environment that logs every access to a
variable and every operation performed on a variable. In the example we start at the
beginning of main. The first operation that takes place is the assignment of the constant 0 to the variable i. Then i is compared to 10. The framework keeps record of the
fact that i comes from a constant, so there is no need to explore two branches in the
condition, because only one can be executed. If i was not assigned to the constant 0
at the beginning, i would only have a symbolic assignment when reaching the condition. In that case, a SMT solver is called for the two possible outcomes of the branch,
and the branch condition is added to a set of constraints that is independent for every path. If the solver gives a satisfying assignment for that branch output, we obtain
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two outcomes: Firstly, we know that the path starting at the beginning of main is feasible. Secondly, we get a concrete input vector for all free variables demonstrating
the reachability.
Multi-Process Execution As it can be intuitively seen in Figure 3, the number of
paths grows exponentially with the number of branches in the code. To find nontrivial bugs and to scale to larger programs we use parallelization as one of the architectural solutions. This means for every decision point, i.e., every branching we
spawn separate processes for the true and false branches. This enables us to parallelize the SMT solver computation as well as to independently follow different search
strategies for different paths.
Multi-Theory Solving Another technique to speed up the process is to adjust the
representation of the symbolic variables and their encoding in the SMT solver. For
proving certain properties the sign of the variables might be enough or a representation as intervals is appropriate. If we want to account for overflows, or precisely capture sign-extension or bitwise operations, a bit-level representation for every variable is used. Some other representations we support are linear equations, where each
variable is represented as a linear formula dependent of input variables, and polynomials, where sets of variables are represented as a polynomial equation. In our work
we deploy heuristics to switch between different SMT solver theories dynamically
based on the current context [5].
Execution Monitors While the main goal of symbolic execution is to generate input test vectors, it is possible to instrument the code on top of the symbolic execution framework to introduce monitors on it. Those monitors are observer code
that check for errors during run-time. For instance, we add a monitor that on every
pointer dereference checks that the value of the index to an array is in the range of
allocated memory. Monitors can be expressed as SMT-formulas and their generation
can be automated avoiding manual code annotations.
Although the semantics of symbolic execution precisely capture the set of program behaviors, the program is still under-approximated, since not all of paths can
necessarily be explored, neither in theory nor in practice. This is caused by (nonregular) loops and recursion in programs leading to infinitely sized spaces. In order
to maximize the set of explored states, different heuristics have been added to these
frameworks [28, 15]. These heuristics do not solve, however, the fundamental problem of a potentially exponentially growing number of execution paths. Hence, our
goal is to use static analysis for defining more constrained bug candidates and provide a guidance of the symbolic execution framework in the search strategy.

4 An Integrated Static-Dynamic Approach
Architecture We illustrate our approach in Figure 4: We start off with a static security analysis phase. If there is no vulnerability found the process stops. Otherwise,
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Fig. 4. SEEKFAULT Architecture: Static-Dynamic Integration.

we submit the bug candidate to the symbolic execution engine. If the symbolic execution engine is able to confirm the issue it generates a concrete trace and an input
vector. Otherwise, the bug candidate is neither confirmed nor ruled out automatically and needs to be subjected to a manual investigation. Depending on that outcome either the issue will be manually confirmed or it proves to be a false positive
that can be used to improve the static analysis checking algorithm or the exact CTL
specification.

4.1 Implementation

We implement our approach in a new tool called SEEKFAULT. The SEEKFAULT engine makes use of two approaches: Static analysis based on model checking and
SMT-based trace refinement as used in Goanna [29], and symbolic execution based
on multi-theory SMT solving as used in Forest [5]. Z3 is used as the underlying SMT
solver. SEEKFAULT itself is developed in a mixture of C/C++ and OCaml.
At the current stage of development the integrated SEEKFAULT tool first runs a
static analysis pass to determine bug candidates and for each potential bug creates
location information as well as a possible counter-example trace that is then passed
on to the dynamic execution phase. Unlike traditional symbolic execution the combined approach in SEEKFAULT enables new search heuristics by applying the trace
information as well as by using the bug locations as reachability targets. For instance,
as one heuristics we calculate a distance measure from the last visited node in the
program to the reachability target. This distance is computed statically over the control flow graph. The symbolic execution engine can then use that distance to sort the
set of candidate paths during the guided search. To do so, we use the standard A*
graph traversal algorithm. Finally, we use time outs on each branch of the symbolic
execution if we are unable to reach a particular target.
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i n t main ( . . . ) {
int a [10];
int i ;
f o r ( i =0; i < 10; i ++) {
a [ i ] = 10;
}
a[ i ] = 0;
return 0 ;
}
Fig. 5. Overflow Detection Static Analysis

void main ( . . . ) {
char password_buffer [ 1 0 ] ;
i n t access = 0 ;
strcpy ( password_buffer , argv [ 1 ] ) ;
i f ( ! strcmp ( password_buffer , "
passwd" ) )
access = 1 ;
p r i n t f ( " Access %d" , access ) ;
}
Fig. 6. Overflow Detection Symbolic Execution

5 Experiments
In this section we outline some of the experiments we performed and some of the
experiences we gained so far. While implementation for larger projects is still underway it provides some valuable results.
5.1 Examples
We firstly demonstrate our idea by some examples from our internal test suite. The
first example program is shown in Figure 5. An array with 10 elements ranging form 0
to 9 is initialized in a loop. However, in the last loop iteration the counter is increased
to one beyond the array size and the subsequent access to that array would result in
an out of bounds violation.
This error can be detected by our SEEKFAULT static analysis engine alone as the
following command shows:

$ seekfault --static-only overflow.c
SEEKFAULT - analyzing file overflow.c
line 5: warning: Array `a' subscript 10 is out of bounds [0,9].
For that example the analyzer is able to determine the array bounds as well as
the number of loop iterations that are executed and, therefore, can derive the buffer
overrun. However, in certain scenarios when the complexity of reasoning increasing by for instance copying memory around or reasoning about strings the analysis
might lose precision. We do not warn in the latter cases. An example is shown in Figure 6. In the example, the buffer overflow introduces a real vulnerability, as it can be
used to write in the memory occupied by the variable access, and grant the access
to the application with an incorrect password.
This occurs when the size of the string passed as first parameter to the program is
larger than 10 characters. In that case, the strcpy function writes in a space that was
not allocated to store the variable password_buffer, but for access. Once access
is overwritten with a different value than the initial 0, the access to the application is
granted.
To be able to detect these kind of errors we tune the static analysis engine of
SEEKFAULT to always emit an error when it is not certain that a bug is absent. This
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means it will generate a vulnerability candidate for the example in Figure 6. Moreover, using our symbolic execution engine on the target location of the static analysis candidate we get a concrete confirmation of that bug. The SEEKFAULT engine
produces:

$ seekfault pwd.c
SEEKFAULT - analyzing file pwd.c
line 5: Array `password_buffer' subscript 10 is out of bounds:
Symbolic analysis:
Testcase 12 : aaaaaaaaac\0
Testcase 13 : aaaaaaaaba\0
Testcase 14 : aaaaaaaaaba\0 < BufferOverflow
This shows this two-tiered approach where static analysis defined the bug candidate and symbolic execution is able to provide a real exploitable scenario in case the
input is the aaaaaaaaaba\0 string.
5.2 SV-COMP Benchmark Results
For the evaluation of our integrated solution we use the well known SV-COMP benchmark3 , in particular, the loop category. SV-COMP is a set of competition benchmarks
used in the automated verification community to highlight complex verification problems and to test the strength of individual tools.
The loop category is comprised of 117 files. All of the test cases expose a potential error, but only a minority of 34 files exhibit a real bug. Hence, any brute force
approach by warning at any uncertainty will overwhelmingly exhibit false positives.

We show the results of our integrated approach in Table 1. This table is broken
down by the different analysis phases as well as the final verdict, where SA denotes
static analysis, SE symbolic execution and SF SEEKFAULT. A tick means proven to
be correct, a cross that a bug has been confirmed and a warning triangle means for
static analysis that it flags a potential issue and for symbolic execution that is times
out. The files names shaded in gray are those containing a bug.
We have broken the table in five groups, which are separated by horizontal lines.
1. In the first set of examples, the static analysis engine is able to conclude that the
program is correct. This is because our static analysis phase over-approximates
the possible behavior and the program does not contain any approximation breaking constructs such as function pointers.
2. In the second group, SEEKFAULT’s static analysis engine produces some potential bug candidates that are passed to the symbolic analysis pass. However, the
symbolic analysis engine was able to faithfully cover all the possible branches in
the program and conclude that all of them are bug-free.
3

http://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/
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Filename

SA SE SF

nested6_true-u... X B
nested9_true-u... X B
heapsort_true-... X B
apache-escape-... X B
apache-get-tag... X B
count_by_k_tru... X B
diamond_true-u... X B
gj2007_true-un... X B
gr2006_true-un... X B
seq_true-unrea... X B
down_true-unre... X B
phases_true-un... X B
up_true-unreac... X B
bhmr2007_true-... X B
hhk2008_true-u... X B
half_2_true-un... X B
string_concat-... X B
eureka_01_true... X X
n.c40_true-unr... X X
lu.cmp_true-un... B X
veris.c_sendma... B X
eureka_05_true... B X
cggmp2005_true... B X
diamond_true-u... B X
underapprox_tr... B X
large_const_tr... B X
nec40_true-unr... B X
sum04_true-unr... B X
terminator_02_... B X
array_false-un... B ×
array_false-un... B ×
const_false-un... B ×
diamond_false-... B ×
diamond_false-... B ×
ludcmp_false-u... B ×
multivar_false... B ×
nec11_false-un... B ×
phases_false-u... B ×
simple_false-u... B ×

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Filename

SA SE SF

simple_false-u... B × ×
terminator_01_... B × ×
underapprox_fa... B × ×
sum01_bug02_su... B × ×
while_infinite... B × ×
for_bounded_lo... B × ×
count_up_down_... B × ×
sum01_bug02_fa... B × ×
sum01_false-un... B × ×
sum04_false-un... B × ×
terminator_02_... B × ×
trex02_false-u... B × ×
sum03_false-un... B × ×
trex03_false-u... B × ×
terminator_03_... B × ×
trex01_false-u... B × ×
simple_false-u... B × ×
functions_fals... B × ×
simple_false-u... B × ×
overflow_false... B × ×
phases_false-u... B × ×
eureka_01_fals... B × ×
id_trans_false... B × ×
string_false-u... B × ×
vogal_false-un... B × ×
NetBSD_loop_tr... B B B
sendmail-close... B B B
simple_true-un... B B B
terminator_03_... B B B
trex02_true-un... B B B
css2003_true-u... B B B
n.c11_true-unr... B B B
while_infinite... B B B
while_infinite... B B B
while_infinite... B B B
cggmp2005_vari... B B B
for_infinite_l... B B B
for_infinite_l... B B B
fragtest_simpl... B B B

Filename

SA SE SF

functions_true... B B B
simple_true-un... B B B
simple_true-un... B B B
simple_true-un... B B B
SpamAssassin-l... B B B
sum03_true-unr... B B B
trex03_true-un... B B B
count_up_down_... B B B
ddlm2013_true-... B B B
jm2006_true-un... B B B
jm2006_variant... B B B
overflow_true-... B B B
half_true-unre... B B B
nest-if3_true-... B B B
MADWiFi-encode... B B B
trex04_true-un... B B B
trex01_true-un... B B B
sum01_true-unr... B B B
string_true-un... B B B
vogal_true-unr... B B B
afnp2014_true-... B B B
array_true-unr... B B B
array_true-unr... B B B
array_true-unr... B B B
array_true-unr... B B B
cggmp2005b_tru... B B B
const_true-unr... B B B
count_by_1_tru... B B B
count_by_1_var... B B B
count_by_2_tru... B B B
count_by_nonde... B B B
gauss_sum_true... B B B
gj2007b_true-u... B B B
gsv2008_true-u... B B B
id_build_true-... B B B
multivar_true-... B B B
nested_true-un... B B B
nec20_false-un... B B B
verisec_NetBSD... B B B

×
×
Table 1: Results of each engine and the integrated SEEKFAULT solution.
SA = static analysis, SE = symbolic execution, SF = SEEKFAULT, gray = bug

3. In the third group, the full potential of the SEEKFAULT approach is shown. In
these cases static analysis concludes that there is a potential bug in the code and
provides a set of candidate locations that exhibit the undesired behavior. This set
of locations is used as target locations for the the symbolic execution heuristics.
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In each case SEEKFAULT was able to find the bug and provide a test case that
demonstrates this behavior.
4. In the next two groups, the relaxation of the rules in the static analysis tool makes
the analysis to produce error candidates in programs that however do not exhibit undesired behavior under the fully-accurate semantics of the operations of
the program. The set of feasible paths, however, is too big to be fully exercised
by symbolic execution, so under the requirements of a sound analysis, the algorithm has to output an inconclusive output. We observe, however that the fact of
having a concrete goal to reach helps a lot in the symbolic execution framework
so most of these cases (41 over 43) are actually correct. Considering the two remaining cases as correct would break the soundness of the approach but would
leave us with an error rate of only 2/117.
In summary, the combined approach has a detection rate (number of detected
errors over files with an error) of 98%. The true negative rate of the combined approach (number of files “proven” as correct when they are correct) is 35%, which is
approximately 50% above the rate obtained by only using a static analysis approach.
5.3 Observations and Limitations
It is worth noting some observations: Firstly, our SEEKFAULT solution is quite capable of detecting bugs. All bugs have been identified by SEEKFAULT and all apart from
two have been confirmed with symbolic execution inputs and traces. Secondly, the
SEEKFAULT approach gives a slightly better coverage to demonstrate the absence of
bugs compared to single static analysis approach. However, the SEEKFAULT solution
is not yet very capable to prove the absence of bugs in general.
Having said that, the SV-COMP results need to be taken with a grain of salt: Many
of the competition tools are variants of bounded model checking tools that declare
a program bug free if no violation up to a certain bound can be found. In our case,
if we declared a program bug free when both SEEKFAULT phases cannot come to
a combined negative conclusion, we would correctly identify all benchmark cases
apart from two, keeping the overall error rate at around 1%. This is better than the
rate exhibited by more mature state-of-the-art tools in this set of programs.
Finally, we expect SEEKFAULT to shine outside the small but very complex SVCOMP cases. The main reason is that symbolic execution adds a lot of precision to
static analysis, but is typically hampered by scalability. In the SEEKFAULT approach,
however, static analysis takes care of scalability and provides local bug candidates
that should be easier identifiable. Implementation work for those additional experiments is underway.

6 Conclusions
In this work we presented an integrated approach of static program analysis and
symbolic execution. In this new two-phased solution static analysis is tuned to not
miss bugs at the expense of higher false positives, which are filtered in the second
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phase using symbolic execution. We implemented the solution in the tool SEEKFAULT.
Our experiments on the challenging SV-COMP benchmark shows a 98% vulnerability detection rate with a 50% reduced false positive rate compared to a singular
static analysis solution. Moreover, the overall true negative rate remains at around
35%, which is quite reasonable for this set of benchmarks. However, overall the false
positive rate it still too high, unless we add the soundness breaking assumption that
inconclusive symbolic execution results indicate the absence of a bug.
Future work is to experiment on larger open source projects. Our conjecture is
that most detectable bugs are less complex than the SV-COMP ones and we should
see lower false positive rates. However, this will largely depend on the scalability results for the symbolic execution phase. Earlier experiments with the use of reachability targets, however, showed that our symbolic analysis scales well to around several
hundred to thousand lines of code.
Moreover, right now we still manually adjust the static analysis engine whenever
possible to feedback the new information we gained from the symbolic execution
phase. Another line of future work is to investigate a learning mechanism to at least
partially automate that process.
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Abstract. The CWQ Calculus (a Calculus for Wireless sensor networks
from Quality perspective) was recently proposed for modeling and reasoning about Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). It has the flexibility that not
all input data in a binder need to be received in order for the process to
continue. Meanwhile, it has the unique and important characteristic that,
in order for the decision of a system of a WSN to be of high trustworthiness, the decision is expected to be made by considering all data from
all network nodes in the WSN. Consequently, decisions of a system may
have different trustworthiness depending on which input data have actually
been received. In this paper, we propose a data-driven probabilistic trust
analysis of the CWQ Calculus for WSNs. We assume that data received
from a channel have trust values that follow a probability distribution; that
is, the trust value of a data represents the trust of the decision of a system
made solely based on that data. Thus, we decouple the probability of receiving input data from the probability of data trustworthiness. The overall
trustworthiness of the decision of a system is determined by performing a
relational analysis to combine these probability distributions.

1

Introduction

As one of the key components of Cyber Physical Systems [7], Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) [1, 2] have drawn a great deal of attentions recently. Due to
significant applications of WSNs (e.g., distributed computing, medical systems,
traffic security management systems, and disaster recovery), many calculi have
been proposed in the literature for modeling and reasoning about WSNs; for example, [3, 4, 6, 8–10, 14, 15]. One important feature of wireless systems is broadcast,
and wireless local broadcast is the commonly adopted broadcast model in modeling
and reasoning about WSNs, for example, in past works [4, 6, 8–10]. In wireless local
broadcast, not all nodes but only the nodes within the transmission area of the
sender can receive the message broadcasted by the sender. On the other hand, one
critical problem of wireless systems is unreliable communication in WSNs. This
problem may be mainly caused by deployment constraints and/or communication
modalities; this may result in abnormalities and thus decrease the quality of the
service provided by a wireless system. Therefore, it is of great importance to ensure
the service quality offered by a wireless system.
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The CWQ Calculus. To ensure wireless sensor nodes to behave in a reasonable
manner even if they are in an unreliable communication network, CWQ Calculus
(a Calculus for Wireless sensor networks from Quality perspective) [17] was recently proposed for modeling and reasoning about WSNs and applications based
on WSNs. It combines wireless local broadcast with quality predicate; the topological structure is considered at the network level, and different node behaviours
are represented by processes. In CWQ Calculus, default values are given to deal
with the situations that the ideal behavior fails due to unreliable communications.
The CWQ Calculus was modified and simplified to be a parametric framework by
extracting the network topology as a configuration [16]; this makes it more flexible
for modeling and reasoning about networks of different topological structures.
Probabilistic Trust Analysis. CWQ Calculus includes an input guard, binder,
to specify the inputs to be performed before continuing. A simple binder is of the
form cl ?x describing that some value should be received over channel c and bound
to variable x, and it has a trustworthiness l chosen from some finite lattice of
trust values. By incorporating a quality predicate q, a general binder is of the form
&q (cl11 ?x1 , · · · , clnn ?xn ) 1 indicating that several inputs are simultaneously active
while the quality predicate q determines when sufficient inputs have been received
to continue (e.g., q ∈ {∀, ∃, ∃!, m/n} [13, 16, 17]). That is, the CWQ Calculus has
the flexibility that not all input data in a binder need to be received in order for
the process to continue. Then, there comes the problem that one cannot be sure
what data has actually been received. Nevertheless, the subsequent process can
determine this by testing whether a particular data has actually been received
(e.g., by using the case construct case x of some(y)), and decisions can be made
accordingly. Consequently, decisions of a system may have different trustworthiness
depending on which input data have actually been received. This calls the need to
analyze the trust of the robustness of a system.
In the literature, Nielson et. al. [12] developed a novel probabilistic trust analysis for supporting the Quality Calculus [13] to indicate the trust that a user can
have in the overall robustness of a system. However, it is not applicable to the
CWQ Calculus for WSNs, because the CWQ Calculus has a unique and important
characteristic that is not part of the Quality Calculus. Specifically, the decision of
a system of a WSN is expected to be made based on the data from all network
nodes in the WSN, and the decision has the highest trustworthiness if data from
all its constituent network nodes are received and considered. In other words, from
the perspective of a single network node, its locally stored data may not be sufficient for making the best decision of a system. In Section 4, we illustrate this
characteristic of WSNs in more detail, through a case study of refueling a car by
using the information of gas stations stored in base stations.
Contributions. In this paper, we propose a data-driven probabilistic trust analysis of the CWQ Calculus for WSNs. Instead of the channel having a trust value,
we assume that the data received from a channel have a trust value, where the
trust value of a data represents the trust of the decision of a system made solely
based on that data. Intuitively, data received from a channel of a network node is
of high trustworthiness if it is essential for making a high-quality decision of the
1

Details of binder &q (cl11 ?x1 , · · · , clnn ?xn ) shall be introduced in Section 2.
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Table 1. The Syntax of CWQ

Processes:
P ::= nil | Act.P | case e of some(y) : P1 else P2 | A(x̃)
Act ::= b | c!v
d ::= c | v | y
Networks:

b ::= cl ?x | &q (b1 , ..., bn )
e ::= x | some(d) | none

Network N has the form: n1 [P1 ] || n2 [P2 ] || ... || nk [Pk ]

system, and it is not otherwise; for simplicity, we assume the data received from
a channel has a probability distribution of trust values. To facilitate our probabilistic analysis, we change the syntax of binders in CWQ Calculus for WSNs
to &πq (cl11 ?x1 , · · · , clnn ?xn ) at the beginning of our probabilistic analysis, where
π ∈ D({x1 , · · · , xn } → {t, ⊥}) denotes whether an input data xi is received (i.e.,
t) or not received (i.e., ⊥) over channel ci for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and li ∈ D(L) is a
probability distribution of the trust of the input data received over channel ci .
Consequently, we consider data trustworthiness instead of channel trustworthiness, and decouple the probability of receiving input data from the probability of
data trustworthiness. In such a way, it is possible to conduct more flexible probabilistic analysis, e.g., for analyzing systems based on WSNs. Finally, the overall
trustworthiness of the decision of a system is determined by performing relational
analysis to combine the probability distributions of π and li (∀1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we briefly
review the CWQ Calculus in Section II. In Section 3, we give a motivating example
to illustrate the need for a new data-driven probabilistic trust analysis to support
the CWQ Calculus, while the formal detailed analysis is given in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper and points out some future directions.

2

Review of the CWQ Calculus

The CWQ Calculus [16, 17] was recently proposed for modeling and reasoning
about WSNs and applications based on WSNs. It ensures that sensor nodes, even
if in an unreliable communication network, can behave in a reasonable manner. In
the following, we briefly review the syntax and semantics of the CWQ Calculus.
Syntax of the CWQ Calculus. The processes and networks are interpreted by
a two-level syntax in the CWQ Calculus.
Syntax of Process. For presentation simplicity, name restrictions are omitted in
this paper. We employ P to range over the set of all processes, and N the set of all
network nodes. We use the set In to denote the node identities, where n1 , n2 , ...
range over In . The syntax of the CWQ Calculus is illustrated by the Backus-Naur
form in Table 1. nil stands for the skip process. c!v denotes an output of a value
v, while the corresponding reception is represented by cl ?x which receives a value
via channel c and binds it to a variable x. Here, l indicates the trust level of data
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Table 2. Semantics of Processes
c!v

[Recv] c!v ` cl ?x → [some(v)/x]

[Send] c!v.P −−→ P
[M at1]

esome(v)
case e of some(y): P1 else P2 → P1 [v/y]

[Qsd1]

c!v ` b → b
b.P

[Qrec]

cl ?x

0

−−−→

0

b ::ff θ
0

[Qsd2]

b .P
b.P
0
c!v ` bi → bi
0
c!v ` &q (b1 ,...,bi ,...,bn ) → &q (b1 ,...,bi ,...,bn )

[Jdg1] [some(v)/x] ::tt [some(v)/x]
[Sat]

b1 ::σ1 θ1 ...bi ::σi θi ...bn ::σn θn
&q (b1 ,...,bi ,...,bn )::σ θ1 ...θi ...θn

0

cl ?x

−−−→

A(x̃)=df P
A(ỹ)→P {ỹ/x̃}

enone
case e of some(y): P1 else P2 → P2

[M at2]
c!v ` b → b

[Rec]

0

b ::tt θ
Pθ

[Jdg2] cl ?x ::ff [none/x]
where σ = [{q}](σ1 , ..., σi , ..., σn )

received over channel c, and it is chosen from a finite trust lattice L with ≤ for
the ordering on L; for example, L = ({L, M, H}, ≤). A(x̃) denotes a process with
the (possibly recursive) definition of A(x̃) =df P , where A is a process constant
and x̃ contains all free variables in P .
The CWQ Calculus also has the binder b, an input guard inherited from the
Quality Calculus, which is used to specify the inputs to be performed before continuing. It is of the form &q (b1 , ..., bn ), where n is the total number of inputs and q
is a quality predicate to be satisfied. Here, q ∈ {∀, ∃, ∃!, m/n} and the corresponding meanings are as follows: all inputs are required (∀), at least one of the inputs
is required (∃), only one input is required (∃!) and m sufficient inputs among all n
inputs are required (m/n), respectively. Moreover, nested binders are also allowed;
for example &∃ (&∀ (cl11 ?x1 , cl22 ?x2 ), cl33 ?x3 ). Thus, it is possible that some variables
in the binder do not get proper values when the process continues. Consequently,
data are distinguished from optional data, and denoted by term d and expression
e, respectively. In particular, some(d) represents the presence of some data d and
none for the absence of data. The construct case e of some(y) : P1 else P2 is used
to check whether e evaluates to some data. If it does, then the data is bound to y
and P1 continues; otherwise, P2 continues.
Syntax of Network. Networks are collections of nodes running in parallel. Each
node, written as n[P ], is assigned a unique identity n and runs a process P . The
topology T of a network is specified by an undirected graph G and a radius constraint Rad , where G consists of a finite set of nodes Node and a set of edges
Edge between these nodes; T = (G, Rad), and G = (Node, Edge). Rad describes
the transmission radius of a node in G, and is defined as a partial function of
Rad : Chan ∗ Node ,→ R0+ , where Chan is a finite set of channels and R0+ stands
for non-negative real numbers. This partial function is used to distinguish between
different kinds of channels; for example, Rad(c1 , n1 ) = 0 for internal unicast communication while Rad(c2 , n2 ) = 3 for broadcast communication. Edge is also a
partial function, Edge : Node ∗ Node ,→ R0+ , which assigns distances to node-pairs
(ni , nj ) in G, and it satisfies symmetry and the triangle inequality.
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Table 3. Semantics of Networks

[Int1]

P → P0

n[P ]

τ

−
→

n[P 0 ]

c!v

τ

[Int2] n[P ] −
→ n[P ]

[Bro]

cl ?x

[BRcv1]

P−
−−→P 0 ∧ (n,m)∈G(T ) ∧ Rad(c,n) ≥ Edge(n,m)
T ` m[P ]

[BRcv2]

cl ?x@n

T ` m[P ]−
−−−−→ m[P ]

[τ Syn]

T `ni [Pi ]−−−−→ ni [Pi0 ]

c!v@n

m[P 0 ]

(n,m)∈G(T ) ∧ Rad(c,n) < Edge(n,m)

c!v@ni

[BSyn]

cl ?x@n

−−−−−→

P−
−→P 0

T `n[P ]−
−−−→n[P 0 ]

cl ?

T `
∀j6=i

c!v@ni


−−−
−→
cl ?x@n
m[P ]−
−−−−→

P

[BRcv3]
cl ?x@ni

m[P ]

T `nj [Pj ]−−−−−→ nj [Pj0 ]

T `n1 [P1 ]||...||ni [Pi ]||...||nk [Pk ]−−−−→ n1 [P10 ]||...||ni [Pi0 ]||...||nk [Pk0 ]
∀i

τ

T `ni [Pi ]−
→ ni [Pi0 ]
τ

T `n1 [P1 ]||...||ni [Pi ]||...||nk [Pk ]−
→ n1 [P10 ]||...||ni [Pi0 ]||...||nk [Pk0 ]

Labeled Transition Semantics of the CWQ Calculus. The labeled transition
system is also divided into two levels: transitions for processes and for networks.
λ
The rule for process is of the form P −
→ P 0 , where the syntax of the signal λ is,
l
λ ::= c!v | c ?x, where c!v stands for sending data v via channel c, while cl ?x
represents the corresponding receiving and then assigning the value to variable x.
0
Some auxiliary relations are also used; c!v ` b → b and b ::σ θ where σ ∈ {tt, ff}.
The former one specifies that the binder b is changed to b0 after receiving an output
c!v. The latter one is used to check whether the required inputs in binder b have
already been satisfied (::tt ) or not (::ff ). If all the required inputs are satisfied, a
substitution θ is constructed to replace all the variables with the receiving values,
i.e., cl ?x ::tt [some(v)/x] and cl ?x ::ff [none/x]. Usually, a substitution has an id;
thus, the composition (θ1 θ2 )(x) is equivalent to θ2 (θ1 (x)) for all x.
Semantics of Processes. The operational semantics of processes are illustrated in
Table 2. Rules Send and Recv refer to the primitive output and input of values
respectively. After receiving a value via channel c, a substitution θ is constructed
as [some(v)/x]. Rules Mat1 and Mat2 stand for the case construct. esome(c) and
enone are two relations for evaluating an expression e to a constant with the form
some(c) and none, respectively. The next three rules denote the synchronization
with quality binder. Rule Qsd1 defines that after the binder b receiving an output,
the required inputs in b still cannot be satisfied, thus more inputs are required;
Rule Qsd2 denotes that no more inputs are needed. The general idea of Qrec is to
record the binding of the value received in the appropriate position. As mentioned
before, the auxiliary relation b ::σ θ is defined to evaluate the binder b for checking
whether a sufficient number of inputs have been performed (i.e., recorded in σ)
and for computing the associated substitution θ, which is shown by rules Jdg1,
jdg2 and Sat. The semantics of the example quality predicates are listed below:
• [{∀}](σ1 , ..., σn ) = (|{i|σi = tt}| = n) = σ1 ∧ ... ∧ σn
• [{∃}](σ1 , ..., σn ) = (|{i|σi = tt}| ≥ 1) = σ1 ∨ ... ∨ σn
• [{∃!}](σ1 , ..., σn ) = (|{i|σi = tt}| = 1)
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• [{m/n}](σ1 , ..., σn ) = (|{i|σi = tt}| ≥ m)
|X| denotes the cardinality of a set X. Formally, ∃(x1 , . . . , xn ) ⇔ x1 ∨ · · · ∨ xn and
∀(x1 , . . . , xn ) ⇔ x1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn . Here, we also allow to write the quality predicate as
[0 ∧ (1 ∨ 2)](x1 , x2 , x3 ) which is equivalent to x1 ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ). Rule Rec is a standard
one for recursion. Finally, transitions can take place in contexts C by rule Con
and the replacement in C is also allowed which is shown as follows:
[Con]

P
C[P ]

λ

−
→
λ
−
→

P0
C[P 0 ]

where C ::= [ ] | C|P | P |C

Semantics of Networks. The formal transitional rules for the networks are defined
α
by a parameterized operational semantics. Transitions are of the form T ` N −
→ N 0,
where the action α is defined as, α ::= c!v@n | cl ?x@n | τ . The parameter T refers
to the topology of the entire network and N refers to the network. For the actions,
c!v@n denotes that a node identified n sends a message v to its neighbors using
channel c, cl ?x@n refers to the corresponding receiving from a node identified n,
and τ is an internal action inside a network.
The labeled transition system for networks is defined in Table 3. One node
can either do an internal action in rule Int1 or keep unchanged in rule Int2, where
rule Int2 is a preliminary of rules BSyn and τ Syn which shall be explained shortly.
Rule Bro denotes that a node, identified n, can send a message v via channel c
and the executing process P evolves into P 0 . Three corresponding receivings are
listed in rule BRcv1, BRcv2 and BRcv3. Taking local broadcast into account, only
the nodes that are located inside the transmission area of the sending node can
receive the message according to rule BRcv1. The other nodes that are outside the
transmission area of the sender or cannot execute receiving actions will remain
unchanged, based on rules BRcv2 and BRcv3, respectively. Rule BSyn specifies
the parallel of the entire network when the nodes execute the sending action, as
well as the rule τ Syn, for the internal action.

3

Motivating Example

As presented in Section 2, the CWQ Calculus has the flexibility that not all input
data in a binder need to be received in order for the process to continue (e.g., see
Puser in Figure 3 in Section 3.1). Thus, decisions of a system may have different
trustworthiness depending on which input data have actually been received.
In the literature, Nielson et. al. [12] developed a novel probabilistic trust analysis for supporting the Quality Calculus to indicate the trust that a user can have
in the overall robustness of a system. They assume each channel has a trust and
change the syntax of binders from &q (cl11 ?x1 , · · · , clnn ?xn ) to &πq (cl11 ?x1 , · · · , clnn ?xn ).
Here, π ∈ D({x1 , · · · , xn } → L⊥ ) is a probability distribution indicating the probability of the various inputs having been received where ⊥ denotes the absence of
input and L⊥ is the lifted trust lattice obtained from L by adding ⊥ as the new
least element. Then, they use information about the probabilities that expected
input will be absent to associate probability distributions with all program points
of interest, where the probabilities indicate the trust level of the data.
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The trust analysis performed for Quality Calculus in past work [12] however is
not applicable to the CWQ Calculus for WSNs, because the CWQ Calculus has
a unique and important characteristic which is not part of the Quality Calculus.
Specifically, the decision of a system of a WSN is expected to be made based
on data from all network nodes in the WSN, and the decision has the highest
trustworthiness if data from all its constituent network nodes are received and
considered. In other words, from the perspective of a single network node, its
locally stored data may not be sufficient for making the best decision of a system;
this characteristic of WSNs is elaborated more in Section 3.1 through a case study.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a new data-driven probabilistic trust analysis of
the CWQ calculus for WSNs. Firstly, we give a case study in the following.
3.1

Case Study

We give a case study of refueling a car by using the information of gas stations
stored in base stations. Specifically, we consider the scenario that a car on the
road is running out of gas and thus the car driver (i.e., the user) wants to find the
nearest gas station for refueling the car.
The request of finding the closest gas station (GS) is accomplished by broadcasting the request in a wireless network and then receiving replying messages that
contain locations of GSs. The wireless network consists of a set of base stations
(BSs), where the user can also be regarded as a BS. Each BS has a transmission
area constraint (e.g., illustrated as dotted circles in Figure 1). That is, when a BS
broadcasts a message, only other BSs that are within its transmission area (i.e.,
within a certain distance) can receive the message. We assume that each BS stores
some information of GSs (i.e., locations of a subset of GSs) so that the location of
a GS is stored in the local cache of the closest BS (or several closest BSs).
df

Network = User || (
df

BS A

BS E

i∈Z

BSi ||

Y

GSk )

k∈Z

User = n11 [Puser ] || n12 [Localuser ]

BS B
User

Y

BS D

df

|| n13 [Timeruser ]

BSi = n2i [Pbs ]

BS C

df

GSk = n3k [Pgs ]
Using usH∨M , localL , timerH .
Fig. 2. The system

Fig. 1. Communication in a WSN

To find the closest GS to the location of the user, the user broadcasts a request
to BSs in a wireless network and then waits for replies. Ideally, if every BSs in
the wireless network replies its locally stored GSs to the user, then the user can
obtain the closest GS by iterating through all the replied GSs. However, in real
wireless networks, a BS cannot (or may not) send its stored GSs to the user due
to several reasons. For example, 1) the BS does not receive the request since it is
not in the transmission area of the user (e.g., BS D in Figure 1); 2) the user is
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not in the transmission area of the BS even if the BS receives the request (e.g.,
BS E in Figure 1); 3) although the BS sends its replying message to the user and
the user is in its transmission area, the message may be lost in the transmission
process due to unreliable wireless communications. Consequently, the user has to
make a decision based on the locations of a subset of GSs it received, and the GSs
stored at each BS have a probability to contain the closest GS to the user. In the
worst case, the user may not even receive any replies. Therefore, we assume the
user has a local computer (or other electronic devices) which caches previously
searched closest GSs, and the user will choose the closest one among these locally
cached GSs as a candidate if it receives no replies.
Since the GSs replied by BSs are preferred to the locally cached ones, the user
uses a clock to set a waiting time which will wait for at least t1 time units but at
most t2 time units. When t1 time units are reached, the user will check the received
replies. If at least one reply is received, then the user will choose the closest replied
GS for refueling the car and the process continues. Otherwise, it waits for another
t2 − t1 time units. Once t2 time units are reached, the user will choose the closest
replied GS. Note that, if there is still no reply received, then the locally cached
GS will be chosen. The overall scenario is illustrated in Figure 2, which is similar
to that in [16]. We give details of the Puser process in Figure 3, which is the main
subject of our probabilistic trust analysis, and omit details of other processes.
Discussion. In Puser in Figure 3, for ease of exposition we assume that there are
three BSs (i.e., BSs A, B, and C in Figure 1) that can communicate with the user.
The binder of the first line in Figure 3, denoted binder1, is equivalent to
&[1∧(2∨3∨4∨5)] (timerH ?xt1 , usH∨M ?xrepA , usH∨M ?xrepB ,
usH∨M ?xrepC , localL ?xrep0 ).
That is, when t1 time units are reached, the process continues when the input
from either BSs A, or B, or C, or the local computer is performed. Alternatively,
we might use the binder, denoted binder2,
&[1∧((2∧3)∨(2∧4)∨(3∧4)∨5)] (timerH ?xt1 , usH∨M ?xrepA ,
usH∨M ?xrepB , usH∨M ?xrepC , localL ?xrep0 ),
This binder requires that at least two BSs from {A, B, C} must reply messages
before the process can proceed. We will show through probabilistic trust analysis
in Section 4.3 that binder2 is better than binder1 as far as the quality of the GS
(i.e., how close is it to the user), obtained by the system, is concerned.

4

Data-Driven Probabilistic Trust Analysis

For the case study discussed in Section 3.1, ideally, if every BSs in the wireless
network replies its locally stored GSs to the user, then the user can obtain the
closest GS by iterating through all the replied GSs. However, from the perspective
of a single BS, the locally stored GSs may not include the closest GS to the user. In
other words, the set of locally stored GSs in a BS may be of high trustworthiness
if it includes the closest GS to the user, and it may not otherwise.
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df

Puser= usH∨M !req.localL !req.timerH !(t1 , t2 ).
&∀ (timerH ?xt1 , &∃ (usH∨M ?xrepA , usH∨M ?xrepB , usH∨M ?xrepC , localL ?xrep0 )).
case xrepA of some(yrepA ) :
case xrepB of some(yrepB ) :
d repA , yrepB , yrepC )).Puser
case xrepC of some(yrepC ) :1 use(min(y
d repA , yrepB )).Puser
else2 use(min(y
d repA , yrepC )).Puser
else case xrepC of some(yrepC ) :3 use(min(y
else4 use(yrepA ).Puser
else case xrepB of some(yrepB ) :
d repB , yrepC )).Puser
case xrepC of some(yrepC ) :5 use(min(y
else6 use(yrepB ).Puser
else case xrepC of some(yrepC ) :7 use(yrepC ).Puser
else &∀ (timerH ?xt2 , &∃ (usH∨M ?xrepA , usH∨M ?xrepB , usH∨M ?xrepC , localL ?xrep0 )).
case xrepA of some(yrepA ) :
case xrepB of some(yrepB ) :
d repA , yrepB , yrepC )).Puser
case xrepC of some(yrepC ) :8 use(min(y
9
d
else use(min(yrepA , yrepB )).Puser
d repA , yrepC )).Puser
else case xrepC of some(yrepC ) :10 use(min(y
else11 use(yrepA ).Puser
else case xrepB of some(yrepB ) :
d repB , yrepC )).Puser
case xrepC of some(yrepC ) :12 use(min(y
else13 use(yrepB ).Puser
else case xrepC of some(yrepC ) :14 use(yrepC ).Puser
else case xrep0 of some(yrep0 ) :15 use(yrep0 ).Puser
else16 0
Fig. 3. Model of the process Puser

To incorporate the above intuitions, instead of the channel having trust values
we assume that data received from a channel have trust values, where the trust
value of a data represents the trust of the decision of a system made solely based
on that data. Intuitively, data received from a channel of a network node is of high
trustworthiness if it is essential for making a high-quality decision of the system,
and it is not otherwise. Since it is hard to judge whether a data is essential for
making the decision of a system without actually evaluating the system, we assume
that the data received from a channel has a probability distribution of trust values.
To facilitate our probabilistic analysis, we change the syntax of binders in CWQ
Calculus for WSNs to &πq (cl11 ?x1 , · · · , clnn ?xn ), where π ∈ D({x1 , · · · , xn } → {t, ⊥
}) denotes whether an input data xi is received (i.e., t) or not received (i.e., ⊥) over
channel ci for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and li ∈ D(L) is a probability distribution of the trust
of the input data received over channel ci (i.e., li is a probability distribution of
the trust of xi ). Consequently, we consider data trustworthiness instead of channel
trustworthiness, and decouple the probability of receiving input data from the
probability of data trustworthiness which makes more flexible probabilistic analysis
possible (e.g., for analyzing systems based on WSNs). The overall trustworthiness
of the decision of a system is determined by performing relational analysis to
combine the probability distributions of π and li (∀1 ≤ i ≤ n).
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Table 4. Trust Propagation
` 1, π◦ , L◦ @(n1 [P1 ]||...||nk [Pk ])

` 1, π◦ , L◦ @n1 [P1 ]

` p, π, L@(n1 [P1 ]||...||nk [Pk ])
` p, π, L@P1

···

` p, π, L@(case x of some(y) : P1 else P2 )
` p · π[x6=⊥] , (π↓[x6=⊥] )|Cx , L ⊕ lx [y := x]@P1
` p, π, L@(case x of some(y) : P1 else P2 )
` p · π[x=⊥] , (π↓[x=⊥] )|Cx , L@P2
` p, π, L@(c!v.P )
` p, π, L@P

4.1

···

` 1, π◦ , L◦ @nk [Pk ]

` p, π, L@(n1 [P1 ]||...||nk [Pk ])
` p, π, L@Pk
if π[x6=⊥] 6= 0
if π[x=⊥] 6= 0

` p, π, L@(b.P )
` b I πb
` p, (π|Cbv(b) ) ⊗ πb , L@P

Trust Propagation

The judgement of our analysis is of the form ` p, π, L@P. Here, p is the probability
that we will reach the process P , π is a distribution from D(V → {t, ⊥}) where
V = {x1 , · · · , xn0 } is a set of optional data variables, and L = {l1 , . . . , lm0 } is a
set of distributions of the trust level of data variables yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m0 (i.e.,
distributions from D(L)). The mappings of V → {t, ⊥} indicate whether optional
data are received or not and π specifies the distribution of these mappings when
P is reached. Similarly, L specifies the distributions of the trust levels of data
variables y, and we assume li and lj (i 6= j) are independent. Note that, this
judgement is different from that in [12] which is of the form ` p, π@P .
The main judgement is of the form ` 1, π◦ , L◦ @N as shown in Table 4, where
N stands for the entire program (or network) in the CWQ Calculus, and the
choice of p = 1 reflects that the main process must be called in order to reach
other program points. Here, we let π◦ = ∅ and L◦ = ∅, since there are no optional
data variables or data variables when reaching the main process. Note that, it is
also possible to incorporate constants into π (and π◦ ) and L (and L◦ ); however, we
omit the constants in these distributions for ease of presentation, and all constants
are assumed to exist and be of the highest trustworthiness.
Operations on π and L. To do the trust propagation, we need to define several
operations on π and L. First is lookup on a name for π. That is, given a distribution
π : D(V → {t, ⊥}) and a name u, we want to know the probabilities π[u6=⊥] and
π[u=⊥] , corresponding to the probabilities that u is received or not, respectively.
P
π[u=⊥] = (σ∈π s.t. σ(u)=⊥) π(σ)

Here, σ is a mapping σ : V → {t, ⊥}. π[u6=⊥] is similarly defined, and moreover
π[u6=⊥] = π[u=t] = 1 − π[u=⊥] . These operations are used in the analysis of the
construct case x of some(y) : P1 else P2 ; π[x6=⊥] is the probability that the first
branch is taken and π[x=⊥] is that the second branch is taken.
The next operation for π is selection on a name. That is, given a distribution
π : D(V → {t, ⊥}) and a name u, we want to construct a new distribution π↓[u6=⊥]
that gives 0 probability to all mappings σ with σ(u) 6=⊥ and rescales the remaining
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probabilities, and this is defined only if π[u6=⊥] =
6 0.
(
π(σ)
if σ(u) 6=⊥,
(π↓[u6=⊥] )(σ) = π[u6=⊥]
0
otherwise.
Similarly, we define π↓[u=⊥] . These two operations are used in the analysis of the
construct case x of some(y) : P1 else P2 ; π[x6=⊥] is the distribution of the first
branch if it is taken and π[x=⊥] is the distribution of the second branch if taken.
The next operation for π is projection on a subset of names. That is, given a
distribution π : D(V → {t, ⊥}) and a subset of names U ⊆ V , we want to obtain
the distribution π|U in D(U → {t, ⊥}). It is defined as,
P
(π|U )(σ) = (σ0 ∈π s.t. σ=σ0 |U ) π(σ 0 ).

Here, σ 0 |U is the restriction of the mapping σ 0 : V → {t, ⊥} to the domain of U ;
that is (σ 0 |U )(u) = σ(u) if u ∈ U , and (σ 0 |U )(u) is undefined otherwise. Similarly,
we define the projection on the complement of U , π|CU , which is the same as π|V \U .
These operations are used to reduce the size of a distribution.
The last operation of π is product of two distributions. That is, given two
distributions π1 : D(V1 → {t, ⊥}) and π2 : D(V2 → {t, ⊥}) over two disjoint
sets of names (i.e., V1 ∩ V2 = ∅), we construct a new distribution π1 ⊗ π2 in
D(V1 ∪ V2 → {t, ⊥}). It is defined as,
(π1 ⊗ π2 )(σ) = π1 (σ|V1 ) · π2 (σ|V2 ).
They are used when combining two stochastically independent distributions.
For L, we define two operations, replace and addition. Given a distribution lx
in D(L) and a name y, the replace operation lx [y := x] is to construct another distribution ly in D(L) with the same probabilities as lx ; that is, ly (t) = lx (t), ∀t ∈ L.
That is, the replace operation is to replace the name of a distribution while all
other information remains unchanged. Given a set of distributions L and a distribution ly , the addition operation L ⊕ ly is to add ly into L (i.e., L ∪ {ly }). Both
operations are used in the analysis of the construct case x of some(y) : P1 else P2 .
That is, when the optional data x is actually received, then the process will continue on the first branch P1 ; since y instead of x will be visible and used in P1 , the
distribution of the trust level of x is copied and stored into data y to be prepared
for being used in P1 .
Propagation. Armed with the above operations on π and L, the detailed trust
propagation is shown in Table 4. The logic-flow of our analysis is similar to
that in the program analysis [11] and in the Quality Calculus [13]. That is,
the propagation operates in a top-down manner instead of a more conventional
bottom-up manner. As shown in Table 4, our propagation starts from an axiom
` 1, π◦ , L◦ @(n1 [P1 ]||...||nk [Pk ]) saying that the program (or network) is reachable.
Two inference rules for parallel composition are presented at the second row; it
means that if p, π, L describe the program point just before the entire network
n1 [P1 ]||...||nk [Pk ], then they also describe the program point just before each of
the k constitute processes.
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For the case construct case x of some(y) : P1 else P2 , there are two inference
rules as shown at the third and fourth rows. If π[x6=⊥] 6= 0, then there is a non-zero
probability that the optional data x can be received. Thus, we will continue with
process P1 with probability p · π[x6=⊥] . Now since we are sure that x 6=⊥ (since we
reach P1 ), we need to do a selection on π conditioned on the fact that x 6=⊥; we
can also do a project on the set of names excluding x to simplify the distribution.
Moreover, the data y is assigned and may be used in P1 ; since the trust level of y is
the same as the optional data x, we construct a new distribution by replacing the x
in lx with y, and add the new distribution to L. Note that, the set of distributions
L is used for conducting trust analysis at program points. If πx=⊥ 6= 0, then there
is a similar inference rule for continuing with process P2 .
The last row illustrates inference rules for output and input, respectively. The
rule for output is straightforward, as p, π, L directly pass forward to the following process. The rule for input binding makes use of another auxiliary judgement
` b I πb , which obtains the distribution πb ; note that, πb is computed by using
standard statistical inference, based on the probability distributions of all the optional data and channels in b. When reaching P (i.e., successfully passing b), the
distribution π will be augmented by πb while p and L remain the same.
Remarks. Note that the probabilistic analysis of CWQ Calculus proposed above
is different from that conducted by Nielson et. al. for probabilistic trust analysis of
the Quality Calculus. Firstly, the CWQ Calculus has a unique characteristic that is
not part of the Quality Calculus, as discussed in Section 3. Secondly, we decouple
the probability of receiving input data from the probability of data trustworthiness. That is, the judgement of our analysis is of the form ` p, π, L@P where π and
L are distributions with π : D(V → {t, ⊥}), while the judgement of the analysis
in past work [12] is of the form ` p, π 0 @P with π 0 : D(V 0 → L⊥ ).
Note that, the set of distributions, L, in our analysis can be also regarded
as a distribution as follows. Given L = {l1 , . . . , lm0 } with each li being a distribution li : L, we can construct a new distribution L0 = L1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Lm0 where
Li : D(xi → L) and ⊗ is the product operation. It is easy to show that L0 is
equivalent to L. In this paper, we consider the set of distributions, L, due to its
compact form and the independence of li and lj (i 6= j); note that, the size of L0
is much (i.e., exponentially) larger than that of L.
The analysis can be implemented using Standard ML. Each distribution can
be represented as a list of pairs (σ, p); for example, the distribution π can be represented in the form as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Other improvements towards
the representation and the probability inference are also possible, we omit the
discussions in this paper since it is orthogonal to the content of this paper.
4.2

Trust Analysis

Now, we show how to extract information about outputs from the analysis. Firstly,
we consider an output of the form c!v; that is, we want to compute the trust
level of the value v sent over channel c. Assume the analysis gives the form `
p, π, L@c!v.P when reaching P ; this means that P is reached with probability p,
and the distributions of trust levels of data y, which may be used in v or P , are
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given in L. The trust level of v over channel c can be represented as a distribution
φ in D(L) and is defined as follows,
P
φ(t) = σ∈L s.t. σ(v)=t L(σ).

Note that, for ease of presentation, we assume L is in the form of a distribution
as discussed in above. Thus, if v is a single data y, then φ(y) is the same as
ly ∈ L. Otherwise, v is of the form f (y1 , . . . , yn ) where f (·) is a function (e.g.,
d in Figure 3). Given a set of data {y1 , . . . , yn } with trust levels {t1 , . . . , tn },
min
respectively, the trust of the function f (y1 , . . . , yn ) is assume to be the greatest
lower bound of {t1 , . . . , tn } in the trust lattice L. For example, given y1 , y2 , y3 of
d 1 , y2 , y3 ) is H; that is, y1 is the most
trust H, M, L, respectively, the trust of min(y
important and sufficient data for the function.
Secondly, we consider all outputs of the form c!·; that is, we want to compute
the trust level of the decision of the system in the form c!· across all branches of
the case constructs. For simplicity, we assume that no occurrence of c!· prefixes
another. Then, the distribution Φc in D(L⊥ ) is defined as follows,
P
P
Φc (t) = `p,π,L@c!v.P σ∈L s.t. σ(v)=t L(σ).
The probability of the trust level of ⊥ is Φc (⊥) = 1 −
4.3

P

t∈L

Φc (t).

Probabilistic Trust Analysis of the Case Study

We illustrate how to compute such a trust of the decision of a system through two
examples in the following.
Example 1. We consider the binder, binder1, which is described in Figure 3,
&π[1∧(2∨3∨4∨5)] (timerH ?xt1 , usH∨M ?xrepA , usH∨M ?xrepB ,
usH∨M ?xrepC , localL ?xrep0 ).
Here, the trust lrepA of xrepA received over channel us may be either H or M
(i.e., H ∨ M). Let us assume that lrepA (H) = lrepA (M) = 0.5. Note that, lrepA is
a probability distribution in D(L). lrepB and lrepC are similarly defined, while lt1
and lrep0 have deterministic trust H and L, respectively. For presentation simplicity,
Let us assume that li , lj (i 6= j) are independent.
Let us assume that the process of receiving input data through channels us
and local are exponentially distributed with rates λus and λlocal , respectively.
For ease of presentation, assume the probability of receiving replying messages
through channels us and local are pus = 0.6 and plocal = 0.8, respectively; that
is, the probability of not receiving replying messages through channels us and
local are 1 − pus = 0.4 and 1 − plocal = 0.2, respectively. One can show that the
distribution π, indicating whether input data are received or not, is computed as
that in Figure 5, with π(δ) = 0 for all other cases.
For presentation simplicity, we assume that there is only one time out (i.e., t1 )
in Puser in Figure 3; that is, only labels, 1, . . . , 6, 16, are reachable, while those
branches corresponding to labels 7, . . . , 15 are ignored. Now, we illustrate how to
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Table 5. π for binder1
id xt1 xrepA xrepB xrepC xrep0
π1
π2

t
t

t
t

t
t

t
t

π3
π4
π5
π6
π7
π8

t
t
t
t
t
t

t
t
⊥
⊥
t
t

⊥
⊥
t
t
t
t

π9
π10
π11
π12
π13
π14

t
t
t
t
t
t

t
t
t
t
⊥
⊥

⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥
t
t

⊥

⊥
⊥
t
t
⊥
⊥
⊥

π15 t

t
t
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥

⊥

Table 6. π for binder2
p

id xt1 xrepA xrepB xrepC xrep0

t
⊥

0.1750
0.0438

π1
π2

t
t

t
t

t
t

t
t

t
⊥
t
⊥
t
⊥

0.1167
0.0292
0.1167
0.0292
0.1167
0.0292

π3
π4
π5
π6
π7
π8

t
t
t
t
t
t

t
t
⊥
⊥
t
t

⊥
⊥
t
t
t
t

t
⊥
t
⊥
t
⊥

0.0778
0.0196
0.0778
0.0196
0.0778
0.0196

π9
π10
π11
π12
π13
π14

t
t
t
t
t
t

t
t
t
t
⊥
⊥

⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥
t
t

t

0.0513

π15 t

⊥

⊥
⊥
t
t
⊥
⊥
⊥

t
t
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥

⊥

p

t
⊥

0.1860
0.0465

t
⊥
t
⊥
t
⊥

0.0827
0
0.0827
0
0.0827
0

t
⊥
t
⊥
t
⊥

0.1245
0.0315
0.1245
0.0315
0.1245
0.0315

t

0.0514

obtain the trust of the decision of the system. First, let us consider π1 (xt1 7→
t, xrepA 7→ t, xrepB 7→ t, xrepC 7→ t, xrep0 7→ t) = 0.1750 in Figure 5. Since all
optional data, xrepA , xrepB and xrepC , have actually been received, the decision of
the system is made based on the combination of these three data; note that, π1 and
π2 in Figure 5 together correspond to label 1 in Figure 3. Thus, when reaching label
1, the trust of the decision is M with probability lrepA (M) × lrepB (M) × lrepC (M) =
0.125, and it is H with probability 1 − 0.125 = 0.875; recall that each lx ∈ D(L)
is a probability distribution. Based on the above, we can see that the probability
that the trust of the decision is H includes 0.1750 × 0.875, and the probability to
be M includes 0.1750 × 0.125. Similarly, π3 and π4 in Figure 5 together correspond
to label 2 in Figure 3, and π3 = 0.1167. When reaching label 2, the trust of
the decision is M with probability lrepA (M) × lrepB (M) = 0.25, and it is H with
probability 1 − 0.25 = 0.75. Thus, the probability that the trust of the decision is
H also includes another 0.1167 × 0.75, and the probability to be M also includes
another 0.1167 × 0.25.
Overall, the probability that the trust of the decision is H is (π1 + π2 ) × 0.875 +
(π3 + · · · + π8 ) × 0.75 + (π9 + · · · + π14 ) × 0.5 = 0.2188 × 0.875 + 0.4377 × 0.75 +
0.2922 × 0.5 = 0.6658, and the probability that the trust of the decision is M is
(π1 + π2 ) × 0.125 + (π3 + · · · + π8 ) × 0.25 + (π9 + · · · + π14 ) × 0.5 = 0.2188 × 0.125 +
0.4377 × 0.25 + 0.2922 × 0.5 = 0.2829
Example 2. Now, we consider binder2 which is discussed in Section 3.1, as follows,
&[1∧((2∧3)∨(2∧4)∨(3∧4)∨5)] (timerH ?xt1 , usH∨M ?xrepA ,
usH∨M ?xrepB , usH∨M ?xrepC , localL ?xrep0 ).
Here, lrepA , lrepB , lrepC , and lrep0 are the same as in Example 1 in above. Note
that, the process Puser needs to be modified accordingly, and we also assume there
is only one time out (i.e., t1 ); we omit the details here. Similar to Example 1, one
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can show that the distribution π, indicating whether input data are received or
not, is computed as that in Figure 6.
We illustrate how to obtain the trust of the decision of the system. First, let
us consider π1 (xt1 7→ t, xrepA 7→ t, xrepB 7→ t, xrepC 7→ t, xrep0 7→ t) = 0.1860
in Figure 6. Since all optional data, xrepA , xrepB and xrepC , have actually been
received, the decision of the system is made based on the combination of these
three data. Thus, similar to that in Example 1, the probability that the trust of
the decision is H includes 0.1860 × 0.875, and the probability to be M includes
0.1860 × 0.125. Similarly, when considering π3 = 0.1245, the probability that the
trust of the decision is H also includes another 0.1245 × 0.75, and the probability
to be M also includes another 0.1245 × 0.25. Overall, the probability that the trust
of the decision is H is 0.6785, and the probability that it is M is 0.2701.
Remark. By comparing the above two examples, we can see that the probability
of the trust of the decision based on binder2 to be H is 0.6785 and it is larger
than the probability of the trust of the decision based on binder1 to be H which is
0.6658. Thus, by using probabilistic analysis we can quantify the trustworthiness
of decisions based on different binders, based on which we choose the better one.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a data-driven probabilistic trust analysis of the CWQ
Calculus for WSNs. The CWQ Calculus has the flexibility that not all input data
in a binder need to be received in order for the process to continue; thus, decisions
of a system may have different trustworthiness depending on which input data
have actually been received. We assumed that data received from a channel have
trustworthiness values which follow probability distributions, and the trust value
of a data represents the trust of the decision of a system made solely based on that
data. Then, we proposed to decouple the probability of receiving data from the
probability of data trustworthiness which makes more flexible probabilistic analysis
possible (e.g., for analyzing systems based on WSNs). The overall trustworthiness
of the decision of a system is then determined by performing a relational analysis
to combine these probability distributions.
Future directions for our research may include considering the topological structure changing in the analysis and also incorporating the mobility of sensor network
nodes. It is also possible to use PRISM [5] for automatic probabilistic analysis.
Moreover, we are continuing to explore the denotational semantics and algebraic
semantics of the CWQ Calculus. Giving a deduction system of the calculus may
also be another interesting topic.
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No. 61361136002) for the Danish-Chinese Center for Cyber Physical Systems. It
was also supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No.
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Abstract. Given the high expressiveness of higher-order logic, their
proof assistants are being widely advocated for formally verifying cyberphysical systems these days. However, the usage of higher-order-logic
proof assistants is mostly restricted to academia. One of the main reasons for the hesitancy of their usage in industrial setting is the associated
long learning curve. We believe that one of the foremost factors behind
this slow learning process is the user-unfriendly text-based interfaces
of the proof assistants. To facilitate the first experience of users with
a proof assistant, this paper presents a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) g-HOL for the higher-order-logic (HOL) proof assistant.
g-HOL is developed in Java swing and is supported by the Windows,
Linux and MAC operating systems. It tends to minimize syntax errors
and the need to memorize and type commands and facilitates the searching process, which is frequently required in interactive formal reasoning.
The paper describes the architecture and main features of g-HOL using
an illustrative example.
Keywords: Higher-order logic, Proof assistants, Theorem Proving, HOL

1

Introduction

Theorem proving is one of the most widely used formal verification methods
[4]. The system that needs to be analyzed is mathematically modeled in an appropriate logic and the properties of interest are verified using computer-based
formal tools called theorem provers or proof assistants. The human interaction
or the manual proof effort required for proving logical formulas in a theorem
prover varies from trivial to complex depending on the underlying logic. For instance, propositional logic [4] is decidable, i.e., the logical correctness of a formula
specified in propositional logic can be automatically verified using an algorithm.
However, it provides very limited expressiveness. On the other hand, higher-order
logic [4] allows quantification over functions and sets and is thus much more expressive than propositional logic. The added expressiveness of higher-order logic
comes at the cost of explicit user guidance required to verify all formulas expressed in higher-order-logic, due to its undecidable nature. The user interacts
with a proof assistant by providing it with the necessary tactics to prove goals.
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This process could be very tedious and usually takes thousands of lines of script
and hundreds of man-hours for verifying analysis described in a page.
Despite the great potential of higher-order-logic theorem proving in verifying
the correctness of complex engineering systems, this technology is very rarely
used in the industry [3]. We believe that besides the manual proof guidance requirement, the user-unfriendly command-line interfaces of proof assistants are
also mainly responsible for this limited usage. The need for a user-friendly interface for proof assistants was majorly felt in the interactive theorem proving
course that we teach at NUST, Islamabad. Most of the undergraduate students
struggle with syntax errors and finding appropriate theorems from the libraries
during their initial hands-on experiences with the proof assistants for at least a
couple of weeks. These issues usually hinder the development of interest of the
students in this field. In order to alleviate this problem, this paper presents a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) called g-HOL [2], for the widely used HOL proof
assistant [1], which has been successfully used as a verification framework for
both software and hardware as well as a platform for the formalization of pure
mathematics. It is important to note that g-HOL has been developed for the sole
purpose of facilitating the learning process of proof assistants for novice users
and thus should not be considered as an alternative to the far more powerful
and efficient command-line based interface of HOL.

2

g-HOL’s Architecture and Features

g-HOL [2] is developed using Java Swing [5], i.e., a framework specifically for
designing and developing GUIs in Java. This choice was made due to the flexibility, platform independence and the large user community of the Java language.
The g-HOL GUI follows a simple Model view controller (MVC) pattern. The
architecture of g-HOL is composed of 5 main components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HOL Theorem Prover (Back-end Software that does all the theorem proving)
Linker (Bridge between the HOL theorem Prover and g-HOL)
g-HOL (Front end Graphical Use Interface)
GraphicView Plugin (To create the layout using Java Swing)
View Controller (This consists of different types of listeners that handle
interrupts, like button clicks etc.)

The g-HOL user-interface, depicted in Fig. 1, tends to facilitate the HOL
learning process and enhance the productivity, usefulness and effectiveness of
HOL users by providing them with the following key features:
– Archiving and loading proof scripts.
– A built-in text editor that dynamically maintains the proof script corresponding to mouse clicks on the g-HOL interface.
– Ability to define and save definitions and theorems by just providing the
logical formulas and names, as required, without worrying about following
the HOL specific syntax.
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Fig. 1. g-HOL Screen Shot

– Availability of most of the commonly used HOL tactics (proof strategies)
as clickable buttons. The user is allowed to define her own proof strategy
buttons and replace the default ones with these.
– A simple to use search box, which accepts a logical formula and returns the
matching theorems within the loaded theories by a simple mouse click.
– An auto-complete suggestions based string search feature that accepts theorem and definition names and returns the corresponding logical statements.
To the best of our knowledge, g-HOL is the first graphical user interface
(GUI) for the HOL proof assistant. One of its foremost distinguishing features is
the ability to conduct most of the commonly used formal reasoning steps using
click-able buttons. The other user interfaces, such as Isabelle/jEdit and CoqIDE,
are usually ’Emacs’ style interfaces for other proof assistants (Isabelle and Coq)
and do not allow using click-able buttons for proof strategies. This ability to
conduct formal reasoning steps greatly minimizes the number of syntax errors
and spelling mistakes and thus significantly reduces the proof time. Another
useful feature of g-HOL is its flexibility to be used with any proof assistant in
the HOL family, like HOL4 or HOL-Light, due to the independence of the GUI
layer. The path for the target theorem prover can be selected from within the
g-HOL interface and the tactics (proof strategies) can be defined corresponding
to the target theorem prover.

3

Illustrative Example

In this section, we illustrate various features of g-HOL by working through a
simple proof example: (x(m+n) = xm xn ), using the HOL4 proof assistant. The
first step in the proof process is to load the appropriate theories required for
the given proof goal. For example, the above proof goal requires the Arithmetic
(arith) and Real (real ) theories in HOL. We can open and load theories by
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using the appropriate buttons in the menu pane. g-HOL allows loading multiple
theories at the same time. Once the theory is loaded, it can be accessed using
the DB-Search and Theorem fields.
Next, we enter the proof goal, i.e., !x m n. x pow (m + n) = x pow m * x
pow n (! is the ∀ symbol in HOL) in the Goal field and click the Define button to
define it as a proof goal. Considering that there is no syntax error, the new goal
stack can be viewed in the HOL console of g-HOL. Note that the Script field
keeps track of the running script. The script can be loaded from an existing file
or by highlighting selected text from the editor and clicking the Execute button.
The main step in the formal reasoning process of this proof goal is to apply
induction on one of the variables m or n and then discharge the proof goal generated by induction using real-theoretic reasoning. The induction can be done
by applying the HOL tactic: Induct on, which is available in the Misc button
section of g-HOL. Upon clicking this button, we get the message of identifying
the variable name where induction needs to be applied. We mentioned m, which
breaks the goal into 2 sub-goals that are given in the console window.
The first step in the formal reasoning about the first sub-goal, i.e., ∀.x n.
x pow (0 + n) = x pow 0 * x pow n, requires rewriting with the definition
of the function pow. This can be done by clicking the REWRITE TAC button and
giving pow as an argument. This step simplifies the subgoal to ∀.x n. x pow
(0 + n) = 1 * x pow n. This goal can be discharged by arithmetic rewriting
using the facts that 0 + n = n and 1 ∗ x = x. We find the corresponding HOL
theorems by using the strings 0+n and 1*x in the DB search field of g-HOL
to find the theorems ADD CLAUSES and REAL MUL LID from the arith and real
theories, respectively. Rewriting with these two theorems can now be done by
clicking the REWRITE TAC button and giving ADD CLAUSES and REAL MUL LID as
arguments, which discharges the first subgoal.
We proceed with the verification of the subgoal corresponding to the stepcase of induction, i.e., ∀.x n. x pow (SUC m + n) = x pow SUC m * x pow n
given ∀.x n. x pow (m + n) = x pow m * x pow n, by rewriting it to bring
it to the form where the definition of the function pow, i.e., (∀x. x pow 0 = 1)
∧ ∀x n. x pow SUC n = x * x pow n, can be applied. This can be done by
representing (SUC m + n) as SUC (m + n) and we use the DB search field on
the arithmetic theory to find the corresponding theorem name, i.e., ADD CLAUSES.
Rewriting with ADD CLAUSES using the REWRITE TAC button simplifies the proof
goal as mentioned above. This subgoal can now be simplified by rewriting it
with the definition of the function pow along with the assumption by clicking the
ASM REWRITE TAC button with an argument pow, which makes the proof goal to
become ∀x n. x * (x pow m * x pow n) = x * x pow m * x pow n. This subgoal can be discharged using the associative property of real numbers and we
find the corresponding theorem from the real theory using the DB search field
in the g-HOL interface and rewriting with it using the REWRITE TAC. This completes the proof of our main proof goal. Once the goal is verified, a prompt
appears asking the user to save the theorem by giving an appropriate name.
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Moreover, the complete script for the formal reasoning is also available in the
Script window of g-HOL.
In the above interactive proof example, the user of g-HOL only required
the working knowledge of induction (induct on), rewriting (REWRITE TAC and
ASM REWRITE TAC and searching the HOL libraries (DB search) and she did not
have to care about the syntax issues of these features. This freedom of not
worrying about the syntax related issues makes the users more focussed on concentrating and learning the interactive theorem proving processes. We chose
a simple example to illustrate the interaction with g-HOL here but it can be
equally used to verify more complex theorems as well. The screen shots corresponding to a couple of more examples, involving transcendental functions and
HOL probability theory, can be found in [2].

4

Conclusions

The paper describes a GUI for the HOL proof assistant. The main motivation
of g-HOL is to facilitate learning the interactive theorem proving process and
thus pave the path for their usage in the industry. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of g-HOL, we used it in a classroom, of 60 under-graduate students of
software engineering, as an alternative to the command line interface of HOL.
These students were taking their first course in Logic, which was 16 weeks long
and the HOL proof assistant was used to illustrate the process of natural deduction and formal reasoning to them. Half of the class students were taught
interactive theorem proving using the command-line interface of HOL while gHOL was used for the other half. After the same amount of training time, the
g-HOL users were found to be about 4-times more-effective in terms of the time
spent to verify simple arithmetic proofs than their counterparts. The amount of
syntax errors were also predictably much less for the g-HOL users. These statistics clearly indicate the effectiveness of the proposed ideas. We are currently
working on enhancing the features of g-HOL and would appreciate suggestions
and comments about our interface, which is available for download for all major
operating systems at [2].
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